Introduction l Welcome
We are proud to be the exclusive UK
suppliers for several leading publishers
from around the world including

The Hanen Centre

Great Ideas for Teaching

A very warm welcome to Winslow®
We have been working hard all year to find over 250 new interesting and unique materials to help you provide
structured meaningful support or for others or have fun with a loved one, a client, a patient or a pupil.

THE RANGE
We are proud to be a holistic “go to” resource covering the whole life
span and serving a range of parents and professionals encompassing
educational, social and healthcare settings. We provide
• Early development of language and communication skills
• Specialised resources for individuals with language or
communication impairments
• Resources for those with special educational or additional needs
• Self-management skills (social & emotional well-being)
• Age-appropriate resources for the latter stages of Dementia
(when stacking, sorting, matching and repetitive activities can be
calming and soothing)
• Rehabilitation resources for adults (neurological & physical)
• Activities and games for adults (reminiscence, quiz, group games)
• NEW exclusive value packs for Dementia, Visual impairment,
reminiscence (and more) to help budget stretch that little bit
further!

WE LISTEN
Our product offering is led by feedback from you whether in
person at specialised exhibitions, events and shows or via
email or telephone conversations. We then seek resources from
a world-wide supply base or create new, bespoke resources
with current suppliers or via our in-house design team to meet
identified needs.
We have a varied team of product testers and advisors
around the UK including parents and professionals in various
community, school and hospital-based settings. Our range is
managed by an Occupational Therapist and we have our ears
to the ground regarding emerging healthcare and educational
needs via professional information streams.

For sales and enquiries contact us today
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Introduction l How to order and order information

How to
order

+44 (0) 1246 210 416

sales@winslowresources.com

www.winslowresources.com

Winslow Resources,
Goyt Side Road,
Chesterfield, Derbyshire
S40 2PH UK

Winslow® Standard Delivery Charges
For all orders to mainland UK destination charges are as follows:Orders up to the value (excluding VAT) of:Up to £50
£3.95 + VAT
Up to £100
£7.95 + VAT
Over £100
£8.95 + VAT

Logo Table
Game

Prices exclude VAT unless otherwise indicated with a star (*). Prices with a star attract
VAT. Zero-Rated or VAT Relief products are labelled near the price. The Eligibility
Declaration can be found on the Order Form at the end of the Winslow Resources
catalogue.
Prices are in £GBP, exclusive of VAT and delivery costs. Prices are valid until
31st December 2019, however these are subject to change without prior notice.

Book

CD-ROM

CD

Cards

DVD

PRODUCT USE AND DESCRIPTIONS

MEET THE AUTHORS
We wanted to know more about the reasoning behind the development
of some of our most popular resources. Alex Kelly (author of the popular
Talkabout Series) kindly created a wonderful blog for our customers last year
and we are delighted that Margot Sunderland, Jackie Pool, Gali Salpeter, and
Jean DeGaetano have contributed material this year, so we are launching an
Author Page online in 2019!
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We want you to enjoy using Winslow® resources, activities and
assessment tools and we very much hope that they will contribute to
learning, therapy, rehabilitation and improve life quality for end users.
To aid selection of appropriate resources, we do our very best to
give as much detail as possible in the space allowed and show good
representative imagery. This may include safety or suitability age
guidelines, dimensions, potential hazards (such as small parts), material
information, or notable guidance from manufacturers. If more pictures,
photographs, instructions or diagrams are available, we will elaborate on
our website www.winslowresources.com.
We go to great lengths to provide products that are robust, of good
quality and are safe, however, it is ultimately the facilitator’s responsibility
to check suitability for clients, family members or pupils, to supervise use
at all times, ensure they are used with care, interacted with appropriately
and are maintained. Products cannot stand misuse or abuse.
Additionally, Winslow® supplies professional specialist intervention
equipment for healthcare and educational professionals for therapy
or assessment. These should only be administered by suitably trained
professionals.
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Language & Literacy
What is in this section?

PRAGMATICS AND SOCIAL COMMUNICATION
Identifying, understanding & expressing
emotions
•

Understanding others
•

Pragmatics & social skills
•

Problem solving
Asking questions & conversation skill

ASSESSMENT & INTERVENTION

•

•

Language & literacy assessments & screening
tools (vocabulary, fluency, reading, play,
narrative, non-verbal etc.)
•

Developing language & communication skills.
•

•

Complex needs
•

Mutism, non- & minimally-verbal
•

Social & emotional processing
•

Storytelling resources
•

Recordable devices
•

SLT clinical tools
•

Specialised SLT activities (oral motor,
articulation, exercises, vibration etc.

SPEAKING AND LISTENING
• Articulation & phonology
• Apraxia of speech
• Listening & discrimination
• Hearbuilder®
• Great Ideas for Teaching
• Auditory processing
• Following directions
• Memory

www.winslowresources.com
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LITERACY AND UNDERSTANDING
• Categories
• Object recognition
• Matching & sorting
• Opposites & differences
• Pronouns, nouns & adjectives
• Verbs
• Basic language concepts: time, preposition &
daily routines
• Sequencing of activities
• Vocabulary
• Semantics & inferencing
• Mark-making & letter formation
• Fine motor skills
• Word & sentence formation

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Language Assessment

Fluharty Preschool Speech and Language Screening Test–Second Edition
(FLUHARTY-2)

Provides rapid identification of pre-school children where a complete speech and language
evaluation is recommended. Easy and quick to administer test that is appealing to children.
Contains five subtests: Articulation, Repeating Sentences, Responding to Directives and
Answering Questions, and Describing Actions and Sequencing Events. Scores reflect performance
in articulation, receptive language, expressive language, and composite language. Provides
standard scores and percentiles for subtests and composites. Space provided for noting
phonological process errors, voice quality and fluency. Contents: Manual, picture book, 25 record/
profiling forms, 3 each of yellow, white, blue, and black blocks in a sturdy storage box. Admin
time: 10 mins. For ages 3-6 yrs.

W956672

£ 185.00 *

Symbolic Play Test

This is the 2nd Edition of this popular standardised assessment that uses structured observation
of play to analyse early skills required for language development. The tool provides an objective
indication of a young child’s level of early concept formation and symbolisation – abilities that
precede and develop alongside expressive and receptive language.
Four sets of miniature objects are presented in a set order, in different situations, enabling the
facilitator to observe if the child relates to them appropriately. Objects are purposefully chosen
and can lend themselves to a variety of interrelationships. The scoring system is based on the
number of meaningful responses and connections the child is able to make. The outcomes of
this test can be used to plan further appropriate interventions.
Contents: manual, toys and 25 record forms. Duration: 10-15 minutes. For 1-3 yrs.
For Speech and Language Therapists only. To purchase this resource, please telephone our sales
team who will request the name of the end user. There will be a short delay in processing whilst
we check the SLT database to ensure that the person cited is qualified, or you can email
sales@winslowresources.com with proof of qualification.

W952158 Symbolic Play Test
W952159 Symbolic Play Test Record Forms (Pack of 25)

£ 355.95 *
£ 46.50 *

The New Reynell Developmental Language Scales (NRDLS)

The NRDLS is the most widely used assessment and diagnostic tool for identifying speech
and language delays and impairments in very young children. It has been standardised on
more than 1,200 UK children, and the 4th edition content has been revised in line with latest
research and practice. It is administered and highly regarded by teaching, health and research
professionals.
It provides essential information about a child’s production and understanding of spoken
language, assesses communication skills on entry into nursery school and identifies those who
need immediate referral and support. Two scales are used:
Scale 1: Language production: explores understanding of vocabulary items and grammatical
features.
Scale 2: Comprehension: assesses the production of the same features of language.
• Straightforward to administer with an easy to use, easel format
• Uses a mix of play-based activities and a range of stimulus material, including a trio of new
characters (Monkey, Teddy and Rabbit) with appealing full colour illustrations
• Overview of language ability guides intervention and evaluates the effectiveness of those
interventions
• Multilingual toolkit, giving advice and guidance on how to adapt and use the NRDLS with
children who have English as an Additional Language
• Duration: 35-60 minutes
• For 2-7yrs
For Speech and Language Therapists only. To purchase this resource, please telephone our
sales team who will request the name of the end user. There will be a short delay in processing
whilst we check the SLT database to ensure that the person cited is qualified, or you can email
sales@winslowresources.com with proof of qualification.

W955654 Assessment Tool
W956451 NRDS Record Forms (Pack of 50)
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£ 629.95 *
£ 124.00 *

Wellcomm: The Speech and Language Toolkit

Assesses communication skills on entry to nursery and school, then measures progress
throughout
Identifies children with potential language difficulties and offers a range of customised
interventions to help support language development
Identifies children in need of referral
Provides tailored intervention strategies for all children via 150 photocopiable intervention
activities which are fun, friendly and engaging
Easy to administer and score, 10-15 minutes test time
For 6 months to 6 years
Suitable for Early Years Practitioners, SENCOs, T.A.s, Nursery Workers and SLTs
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

With 1 in 10 children under 5 years of age reported as experiencing difficulties in learning
and communication, early identification is crucial. WellComm enables the screening process
for young children to be carried out quickly and effectively, accompanied by a wealth of
customised fun and engaging intervention material to improve language development. The
unique traffic light system helps practitioners understand the child’s current level of speech
and language and provides an action pathway:
1) Considers referral to a specialist service for further advice/assessment
2) Extra support and intervention required
3) No intervention required

W956452

£ 359.95 *

01246 210 416
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Language Assessment l Language & Literacy
British Picture Vocabulary Scale (BPVS-3) 3rd Edition

•

Language & Literacy

BPVS is the leading assessment tool to assess the receptive vocabulary of
children as young as 3 to 16 years old. It has a simple, appealing format with
vivid full colour illustrations and black outlines to support those who may
be colour blind. It identifies delays in vocabulary development, even before
children are in full time education, informing intervention strategies to help
extend vocabulary. It is suitable for non-readers and those with learning
difficulties, Autism or CP etc. as no reading is required - responses can be given
by pointing or gesture. For Teachers, SENCOs and SLTs.

•

Time efficient, can be used as an ideal benchmarking and progress-checking
assessment from pre-school to secondary school
1-1 session format - the facilitator says a word and the pupil responds by
selecting a picture from four options that best illustrates the word’s meaning
Large format and transportable carry-case
10-15 minutes test time
For 3-16yrs
•
•
•

Specific Needs

W954598 BPVS III
£ 205.00 *
W954599 Additional BPVS III Record Forms (Pack of 10) £ 17.95 *

The Listening Comprehension Test 2
(LCT-2)

W956673

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

The LCT-2 assesses listening skills, identifying
strengths and weaknesses in integrated language
problem-solving, reasoning, and comprehension of
audible material. The test models the type of listening
required in a classroom. Participants determine what
part of the message needs immediate attention,
organise and understand the input and then plan an
appropriate response which requires integrating the
communication skills of vocabulary and semantics,
syntax and morphology, phonology and thinking.
Subtests: Main idea, Details, Reasoning, Vocabulary,
Understanding Messages. Admin time: 35 mins. For
6-11yrs.

Language LAB™ Program for Grammar, Vocabulary & Storytelling
£ 149.95 *

W956659

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

This is a response to intervention (RTI) evidence-based programme for children
5–10 years old whose language abilities fall below expected standards. It aids early
identification of pupils needing referral for possible language and/or learning needs.
This structured programme is for groups of 2–4, delivered over 15 hours, (60 or 90
minutes weekly) introducing systematic, research-based instruction prior to SEN
referral. Targets verbs (regular & irregular tenses), adverbs, nouns (regular & irregular
plurals), adjectives and connected speech (clauses, conjunctions, negatives, direct
and indirect objects). Scripted story sessions teach narrative skills at 3 levels, basic
grammar components for retelling stories, how to create stories and add “sparkle” and
cohesiveness. Includes: resource guide, printable CD-ROM (for all books), homework
workbook, skill drill workbook, language LAB station signs, talk aloud cards, 6 audio CDs
with 5000 sentences, 90 story station cards and language screener cards. Created by
a group of SLPs.

£ 249.95 *

Bus Story Test - Revised Edition

The age level of consecutive speech used in retelling a story can be assessed from the
information content, sentence length and grammatical usage. This tool includes a coloured
picture story book, photocopiable scoring forms and manual, but requires use of audio
recording equipment. Norm referred at monthly intervals to enable therapists to produce
comparative results. For 3-8yrs.

W951216

£ 38.25 *

Word Finding Vocabulary Test - Revised Edition

W952412

Action Picture Test - Revised Edition

Standardised test that that requires children to give samples of spoken language for
evaluation. The test considers grammatical structures used, words used to convey information
and the grammatical structures used such as nouns, verbs, prepositions, tenses, irregular forms
of plural and past tenses, simple and complex sentence construction etc. Norm referred at sixmonthly intervals to enable production of comparative results. For 3-8yrs.

W951049

£ 36.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults

Assessment to ascertain the extent to which pictures of objects (arranged in order of
difficulty), can be named correctly. Most objects included have no alternative name,
so the responses of children with difficulties can be quickly measured. 50 line-drawn
pictures, manual and photocopiable scoring forms. Norm referred at six monthly
intervals to enable production of comparative results. For 3-8yrs.

£ 42.95 *

Renfrew Language Scales series - Set of 3

All three sets in the Renfrew Language Scales series - Action Picture Test, Bus Story Test
and Word Finding Vocabulary Test. The price represents a saving against individual
purchases.

W951981

£ 109.00 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Language Assessments
York Assessment of Reading for
Comprehension

•
•
•
•
•

This diagnostic assessment tool was developed
by reading experts at the University of York. It
provides an in-depth analysis of reading and
comprehension skills, identifies specific problems
with word recognition, reading fluency or
reading comprehension and informs on the most
appropriate interventions to support individuals.
It is split into 3 parts, Early Years, Primary and
Secondary (4-16yrs).
• Can be used to assess and monitor on-going
pupil progression
• Assesses EAL pupils and those requiring extra
time in exams
Informs educational planning and benchmarks against the national average
Ideal tool to evidence the impact of Premium Pupil Spend
Provides standard age scores, age equivalent scores and percentile ranks for
omprehension, rate and fluency
Administration time: 20-30 minutes.
For SENCOs, Teachers and Literacy Co-ordinators

W956453
W956820
W956821
W956803
W956822

Primary & Early Years Assessment Tool
YARC Record Forms - Early Years (Pack of 10)
YARC Record Forms - Primary (Pack of 10)
Secondary Assessment Tool
YARC Record Forms - Secondary (Pack of 10)

Teaching Talking: Screening &
Intervention for Children with a
Spoken Language Delay
Second edition. Teaching Talking is a classroom-based
assessment for children in Early Years settings and
Primary Schools whose linguistic development appears
delayed or who present as experiencing difficulties with
listening or speaking. This tool screens, profiles and
records the major aspects of child development and
is designed to support all abilities in the development
of spoken language. A range of engaging activities
and interventions can be tailored to engage and
support children at an appropriate level graded to their
needs. For Teachers, SENCOs, Speech and Language
Therapists. Includes: Activities Handbook, QuickReference Guidance, Early Years and Primary Profiling Forms. Test duration: unlimited. For 1-8yrs.

W956454

£ 249.50 *
£ 15.95 *
£ 26.95 *
£ 245.95 *
£ 26.95 *

£ 119.95 *

Understand how children attach
meaning to words

Speech and Language Screener
Quick Take Along® Tool

Use this non-standardised Speech and
Language Screener as a quick initial
screening tool to gather baseline data,
identify areas of concern, monitor
progress, determine if further evaluation is
necessary and develop appropriate goals.
Assesses: Articulation; Connected Speech; Following Directions; Grammar; Inferencing; Listening
Comprehension; Phonological; Awareness; Questions; Social Skills and Vocabulary. Sections are
adaptable. 64 pages. For all ages.

W956635

£ 12.95 *

The Dynamic Assessment
of Language Learning - Book

W956797

A practical assessment for children with
language impairments. Explains how, why and
who to use a Dynamic Assessment with, the
theory and benefits of this approach and a
“how-to” guide. Normal assessments identify
deficits, whereas this method also identifies the
potential to learn during the evaluation, enabling
professionals to make more informed decisions
on appropriate interventions. Case studies
and practice examples are provided. Includes
templates, prompt sheets, score sheets, and
more. Covers: Phonology, Morphology, Word Level,
Sentence Level, Narrative and Discourse. For SLTs,
Educational Psychologists and educators.

The WORD Test 3–Elementary

Assesses the ability to recognise and express semantic attributes critical to vocabulary growth
and language competency. Understand how children attach meaning to words and understand
why they may struggle to learn. Six subtests: Associations—choose one semantically-unrelated
word from among four and explain the choice in relation to the common category of the
other three words; Synonyms—give a one-word synonym for each stimulus word; Semantic
Absurdities—identify and repair an absurd statement; Antonyms—give a one-word opposite for
each stimulus word; Definitions—state the definition of words that include critical attributes;
Flexible Word Use—give multiple meanings for words.
Measure word-mastery, reading comprehension and overall academic success. Examiners
Manual and 20 test forms. For 6-11yrs. Admin time: 30 mins.

W956667

£ 149.95 *

For individuals or to universally
screen large groups

£ 33.95

Teaching Reading and Phonics
to Children with Language and
Communication Delay - Book

An accessible, jargon-free toolkit for teaching the
first stages of reading and phonics to children with
speech and language delays using visual strategies,
well-suited to those with complex communication
needs. Covers: pre-reading skills; recognition of early
printed words; personalised photo books; using
storybooks as a focus; reading schemes and high
frequency words; teaching phonics and using visual
methods; comprehension and inference and creating
individual reading programmes. Includes lesson
examples, activities, checklists, teaching/motivation
tips, reproducible material. For parents, non-specialist teachers, T.A.s etc.

W956986
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£ 33.95

Test of Silent Word Reading Fluency–Second Edition (TOSWRF-2)

Reliable, valid tool to assess reading vocabulary and general reading ability by counting the
number of printed words that participants can accurately identify within a set time. Highlights
those with word level and reading difficulties and documents the degree of the problem.
Rows of words are presented, ordered by reading difficulty, with no spaces (dimhowfigblue).
Participants draw a line between as many words as possible (dim/how/fig/blue). For individuals
or to universally screen large groups. Two forms can be used to increase reliability. Valid for
a wide variety of subgroups. Enables progress monitoring (up to four times a year). Includes:
manual, 100 record forms (25 each of alternate forms A,B,C & D), storage box. Normed on school
and college ages 6-24. Admin time: 3 mins (each form). Useful for teachers, SEN specialists,
psychologists etc.

W956666

£ 274.95 *

01246 210 416
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Assessment & Intervention: Phonology l Language & Literacy

A rapid assessment used to highlight possible areas of difficulty within a child’s expressive
language. It comes in a laminated booklet form with 32 coloured pictures which are
presented to the child with 1, or occasionally 2, questions. Each question is designed to elicit
one or more grammatical structures. For 3-7yrs.

W952133

£ 62.50 zero rated

Language & Literacy

South Tyneside Assessment of Syntactic Structures (STASS 2)

The Children’s Rating of Speech Sounds (CROSS)

A practical, child-friendly phonology assessment with an easy scoring system. Scores
and rates speech in single words and sentences. Adaptable for hearing and hearingimpaired/deaf children. Scores and severity ratings link directly to interventions to
assist and justify planning and provision. Enables outcome measuring and monitoring
of intervention effectiveness. Includes photocopiable phonological process checklist,
phoneme inventory and analysis chart, vowels checklist, sentence level section and nonsegmental section. Downloadable assessment forms. For 2.5-7yrs. Admin time: 15 mins.

W956272

£ 97.50 zero rated

Specific Needs

South Tyneside Assessment of Phonology 2 (STAP 2)

Obtain a profile of a child’s phonological system with this rapid screening assessment. 27
clear, colourful pictures encourage naming of 74 elements which elicit consonant phonemes
and clusters in all positions, the majority in more than one context. For 3yrs+.

W952130

£ 62.50 zero rated

STAP & STASS Assessment Set
W952131

Save Over £10!

£ 114.50 zero rated

The Grammar and Phonology Screening Test (GAPS) has been rigorously evaluated and
standardised with a cohort of children aged 3-6 years. Enables profiling of the language
abilities of every child at Foundation Stage, including identifying pre-reading strengths/
weaknesses. Evidences decision-making for extra support and IEP’s. Includes picture
booklet, 6 record forms (downloadable), teaching manual and scoring guide. Admin
time: 10 minutes.

W956270

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Buy STAP & STASS together as a set and save more!

Grammar and Phonology Screening Test (GAPS)

£ 65.00 zero rated

Phoneme Factory Software by STASS Publications

W956275 Phoneme Factory Phonology Screener
W956274 Phoneme Factory Sound Sorter

£ 113.50 zero rated
£ 75.00 zero rated

Phonological Assessment Battery (PhAB2)

W956556 Asessment Tool
W956557 PhAB2 Primary Record Forms (Pack of 10)

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 179.45 *
£ 37.95 *

LinguiSystems Articulation Test Normative Update (LAT-NU)

Updated version. Assess individuals aged 3-21 who have abnormal articulation
patterns. Screens for apraxia of speech, assesses consonant sounds and can be used
to monitor progress. Easy to administer, score and interpret, yet provides a thorough
examination of all sounds/blends by presenting several sounds more than once in
the same position. All positions at the word level are tested. Picture plates assess
every consonant sound in words, including initial blends. The vocalic /r/ is tested in
multiple contexts. 5 parts:
• Stimulability Assessment - administered after an incorrect production, determines
if participant is able to imitate a correct production
• Intelligibility Rating Scale - based on the type/frequency of errors in a picture
description task. Helps determine the type/severity of a speech-sound disorder
• Articulation Summary - based on the type of speech/sound errors at the
single-word level, allowing a breakdown of speech-sound errors by substitution,
omission, or distortion
• Apraxia Screening Summary - based on the sequential production of 12
multisyllabic words. Inconsistent repetition of a multisyllabic word may require
follow-up tests for Apraxia of Speech
• Speech Sound Error Analysis - allows analysis of speech errors by word location/
type/stimulability
Contains: Manual, Picture book and 25 Record forms. More information on our
website.

W956670 LAT-NU Assessment Tool
W956823 LAT-NU record Forms (Pack of 25)

sales@winslowresources.com

Activities For Adults

A comprehensive battery of tests for assessment of
phonological awareness. An essential toolkit for SENCOs,
specialist literacy teachers and educational psychologists, it
identifies phonological difficulties encountered in learning to
read, assessing in detail to enable planning of appropriate
interventions. Engaging design and illustrations make
it appealing. Newly standardised to reflect up-to-date
phonological abilities of UK children. Subtests: Alliteration,
Naming Speed, Rhyme, Spoonerisms, Fluency, Non-Word
Reading, Blending, Phonological Working Memory, Phoneme
Segmentation & Phoneme Deletion. Targeted testing for 5-6
and 7-11 year olds.

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Phonology Screener: Evidence-based electronic screening tool for speech impairment, assessing
production of consonants and consonant clusters at word beginnings/ends and identifies the
number of syllables produced in multi-syllabic words etc. Helps teaching staff ascertain if SLT
referral is required. Produces robust results based on the child’s phonological errors in relation
to his/her age. Includes intervention suggestions. Multi- user capability with secure, effective
record keeping. For 4-8yrs.
Sound Sorter: Evidence-based programme to develop listening and discrimination of speech
sounds. SLT’s have options for complex configurations to assist children using unusual speech
sound errors and customisable therapeutic activities for a specific pattern of speech sound
errors through selection of targets, contrasts, word position and other settings. Provides
teachers, SENCOs and LSAs with easy configuration, accessibility and record keeping options
consistent with common error patterns. Can be used with above Screener. For 4-8yrs.

£ 181.00 *
£ 44.95 *
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Language & Literacy l Complex Needs
Think it – Say it - Book
The Source Processing
Disorders (2nd Edition) - Book
®

Aimed at professionals to help differentiate the
characteristic components of auditory, language
and central processing disorders to ensure
interventions are focused and more effective. It
explores the main processing models, assessment
procedures and intervention strategies. Chapters
cover: Introduction to Processing Disorders, The
Central Auditory Processing Model, The Language
Processing Model, Behaviour Characteristics in
Processing Disorders, Processing Assessment,
Remediation for Auditory Processing Disorders,
Remediation for Language Processing Disorders.
Written by an SLP and Professor. For: 5yrs-adult.

W956977

W952294

Building Language Using Lego® Bricks:
A Practical Guide - Book

Lego® Therapy is a current popular intervention. This
book explains how to use bricks in a structured way to
purposefully build language skills, helping with severe
speech, language and communication difficulties. It
covers receptive and expressive language, understanding
concepts, attention, labelling emotions, problemsolving, turn-taking, bilateral integration and fine motor,
eye contact, etc. Clear guidance is given to set up,
facilitate and adapt sessions and measure outcomes.
Downloadable resources available.

£ 46.95

The Source® for Executive Function
Disorders (2nd Edition) - Book

A comprehensive guide to understanding
and treating executive dysfunctioning (EDF).
Impairment complicates academic, social and
communication performance, impacting on
decision-making, goal-setting, actions, responses,
problem-solving, self-regulation etc. Offers
a rationale, goals and methods for building
awareness, adjusting environments, developing
and teaching compensatory strategies and
engaging in language therapy to develop
reasoning. Provides an evaluation framework,
assessment tool overview, diagnostic questions,
observation protocols etc. For: birth to 18yrs.

W956978

An excellent photocopiable resource aimed at children
with cognitive and/or communication impairments to
help improve verbal reasoning and language organisation
skills. Features 75 pictured situations, each with an
accompanying page of questions. Activities are gradeable
to aid progression. Section 1 presents a problem and
solution, Section 2 shows a problem but no solution,
Section 3 shows no problem so it can be explained orally.
For those with language delays; neurological, hearing or
cognitive impairments; Learning Disabilities, AttentionDeficit Disorders or Autism. Helps with inferential reasoning,
problem solving, determining causality and generalising.
For 4-10yrs.
£ 35.00

W956741

£ 19.50

Building Blocks for Communication - Book
Use activities with coloured building bricks to develop
communication and language skills of children with
special educational needs. Designed to look like play, each
activity is carefully structured to target specific difficulties,
including basic literacy, numeracy and vocabulary. Can be
used with groups or 1-1 work for children aged 5-16.

£ 46.95

The Source® for Stuttering and
Cluttering

W956321

£ 28.75

Find all the materials and instruction required for
fluency therapy interventions in one complete
resource! Provides a hierarchy of treatment from
fluency enhancement strategies (voicing, breath
control, smooth onsets) to cognitive strategies
(mental imagery, affirmation, self-talk). The cluttering
section presents 30 characteristics of cluttering with
nearly as many strategies for treatment. Includes:
209 page manual, reproducible activities.
For 13yrs to Adult.

W952112

£ 51.95

CASP Communication Assessment Profile

Dorset Assessment of Syntactic Structures (DASS)

Based on the STASS assessment tool, the DASS has been drawn to appeal to older age groups,
in full colour A5 format and presented in a display book. Effectively trialled with adults and
adolescents with learning disabilities. Elicits grammatical structures at Clause, Phrase and
Word level on the LARSP chart. Reported as user-friendly and in addition to assessing linguistic
competence, during assessments there was noted improvement in attention, responsiveness
and elicitation of connected speech. Includes manual and photocopiable score sheets.
For 11 years+.

W956271
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£ 55.00 zero rated
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The Communication Assessment Profile (CASP) is the only UK standardised assessment tool to
assess the communication abilities of adults with severe to mild learning disabilities. It can be
used with children and young people with ASD and with older people who have neurological
disabilities as an outcome measure, to ascertain if communication skills have improved over
time or as a research tool. It is comprehensive, using photographs of functional and adultorientated objects and was designed as a joint multi-disciplinary assessment organised into
three parts:
• The questionnaire (environment) determines the opportunities an individual has for
communicating on a day to day basis (completed with a carer/keyworker)
• Photographic manual with subsections on hearing/auditory skills, understanding and use of
communication (completed with an SLT)
• Record of strengths, percentile rank chart, communication environment rating scale and an
outline of priorities for change (agreed by individual, therapist and carer/keyworker)
The National Institute for Adult Continuing Education (UK) recommends CASP as an
appropriate assessment for adults with LD. Numerous SLTs have used CASP with people with
Dementia, reporting that sections 3 and 7 were particularly useful for assessing vocabulary
and communicative function. Note: CASP wasn’t designed for people with Dementia but a
small number of individuals participating in the clinical trials had age-associated cognitive
impairment.

W951230
W956350
W952119

CASP
30 CASP Record Forms (10 each of Part 1, 2 & 3)
30 CASP Record forms (Part 2 only)

£ 199.95*
£ 86.00*
£ 74.95*

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:35

Mutism, Non & Minimally Verbal l Language & Literacy
Supporting Quiet Children - Book

W956081

Time To Talk - Book

A powerful, accessible
resource for professionals who are
developing children’s language and
communication skills. Showcases
effective approaches in schools from
early years through to secondary
education, summarising current research
on communication. Includes whole-class
approaches to developing speaking and
listening skills, strategies for those with
limited language, curriculum adaptation for
additional needs, working with specialist
practitioners, models schools use to
commission SLT services and more!

£ 16.95

Let’s Get Talking - Book

W956082

£ 16.95

Auditory Comprehension/Vocabulary
Activities for Non or Minimally Verbal
Children - Book

W956746

£ 47.75

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

W950216

£ 26.85

Augmentative & Alternative
Communication Profile (AACP)

Early Functional Communication Profile
Set (EFCP)

£ 69.95 *

Assesses the skills and communicative
competence of all AAC system users and is
unspecific to a disorder, severity or setting.
Identifies areas of strength, where more input
is required to develop long/short term goals and
to monitor changing abilities to develop tailored
interventions. Covers four key skill areas:
• Operational - using the system, accessing
and transmitting information (Orientation/
Awareness, Manipulation, Focused Use,
Navigation, Programming & Use)
• Linguistic - receptive/expressive language, knowledge/use of the language code
and ability to use both during conversation (Awareness, Using Specific Meanings,
Combining Words, Using Syntax & Morphology & Refined Language)
• Social - communication, including self-image, desire to communicate reciprocally
(Behaviours, Regulatory Behaviours, Practiced Interaction, Social Awareness/
Competence & Social Mastery)
• Strategic- knowledge of what can be communicated, how and developing
compensatory strategies (Pre-Intentional/Reflexive, Intentional, Programmed
Message Use, Appropriate Message Selection, Use & Strategic Mastery)
Contents: Manual and 15 profiling forms. For 2yrs-Adult.

W956671

Activities For Adults

A dynamic assessment tool measuring subtle,
functional changes in non-verbal communication
skills for children aged 2-10 with severe/moderate
disabilities. Sets a baseline for therapeutic
interventions and to monitor ongoing progress. A
hierarchy of prompts highlight the level of skills that
can be performed and responses to prompts, classified
by: developmental level—skills arranged from easiest
to hardest; level of environmental prompt—these can
be where the tester or test items are positioned (in
front, to the side or back of the child), with gestural
prompts (passing object, pointing); verbal cues (saying “your turn,” asking questions). Includes
level of adult-action prompt—subtle physical and visual prompts such as hand-over-hand,
patting the chest or arm, waiting with hand reaching out, waiting expectantly, etc. Subtests:
Joint Attention-Requesting Objects/Receptive Language, Social Interaction-Turn-taking,
Communicative Intents—Requesting Continuation of Actions/Requesting Assistance/
Protesting, Social Interaction—Response to Greetings. Content: Manual and 15 profile forms.
Admin time: 30-45 mins.

Pages 008-009 2019 WINSLOW.indd 3

£ 46.95

Selectively mute children encounter barriers to
learning and development. This manual offers
practical assessment and treatment, advice
and information and covers theory, available
literature and practice. The approach taken is
based on behaviour principles and a heirarchy of
stages of confident speaking. Contains detailed
assessment ideas, management strategies
and a range of photocopiable material.
Accompanying case examples and discussion
about progress, transfer and discharge.

A comprehension skills workbook for young non or
minimally verbal children to practice recognising action
words, objects, “wh” words, spatial words, inferences and
associations etc. The first section presents sentences
with missing words/illustrations with inferences and
associations as answer clues. Users identify answers
by pointing or naming. Section 2 requires questions
to be read aloud. The third involves association skills.
Photocopiable. Ages 3 ½ to 7.

www.winslowresources.com

Empower individuals with selective mutism
to speak with confidence with this practical
guide which includes a four-stage detailed
desensitisation treatment programme!
Addresses: Defining selective mutism and
its characteristics (including misdiagnosis),
formal/informal assessments (including
an observation form and questionnaire),
treatment options, multidisciplinary
working and resources for professionals. For:
toddler-adult.

The Selective Mutism Resource
Manual - Book

Developing Comprehension in Non or
Minimally Verbal Children - Book

W956668

The Source® for Selective Mutism
- Book

W956976

£ 29.95

W956744

£ 32.95

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

These structured comprehension and vocabulary-building
lessons strengthen listening skills and improve auditory
processing ability. Designed for children who don’t speak,
or who have limited verbal skills, but accessible for
all. Activities have pictured answers for each question
or statement requiring users to point to images to
indicate a response. Numerous concepts, action words
and vocabulary are introduced. Lessons have clear
instructions and questions, allowing material to be used
by parents or professionals. Photocopiable. Ages 3 ½ to 7.

W956989

Specific Needs

40 practical engaging ideas to improve the
communication of young children who have
speech and language difficulties or for older
children with special needs. Includes ideas
for making activities gradeable according to
need and can be used for individual, pairs or
groupwork.

Language & Literacy

Help children “find their voice”. This resource
focuses on quiet, shy and sensitive children
and those with extreme anxiety surrounding
talking in early years settings and during the
initial school years. These 40 activities boost
social skills and confidence, help children
make friends, and to participate in group
activities etc. Includes advice on building
positive family links and reasons why
children may be reluctant to talk or are extremely shy.

£ 75.00 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Assessment: Social/Emotional
Pragmatic Language
Skills Inventory (PLSI)

A quick, thorough user-friendly test
of pragmatic language ability. Its 45
items can be administered in just 5-10
minutes. Identify children with disorders,
document progress, collect research data,
identify language needs and determine when
a more comprehensive language assessment
is required. For teachers, early years practitioners and other professionals. Contents: manual,
25 summary/response forms. For 5-12 yrs. Covers:
• Personal (initiating conversation, asking for help, participating in verbal games & using
appropriate nonverbal gestures)
• Social (knowing when to talk, when to listen, understanding rules, taking turns &
predicting consequences for one’s behaviour)
• Classroom - using figurative language, maintaining conversation topics, explaining how
things work, writing a good story, using slang

W956669 Assessment Tool
W956885 PLSI Summary/Response Forms (Pack of 25)

£ 114.95 *
£ 58.95 *

Talkabout Assessment Tool - CD-ROM & Book

A comprehensive social skills assessment tool. Provides
assessment and a visual summary of a non-verbal, verbal and
assertiveness skills, providing an excellent starting-point for
planning appropriate interventions.
• Body language - Eye contact, Facial expressions, Gestures,
Distance, Touch, Fidgeting, Posture and Personal appearance
• The Way We Talk - Volume, Rate, Clarity, Intonation, Fluency
• Conversation - Listening, Starting a conversation, Taking turns,
Asking questions, Answering questions, Being relevant, Repairing,
Ending a conversation
• Assertiveness - Expressing feelings, Standing up for yourself,
Making suggestions, Refusing, Disagreeing, Complaining, Apologising, Requesting explanations

W956793

Non Returnable

£ 20.95

Emotional Literacy
Standardised
Assessment

This untimed standardised
assessment addresses
social, emotional and
behavioural issues relating
to emotional literacy
and provides purposeful
intervention ideas and
activities according to
need. Five key areas in
the Social and Emotional Aspects of Learning (SEAL) curriculum are addressed including Selfawareness, Self-regulation, Motivation, Empathy and Social skills. The interactive CD-ROM has
full audio support, user-friendly age-appropriate on-screen instructions and switches accessibility
meaning checklists can be accessed by those who find paper-based assessments problematic,
ensuring those with additional needs are supported. Includes: simple, clear printable score profiles,
teacher/pupil/parent questionnaires, photocopiable worksheets, age-appropriate activities and
re-assessment methods to monitor progress and intervention impact. For teachers, SENCOs and
educational psychologists. Primary or Secondary versions.

W956455 Primary (7-11 years)
W956812 Secondary (11-16 years)

Non Returnable
Non Returnable

£ 149.95 *
£ 149.95 *

GCQ Generic Children’s Quality of Life Measure - Book and Sheets

Measures the life quality of all children, those with specific health and/or social difficulties and
without. Ideal for when a child presents as having life difficulties but cannot express them or when
there is concern about how an illness, disability or therapy is affecting them. It focuses on family,
peer relationships and school. It uses child-friendly words, focusing on factors reported by them
as their most important life factors. Girls and boys are assessed separately with different story
stimuli. The tool is not problem-specific, symptom-oriented or disease-focused. Reading level:
8 years. In the first section, the child responds to topics by choosing a character they feel they
are most like and in the second, who they would like to be. These two responses form a basis for
perceived and preferred self-scores and any discrepancies indicates the perception of his/her life
quality. For 6-14yrs.

W956113

£ 155.00 *

Emotional Processing Scale (EPS)

A quick, effective assessment tool to identify emotional processing styles and potential deficits
in adults. 25 statements are presented and the client rates the extent to which each applies
to the way they felt/acted during the last week. Five subscales of five items each are used to
generate a total emotional processing score. Subscales are Suppression, Signs of unprocessed
emotion, Controllability of emotion, Avoidance, Emotional experience. Easy scoring sheets can be
used with included profile chart to plot scores in comparison to percentile scores for the healthy
adult UK population. Developed over 12 years it is used by clinicians working in mental health,
psychological therapy and health psychology. For 18yrs +. Admin time: 5-10 mins.

W956112

£ 149.95 *

Mini ICF APP Social Functioning Scale - Book and Forms

Easy to use, quick and reliable tool rating social and occupational functioning in line with
the International Classification of Functioning (ICF), Disability and Health (WHO). For adults
with all types of mental health disorders and varying degrees of disability. Covers 13 capacity
issues: adherence to regulations, planning/structuring tasks, flexibility, competency, judgement,
endurance, assertiveness, contact with others, group integration, intimate relationships,
spontaneous activities, self-care and mobility. Partly based on clients’ report of daily activities,
relationships, hobbies and work. Assesses current patient ability, measures changes over time
and useful to measure & record capacity impairments when clients have difficulty gaining or
maintaining employment. Admin time: 10 mins. Online training video available. UK validated.

W956119

£ 114.95 *

Social Emotional Development Age Level (SEDAL) - Booklet and Forms

The Cognitive Affective Training (CAT-) Kit

Bestselling Author

By Tony Attwood! This huge, powerful, user-friendly tool is designed to build awareness of how
thoughts, feelings and actions all interact and by using various customisable visual, interactive
and communication components, share insights with others. An easy and effective way to
work with neuro-typical children, young adults and people with developmental disabilities.
Ideal for parents, teachers, therapists and other professionals. Includes: CDROM, binder,
manual, 10 dry erase tool, 90+ feelings with corresponding faces and words etc.

W954724
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£ 195.00 *

A simple to administer behavioural assessment scale delivering crucial information to support
on-going positive growth and development. Establishes social-emotional progress in children
and adults including those adults with intellectual disabilities or delayed development with
a developmental age of 0-14 years. Measures and calculates a developmental age for the
Social Domain (initiating contact, social independence, moral development, impulse control,
self-awareness, social assessment skills) and the Emotional Domain (self-image, emotional
independence, sense of reality, moral development, regulation of emotions, fears). Scoring is
based on response to behaviours deemed either “characteristic” or “non-characteristic”. Responses
can be applied to the scoring programme or assessed manually.

W956117

£ 289.00 *

By purchasing these resources you are affirming that you are a registered
healthcare professional and appropriately trained to carry out this intervention

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:36

Early Years l Language & Literacy

Rethink early years provision using
this practical and profound book!
Easy to read, it explores learning
through play in detail and offers a
variety of practical ideas to create
effective learning environments for
young children, both in and outdoors.
The author presents a structured
3Ms approach: Making Conversation,
Mark-Making, Mathematics, Muscle/
Movement, Mindfulness and Magic.

Updated 2018 bible for early years’
teachers! Explains how to meet standards
and assessment requirements and
addresses common practice concerns.
Each chapter explores a standard and
indicator with notes on theory, practical
tips, case studies, activities and further
reading ideas. Link practice to standards,
understand assessment requirements,
learn how to strengthen evidence, plan and
track evidence, develop leadership skills
and more!

W956938

Language & Literacy

Can I Go & Play Now?
- Book

The Early Years Teacher’s Book
(2nd edition)

W956940

£ 18.95

£ 23.95

W956995

£ 44.95

Conversations for Early Years - 48 Cards

This easy to use, pick up and go card set helps develop communication and
conversation skills with young children in a structured way. They have been purposefully
written to introduce new words and concepts, develop active listening and critical
thinking skills, foundations for effective learning, and therapy. For 2-7yrs.

W955914

Teach Me to Play - Book

W955953

£ 19.25

Little Book of Learning
Games - Book and
CD-ROM

W955959

£ 23.95

www.winslowresources.com
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Why not visit
the website to
explore our full
range of Makaton
Products?

MAKATON® Nursery Rhymes Book

Ideal for use at home, nursery or school! Nursery rhymes are wonderful learning tools,
as colour, counting, size, animals etc form the bulk of the subject matter. Adding signs
gives additional visual clues towards understanding and remembering. This illustrated
book matches signs to words and music for 19 favourites, including Old MacDonald, The
Wheels on the Bus, Jack and Jill etc with some finger spelling and mime thrown in too!

W951798

£ 15.00

Positioning for Play Activities
(Birth to 3yrs) - Book
Second Edition. Young children thrive
when engaging in regular movement
and activities in a supportive
environment, developing motor, sensory,
cognitive language, communication
and social skills. This comprehensive
resource is designed for early years
practitioners working with those who
have, or are at risk of developmental
delay. Photocopiable activities address
ten specific developmental positions
and are designed to illustrate ways that
adults can hold, position and play with a
child and use toys, objects, materials and
other people. For 0-3yrs.

W956998

sales@winslowresources.com

Activities For Adults

A bumper collection of group games for
therapy, education or play! Targets physical,
emotional and cognitive skills. Use beanbags,
hoops, parachutes, bears, dice and scarves or
make games musical with the accompanying
CD. Each game offers different opportunities
for practice, repetition and improvement of
fine and gross motor skills, dexterity, hand/eye
co-ordination, communication, participation,
self-control, turn-taking, confidence,
attention, observation, listening and following
instructions as well as practical skills such as
colour matching, counting, number recognition
and sequencing. Difficulty can be adjusted
according to individual need. For up to age 6.

£ 14.95 zero rated

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Offers a clear focused strategy to
help children in their early stages of
development. First score the child on a
photocopiable assessment grid. Tick their
current achievements and progression,
emerging areas or next stages of
progression. Use this to select the gametypes that they need to play, turn to this
section, choose a game and have fun! “Eye
Contact”, “Anticipation”, “Sharing”, “Delayed
Gratification”, “Turn-taking”. Useful
resource for parents, carers or healthcare
professionals.

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Help young children develop social language
skills! This resource is packed full of practical
goal-directed activities and knowledge, in
key developmental areas: social referencing;
reciprocity, responding, initiation,
topicalisation, communicative functions, nonverbal signalling, cohesion, comprehension
monitoring and conversational repair and
discourse modalities. Activities are practical,
using everyday objects, environmental
prompts and photocopiable material (cards,
activities, scripts, stories, organisers etc). For
2-5yrs.

Specific Needs

Preschool Social Language
Therapy - Book

£ 69.95
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Language & Literacy l Planning Interventions

Early Literacy Games - Set of 15

Ready to Play Language Activities – Set of 10

Winner of the Practical
Pre-School Silver Award

Versatile, ready-boxed set with engaging, visual and tactile resources to foster learning of
letters and sounds. For an adult to play with a group of 3 to 4 children. Includes: Down in
the Jungle (listening for rhymes); The Three Silly Goats Gruff (expecting text to make sense);
Double Trouble (differences, visual discrimination); Where’s the Wolf? (recognising letter
shapes); Mrs. Muddle’s Puddle (understanding beginning sounds); Dive to the Hive (letter
shapes and sounds); Fishy Phonics (read and say sounds in order); Ten Green Bottles (reading
high frequency words); The Hare & the Tortoise (sequencing and re-telling a story); and Funny
Flip Flaps (sentences and high frequency words). Winner of the Practical Pre-School Silver
Award.

W955638

These 15 fun games reinforce school learning and develop specific skills. Includes: A Pig’s Tale
(tell a tale/ask questions). Peg a Picture 1 (understand/recognise beginning sounds - h,l,g,n).
Peg a Picture 2 (understand/recognise beginning sounds - c,s,m,t). Match that Sound 1
(recognise beginning letter sounds & shapes - c,s). Match that Sound 2 (recognise beginning
letter sounds & shapes - l,t). Match that Sound 3 (recognise beginning letter sounds &
shapes - m,n). Match that Sound 4 (recognise beginning letter sounds & shapes - h,g). Jungle
Countdown (use simple number language). Three Billy Goats Gruff (tell a tale/take turns).
Race You (play a game/listen for rhymes). Hare and the Tortoise (tell a story/play I spy). Hunt
the Bear! (spot differences/ask questions). Pairs of Bears (look, compare & match). Word Wall
1 (match/read simple words - see, can, at, me, look). Word Wall 2 (match/read simple words he, and, it, I, up). Funny Flip Flaps (read high frequency words to make funny sentences).

W955639

Language Development Lessons
for Early Childhood - Book

£ 184.95 *

This resource supports the development of listening
skills via varied content whilst providing structured
repetition for practice and reinforcement. It provides
different ways to encourage young learners to
answer orally and communicate with others. Offers
three techniques to encourage interaction; “yes/
no answers” (enabling the reluctant talker to shake
the head or simply answer no or yes), “choosing
between answers” and “completing sentences”.
Written by an SLP. Fully photocopiable. Gradeable.
For 5-8yrs.

Pre-School Start - Book

A practical intervention programme targeting
the language skills of children aged 3-4 who
are delayed but expected to catch up with
appropriate support. Addresses attention,
listening and social communication skills.
Includes session sheets, resource templates,
programme delivery templates (with
guidance on delivery), checklists, record
sheets, reports and handouts. Designed for
use by professionals working in pre-schools,
playgroups and nursery provision. Includes
access to online material.

W956760

£ 174.95 *

W956751

£ 26.85

£ 33.95

Speaking, Listening,
Understanding (2nd Edition) - Book

160 fun games and activities to improve
communication skills. Topics include: following
instructions, thinking skills, inference,
describing, narrating and playing with words.
Suitable for children aged 5-7 years in any
school setting. Includes material that can be
used effectively as part of an SLT programme.
Activities have a clear purpose, equipment
list and instructions. Includes photocopiable
templates, resource sheets including pictures
and scripts to use with the activities. Updated
2018 to be in line with current policy and
legislation. Suitable for small groups or whole
classrooms. For 5-7yrs.

W956923
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£ 38.95

Developing Receptive & Expressive Language Skills in
Young Learners - Book

This useful tool presents a variety of engaging receptive and expressive language skill
activities for young children. Some require pointing, nodding or saying “yes” or “no”, whilst
others require oral answers, making them accessible to children who are non-verbal or
minimally-verbal. Choosing between two answers that have been presented orally is especially
helpful to those who have difficulty retrieving words to express thoughts. Written by an SLP.
Fully photocopiable. For 3-7yrs.

W956749

£ 26.85

01246 210 416
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Planning Interventions l Language & Literacy

Language & Literacy

The Communication Toolkit - Book

W955033

£ 35.95

The Language Kit for Primary Schools - Book

A practical, effective step-by-step guide to support spoken language difficulties in
primary schools. Two intervention programmes are included: 10 weeks of language
group sessions for Foundation and KS1 pupils and the same for KS2 and KS3 (20
weeks in total). Detailed information is provided on strategies, modifying activities to
meet needs, visual timetable images, creating a resource bank and more! Written by
an SLT and a Specialist Teacher of Speech, Language and Communication.

W956796

£ 33.95

Developing Language
Comprehension Using
Multisensory Activities - Book

Communication & Language
Activities - Book

W957016

£ 29.95

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

40 structured sessions use three senses
to comprehend and remember. They
listen to auditory information, look at
pictures and touch images to confirm
identified elements, building a mental
image for working memory and recall.
Sessions include a facilitator guide with
instructions, activities, questions etc.,
images showing characters involved in
activities within a specific background
(used with verbal information) and the
background only. Accompanying picture
clues aid comprehension. Written by
an SLP.

140+ fun, practical group activities and
games for children with speech, language and
communication needs. Includes: Warm up Games,
Attention & Listening; Understanding & Auditory
Memory; Expressive Language; Vocabulary;
Problem Solving & Reasoning; Sequencing &
Narrative; Phonological Awareness & Social
Communication. Activities are graded from early
developmental to using complex and abstract
skills. Useful for mainstream or SEN schools, home
or community-based settings. Photocopiable
resources. Written by SLTs and specialist teachers.

W956759

Specific Needs

Valuable assessment tool and indicator of key areas for improving social and emotional
skills. Varied and illustrated worksheets address key areas of SEAL including self-concept, selfesteem, body language, facial expressions, awareness, relationship skills, conversational and
listening skills, feeling safe and in control. For primary, secondary and SEN settings. Invaluable
for use with the older age group - SLTs report these approaches succeed when others fail. For
therapists, teachers, SENCOs, psychologists and behaviour support workers. Photocopiable
resources. For: 8-16yrs+.

£ 27.25

The 50 Best Games for Speech &
Language Development - Book

50 terrific, engaging language therapy activities.
Target 18 important language skills using fun and
engaging, creative games. At least two games are
included for each skill, with two different skill levels
presented to enable activity grading according to
client need and ability level. For 6-11yrs.

W953776

£ 42.75

Language for Thinking - Book

W956363

£ 43.95

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 9.95

Language Steps - Book

Designed for SLTs, teachers and parents to
develop comprehension and expression in
spoken language from a one- to a four-word
level. Comprising of seven sections (1,
1-2, 2, 2-3, 3, 3-4 and 4 word levels), each
has suggested therapy and homework
activities that can be used for individuals
or groups. Score sheets are provided to
enable accurate recording of progress. Clear
instructions. Photocopiable.

W951622

Activities For Adults

Colour edition! Help develop language from
the concrete to the abstract using 50 flexible
picture and verbal scenarios. Question sheets are
structured to develop inference, verbal reasoning
and thinking skills. Three parallel assessments of
spoken and written language assess starting levels
and monitor progress. Score forms and worksheets
for each lesson are included. Quick, practical and
easy to use. For 1-1 sessions or small groups.
Ideal for literacy, teaching or therapy sessions.
Photocopiable.

W954525

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

50 Quick-Play Language Games - Book

Provides fun speech and language games
for developing motor and listening skills,
sound production and sentence formation.
Categories: Oral and Finger Motor Skills;
Developing Concepts; Listening; Practicing
Problem Sounds and Promoting Sentence
Construction. Each activity is simple to
implement with minimum preparation and
can be graded easily. Suitable for young
children to adolescents, for 1-1 sessions or
small/large groups.

£ 45.00

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Expressive/Receptive Skills: Story-telling
Developing Children’s
Speech, Language and
Communication through
Stories and Drama - Book

A unique, inspiring resource providing SENCOs,
teachers and SLTs with effective drama-based
activities to address speech, language and
communication needs. All activities support
national curriculum learning with distinct
sections for KS1 and KS2. Can be used for both
therapy and mainstream primary education.
Evidence is provided with language and learning
techniques for planning, running and structuring
sessions, with evaluation and assessment.
Includes pre and post assessment forms. Written
by an SLT.

W956985

£ 33.95

Dinosaur Hand Puppets

These hand puppets have soft smooth velvet bodies and a moving mouth that makes a
satisfying “snap” when closed shut. Perfect tools for teachers, therapists, parents and carers
wanting to engage learners in a fun interactive way with the goal of developing communication
skills, learning and expanding vocabulary, reinforcing word sounds and practicing articulation via
story telling. Handwashable. For 3 yrs+, small parts. Size: 37H x 41cmW

W956178
W956179

56176

56169

56170

Story-telling Sticker Board Sets

A versatile tool for developing vocabulary,
understanding word concepts such as
56171 prepositions, object and colour identification
and story-telling. Each comes with its
own portable folded playboard with an
appropriately themed background scene. The
washable glue-free stickers can be affixed to any wet or dry smooth surface without leaving
residue - use in the bath, on windows, on doors etc. Includes 20+ stickers depending on the
set. Size: 22Hx25Wx1cmD. For 3yrs+, small parts.

W956169
W956170
W956171

Farm
Pirates
Safari

Pterodactyl
Triceratops

£ 14.95 *
£ 14.95 *

56182

56180

Vocabulary Building Puppet Sets

Each set includes a large colourful hand puppet and smaller finger puppets (perfect for little
hands!) based on nursery rhymes or traditional tales. These are extremely versatile resources
- develop vocabulary and language skills through story-telling or focused activities such as
reading, talking or writing. Target specific learning or therapeutic goals by puposefully practicing,
using and repeating specific words, sounds, prepositions, encouraging creative thinking, work
on prepositions or improve auditory processing skills by giving directions. Puppets can also be
used to encourage children to articulate and share thoughts and feelings - using tools such as
these can be less intimidating than speaking directly to an adult. Hand washable. Size: approx
20Wx30cmH. For 3yrs+, small parts.

W956176 Gingerbread Man Set
W956180 Wolf & 3 Little Pigs Set
W956182 Red Riding Hood Set

£ 18.45*
£ 18.45*
£ 18.45*

£ 4.95*
£ 4.95*
£ 4.95*

2020 Portable Puppet Theatre and Shop
Nursery Rhymes Hand and Finger Puppet Set

Have fun and learn! Use these colourful and plush puppets to work on developing vocabulary,
articulation and understanding of language concepts whilst simultaneously using fine motor
skills to manipulate the finger and hand puppets. Great for story-telling too!

W956181
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£ 18.45 *

This colourful, reversible theatre/shop is perfect for tabletop story-telling, role-play and
imaginative play. Develop speech and language skills by expanding vocabulary, word sounds,
articulation and imagination using hand or finger puppets, illustrating songs, tales and nursery
rhymes. Use the “shop” side for role playing. Features a chalk board for personalisation and
packs into a small case with carrying handle. Size: (when assembled) 68Hx62Wx12cmD ( in
case) 16.5Hx62Wx6cmD. For 3yrs+, small parts.

W956177

£ 29.95 *

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:36

Expressive/Receptive Skills: Story-telling l Language & Literacy
Retell a Story Cubes - Set of 6

W953665

Language & Literacy

Boost reading and listening
comprehension with these foam, colourcoded cubes. With a unique story-retelling
suggestion on each side, cubes feature 36
different activities. Use in small groups or
in 1-1 sessions. Activity Guide included.
Size: 4x4x4cm. For 6yrs+.

£ 10.75 *

Fun Deck®: Story Retell 60 Cards

Improve listening, reading comprehension
and retelling ability with these stories.
Each story has an accompanying
illustration providing visual cues! Level
1 has 20 stories 5-7 sentences long
(readability level of 6-8yrs). Level 2 has 40
stories 8-10 sentences long (readability
level of 9-11yrs). Includes game ideas.
Age: 5-11 yrs.

Giant story-telling and speech/language toolkit. Magnetic/dry erase double-sided
storyboard enables 1-2 children to simultaneously create pictures and stories
positioning some of the 100 magnetic objects on their chosen themed back board (2 x
Camping, Picnic, Outer Space, Ocean, and Grocery Store). Designed to target language
and listening skills - Following Directions, Deductive Reasoning, Giving Directions,
Vocabulary, Auditory Memory, Storytelling, Basic Concepts, Categorisation, Rhyming
and Listening. Reproducible activity book with a CD-ROM for easy printing.

£ 17.95 *

W954065

Non Returnable

Specific Needs

W953685

MagneTalk® Match-up Adventures Kit - Game

£ 99.95 *

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

StoryCards Sequences - 48 Cards,
booklet and 4 finger puppets

Story Starters in a Jar®

Quick and easy story-starting prompts which appeal to children. 101 different triggers encourage
creative thinking and imaginative writing. Perfect for the classroom and a great way to
encourage young writers at home.
• “Trying to sleep, I found myself kept awake by the light of the computer screen as...”
• “On my last deep sea dive, I discovered the most amazing...”

W955017

£ 9.00 *

Encourage students to say what happens
‘first’, ‘next’ and ‘last’ in the story. The 12 story
sequences vary in length from 3 to 5 cards,
with 4 stories for each of the sequence levels, to help students develop their sequencing
skills in stages. Double-sided cards.

W954110

£ 36.95 *

Webber®: Photo Cards: Story
Starters - 134 Cards

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

So versatile! These extra large cards prompt
people of all ages to tell or write stories or
can be used to develop vocabulary. Photo
scenes range from “A Princess Kissing a Frog”
to “Walking Home in the Rain”. Everyone
will find something to talk or write about!
Useful for story telling, writing,
describing, questioning,
inferencing and creative
thinking skills. Age:
For children or adults.

Storyonics - 50 Cards

W953340

£ 31.95 *

200 colourful illustrated images to stimulate the imagination and develop creative storytelling skills. Adaptable to all ages and abilities.

W955698

£ 5.95 *

Story Starters ColorCards® - 30 Cards and CD-ROM

Large format cards stimulate narrative and boost creative writing sessions. Provides an image for
the opening of a narrative and can be expressed as story-telling, drama, poetry or prose. Grouped
into genres including: • Fantasy • Real-life adventure • Travel • Mystery. Suggestions are related
to each genre. 30 Cards.

W954491

Non Returnable

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 45.95 *

Activities For Adults

Fun Deck®: Imagination
Questions - 56 Cards

This deck is packed full of crazy,
wacky questions to stimulate
creative thinking! Colourful and
high-interest topics are sure to
capture the imagination! Use
to improve writing, storytelling,
describing and thinking skills. “If you
were a teacher for a day, what would
you teach?”. Age: 4-10yrs.

W954736

£ 10.95*

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Expressive/Receptive Skills: Story-telling

Wordless Picture Books and Guide - 10 Story Books and Guide Book

This tool was developed to develop expressive sentence and narrative skills via story-telling
for children with speech, language and communication needs. 10 unique stories have a
film-scroll format, featuring a disruption or interesting event in a familiar routine, followed
by a resolution. Includes guidance on teaching and progression with accompanying
simple, intermediate and complex scripts for each story. Additional reproducible material
is provided. Topics: WH questions; recognising emotions and situation-based emotions;
cause and effect; sequencing; time concepts; inference and topical conversation. Suitable
for early years, KS1 and ESOL pupils needing to develop speech or are receiving SLT input.
Useful for therapists, educational practitioners and parents.

W956987

Hank Finds an Egg - Book

£ 47.75

56307

A delightful, wordless story book, following the tale of an endearing bear who finds an egg,
cares for it and returns it home safely. Pictures are poignant and expressive and can be used to
prompt discussion, develop articulation, vocabulary and language or focus on the concepts of
empathy, caring and emotion. Appealing to children or adults and the lack of text removes any
frustration or distress caused by inability, difficulties or reluctance to read text or interpret the
meaning of words.

W956198

£ 12.95

56311

Language LAB™
Programme for Grammar,
Vocabulary & Story-telling

This is a response to
intervention (RTI) evidencebased programme for
children 5–10 years old whose
language abilities fall below
expected standards. It aids
early identification of pupils
needing referral for possible
language and/or
learning needs. This
structured programme
is for groups of 2–4,
delivered over 15 hours,
(60 or 90 minutes
weekly) introducing
systematic, researchbased instruction prior
to SEN referral. Targets verbs (regular & irregular tenses), adverbs, nouns (regular & irregular
plurals), adjectives and connected speech (clauses, conjunctions, negatives, direct and indirect
objects). Scripted story sessions teach narrative skills at 3 levels, basic grammar components
for retelling stories, how to create stories and add “sparkle” and cohesiveness. Includes:
resource guide, printable CD-ROM (for all books), homework workbook, skill drill workbook,
language LAB station signs, talk aloud cards, 6 audio CDs with 5000 sentences, 90 story
station cards and language screener cards. Age: 5-9yrs. Created by a group of SLPs.

W956659
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£ 249.95 *

Carddies Creative Sets

Complete activities in a box! Choose a theme, open the box and create a story! Bring
characters to life by personalising them using the included colouring pencils. Lovely
interactive story-telling aids, name the people and use themed backdrops to trigger
imagination and creative thinking. Can be used as a purposeful intervention by focusing on
specific needs such as developing communication, vocabulary or memory skills with guidance
via a parent, teacher or therapist. Super as a travelling activity or use for an arty session
using paints, pastels or glue down glitter, sand or other objects. Box size: 10x15.5x3cm. For
3yrs+.

W956310
W956311
W956312
W956307
W956308
W956309

Cavemen
Fairies
Knights
School
Family
Football

£
£
£
£
£
£

7.95 *
7.95 *
7.95 *
7.95 *
7.95 *
7.95 *

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:36

SLT Intervention l Language & Literacy
Reusable Educational/Therapy Cards
- Set of 200

Clear Pocket Activity Cube

A versatile set of 200 cards, white and blank on
both sides! Personalise and draw or write words
in any language, pictures, symbols, shapes etc
on the cards. Use a set for sequencing activities,
labelling objects, or use for sounds, blending
activities etc. If used with a dry wipe pen, these
cards are re-usable. Size: 5.7x8.7cm.

£ 9.95 *

Magnetic Spinner Activity Board
So many uses! Add numbers to create a
spinner for board games. Useful for those who
have difficulties handling dice. Put in letters
or phonemes for vocabulary or oral motor
games or add pictures for story-telling games
etc. A great tool for therapists or teaching
professionals. Wipe on/wipe off surface.
Supervise use at all times, small parts. Size:
30x30cm.

Rewritable Cubes - Set of 3

Extremely versatile! These three re-usable cubes can
be used to create bespoke learning or therapeutic
activities! Write on and wipe off words, letters,
phonemes, numbers, drawings etc. Practice
articulation, vocabulary or numeracy activities,
triggering a movement (bounce, jump, spin)...we are
sure you can think of more ideas! Includes 3 dice, 36
re-useable circles and a pen/eraser. Size: 3.5cm.
For 3yrs+. Supervise use, small parts.

£ 27.95 *

SLT Room
Decoration Set

W956931

£ 9.95 *

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Getting the message
out there about
what SLTs do isn’t
easy. This welcoming
poster and banner set
explains in an easy,
engaging format
the essence of SLT
sessions and outlines
the importance of
interventions and
engagement and
may even lead to essential referrals. 5 posters, 1 banner 28x43cm and a 4.5m border trim.

W956653

£ 9.95 *

Specific Needs

W956786

W956968

Language & Literacy

W956723

A versatile, lightweight foam cube that
can be used for learning, rehabilitation
or language-based activities and
games! Target specific needs by making
your own material, e.g. using words,
numbers or phonemes, diagrams,
pictures and inserting these into the
clear pockets or perhaps use cards from
one of our photo card decks! Roll the cube and
engage with the material on the top. Great for
groups. Size: 15cm², pockets: 14x15cm.

£ 19.95 *

SLT Progress
Mini Charts Set of 216

216 mini charts
for SLT sessions.
These are simple,
but effective tools
to motivate children
and also help therapists, parents and teachers visually
monitor progress. Encourage children to add to their
charts each time they achieve a clinical goal, watch
their charts fill up and be proud of their achievements!

This large wall chart (97x66cm) provides an easy, quick reference to major
developmental milestones for children from birth to 5 years. Addresses: Cognition;
Communication; Social/Emotional Development; Adaptive Behaviour and Physical
Development.

W956996

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

W956654

Early Childhood Development Wall Chart (3rd Edition)

£ 29.95 *

£ 25.95 *

56651

56652

Giving children special stickers is a great way to reward the concentration and effort they put into
their SLT sessions! Choose from either
• Pirate-themed with 10 different designs and encouraging positive messages (3.8cm)
• Scented Superhero ones - Bubblegum, Apple, Grape, Cherry and Strawberry (5cm).

W956651
W956652

Pirate (100pc)
Scented Superhero (100pc)

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 5.95 *
£ 5.95 *

Activities For Adults

SLT Sticker Reward Sets

Speech and Language Development Wall Chart (3rd Edition)

A large user-friendly colourful chart showing speech and language milestones
arranged in categories ranging from birth to 7 years. Each segment lists ageappropriate skills in areas of speech, meaning and concepts, grammar, interactions
and expression, play and movement. Heavy paper, varnished (97x66cm).

W956997

£ 29.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Recordable Resources

Bring objects
to life

Speech Therapy Recordable Tiles

Portable, lightweight recording devices, adaptable for teaching and therapeutic activities.
The mirror version enables users to see themselves speak when making a voice recording.
The white write on/wipe off version can be used to write words, phonemes, draw pictures
etc. Both have intuitive record/play buttons, a high quality microphone to receive and record
up to 30 seconds of sound. Snap on clear covers enable insertion of diagrams, images etc
for language/articulation/oral motor exercises. 3 sound levels, ‘recording lock button’ and
wall mounting slot. Requires 3 x AAA batteries (not included). Size 12cm. Requires a tiny
screwdriver (such as those used for glasses) to open battery covers.

W956462 Mirror tile & snap-on clear cover
W956463 Write on/wipe off tile & snap-on clear cover

Select a sticker and
begin recording

£ 11.95 *
£ 11.95 *

Tellimero Recordable Pen and Dot Set

Very versatile resource, perfect for education or therapy! Switch on the Tellimero, press
record, select a sticker and begin recording. Say words, sing, rhyme, make noises, sounds
or music! Peel and pop this sticker wherever you wish, then scan Tellimero over them
to play back over and over again! Bring objects to life and make them multisensory by
adding sound to games, books, pictures, objects etc. Teach language, numbers, phonemes,
directions or provide instructions or reminders for activities. Includes 200 pre-recorded and
200 re-recordable stickers (400 total). Max 4 hours recording time. 8 volume levels. Sizes:
stickers: 1cmDia, Pen: 5x3x2.5cm. Item is rechargeable via included USB cable. For 3yrs+.

W956969

£ 49.95 *

Talking Tins

Record, re-record and play back messages
using these magnetic, versatile, portable discs!
Designed to make identification of tinned
food contents easier for those with visual
impairment, but they can be used for many
speech, language and fun activities - following
directions, learning languages, treasure hunts
etc. Includes 3 AG13 (LR44) batteries. Size:
7.9cmDia x 2.2cm. Safety: for 3rs+.

Multi-Memo
Practical, compact communication tool to
record and play back multiple messages.
Useful for many speaking and listening
activities. Up to 6 minutes of sound can be
stored and up to 60 individual messages.
Record, play, skip forward, skip back, erase
buttons, built-in speaker and microphone,
includes 3 AG13 batteries and a locking switch
to prevent accidental message deletion. Size:
8cmDia x 1.4cmH. Safety: for 3yrs+.

W955692

Talking Tiles – Set of 6

These customisable big buttons
are extremely versatile resources
for teaching or therapy. Remove
the transparent cover, insert
pictures, symbols, photos, text,
diagrams etc. Flick a switch
and record up to 80 seconds of
talking, singing, noises, natural
sounds, instruments or music
(includes AUDIO-IN so sound
can be recorded from a CD
Player/Computer via a cable, not
included). Press the button to
playback. A locking switch protects
messages from accidental erasure.
Can be wall mounted.

W920363 Yellow 20 seconds recording
£ 5.50 *
W920362 Red 40 seconds recording
£ 6.95 *

Record your
own sounds

W955693

Talking Photo Album

So versatile! Display images and simultaneously reinforce audibly with sound. Insert
photographs, text, diagrams, illustrations etc. Use either the built-in microphone to record
voice, noises, music, sound effects, or load the SD card with sound files from a PC. As the user
opens each page to view the pictures, the recorded sound plays. Can be used to sequence
activities, gradeable language sessions etc. 100 minutes recording time, volume control and
20 pages for 12.7x17.8cm images. Requires 3 AAA batteries (not included). Safety: for 3yrs+.
Size: approx 22.5x17.5x3.5cm.
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£ 52.45 *

Record, Store and Play

Customise with photos pictures and words

W920364

£ 17.95 *

£ 39.95 *

Micro Speak Digital Voice Recorder

Micro Speak™ portable hand-held digital recorder with 6
hours recording time! Record quickly and easily. Playback
is high-definition clear for spoken and auditory activities.
Features: built in microphone, high quality speaker, LCD
display, large navigation buttons, rechargeable battery,
USB socket, volume control, 512MB and earphone
socket. 10.5x6x25cm. Safety: for 3yrs+.

W956762

£ 45.75 *

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:37

Mirrors l Language & Literacy

Face Fun Oral Motor Character
Pack - Set of 20

Use in front of mirrors

Therapy Fun! Let clients pick a character
that they want to be “framed” as! Position in front of a mirror and start chosen oral motor
exercises….or perhaps you’d prefer to stick these on your therapy mirrors in a row so clients
move from character to character? However you choose to utilise these fun items, we are sure
that they will make SLT sessions a little bit different...10 double sided sheets, 20 characters.
Material content is for adults and children, so choose appropriate imagery for your client
group. Card. Unroll and flatten prior to use. 29.5x42cm. Face hole approx: 14.5x19cm.

W956684

£ 4.95 *

W956685

£ 4.95 *

£ 79.95 *

Oral Motor Facewear Pack 10 Double Sided Props

Ingenious, wearable animated 3D
cards. Dot around the clinic - let clients
pick them up, see the movement and
copy it. Put them in sequence and use
alongside a mirror to demonstrate the
mouth movements movement. Why
not be brave and pop on your nose to
show the oral motor exercise yourself as a bit of fun and
encourage the user to copy it back to you? Double-sided,
10 static faces, 10 animated faces. 9cmWx10cmH.

Use in front of mirrors

W956689

Flip over to the Rompa catalogue for
the Acrylic Mirror Panel on page 35

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

6 fun masks for clients to use to “be
someone else” whilst the lower part of the
face is left clear for practicing oral motor
exercises in front of a therapy mirror. With
glasses-type arms, but smaller clients
may benefit from attaching elastic or
thread through a punched hole for fitting
comfortably. The eye areas have 9 holes
for vision, but these could be cut out to
make seeing easier. We know creative
SLTs will find other ways to adapt and use
these fun props to add a new dimension
to sessions! Card. Sizes vary but approx
19cmWx18cmH

W956660

Specific Needs

Face Fun Oral Motor Pack 2 Set of 6

Are you a busy on-the-go
therapist? This is a great
solution to all equipment
and storage needs! There is
so much packed into this
compact, folding, easy-to-carry
therapy center made of durable
vinyl. Includes a magnetic dry
erase board, pocket chart,
Velcro® receptive panel, acrylic
mirror, two removable pouches,
storage for your pens and more.
Tote is 35x32x6cm & mirror
3x30cm.

Language & Literacy

6 in 1 Webber®
Portable Therapy Set

£ 3.95 *

Hand held or use
on a table!

Make therapy fun
and interactive

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Portable Angle Oral Motor Mirrors - Set of 4

Intended for oral motor therapy. Their clever design means they can be used on a table
top or hand-held. Smooth, but robust pivot action facilitates easy, quick adjustment to
different angles and the size ensures a clear reflection can be seen but not enough of
the environment to distract from the focus task. Great for oral motor exercises. Warning:
glass mirrors encased in a protective moulded frame. Use under close supervision. Set of
4. Each: 9.5cm x 17cm x 0.5cm.

W956142

£ 17.25 *

Expressions Mirror Faces Pack of 10

Who says therapy has to be serious? Use these themed frames and 24 brightly coloured props
in front of the therapy mirror to capture the imagination, taking oral motor exercises to the
next level of fun! This method of engagement may assist those who find working with a self
reflection uncomfortable as they are “in disguise”. Use how you want, but we suggest attaching
the frames to a mirror with blue tack or a similar method (not included). Frame 111.5Wx85cmH.
Choose from Comic Book Superheroes including (Superman, Batman, Robin or Joker) or Dress Me
Up (glasses, hats, facial hair). Props may need to be manually adjusted if used on small heads.

W956686
W956687

Comic Book Superhero
Dress Me Up!

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 4.95 *
£ 6.95 *

W956730

Activities For Adults

Speech Therapy Mirror Bling - 24 Props

These 10 head-shaped safety
mirrors can be used in different
ways to engage children. They can
be held to practice SLT exercises,
but are light enough attach to
walls (approx 30g each), e.g. with
Velcro® or blue tack, so why not
dot around the therapy space
and decorate with hats and props
and encourage clients to enjoy
being “different characters” whilst
practicing speech, phoneme and
oral motor exercises. Plastic. Size:
21 x 18.5cm. For 3yrs+.

£ 24.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Oral Motor: Activities
MagneTalk® Oral Motor
Exercises - Game

Win bananas and monkey around! This
fun interactive game targets 15 oral
motor exercises including cheek puffs, lip
pucker, smile, tongue in cheek, tongue tip
to chin, nose, out of mouth etc. Draw tiles,
match and then copy using the mirror,
watching the cheeky monkey reflection!
Includes magnetic board (45.5x35cm), 15
magnetic tiles, 18 bananas, monkey mirror
(9.5x17x0.5cm) and ideas for different
gameplay.

W956147

£ 29.50 *

Articula: Articulation Exercises

This ready-to-go articulation programme features 36 different oral motor exercises for the
lips, cheek and tongue. Colourful, clear illustrations have clear instructions and a pop-out leaf
features an integral practising mirror to enable children to compare what they are doing with
the picture. Mirror:12cmWx20cmH. Multilingual, 6 languages.

W956548

£ 37.95 *

Mouth & Tongue, Let’s Have Some
Fun - Book

This little book presents a series way of learning
new facial expressions and mouth movements in
a simple, easy to follow format. Each double page
has a full body line drawing on the right page, with
a simple instruction sentence to the left page. Clear
and easy to follow with child-friendly images. Super
for parents, teachers of professionals looking for a
pick up and go resource.

Can Do® Oral Motor Activity Set - 5 boards, 10 games

Motivate and improve oral motor function! Lively and fun, the activities target tongue
stimulation, strengthening and movement as well as lip strengthening and movement.
Contents: 10 boards (5 double-sided, 28x43cm), 16 character counters, 1 dice, instructions
and storage bag. For: 4-7yrs. (safety: 3yrs+, small parts).

W956663

£ 19.95 *

W956732

CanDo Oral-Motor Fun and
Games Book

£ 4.95

®

This practical, fun-filled book is packed
with reproducible exercises concentrating
on tongue stimulation, strengthening and
movement as well as lip strengthening and
movement. Includes game boards, colourcut-paste activities, masks and manipulatives
to hold interest and encourage engagement.
For: 4-7yrs.

W951810

Games for Oral Motor
Skills - 28 Cards

£ 19.95

Fun oral-motor exercises in cartoon
format. 28 cards feature different
movement exercises showing
tongue and lip exercises for inside
and outside the mouth. Includes
suggestions for games that can be
played with individuals and groups.

Fun Deck®: Can Do® Oral
Motor - 52 Cards

These superb colourful oral-motor
character cards focus children on
specific therapeutic interventions.
Card illustrations show clearly how
to carry out oral motor exercises and
accompanying descriptions reinforce
the task. Extra cards are included for
customisation and games ideas are
also included. For: 4-7yrs.

W951811

W951490

£ 21.95 *

£ 13.95 *

Oral Motor Exercises - 72 Cards

CanDo® Oral-Motor Pack - Book & Cards

Buy the book and the cards together as a set and save more!

W951812
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£ 31.95 *

A set of oral motor cards for maximising co-ordination and strength of oral motor muscles.
Clear, real-to-life images help users adopt correct positioning of lips, tongue, jaw and palate.
Therapists can use these to locate precisely, at a specific point of articulation where difficulties
preventing correct pronunciation originate, so interventions can be focused on improving this
skill. 33 cards for orofacial praxis (x2), 3 classification cards (x2) and 2 adhesive sheets for selfprinting phrases in selected languages. Downloadable guidance for methodology and activities.
For 3yrs+. 11.5x8cm.

W956435

£ 29.95 *

01246 210 416
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Oral Motor: Activities l Language & Literacy

Language & Literacy

Myotopia: Big Compendium of Oral Motor & Airflow Control Games

W956549

•

5 suction games: Glitter Fish; Colourful Giraffe; Where is the Train Going?; Snake Skin;
Colourful Snail Shell
• 5 mouth coordination and airflow control games: Who’s Dangling on the Line?; Flying Bee;
Mumo Mix; Car Race; Hopping Frog
• 54 oral motor activity cards; 1 honeycomb; 1 aquarium; 2 plastic frogs; 26 counters; car;
wool balls; table tennis ball; marbles; 4 fishing lines & straws
Game boards have a protective layer, can be wiped with a damp cloth. Small parts, supervise
use at all times. For 5 yrs+, most suitable for primary aged children.

Specific Needs

A super compendium oral motor activities with cheerful, colourful characters to motivate and
engage children! Specific oral motor movements and sequences are practiced and repeated to
develop self-awareness and strengthen tongue, lip and cheek muscles. The activity cards are
numbered and linked to specific exercises to vary use, these can be easily and quickly graded to
ability level or need.
Incorporates: blowing activities to practice directing and controlling breath flow and sucking
games to develop lip closure, elevation of the front and sides of the tongue to create a groove
and improve the speech sounds “s” and “sh”, but unsuitable for those who speak on an in-breath.
Useful for strengthening oral-facial muscles of children who breathe through their mouth rather
than the nose, or push their tongue forward against incisors when swallowing.

£ 99.95 *

Webber® Oral-Motor Photo Cards
- 75 Cards
Purposefully developed to help children
with feeding and swallowing difficulties,
neurological deficits, developmental
disorders, SPD etc. 75 photo cards have
white, uncluttered backgrounds showing
how to perform exercises for the Jaw,
Lips, Cheeks and Tongue. Simple written
instructions are provided under each
image. Begin with 50 basic, progressing
to 25 advanced exercises. Game ideas
included. For: 4-13yrs. Packaging may vary.

Provides visual and auditory models to learn correct place, manner and voicing for
speech sound production. Each card has one side for the child, featuring a photo and
picture symbol re-inforcer. The clinician side shows the photo, sound name, with tips and
techniques to guide children through sound production. Five sound sections are tabbed and
color-coded by place of production. Begins with sounds made at the front of the mouth
progressing to those made towards the back of the mouth. Covers: P, B, M, W, F, V, TH
(voiced and voiceless), T, D, N, S, Z, L, SH, ZH (“treasure”), CH, J, R, Y, K, and G. DVD presents
sound productions in isolation and in the initial and final positions of words. For 4yrs+.

£ 34.95 *

W956133

Non Returnable

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

W954466

Photo Cues Flip Book and DVD

£ 36.50

Turbino Blowing Game
Use this two player game to practice breath
control whilst having a fun football game!
Its old fashioned style will appeal to adults,
whilst the football theme is great for children
too. Blow and puff and score more goals than
your opponent.

W954898

£ 6.35 *

W956460

A set of four fun blowing games that enable practice of airflow control. Select a board
according to a therapeutic goal: Football (strength of airflow), Pirate (Control), Pathway
(Direction) and fill with water (Strength, Control and Direction) and use with the included 8
lightweight balls. Plastic Base: 31cmLx5.5cmxH22cmW. For 3-8 yrs.

W956432

£ 25.00 *

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 17.95 *

Activities For Adults

Oral Motor Blowing Games - Set of 4

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Practice breath control with this
spinning skill game. Blow on the sails to
turn and stop the propellor on a picture.
Once “captured”, place a marker and
get a different one. The first player to
get them all, wins! Two difficulty levels.
Therapists could get creative with this
device and personalise with bespoke
images to engage users, such as trains,
cartoon characters etc. For 2 players,
small parts. For 3 yrs+.

Blow Football Game

Blow Lotto Game

Strengthen oral motor skills and practice breathing control. Blow the ball around the
track without it falling off onto brightly coloured symbols! Includes a plastic frame, ball,
game board with animal pictures on both sides, game board with a track on both sides,
4 lotto boards with reversible animal pictures and 36 playing chips.

W920487

£ 30.00 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Oral Motor: Activities
Little Mouth
Demonstrator

Ladybird Illuminated Tongue Depressor Holder

Make assessments friendly and interesting! This practical tool includes a light, being useful
for oral-mechanism examinations, oral motor therapy and also to provide placement cues
for articulation therapy. Insert sterilised non-flavoured or flavoured depressors. Requires 2 x
LR41/392A button batteries (included). For 3yrs+, small parts.

W956149

A smaller version of the below
Large Mouth Demonstrator.
This sturdy, latex mouth puppet
helps explain proper tongue
placement by opening and closing
the mouth and manipulating
the tongue. The squishy rubber
gums, teeth, and tongue makes
articulation practice fun. Latex.
Size: 7.5x5.5x3cm.

W956141

£ 8.95 *

£ 9.95 *

Large Mouth Demonstrator
Flavoured Tongue Depressors

Tongue depressors are widely used by heathcare professionals to guide oral motor exercises
or to carry out examinations of the mouth area. We have a choice of flavours to make these
sessions more flavoursome! Strawberry or Grape and Cherry. Why not combine with the
light-up Ladybird Tongue Depressor to explain tongue placement with the Large Mouth
Demonstrator to make examinations, explanations and exercises multisensory?

W956657
W921634

Strawberry - Set of 50
Grape and Cherry (set of 20)

This large mouth is a useful visual tool, essential for SLTs. Firstly, the tongue is fully manipulative
and by using both hands to create jaw and tongue movement, can demonstrate where
articulators must be to correctly create speech sounds. Additionally, it can be used to explain
oral motor exercises or if using probes or Z Vibes, visually explain what is going to happen next
and why. It can also be used to discuss oral hygiene and effective brushing techniques. Includes
toothbrush and comprehensive facts about mouth. Latex free. For 3yrs+. Size: 14.5x11.5x7cm.

W956143

£ 36.50 *

£ 19.95 *
£ 9.95 *

Flavoured Powder Free Gloves - Set of 100

Vanilla and Orange or Bubblegum flavoured medium-sized latex gloves, the choice is yours!
Perfect for clinical sessions.100 per box.

W956655
W956656

Vanilla & Orange Flavour
Bubblegum Flavour

£ 22.95 *
£ 22.95 *

Portable Mini Textured Massager

This portable hand-held facial massager provides tactile sensory input, increasing awareness
around the mouth exterior, across the cheeks and lips and improve facial muscle tone.
Includes two interchangeable heads with different textures to vary input, 1 AA battery and
storage bag. After use, clean the heads with mild soap and water. Size:11cm. This is NOT a
toy, use under supervision. For 4yrs. (safety: 3 yrs+, small parts).

W956144

£ 24.50 *

Stiivii® Soft Professional Massage
Tools

Widely used by parents and therapists Stiivii
massage tools come in a range for different
purposes. Stiivii Soft is gentle, for children,
sensitive people and facial treatments. It
comes with one level (100 Hz), with a softer adjustment and shallow vibrations (4.2 cm).
Notable interventions include reducing spasticity in children with cerebral palsy, providing
stimulation of proprioceptors, enhancing sensorymotor input, reducing sensory deficits,
reducing salivation and facilitating lip closure. Ideal for treating facial palsy and providing
sensory input for those with Autism, ADHD, Down’s Syndrome etc. White, blue, red, yellow
and black/chrome - please specify colour choice when ordering.

W956161 White
W956401 Yellow
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Five Vibe®: Oral Facial Massage Set

This specialised oral facial massage tool set has 5 interchangeable massage heads with
different textured tips so tactile input can be varied during therapy sessions. Requires A76/
LR44 batteries (supplied). Size: 7.6x2.5cm. For 4yrs+. Not a toy. Use under supervision.

W956662

£ 25.95 *

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:37

Oral Motor: Vibration l Language & Literacy
Tips & Techniques for The Z
Vibe & Z-Grabber - Book

Soft Tip - 21314

W956621

Language & Literacy

This extensive reference book explains
how, when and where to use ARK’s Z-Vibe®,
Z-Grabber® and the tip attachments to
improve oral awareness, lip movement,
jaw grading and stability, tongue and jaw
dissociation, tongue elevation, tongue
lateralisation, tongue bowl, feeding, biting
and chewing, oral hygiene, and more!
Detailed illustrations show placement of
tools. Written by Debra Lowsky, the Speech
and Language Pathologist behind all of the
Ark Oral motor tools.

£ 19.95

Hard Tip - 21319
Specific Needs

21309

Front

21311

Animal Tips – Set of 3

W921314 Soft Tips
W921319 Hard Tips

21310

£ 34.00 * VAT Relief
£ 34.00 * VAT Relief

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

These Animal Tips are multi-purpose and
designed to facilitate oral stimulation and
sensory input, both within the mouth and
around the lips and face. The heads of the
Back
cat, mouse and dog are carefully shaped
with different angles (pointed and rounded)
and raised detail on the face provide added
tactile input. Reverse sides have raised dots, striations and bite blocks for practicing jaw grading
and stability whilst the ears are textured spoons to aid in decreasing texture aversion. Size:
4.5x8x3cm (Cat); 7.5x7.5x3cm (Mouse); 7x6x3.5cm (Dog). Choose from Soft or Hard.

21313

21312

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Z-Vibe® and Z-Grabber™ Textured Tips

Z-Vibe®

A sensory oral motor tool that vibrates. Intended for oral motor exercises and sensory
stimulation. Use it to provide input to the lips, tongue, cheeks and jaw. This tactile input may help
increase oral awareness and tone, decrease oral defensiveness, encourage texture acceptance
and improve a variety of speech, feeding and sensory skills. The lightweight handle has gentle
bumps for a non-slip grip. Battery included. Size: approx 16.5L x 1cmW

W921307 Royal Blue
W921308 Magenta
W921318 Battery

Z-Grabber™ Vibrating Chew Tool

W921315
£ 39.95 * VAT Relief
W921318 Battery
£ 2.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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• The Probe Tip - Rectangular shaped end, 3 tactile surfaces: bumpy, striated and
smooth to provide a varied sensory experience.
• The Mini Probe Tip -Smaller than the probe, for babies and toddlers up to 2½ years
(depending on the size of the oral cavity). Rectangular shaped end with 3 surfaces:
bumpy, striated and smooth to provide a varied sensory experience.
• Spoon Tips (set of 4) - After using the Z-Vibe® and Probe Tips to encourage
children to eat solid foods, the next step is to use Spoon Tips. The size and shape
allow for easy feeding and oral stimulation. Includes: Hard, Soft, Hard and Soft
Textured (raised surfaces is on the back to encourage acceptance of textured foods).
• The Preefer Tip - Rounded end with long striations around the circumference, useful
when a ‘rolling action’ is required. (Approx 6x1cm)
• Fine Tips (set of 2) - Narrows down to a thin tip to about pencil-size in diameter,
useful for isolating a specific spot and directing the articulators during speech or
feeding therapy. Includes one hard and one soft tip (the softer one for those with a
strong bite reflex) (Approx 6x1cm)

Activities For Adults

This versatile oral motor tool provides vibratory
and tactile sensory stimulation and can be used
purposefully to support the transition to biting
and chewing. Features a textured tip and the
chewable loop can be used either for bilateral
biting/chewing exercises or as a handle. Includes
1 Textured Bite-n-Chew Tip XL, 1 Switch Tip
and a special vibe battery. Compatible with
Ark interchangeable tips which can be used for
a range of speech and eating interventions.
Approx 12cmL, 1.3cmD.

£ 39.95 * VAT Relief
£ 39.95 * VAT Relief
£ 2.95 *

These textured tips for the Z-Grabber™ and Z-Vibe® are designed to provide tactile
awareness and oral sensation. Stimulate the gums, palate, cheek and tongue via
stroking and applying pressure or use to provide targeted cues during oral motor
therapy. Can increase oral awareness for those with hyposensitivities, or decrease oral
defensiveness and food aversions for those with hypersensitivities.

Lead-, phthalate-, PVC-, BPA- and latex-free. Dishwasher safe.

W921309
W921310
W921311
W921312
W921313

Probe Tip (Each)
Preefer (Each)
Mini Tip (Each)
Spoon Tips – Set of 4
Fine Tips (Set of 2)

£ 5.95 * VAT Relief
£ 5.95 * VAT Relief
£ 5.95 * VAT Relief
£ 25.95 * VAT Relief
£ 9.95 * VAT Relief

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Identifying & Expressing Emotions

Communicating Feelings™ Card Game

Language Builder: Emotions Cards - 80 Cards

Winner of the Tillywig Toy Awards and Family Choice Awards. This 2-part photographic
flash card set supports identification and discussion of emotion with actors from between
1-70 years of age. 40 cards show the upper body against a plain background, with facial
expressions depicting “Happy”, “Sad”, “Angry”, “Surprised” and “Disgusted”. 40 cards
show people various environments with conversation prompts to the reverse to prompt
discussion and learning. The activity booklet provides detail on building awareness and
social skills. Card size: 9x13cm.

W956951

Help children learn how to deal with stress! This engaging card game teaches how different
facial expressions and body language convey feelings and how to listen and interpret the
feelings of others. Includes 52 game cards, 12 activity cards, dice, stickers and instructions.
• Created by a child psychologist
• Can be used in multiple settings to help deliver focused interventions
• For ages 6-12
• 2-4 players

W953369

£ 21.50 *

Feelings in a Jar®

A versatile resource that can be
used in many different ways. The
jar holds 365 slips printed with
“feelings words” – gleeful, insecure,
grateful, angry, cranky, courageous,
hopeful, and many more. Pull a slip
and act out the feeling, or invite
someone else to act it out. Use
as discussion starters, journaling
prompts, or icebreakers for groups.
For 8 years+

£ 31.95 *

W954350

£ 7.95 *

Feelings & Emotions
Card Flip Set - 40 Cards

A large format card flip set for
initiating conversation about
thoughts, feelings and emotions. It
can be used therapeutically to explore
the self, educationally to develop
emotional literacy skills or even
creatively for story-telling. Each card
features a thought provoking linedrawn picture having no age, gender
or race. A hinged ring enables cards
to be easily removed, reordered and
personalised. Suitable for use with
children, adolescents or adults.

Emotions Skill Strips™ - 120 Cards

Help children recognise facial expressions associated with 6 specific emotions: Angry,
Happy, Afraid, Surprised, Sad and Embarrassed. Participants read or listen to prompts
and select a photo to determine the emotion of a person, identify emotions with various
people, identify appropriate emotions and identify events from expressions. Four difficulty
levels. Synonyms for each emotion are included to expand vocabulary. For 4yrs+.

W956835

£ 36.50 *

W956602

£ 19.95 *

Create a face

Mr Face/Miss Face - Wall Chart

These are large, bright and colourful interactive wall charts with 22 detachable pieces to
enable creation of different expressions. Ask children to show how they are feeling using this
tool - perfect as a meaningful starting point for therapy or discussion. “Create a Face” and use
these to teach identification of emotions and feelings etc. For 3 yrs+. Size: 50 x 70cm.

W950022
W950023
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£ 21.40 *
£ 21.40 *

Webber® Photo Cards: Emotions - 264 Cards

An ideal resource for helping children and adults who have difficulty understanding, describing,
and responding to their own emotions and recognising the feelings of others. Includes 102
colour photo card pairs and 30 pairs of black and white drawings. Each card features a person
demonstrating an emotion with an uncluttered blue background and no labelling words,
ensuring their use for various activities. For 3yrs+.

W953211

£ 49.95 *

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:37

Identifying & Expressing Emotions l Language & Literacy
How I Feel Today Mirror

W956729

Photo Feelings
Fun Deck (2nd
Edition) - 56 Cards

Updated! Four different
pairs of cards show
photographs of people
of all ages depicting 7
different emotions: happy; sad; surprised; scared; thoughtful; tired and angry. All
have clear white backgrounds and have no labels making them versatile and useful
for many different activities.

£ 5.95 *

W956926

£ 11.95 *

Set of Puzzles - the Emotions

These clever photos will
help children build up their
inferencing and reasoning
skill levels. All the people and
animals in these photo cards
have a “thought bubble” above
their heads. Children use the
visual cues to figure out what
they are thinking. Versatile use,
encourage speech or use as
writing prompts. Age: 3yrs+.

W953341

£ 11.95*

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

These puzzles aid recognition and description of emotions, the first step to starting to develop
an emotional conscience, achieve better self control, to manage and regulate emotions properly
as well as recognising them in others and make decisions about behaviour. Covers 10 basic
emotions: happiness, self-confidence, admiration, curiosity, surprise, anger, disgust, sadness, fear
and guilt. Sets of 3, 4 and 6 pieces. Thick strong, top quality cardboard for children aged 2yrs+.

Specific Needs

Webber® Photo
Cards: What Are They
Thinking? - 60 Cards

Turn over!

W956444

Language & Literacy

Simple tool that makes a straightforward
statement “How I feel today”. Introduce
children to this visual aid to start
conversation about their feelings or to
practice different expressions and talk
about emotions, reactions and behaviour
connected to feelings. It could also be used
for oral motor exercises or articulation
practice. Safety mirror. Light enough to
attach to walls (approx 80g each), e.g. with
Velcro® or blue tac, to be an exercise of
children showing how they feel. 20cm DIA.

£ 12.95 *

Fun Deck®: How Would
You Feel If…? - 56 Cards

Emotion Recognition - 35 Cards

W956436

W954472

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

These circular cards present 10 basic emotions: fear, anger, disgust, sadness, guilt, surprise,
curiosity, self-confidence, admiration and happiness. They have an accompanying downloadable
guide with activity ideas such as helping users name emotions, classify them, put in order
according to intensity, and ultimately develop necessary skills for recognition, self awareness and
regulation. Based on the Cognitive Model of Emotional Intelligence developed by Mayer and
Salovey (1997) and the Mindful Emotional Attachment Model (VEC) of Roberto Aguado. For all
ages, but 2yrs+. 9cm DIA.

Help children open up and
discuss and/or write about
thoughts, feelings and
emotions using a variety of
situations. Each card features
a colourful illustration with
a “How Would You Feel
If...?” question. For use with
individuals or groups. Age:
5-8yrs.

£ 11.95*

£ 16.95 *

Joy, Sorrow, Anger, Curiosity: Why is that person making that face? What are the reasons
and emotions behind facial expressions? Feelings have triggers and understanding these
is key to being able to comprehend how others may think, feel and act. This bumper set
of 75 illustrated picture cards help children learn not only about others, but also their own
emotions, how to express these and deal effectively with them in daily life. 15 specific
Emotion cards are accompanied by 4 situational cards with varying complexity to visually
explain contexts. Cards: 9x9cm. Suitable for 4yrs+.

W956536

£ 25.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults

E-Motion Cards - 75 Cards

Emojito: Emotions Game

Contort faces, use sound (or both!), trying to score more points than other players
in the ultimate race to express emotions! Fun and practical, this game is a great
learning tool to prompt further educational or therapeutic discussions around
emotions/feelings and understanding others etc. Options to vary game play. For 2-7
players, 7yrs+ (3 yrs+, small parts). Packaging may vary.

W957043

£ 17.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Identifying & Expressing Emotions

Colorcards®:
Emotions
(2nd Edition) 48 Cards

A fully updated version! A5 sized
cards are arranged into three
categories featuring individual
people, difficult situations and
enjoyable situations. Useful
for a wide range of meaningful
language/communication and
educational activities.

W956826

£ 23.95 *

ColorCards®: Emotions &
Expressions - 48 Cards

Emotions Pictograms - 78 Cards

These Emotion Pictogram Cards were developed for children with behaviour disorders and
Learning Disabilities but are multipurpose and can be used with people of different ages who
have a variety of specific needs and can be used in many different ways. 1 colour and 77 black
and white line drawings depict emotions in an engaging and clear way. They are intended as
conversation prompts to initiate disussion, exploration and awareness of expression and feelings,
followed by a process of learning and understanding differentation, social interaction etc. Cards:
9x9cm.

W956542

£ 25.95 *

Particularly helpful for children who
fail to recognise or misread facial
expressions and are consequently
unable to respond appropriately.
Includes: worried, fed up, shocked,
happy, sad, angry, dislike, scared,
pleasure, surprised, confused, love.

W955682

Understand and
interpret other people’s
body language

£ 40.95 *

ColorCards®: How Are They
Feeling? – 30 Cards & CD

Examines and helps
understand hopes and
fears. Everyday scenarios,
experiences and activities
are presented which can
have a great impact on
how individuals feel. Ideal
starting point for therapeutic
interventions and discussions with individuals and groups.
Includes booklet for guidance and a CD of worksheets for each card.

W955683

Non Returnable

£ 45.95 *

What Did You Say? Board Game

Versatile and usable in different ways to help children begin to understand and interpret
other people’s body language and become more aware of their own. It addresses posture,
gestures, personal distance, facial expressions and the relationship of these to feelings and
situations. Play the full board game for 3-6 players or alternatively with 1-2 players, aged
6-12yrs. For 3yrs+, small parts. Reusable sheets and crayons.

ColorCards®: What
Are They Thinking? 30 Cards & CD

W956233

Inspiring resource to help
teach or explain the concepts
of empathy, understanding
feelings and recognising
emotions. Can be used to begin
discussions in groups, initiate
conversations or for creative
writing with all ages.

W954492

£ 49.95 *

Match expressions
closest to the feeling
Non Returnable

£ 44.95 *

Illustrates a huge
range of feelings

The Understanding Faces Board Game
ColorCards Feelings - 48 Cards
®

Encourage exploration of feelings and emotions, and understanding of the feelings of
other people. This creative set of photographic cards illustrates a huge range of feelings
in children and adults - from happiness to sadness, anger to fear and so many more.

W954313
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£ 46.95 *

Great for children who have Asperger’s or for those who have difficulty reading emotions. 50
photo cards feature children with different facial expressions. Participants attempt to match
expressions closest to the feeling. Correct answers allow players to advance around the board.
Includes instructions to use the resource in different ways. Contents: 60 expression cards, 48
situation cards, 2 dice, 100 chips. For 2-6 players, aged 6-12yrs. Safety: for 3 yrs+, small parts.

W956232

£ 49.95 *

01246 210 416
18/12/2018 18:00

Understanding Others l Language & Literacy
Fun Deck®: Focus on
Manners! - 60 Cards

W953684

Language & Literacy

Great for discussions! Encourage
children to talk about different
types of behaviours they may see at
school, in the community or at home.
The front of each card has a colourful
illustration; the back has a short
story and four follow-up questions.
Covers appropriate manners and
inappropriate behaviour to prompt
lively conversation!

£ 17.25 *

Put Yourself in My Shoes Activity Flip Set

An unique little flip tool that focuses on developing social skills such as identifying
emotions, exploring how other people may feel and developing empathy. Features
15 bright, engaging characters, 10 scenes, 10 emotions, supplemented with
a downloadable guide for use. For 3-8yrs, (safety: 3 years+, small parts). Size:
31x15x14cm.

£ 24.95 *

Specific Needs

W957045

Caring About Others™ Card Game

W953368

£ 21.50 *

Virtues & Values Thumball™

Versatile resource! Improve self-development
through knowledge and use of personal
characteristics. Recognise different descriptive
terms, act these out with either facial
expressions or body language, identify
virtues and values individuals would like and
discuss ways to develop these characteristics
or simply use each word in a sentence to
illustrate it’s meaning in context. Size: 15cm.

Understanding events from another person’s viewpoint is a key developmental
milestone, contributing to the pragmatic aspect of language, story or narrative
structures (a cornerstone of literacy) and is essential for effective communication
and social interaction. Photocopiable activities cover: Different points of view based
on different physical conditions; Associating single causal events with specific
emotions or feelings; Associating multiple causal events with specific emotions or
feelings, Associating multiple feelings with a single event with different points of view,
experiencing more than one feeling or emotion with the same point of view. Used for
over 15 years by US professionals and easily adaptable for UK use.

W956858

£ 27.95

Walking in the Shoes of Another Book

£ 7.25 *

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

W954488

The Language of Perspective Taking
- Book

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Help children develop an understanding of empathy, other people’s points of view and the
values of helping, sharing and caring. Particularly effective when supporting children who are
oppositional or wilful. This interactive card game is an engaging way to learn or improve these
essential social skills that create a foundation for developing long-term effective relationships
and interaction with others. Includes 52 game cards, 12 activity cards, dice, stickers and
instructions. Can be used in multiple settings to help deliver focused interventions. For 2-4
players, aged 6-12yrs. Created by a child psychologist.

Don’t judge - listen and think! Situations can
seem unfair, odd or wrong are completely
different from another viewpoint. Ten
photocopiable stories are told from two
perspectives. These encourage children to take
time to explore scenarios, developing awareness,
thoughtfulness and understanding of how
others may feel, behave, behave or react (and
why), to avoid conflict. With accompanying
discussion questions. For teachers, SLTs and
therapists. For 8-12yrs.

W956707

£ 34.45

Seeing Through The Eyes of Another
- Book

This psychotherapeutic game for children is simple and easy to use. It can help improve selfesteem and self-worth whilst developing fundamental interpersonal and social skills such as
manners, safety, ethics, values, health, consideration of others, sympathy and empathy. The
game imparts knowledge and information and simultaneously facilitates communication.
Although suitable for generic use, this resource is a derivative of the therapeutic tool
developed by Psychiatrist Dr Richard A Gardner and can be used effectively as an intervention.
For 2-6 players, aged 4-11yrs. Safety: for 3yrs+, small parts.

W956228

£ 49.95*

www.winslowresources.com
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W956705

Activities For Adults

The Helping, Sharing and Caring Board Game

Misunderstandings and conflict can be
avoided with consideration of someone else’s
viewpoint. This resource aims to develop skills
to consciously stop judgement by considering
possible reasons behind behaviour, reaction
and opinion. Fourteen everyday situations are
presented in story format (school, family, friends
etc.) from two different perspectives. These will
prompt discussion, with follow up purposeful
questions. For large or small groups, or 1-1
sessions, 11-16yrs.

£ 34.45

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Pragmatics & Social Skills
Verbal Reasoning Activities Workbook

This valuable workbook provides numerous
visual clues to assist children in expressing verbal
reasoning. Seven types of questions are presented:
• What would happen if …?
• What happens when …? • What would happen?
• Why is this happening? • Why is this true? • Why
or why not? • Why do you think?

W952359

The Choices Game

50 Quick-Play Reasoning &
Problem-Solving Games - Book

Vulnerable young people - such as those with Autism, intellectual disabilities, or social,
behavioural and emotional difficulties – may lack the skills to make the right decisions when
faced with potentially dangerous scenarios. This fun, yet interactive game helps to open up
discussion and teach young people the social skills they need to stay safe in school and in the
wider community.

W955426

£ 26.85

Improve identification of problems, problem
solving, reasoning, brainstorming and logic skills
with these exciting, reproducible interactive
games! Most skills have games for two levels of
difficulty. For 6-12yrs.

£ 22.95 *

W954929

£ 42.75

Consequences - Game

A fun way to introduce
or reinforce the idea that
there is a consequence for
all actions and behaviour.
Cards have everyday tasks
or behaviours that result
in a forward or backwards
move. Follow a colourful
stone path to the park, take
a ride on the slide, go for ice cream
and end at Waterland! For 2-4 players,
3yrs+. Contents include: gameboard,
pawns, die, 34 consequence cards and
6 blank cards.

W953680

All About Responsibility - 30 Cards

Create discussions around taking responsibility
for one’s own actions! This learnt skill for
some can be a difficult concept and debating
thought-provoking topics is useful for
educational or therapeutically in rehabilitation
settings. Cards need to be reviewed and
selected for appropriateness but many are
useful for teenagers. Examples include “I have
a responsibility to keep myself fit and healthy”,
“a friend is a responsibility”, “everyone needs a
time when they can act irresponsibly”. 30 cards,
20Wx13x2cmD.

£ 24.95 *

W955943

£ 23.95 *

ColorCards® Cause & Effect - 48 Cards
Decisions/Personal Safety
Colorcards®

These A5 format photographic
Colorcards® show unpredictable minor
and major situations, objects and
activities that could be encountered in
daily life that are (or could be) potentially
dangerous if the risks are not understood or considered. They also include those that could
develop into real emergencies. Versatile resource, could be used for different activities e.g.
role-play, story-telling etc or to develop decision-making skills, understanding consequences and
responsibility. Includes instructions for use. Card size: 21x15cm.
• Decisions: Interruptions in daily routines, e.g. missing a bus, finding a pan on fire in the
kitchen, etc.
• Decisions (Outdoors): Building site dangers, picking up hitch hikers, stranger danger,
dangerous dogs, etc.
• Decisions (Indoors): Candles lit near curtains, sharp knives, storing chemicals, sitting on a
window ledge, etc.

W956892 Decisions (Outdoors) - 36 Cards
W956893 Decisions (Indoors) - 36 Cards
W954572 Decisions - 30 Cards & CD-ROM
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£ 38.95 *
£ 38.95 *
£ 44.95 *

Offers stimulating visual materials to develop logical and critical thinking skills. Helps with
verbal reasoning as well as encouraging the use and practice of questioning. Shows a variety of
cause and effect situations with outcomes that are immediate or happen over a period of time;
situations that are welcome or unwelcome; and events that are positive or negative and so on.

W951235

£ 29.95 *

ColorCards: Skills for
Daily Living: Social
Behaviour - 44 Cards

These specially
commissioned full-colour
illustrations show a variety
of familiar situations
and activities that
depend on the awareness
of acceptable social
behaviour for everyone
present to feel at ease. Some cards show a good
understanding of social skills, while others show a poor understanding by one or more people.

W950210

£ 30.95 *

01246 210 416
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Pragmatics & Problem-Solving l Language & Literacy

Fun Deck®: Practicing
Pragmatics - 56 Cards

W953339

Language & Literacy

Comprehending and Verbalizing
Visual Clues - Book

Help children improve a wide
range of essential skills including
politeness, problem-solving,
expressing feelings, giving
information, asking questions,
telephone manners, and staying on
topic. 52 scenes, game variations
and game ideas. For 4yrs.

Children learn by watching what is happening
around them, interpreting actions, feelings,
sequences etc to formulate an understanding
of what they see. Pictures give the same
clues and messages. These activities help
develop skills in identifying clues that give
pictures meaning as well as prompts to talk
about how they knew a certain thing was
happening and the visual clue that gave
them the answer. For: 31/2-7yrs.

£ 11.95 *

W950882

£ 26.85

Fun Deck®: What Would
You Do At School If ... 56 Cards

W954948

Specific Needs

Teach children to make good
decisions and choices in and
around school. Children learn how
to solve problems, understand
cause/effect relationships, and
practice good social skills. With
game ideas.

Problem Solving Activities - Book

A fun approach to teaching problem-solving
which goes beyond just finding a solution to
a problem. All the activities concentrate on
the possible long-term outcomes that would
result if a certain solution is chosen. This is a
great resource to get children to think about
predicting outcomes as well as an interesting
expressive language activity. For: 5-9yrs.

£ 11.95 *

W951933

Fun Deck : What Would
You Do At Home If ... 56 Cards

£ 29.00

®

W954947

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

The Communication Toolkit - Book

Valuable assessment tool and indicator of
key areas for improving social and emotional
skills. Varied and illustrated worksheets
address key areas of SEAL including selfconcept, self-esteem, body language, facial
expressions, awareness, relationship skills,
conversational and listening skills, feeling safe
and in control. For primary, secondary and
SEN settings. Invaluable for use with the older
age group - SLTs report these approaches
succeed when others fail. For therapists,
teachers, SENCOs, psychologists and
behaviour support workers. Photocopiable
resources. For: 8-16yrs+.

Help children make good
choices in and around the home,
learn how to solve problems,
understand cause/effect
relationships, and practice good
social skills. With game ideas.

£ 11.95 *

£ 35.95

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

W955033

ColorCards® Problem Solving - 48 Cards

Illustrates everyday problems and 2 possible ways of solving them. Ideal for use in the clinic or
classroom. There are 3 cards in each sequence: the first shows the problem; the second shows a
possible solution; the third introduces an alternative way of dealing with the problem depicted.

W951932

£ 29.95 *

Positive Pragmatic®
Reversible Gameboards Set of 10

W951906

£ 36.50 *

www.winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults

Improve social skills in a fun
and interactive way! 5 colourful,
reversible boards provide 10
different games to target specific
needs: Giving Information,
Persuasion, Requesting, Telephone
Etiquette, Greeting & Politeness,
Feelings, Figurative Language,
Appropriate Interaction, Topic
Maintenance and Problem Solving.
For: 4yrs+.

What Do You Say What Do You Do At School? - Game

A colourful, fun, interactive board game for teaching and reinforcing important social
skills that children need for successful interaction with their peers, teachers, and
parents. Social situation cards in the game target reasoning, inferencing, pragmatic,
narrative, and conversational skills. Question cards emphasise typical situations
encountered at school, e.g. peer relationships, safety precautions, following rules, and
interactions with adults.

W954051

£ 49.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Asking Questions & Conversation

Colorcards®: Who, What,
Where, When - 36 Cards

W956897

Conversation Cubes - Set of 6

A set of 36 large format photographic
cards. Each colourful image has been
composed to enable use and development
of WH questions, but the subject matter
has been carefully composed to present
opportunities to support other speech,
language and communication goals. These
can be used in groups or for 1-1 sessions. Size:
21x15cm.

Spark discussions in a different
way! Colourful 4cm soft foam cubes
feature 36 engaging questions
about experiences and perspectives,
including “Who is the bravest person
you know?” and “What foods do you
like?”...

W955058

£ 10.75 *

£ 38.95*

“Wh” Question Blast Off!™ Board Game

Land 10 rockets on the moon to win the game! Help children practice “Who”, “What”,
“Where”, “When”, “Where” and “Why” questions using over 200 cards. Contents: game board,
dice, astronaut player tokens, 200 question cards, 60 rocket tokens etc. Ideal for therapeutic
use. For 2-6 players, 3yrs+.

W956851

£ 40.95 *

Jeepers Peepers®: Ask and Answer Questions Game

What am I? Pop a photo card in the glasses’ “Peepers” slot and guess away! Develops
questioning, answering, description, problem-solving, word-finding and categorising skills whilst
developing communication, social skills and turn-taking, concentration etc. 101 card categories:
“Animals”, “Food”, “People”, “Things” and “Transportation”. Contents: 6 glasses, 6 “My Cue Cards”,
spinner, bingo chips & game suggestions. For 5yrs+. Safety: 3yrs+, small parts.

W956140

£ 31.95 *

Functional Conversation Games - Book

Improve conversational flow! These games replicate
natural conversational interactions. Participants have
choice and freedom to select topics, create responses,
determine the order of turns and the amount of time
for each topic. Improves vocabulary, grammar, critical
thinking and reasoning with social awareness, listener
perspective and non-verbal language. Useful for people
with expressive language and/or pragmatic (social)
deficits, high-functioning autism (including Asperger’s),
behaviour difficulties requiring improved social skills, mild
developmental delays and neurological impairment.

W955405

£ 46.95

The Question Conversation Starter Cards - 200 Cards

Thought-provoking! Target the development of multiple skills including storytelling, syntax,
writing, listening, humour and pragmatic skills using this versatile resource. Topics Covered:
Feelings and Opinions, Family, Friends and More, All about Me and Imagination. 23 page mini
activity guidance booklet included. Packaging may vary.

W954467

£ 31.95 *

Pirate Talk®: Communication Board Game

Have swashbuckling fun, whilst developing receptive and expressive language skills! Targets
sentence repetition, inferencing, describing, answering questions, following directions,
categorising and also improves social skills. Topics: “School”, “Home”, “Community” and
“Activities”. Questions are easily adaptable to needs.150 cards, electronic spinner, 6 pirate
pieces, 100 gold coins, board and game variations. For 1-4 players aged 5yrs+. Safety:3 yrs+,
small parts).

W956139
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£ 52.95 *

Topic Talk™ - Conversation Game - 205 Cards

A fun way to help begin conversations with a specific topic, ask/answer questions about the
topic, make comments and/or maintain the topic for a specific time. Includes 75 Topic Cards,
70 Talk Cards, 30 Question Cards, 20 DoubleTalk Cards and 10 Wild Cards. Total - 205 cards
(6.35 x 8.8cm), plus 5 minute timer. For: 7yrs+. Packaging may vary.

W953687

£ 36.50 *

01246 210 416
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Asking Questions & Conversation l Language & Literacy

Communication is continually
changing and evolving with the widespread
use of various social media platforms, the use
of mobile telephones and email. These cards
prompt discussion on how we communicate and
how we can use different methods to effectively
interact with others. The content covers appropriate use of words and language, as opposed
to “text-speak” which can be unintentionally misused in formal situations and the wrong
impressions given. Ideal for group use, as a focus for communication activities and to talk about
the impact of communication on those around us. 30 cards, A5 format.

W955945

£ 23.95 *

Language & Literacy

All About
Communication 30 Cards

Ask and Answer® Curious Kids Gameboards - Set of 6

Sharpen question and answering skills and prompt conversation and social skills with
this set of 6 different colourful board games! Practice fun who, what, when, where
and why questions in the classroom, during therapy or at home. For ages 5-8 yrs,
(3 yrs+ small parts).

W956838

£ 22.75 *

Specific Needs

Asking Good Questions - Workbook
Increase learning through meaningful verbal
interaction. Reproducible language stimulation
program consisting of 20 three-page story units.
Shows how asking meaningful questions can
integrate auditory processing, visual observations
and expressive language to strengthen essential
language skills as well as to enhance vocabulary
development. For: 5-10yrs.

W950034

Fun Deck®: All About You,
All About Me - 56 Cards

Packed full of quirky illustrations to
help engage children and sharpen
their ability to ask and answer
questions, talk about themselves
and learn about others. Covers use
of both open-ended questioning
and basic questions. Use for 1-1 or
group activities. For: 4-10yrs.

£ 26.85

£ 11.95 *

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

W953338

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

WH Cards: Ask And Answer® “What?” - 56 Cards

28 beautifully illustrated pairs to get children asking and answering
questions. Includes tin.

W955506

£ 12.95 *

WH Cards: Ask And Answer® “When?” - 56 Cards

Child-friendly art and easy to understand questions. Includes tin.

W955508

£ 12.95 *

WH Cards: Ask And Answer® “Why?” - 56 Cards

Portable, versatile and inviting cards to promote question-asking and -answering.

W955510

£ 12.95 *

28 pairs to match up. Engaging illustrations for fun language activities.

W955509

Fun Deck®: Ask & Answer Saver Pack - 280 Cards

Our supplier reports that teachers and parents send them more “thank you” letters over this
innovative question and answer card series than any other items they have ever developed!
They are child-friendly, the questions are easy to understand and children love to play card
games. No wonder it’s a winner! Includes five packs (28 pairs in each) focusing on the concepts
of Where? What? Who? Why? and When?. Includes further activity ideas. For: 4-11yrs.

W952381

£ 63.50 *

www.winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults

WH Cards: Ask And Answer® “Where?” - 56 Cards

£ 12.95 *

WH Cards: Ask And Answer® “Who?” - 56 Cards

An ideal way to help children develop their question asking and answering skills. 28
pairs, a contents list and suggestions for fun-filled activities. Includes tin.

W955505

£ 12.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Articulation & Phonology
Click and Create Articulation
Board Games - CD

What Comes Before Phonics?
- Book

This easy to use tool creates personalised fun games
for children to play whilst practicing articulation
sounds. Contains thousands of words and pictures
representing consonant sounds, blends and digraphs,
all coded by sound, position and number of syllables.
Make game boards to target specific therapeutic
goals. Simply select the number of spaces the board
will have (10 or 20), then add content from the 4,000+
words/images, or add personalised content! Choose to
display pictures only, words only, or words and pictures
on each game space. Includes 36 board designs and
200 ready to print game boards. Print off to use, or
save to use again. For: 4yrs-Adult. WinXP or above
(including Windows 7 & 10), unavailable for MAC.

What should we focus on during the early years,
prior to formal teaching? What do young children
need to know and experience to access phonics
teaching effectively? Explore the knowledge,
understanding, skills and attributes that support
successful learning during the lead up to literacy,
including practical advice on using techniques in
practice. Topics: early literacy, leading to literacy,
speaking and listening, physical foundations
of literacy, metalinguistic development, print
awareness, symbolising and representation.

W956939

£ 18.95

W954073

£ 59.95 *

Non Returnable

My First Sound Snap – 55 Cards
Webber® Photo Phonology - 500+ Cards

Great value bumper pack of minimal pair cards with real photographs. Each of the 10
specialised card packs target specific phonological processes: Fronting, Stopping, Final
Consonant deletion, Cluster reduction, Stridency deletion, Gliding, Prevocalic voicing,
Postcovalic devoicing, Initial consonant deletion, Nasalisation. Decks have 28 card pairs,
colour coding, game ideas, tokens for game playing and instructions. For: all ages.

W956640

£ 114.95 *

These versatile, colourful card packs can be used for a variety of teaching and
language-based activities. The obvious games are Snap and Pairs - snap letters with the items
that begin with that letter and play pairs by simply turning all of the cards upside down and
turning two over to see if they match, great for memory and concentration skills as well as
working on language skills and object recognition.
There is potential for using these lovely cards for many other language based activities, such as
storytelling visual cues, copying the letters, making words etc, if both sets are purchased to make
the full alphabet to use for this purpose.

W955656
W955657

My First Sound Snap 1
My First Sound Snap 2

Uses letters A – M
Uses letters N – Z

Set 4

Set 2

Set 1

£ 3.45 *
£ 3.45 *

Set 3

Early Soundplay Set - 3 Books and CD

Specialised SLT stories read by award-winning actress Sophie Thompson! These engaging story
sets include activities for reinforcement of target sounds and vocabulary introduction. Each set of
includes a CD and offers opportunities for focused listening. Offers a read-along option with page
turns for emergent and reluctant readers. Also serves as a read-aloud model for practitioners.
Size: 22x22x4cm.

W955933
W955934
W955935
W955936
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Set 1: Jake’s Cakes, Chatty Bat & Clip Clop’s Picnic
Set 2: Erica’s Chicks, Trish the Fish & Flo the Flamingo
Set 3: Digby the Diggedy Dog, Millie Makes a Mess & Keelo’s Cookies
Set 4: Tess & Bess in the Snow, Sally the Sea Lion & Clarabelle’s Scarf

For sales and enquiries contact us today
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• Purposefully targets specific English speech sounds and vocabulary
• Ideal for teaching children with EAL or speech and language difficulties
• Multiple repetitions and rhyme support key foundation skills with phonics and spelling
• Beautifully illustrated and inviting
• For parents, teachers and SLTs
Non Returnable
Non Returnable
Non Returnable
Non Returnable

£ 29.50
£ 29.50
£ 29.50
£ 29.50
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Articulation & Phonology l Language & Literacy

Articulation Spinner

W956183 Magnetic Phonics Set
W956811 Magnetic Whiteboards - 4 pack (24x33cm)

£ 8.95 *
£ 21.95 *

Merry-Go-Sound®: Language Board Game

W956641

£ 40.95 *

Space Adventure Board
Game

Explore the galaxy! Collect
space rocks and race to the
landing stage back on earth to
win. Targets letters and sounds
from Phase 4 whilst reinforcing
learning from phases 2/3
together with tricky words from
the high frequency list and
alien words. Practice building
CCVC and CVCC words in Set 1, with CCVCC/CCCVC words in Set 2 and polysyllabic words
are included as well as short sentences. For 3 yrs+, small parts. Wipe-clean plastic foambacked board: 42cm x 29.5cm.

W955940

£ 44.95 *

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

The first to finish rides the Merry-Go-Sound! Non-readers can
practice articulation and auditory memory skills by repeating
aloud and readers can practice articulation and oral reading
skills as they read words, phrases and sentences
aloud. Contents: 432 cards with 24 each
targeting initial, medial
and final positions
of S, R, L, SH and
TH (each presents
target sounds at word/
phrase/sentence levels),
24 bonus cards, board
(40x40cm), counters, dice
and game ideas. For 5yrs+.

W957096

Specific Needs

A versatile 120pc set for phonics-based activities. Using graphemes, pictures and writing helps
to reinforce sounds and spellings and pictures making associations easier. This toolkit can be
used for matching pictures, phonic pieces (graphemes) or words, then finding other pieces that
go with them. Magnets depict 48 images, 24 phonics and 48 words, with a double-sided board
and dry wipe marker. Suitable for reception, Years 1 to 2, Foundation and Key Stage 1. For
4yrs+, Safety: 3yrs+, small parts. Board size: 25Hx18cmW.
Ideal accompaniment! Four magnetic write on/wipe off whiteboards with plastic frames in four
colours. For: 3yrs+. Size: 24x33cm.

Language & Literacy

Magnetic Phonics Set

th e r
oge
eT
s
U

A clever articulation game
encouraging practice of target
sounds at word, phrase and sentence
levels, improving expressive and
receptive language skills. Choose a
colourful photographic wordy wheel and
pop on the base. Push the central button
of the illuminated auditory spinner and
practice saying the word, phrase or
sentence indicated, earning the number
of chips indicated on the wheel. Collect the most chips to win! Many ways to play
with extension activities suggested. Contents: 42 (21 double-sided) wheels, S, L and
R prevocalic and vocalic sounds, electronic spinner, 50 plastic chips.

Monster Bones Board
Game

W955939

3D Phonics Bingo

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

A fun phonics game designed
for Sound and Letter phases
2 and 3. Collect bones and
feed the castle giant – the first
player to reach the castle wins!
Practice CVC/VC words, high
frequency tricky words with
multi-syllabic words and short
captions. Ideal for children
who don’t engage with reading, enjoy competitive games or require a different method to
practice letters and sounds. Suitable for parents to reinforce school learning. Adaptable
rules to suit individual needs. For 3 yrs+, small parts.

£ 31.95 *

£ 44.95 *

Different every time! Choose 9 of the 36 realistic miniature objects and place on a bingo card.
Choose a letter, say its name and sound, then remove matching objects, 3 spaces in a row WINS!
Vary by playing initial consonant, final consonant or medial vowel bingo. Includes: 36 3D objects,
4 multi-use bingo cards, 45 alphabet tiles, self-checking answer cards. For up to 4 players.

W956775

£ 34.95 *

Hopping Frogs® Board Game

W956642

£ 45.45 *

www.winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults

Jump frogs from the pond to lily pads
whilst developing early language and
articulation skills! 420 cards focus on
sounds (P, B, T, D, K, G and F) and each
have question cards for initial, medial
and final positions in single words. Focus
on single target sound/positions for
all players or tailor for specific
needs. Covers: Vocabulary
building (exposure/practice of
nouns, verbs, prepositions and
adjectives); simple analogies;
naming, classifying synonyms/
antonyms; listening and social
skills. Includes: gameboard
46x46cm, 420 cards (60 per sound - 25 initial, 15 medial, 20 final position), lily pads (20x20cm),
130+ frogs and game ideas. For: 4yrs+.

Chipper Chat®: Language, Articulation & Voice Games SLT Kit

A truly different, engaging language resource! Once children see, feel and hear magnetic
game chips flying magically with the sweep of a wand, they ask to play again! Offers
teaching/therapeutic games focusing on language, articulation and fluency. Correct
responses are awarded with treasure chips that players collect to fill gameboards. When
complete, the magnetic wand is used to magically remove chips from the board! Includes:
10 different games, 4 double-sided, laminated boards per game, 40 in total (15x23cm),
one die, wand, 100 chips and instructions. For 5-11yrs.

W956649

£ 49.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Articulation & Apraxia of Speech

Apraxia Fun Sheets:
106 Activities - Book

57009

With lively illustrations created specifically for
children with apraxia of speech. Organised by basic
sound sequences, moving from the easiest to the
most difficult to produce, VC, CV, CVCV, then CVC
words. Features lots of things to do e.g. mazes,
games, colouring in, cutting and gluing, tracing etc.
Emphasises repetition and cueing techniques.
51399

W956972

57015

£ 19.95*

57008

Say and Do®: Sound Production Book and Worksheets

57010

Easy Does It® Complete Programmes: Apraxia & Motor Planning

Pre-school (2-7yrs): Improve oral-motor skills and intelligible speech of children with
developmental verbal dyspraxia. Includes step-by-step goals/objectives to monitor progress
and change, activities using gross/fine motor movements to facilitate speech, assessment
forms, parent progress sheets, consonant inventory, lesson plans, word, phrase and sentence
lists and pictures. Includes: Therapy manual, materials book and downloadable material.

Easy to use, comprehensive and portable resource for those who find producing sounds and
words challenging. Cards provide clear visual models of how to produce vowels and consonants
at sound, syllable and word levels. Four sections of cards can be “flipped” to choose repetition
or alternation of target sounds. Sections are arranged by place of production, beginning at
the front of the mouth, working to the back. Worksheets are at beginner (sound), intermediate
(syllable) and advanced (word) level. Includes therapy activities and reproducible mouth pictures.
For: 4yrs+.

W956131

Primary (4-12yrs): Engage children who don’t show progress with traditional therapy
approaches, demonstrate motor-planning deficits for speech, lose intelligibility at sentence
level, or have increased errors when using complex phonetic combinations. 6 treatment
levels: Consistent production of vowel sequences/isolated consonants; Combine consonants/
vowels to form words; Produce CVC words; Multisyllabic words; Phrases/sentences;
Consonant blends in words. Includes: Therapy manual, materials book with goals, objectives,
treatment strategies, hand signal descriptions, vowel checklist, therapy tracking form etc.

W951399
W957015

Pre-School version - Apraxia
Primary version: Apraxia & Motor Planning

Fluency River Board Game

This fluency game uses a river to help
children learn about stuttering, become
more comfortable and fluent with their
speech and gain confidence by using
strategies to continually improve it.
Includes: teacher booklet with river
template, game board (40.6x40.6cm)
with spinner, 8 raft playing pieces,
50 ear training cards,25 fluentflowing, 25 disfluent speech
cards, 175 unemotional, 150
emotional fluency stimulus
cards and 30 strategy cards. For
up to 8 players, 5-9yrs.

£ 52.95
£ 55.00

Easy Does it® Articulation Complete Programme

A programme for children with highly unintelligible speech and severe phonological
processing disorders. Words are carefully selected so they can successfully produce them
(the phonetic contexts of target words don’t contain phonetic patterns typically deviant
in children). Targets 12 phonological processes, 7 early developing, secondary patterns
if specific errors persist after primary processes are established. Includes: technique
overview, plans, goals/ objectives. Activities include listening/auditory bombardment, cueing
strategies/placement, reproducible flash cards, oral motor, hand signal pictures etc. For
3-8yrs.

W957009

£ 36.50

W953763

£ 49.95 *

£ 55.00

Easy Does it® Complete Programmes: Fluency

Complete therapy programmes for developing fluent speech. 2 book sets include a
therapy manual (180+ activities), a 160pg+ materials book plus photocopiable/
downloadable materials e.g. sample lesson plans, home activities, letters etc. Adaptable for
direct or indirect therapeutic use.
Preschool/Primary (1-6yrs): Use play-based activities with clear goals and techniques
to shape fluency. Five levels: Experiencing Easy Speech (using slow, slightly exaggerated
inflection patterns, normalised as the child progresses); Establishing Easy Speech:
child imitates in stereotyped and carrier sentences and progresses to novel sentences;
Desensitising to disrupters: child maintains use of Easy Speech while tolerating pressures
and disruption such as people, noise, interruption, new locations, contradictions, time,
emotions, competition etc.
Intermediate (6-12yrs): 3 potential components of stuttering are addressed: Motor (rate/
control, continuous phonation, bouncing, sliding, easy onsets, light contacts), Linguistic
(problem solving, informing, conversation, expressing feelings, length, complexity of
response), Psychosocial (positive attitudes, reduce emotional reactions and desensitising
fluency disruptors). Focuses on forward flowing speech or word initiation techniques, or both.
Participants take an active role in strategies/goal setting.

W957010
W957008
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Preschool/Primary
Intermediate
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£ 55.00
£ 55.00

Webber®: BIG Apraxia Photo Cards - 562 Cards

Huge toolkit! 562 evidence-based large-format cards and activities for treatment of children
with apraxia of speech. Focuses on repetition of lip tongue and jaw movements to form
consonants and vowels in basic syllabic shapes: VC, CV, VCVC, CVCV, CVC, CVCVC. Photo-word
cards have six activities; “learn the definition”, “answer the question”, “complete the rhyme”,
“hear and say the sounds”, “repeat the phrases/sentences”, “finish the sentence”. Covers:
• 10 long and short vowel sounds and 21 consonant sounds.
• A sound-loaded, rhyming story card for each consonant.
• A sound card with verbal cues, visual/tactile cues and elicitation techniques.
• Multiple activities for sound practice on flip side of photo card.
Card sizes: approx 15.5x15.5cm.

W956146

£ 174.95 *

01246 210 416
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Listening & Discrimination l Language & Literacy

Language & Literacy

Listen to Nursery Rhymes CD & 20 Cards

A set including an Audio CD with a tracklist of popular nursery rhymes to help children
develop rhythm, identify rhyme and alliteration. Sound discrimination skills can be targeted
by selecting a listening game (pitched at three different levels) suitable for the learner’s
ability. The accompanying 20 picture cards make the resource useful for a variety of activities,
e.g. matching rhyme to pictures like sound lotto. Games guide included with rhyme sequences
listed for reference.

Listening Progress Pack

W956074

W956868

£ 16.95 *

A large set of resources to help young children improve their auditory memory
and listening, concentration and attention skills. Includes: Helping Young Children
to Concentrate, Lola the Leopard, Tune into….Environmental Sounds, Tune into….
Animal Sounds, Tune into Instrumental Sounds, Tune into....Nursery Rhymes, Come
Alive Listening Activity Pack and Listening Games CD. For 3yrs+.

Specific Needs

Non Returnable

Non Returnable

£ 95.95 *

Tune Into Initial Sounds CD & 26 Cards

A fun Audio CD jam-packed with alliterative tongue twisters! “Four Fairies Fly fast in Flip
Flops”, “Two Turtles Tuck into Tasty Tangerines”, reinforced visually with 26 colourful cards.
Play sound lotto, or listening games gradeable at three levels. Great for learning, therapeutic
or home settings. Easily adaptable and helps target recognition of initial sounds and develop
key auditory discrimination skills.

W956075

Non Returnable

£ 16.95 *

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Helping Young Children to
Listen - Book

Develop good listening skills in early
learning settings. Includes 40 different
games designed to develop listening,
concentration and attention skills in
exciting and innovative ways. Quick and
easy to set up, fun to play and adaptable
for different sized groups and abilities.

The Oral & Nasal Professional Listener

W956166

£ 16.95

W956145

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Provides high-quality auditory feedback, simultaneous amplification of speech nasality
and amplification of speech for two people simultaneously. It amplifies all nasal sounds,
allowing clients to HEAR the differences between nasal and oral productions. Very effective
when working on the elimination of nasal emission or hypernasality due to abnormal
articulation or velopharyngeal mislearning. The funnel attachment amplifies speech, ideal
for targeting articulation skills and improving phonological awareness. Increases client’s
attention, focusing on auditory stimuli with options of using photo cues for correct sound
production. Includes soft ear tips, 20 feet of replaceable tubing, speech funnel, 20 photo
cues and manual in a case (37Wx30Dx10cmD). Latex free.

£ 45.45 *

We’re Going on a Sound Walk CD

W956164

Non Returnable

£ 10.45 *

Listening Games for Auditory Discrimination and Memory CD

Features different fun listening games that can be adapted to meet the needs of the
individual users. Purposefully developed for repeated use to help develop auditory
discrimination and memory.

W956163

Non Returnable

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 10.45 *

Look Who’s Listening! - Game with 240 Cards

Activities For Adults

This activity went out for review and we received super feedback. A mum with a 3 year
old son found it easy to use, they played along with readings and adored the “raps”. The
content supports development of sound discrimination, auditory memory, listening skills and
imagination. 8 themed tracks “Hello”, “Farm”, “House”, “Park”, “Seaside”, “Town”, “Wood” and
“Goodbye”. Useful for professionals or parents at home, school, therapy environments or even in
the car! Packaging may vary.

A unique board game for children who have difficulties with auditory processing.
What makes this game so special is that on each card the facilitator chooses the
difficulty level for each participant. As listening skills improve, more challenging
questions can be asked 240 cards address ten essential auditory processing skills,
Auditory Discrimination (minimal pairs, word parts, sounds in words), Auditory Memory
(numbers, words, sentences, facts / details in a paragraph) and Auditory Integration
(interpretation of directions, listening for key words, following multi-level commands).
For 3 yrs+, small parts.

W950696

£ 49.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l HearBuilder® Collection
56829

Strengthen listening, memory, comprehension and early reading skills with this evidence-based software. HearBuilder
is an award-winning systematic learning programme for children aged 5yrs+ providing individualised instruction
with multi-level activities. It focuses on basic concepts, following directions, phonological awareness, sequencing and
auditory memory. Each is fun to use, interactive and has a specific theme, Special Mission, Toy Factory, Creating a
Rock Band and Amusement Arcade. Comprehensive progress and monitoring reports can be generated easily and it
can be used at school or home on computers and tablets.
56832

56831
56833

Relies on evidence- and research-based learning

Print comprehensive monitoring and progress reports

HearBuilder® Sequencing: Home Edition

Pupils use all of the information learned in the Auditory Memory, Following Directions and
Phonology resources to work on foundation literacy activities. Practice skills such as reading
left to right, understanding details, making predictions and identifying important parts of
stories and more! Put 120 illustrated scenes in order, starting with basic 2-step sequences and
progressing to 6 steps. For up to 4 children, 5-11/12yrs.

56834

W956831

HearBuilder® Collection: Professional Edition

This professional version includes all four titles: Following Directions, Phonological Awareness,
Auditory Memory and Sequencing on one CD. Monitor progress, track data and print detailed
reports for an unlimited number of children, and individualise each programme for each child.
Ideal for schools, clinics and similar settings. Set levels of difficulty for each activity and add
background noise at expert level.

W956829

Non Returnable

£ 249.95 *

The home version includes all four titles: Following Directions, Phonological Awareness, Auditory
Memory and Sequencing on one CD. It works with a single computer and tracks 1-4 children.
Choose general levels of play for each child, monitor and track progress, generate detailed
reports and add background noise at Expert Level.
Non Returnable

£ 165.95 *

System Requirements:
WINSLOWS 2.33GHz or faster x 86-compatible processor, or Intel® Atom™ 1.6GHz or faster
processor for netbooks. Microsoft® Windows® XP (32-bit and 64-bit), Windows Vista® (32-bit and
64-bit), Windows 7 (32 bit and 64 bit), Windows 8.x (32 bit and 64 bit), Windows 10. Internet
Explorer 8.0 or later, latest versions of Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, and Opera. 512MB of
RAM (1GB of RAM recommended for netbooks); 128MB of graphics memory. Note: CD must be
inserted in disk drive to run the software. Data collected is stored in the computer’s hard drive by
default. It is recommended that the CD is used on the same computer.

Elephone ® Language Tool

Your children will find this Elephone so much fun! It teaches them to listen and articulate words
like “sun”. It can be used for speaking, listening as well as reading too, With it, it’s amazing what
you and your clients can do! Use to help children engage and improve phonemic awareness,
listening comprehension, auditory processing, and reading skills. When a user speaks into the
“trunk”, the sound is amplified into the ear by 10-12 dB. Removable trunk (approx 17cm) is latexfree & dishwasher-safe. This is not a toy. Use must be supervised at all times.

W956661
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£ 19.95 *

£ 63.95 *

HearBuilder® Phonological Awareness: Home Edition

The motivational theme for this resource is to earning instruments to form a Rock Band!
Pupils practice nine activities to help them hear sounds in words, syllables and sentences. Move
from basic activities (sentence segmentation, syllable blending, syllable segmentation) to more
difficult ones (Rhyming, Phoneme Blending, Phoneme Segmentation/Identification to harder
tasks (Phoneme Deletion, Phoneme Addition and Phoneme Manipulation). For up to 4 children,
4-11/12yrs.

W956832

HearBuilder® Collection: Home Edition
(progress monitoring/data tracking for 4 children)

W956830

Non Returnable

Non Returnable

£ 63.95 *

HearBuilder® Following Directions: Home Edition

The motivational theme for this resource is toy-making. As players progress, they become
master toy makers while learning to follow increasingly difficult directions. Covers 40 basic
concepts in five areas: Basic, Sequential, Quantitative and Spatial, Temporal and Conditional.
Three difficulty levels and an option to add background noise. Monitor progress and print
reports for up to 4 children, 4-9yrs.

W956833

Non Returnable

£ 63.95 *

HearBuilder® Auditory Memory: Home Edition

Embark on a special adventure with Special Agents Kim and Joey to save Memory Town from
the dastardly deeds of Dr. Forgetsit! Targets five essential listening activities: Memory for WH
information (sentences and questions), Auditory Closure, and Memory for Details, Words and
Numbers. For up to 4 children, 5yrs+.

W956834

Non Returnable

£ 63.95 *

Listen and Speak Phone

Develop communication, listening and articulation skills through play by using this fun Listen
and Speak Phone. Talk, sing, whisper, shout or hum through the headset...children can hear
themselves, but also hear others talk at other end, even if they can’t see them! Make SLT sessions
creative and imaginative by burying tubing in sand, water, under leaves etc., set up in different
areas of the room or even between rooms! 2 handsets and 5 metres of strong, flexible plastic
tubing. Mouthpiece and tubing is easily washable between uses. For: 3 yrs+, supervise use.

W956722

£ 19.95 *

01246 210 416
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Great Ideas for Teaching l Language & Literacy
Meet The Author!

Jean Gilliam DeGaetano
Speech and Language Pathologist (M.A. Combined SLP/Learning Disabilities) specialising in Auditory Processing/Language Acquisition.

Language & Literacy

“While working as an SLP, Jean created her own materials and articulation programmes ranging from sound correction to carryover and collected pictures to
help children learn language skills and vocabulary that wasn’t found in their home environment. Her school caseload ranged from simple sound correction
to complex auditory processing issues, but her interest remained on supporting those with significant language delays. These students “blossomed” when
pictures were used to explain new concepts or how things were used and observing their rapid improvement, what worked became very clear. Along with
pictures, these students needed to have one goal at a time, directions that did not change constantly, and a considerable amount of practice with a concept in
order to master it. There needed to be a picture that showed the answer to every question. Pictures and vocabulary could change, but the directions and style
of questions needed to be basically the same in each lesson. Teachers and SLPs borrowed them, raved about their success, so the lessons were published.”

Following Auditory Directions - Book

INTERMEDIATE: Accomplish multiple goals with this resource which focuses on
developing attentive listening and accurate auditory processing skills whilst covering a
variety of basic language and communication concepts and specific vocabulary words
often frequently unknown to children with difficulty processing auditory information. Clear
directions make it easy for parents to use. For: 4-8yrs.

W951468

£ 26.85

Specific Needs

Processing Auditory Messages Exactly and Totally - Book
Coordinating Auditory Information - Book

BEGINNER: ‘Put a green line under all the foods that grow on trees.’ ‘Put a purple circle
around everything that can melt.’ Offers a different approach to improving auditory attention
and processing. Designed to provide practice in co-ordinating auditory information by
organising it into categories, actions, uses and features. For: 4-9yrs.

W951317

£ 26.85

51709

ADVANCED: Fully comprehensive and a challenging workbook, focused on enhancing
auditory processing. Small step goals are:
• To start listening as soon as the speaker starts speaking
• To listen to the entire direction
• To remember the direction while searching in highly detailed picture
• To carry out the direction accurately. For: 5-9yrs.

W950030

£ 26.85

51440

56745

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

50031
51669
51668

Facilitating Word Recall - Workbook

53797

Listening to stories, understanding their meaning, remembering details, and then being able
to verbalize answers to questions are essential steps in developing higher level language skills.
These 4 skills need to be combined in activities, recognising that each skill is dependant on the
others. To determine how well details have been retained: sentence completions and answer
choices are provided for each story. For: 5-9yrs

£ 26.85

Listening and Processing Auditory Directions - Book
These activities develop attentive listening skills, good comprehension of directions and
auditory memory skills for remembering directions. All of these skills are necessary in
developing a strong auditory channel for learning. For: 5-9yrs.

W951668

£ 26.85

Mastering Auditory Sequencing - Workbook
W951709

£ 26.85

Auditory Processing of Higher-Level Language Skills - Book
Designed for children who require structured, detailed repetition in order to master
higher-level language comprehension skills. Supporting pictures help those who are visual
learners. Includes: finding the main idea; separating story details; grasping subtle information;
predicting outcomes; cause and effect; forming conclusions; explaining reasons why, etc. For:
6-10yrs.

W953797

£ 26.95

www.winslowresources.com
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W951440

£ 26.85

Listening & Remembering Specific Details - Book

Children with auditory processing difficulties are able to remember general
information better than they can remember specific information and details. This
programme has 29 two-part sessions with an activity page and instructor’s page for
each. By sending these home after the work is completed, parents will understand
reasoning underpinning sessions and their child’s progress. For: 3-6yrs.

W951669

£ 26.95

Multiple Auditory Skills Super Pack - Book

Improve auditory memory skills! Provides opportunities for practice and repetition.
Directions are provided for parents and professionals with visual reinforcements in the
form of engaging illustrations to promote attentive listening and accurate language
processing. Includes material for home use. For: 7-10yrs.

W956745

Activities For Adults

Listen carefully to short stories and simple directions to determine sequential order.
These 60 worksheets are ideal for individual or for groupwork. Full of ideas for teachers and
therapists to improve listening skills using a variety of techniques. For: 6-9yrs.

These word-finding activities feature engaging cartoons which provide associated
visual clues but not answers. If participants have difficulty recalling words, hints
are provided in a structured sequential pattern. Repetitious structured clues teach
techniques to use when words remain on the tip of the tongue but cannot be recalled.
50 participant and 50 corresponding instructor worksheets. For: 5yrs-adult.

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Listening, Understanding, Remembering, Verbalizing! - Book

W950031

53529

£ 26.85

Auditory Processing of Early Language Comprehension Skills Book

Develop auditory processing comprehension skills in multiple areas. While looking
at a picture, children listen to a story. Questions are then asked that separate
story information into specific language comprehension skills, such as; general
comprehension, following directions, sentence completion, time and spatial details and
other specific information. For: 6-9yrs.

W953529

£ 26.85

sales@winslowresources.com
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Huge Pack Great Value!

Auditory Adventures® Games & Activities Kit

A huge auditory tool kit comprising of 18 adventure games!
Targets 21 specific auditory processing skills. Auditory Association - absurdities, action-agent,
analogies, closure, if-then, inferences, listening for main ideas, opposites, name the category.
Auditory Discrimination – initial sounds, final sounds, identifying initial sounds, rhyming, sound
blending, syllable awareness. Auditory Memory - following directions, listening for details,
memory for words, short/long sentences. Auditory Reception - yes/no questions.
Games include: Sound Planets; Speedy Spider Speedway; Hearing Hayride; Toy Shop Auditory
Bingo; Listening Lotto; Sound Snack Shack & Barrier Barn; Sound Slide; What’s the Buzz? etc. 6
crayon packs; 200+ tokens & die; activity book (photocopiable worksheets). Boards: 22x28cm
& 28x43cm. For: 1-6 players, 4-11yrs.

W956650

£ 72.00 *

122 Fold and Say® Auditory & Story
Comprehension: Activity Booklets

Auditory Processing Chipper Chat® Game & Activity Pack

Develop auditory comprehension and processing skills whilst playing this exciting,
magnetic-chip game! Children perform auditory activities and place chips on their game
boards. Once filled, they wave a magic wand and watch chips magically “fly” to it! 12 skills
are targeted within auditory discrimination, auditory memory and auditory integration
including discriminating word parts, segmenting syllables and phonemes, blending syllables
and phonemes, recognising words in sentences, sequencing numbers (forward and reverse),
sequencing words, reciting sentences, retelling stories, locating key words in sentences,
following multi-step directions, giving multi-step commands and comprehending story
elements. An guidebook outlines how to adapt for various skill levels. Quick assessment tools
identify emerging skills. Photocopiable game boards. For groups, 1-1 or individual activities.
Contents: 60 games (5 each of 12 types, approx. 22x28cm), “magic” wand, 100 magnetic
chips, dice, activity manual & box. For: 5yrs+.

W956645

£ 63.65 *

Bumper pack! Improve listening and reading skills
with 122 entertaining, short stories at two skill levels.
Beginner offers 61, three-sentence stories - children
read or listen to these and answer three comprehension
questions. Advanced level offers 61, four-sentence short
stories. Children read or listen to these, selecting the
main idea from a choice of three answers. Then, talk,
draw, or write about a common situation related to the
story as a follow up activity. For ages 5-9.

W956643

£ 22.75 *

Auditory Processing of “WH” Words - Book

Focus learning on the concepts of “Who, What, Why and Where” with people of different
ages doing a variety of games, jobs and hobbies. Children are encouraged to assess their own
listening skills during the activity. For: 4-7yrs.

W956742

£ 24.95

The Central Auditory Processing Kit - 3 Books, 15 Cards and Bag

A highly structured, comprehensive programme providing central auditory processing
exercises at increasing levels of complexity for 6-14 year olds.
• Book 1: Auditory Memory; Visual-Auditory (visualising, immediate vs. delayed recall),
Auditory-Sequential (auditory analysis, substituting sounds, following directions,
temporal patterning).
• Book 2: Auditory Discrimination (with 4 group exercises), Auditory Perception, Auditory
Closure (msissing words, missing syllables, missing phonemes in context, vocabulary building),
Auditory Synthesis (Phonemic analysis, phonemic synthesis, phonemic representations).
• Book 3: Auditory Figure-Ground (following directions, maintaining conversations,
completing seatwork, following lectures), Auditory Cohesion (understanding key words from
directions, understanding directions, developing note-taking skills, prosody training), Auditory
Binaural Integration (singing, grab bag, paper and pencil activities, singing to scale, drawing
to directions, opposites), Compensatory Strategies and Environmental Management.

W951238
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£ 96.95

Comprehending More Complex
Auditory Information - Book
Strengthen comprehension, memory of specific
information, understanding subtle messages and
describing daily events. Goals are to remember logical
order of events, main information and retain specific
details, subtle points of the story and recall 2 and 3-part
stories. For: 9-13yrs.

W952961

£ 28.95

01246 210 416
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Following Directions & Auditory Memory l Language & Literacy

Language & Literacy

Ring Bling™ Following Directions Game

W956840

£ 31.95 *

Mice and Dice Direction Wooden Game

An engaging game that develops skills such as spatial orientation, learning
directions, as well as planning and strategic thinking. Players move their mice to
capture little yellow cheeses scattered on the board by following numbers shown
on the dice and also directions shown on cards. Collect 10 cheeses to win! Content:
folding board (50x50cm) made of a sturdy cardboard, 4 colourful mice, die, 8
direction cards, 50 cheese slices.

W956918

Specific Needs

Grab a happy hand and decorate it with glitzy rings! Participants act out silly direction(s),
either basic, conditional or temporal. Ideal for teaching children to listen and think creatively
whilst pretending. Can be played 3 ways! Contents: 4 happy hands, 50 rings, spinner, game
ideas, 50 following directions activity cards. For: 5yrs+. Safety: 3yrs+, small parts.

£ 44.95 *

Fun Deck : Auditory
Memory for Rhyming
Words in Sentences 53 Cards
®

W956648

Fun Deck®: Following Directions - 56 Cards

‘Growl like a bear.’ ‘Pretend you are playing the drums.’ Focuses on improving memory,
motor skills and processing of directions. Use cards individually to present single step
directions or combine for multiple direction complexity. Includes 52 different single
step directions, 4 “connector” cards (and, or, before, after), content cards and game
ideas. For: 3yrs+. Created by an SLP.

£ 11.95 *

Fun Deck® - Auditory
Memory for Riddles 56 Cards

W955527

Improve listening, concentration,
and memory skills with this
interactive card game. Read three
clues aloud and then ask “What am
I?”. Children have to listen carefully
to remember given information
and use reasoning skills to decide
on their answers. Picture cues
assist those who have difficulties
absorbing auditory information.
Includes game ideas. For: 5-10yrs.

£ 11.95 *

Building Auditory Direction
Skills - Book

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

W956647

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Improve listening and phonemic
awareness skills with this focused
activity. Ask the child to listen
carefully whilst a sentence is read
aloud, e.g. “The duck is driving a
truck” and ask them to copy it.
53 fun illustrated cards provide
practice of 38 short vowels and 15
long vowels. Game ideas included.
For: 5-9yrs.

Strengthen comprehension of auditory
attention, improve auditory comprehension
and enhance ability to follow auditory
directions exactly and fully. Auditory directions
are presented in five different formats which
help increase auditory attention. For: 3-7yrs.

W956750

£ 26.85

£ 11.95 *

Fun Deck®: Auditory
Memory for Inferences 56 Cards

W954469

£ 14.50 *

Fun Deck®: Auditory Memory for Details in Sentences - 56 Cards

Find more resources on
inferences and humour on page 57

www.winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults

These colourful, illustrated activity
cards target improvement of
auditory memory skills. Each
presents clues that children must
listen to (using the illustrated
pictures if needed) to infer what
the reader is describing. Cards 1-28
are inclusive (items that belong to
specific categories). Cards 29-56 are
exclusive (items that do not belong
to specific categories). For: 5-10yrs.

Improve listening skills as children recall facts from short sentences describing various
fun-filled events and remember specific details. Listen to detailed sentences about
events such as “Camping with Dad” and answer questions. Each card front has an
illustration that presents visual cues related to the details of the story. Includes content
cards and game ideas. Created by an SLP. For 5yrs+.

W954738

£ 11.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Room on the Broom
Memory Game - 54 Cards
54 beautifully illustrated cards
feature the witch, cat, dog, frog, bird
and dragon with familiar wording
from the well-loved story. Develops
turn-taking, memory, observation
and concentration skills. For 2
players+, for 3yrs+. 11.5Hx8.5cmW.

W956665

£ 3.95 *

Silly Socks Matching Game

Collect sock pairs, but don’t pick the pants! This great, colourful game requires a
combination of fine motor, visual and cognitive skills. Recognise and match different
patterned, coloured and textured socks. Takes 10 minutes to play. Contains: 3D Washing
Machine with plastic door surround, 4 washing baskets, 32 socks (16 pairs) 4 pants. 2-4
players, age 3-5yrs.

W957113

Very Hungry Caterpillar
Memory Game - 54 Cards

Featuring familiar colourful
characters from the The Very Hungry
Caterpillar™ tale. Collect pairs to
win, but watch out for the lion who
disrupts the game! Develop turntaking, memory, observation and
concentration skills the fun way! For
2 players+, 3yrs+. 11.5Hx8.5cmW.

£ 9.95 *

57020

57019

W956664

£ 3.95 *

Once Upon A Time

57021

Memory Matching Games

Turn over these 72 colourful cards and
match up the pairs! Three themes to choose
from: wildlife, vehicles or pets. All have clear
photographic images and these are great
resources to improve memory skills, prompt
memory recall or encourage conversation.
Suitable for children and/or adults. Card
size: 6cm². For 3yrs+, 2+ players. Packaging
may vary.

W957019
W957020
W957021

Pets
Vehicles
Wildlife

£ 6.95 *
£ 6.95 *
£ 6.95 *

Memory Magic:
Assessment &
Activity ProgrammeBook and CD

An exciting resource for
teachers and therapists
to quickly assess children
at Key Stages 1 - 3 to see
if language and learning
are being affected by
processing or working
memory difficulties.
Includes an assessment of working memory and 63 colourful, fun worksheet activities divided
into 7 “Magic Tricks” focused on improving memory skills: Focus / Rehearse / Group / Picture
It / Map / Link / Your Spell. Manual includes: an introduction to working memory, advice for
therapists and teachers, the Assessment, handouts for teachers and parents with guidance
on facilitating the activities, assessments etc. CD ROM contains the assessment with pictures
and the worksheets (both black and white and colour) to enable easy printing and re-use.

W954315

40
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A fun memory game based on popular
well-known children’s stories which anyone
can enjoy, young or old alike! Do you know
how the gingerbread man crossed the river,
what Goldilocks found in the woods or how
many bears live in the house? Study a card
for 10 seconds and answer a question based
on the roll of a dice. Keep the card if your
answer is right and the person with the most
cards after 5 or 10 minutes is the winner!
Contents: 55 cards, dice and egg timer.

£ 59.95

W956094

£ 9.95 *

The 50 Best Games for Brain Exercise Book

Great book of games for groups that are useful for
develop a range of cognitive and language skills.
Includes: Games for Attention and Concentration,
Guessing and Puzzling Games, Games for Playing with
Words, Thinking Games and Memory Games. Activities
are clearly described, with examples given and many
also have variation suggestions. Suggested age range:
5-16

W954523

£ 9.95

Short-Term Memory Difficulties
in Children - Book

Provides a structured, flexible approach to addressing
the needs of children who may be have short-term
memory difficulties, low self-confidence, a negative
attitude towards learning, score below average on
language comprehension assessment or have erratic
error patterns with no specific linguistic weaknesses on
comprehension assessments. Best suited to individual
intervention, however activities are adaptable for group
therapy. Contains photocopiable activity sheets, record
forms and progress charts. For: 7-11yrs. Written by a
practicing SLT.

W952820

£ 34.45

01246 210 416
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Categories & Object Recognition l Language & Literacy

56942

56943

56944

Language & Literacy

56943

56944

Specific Needs

56942

Link 4 Fun Book Series

See, Touch, Listen & Learn! This brand new interactive children’s book experience feels nothing short of magic! Simply lay an iPad
next to the book... (no wires, bluetooth, wifi, or any other physical or technical connection are required), turn the pages and the
app comes to life! Children can dive deep, learning about animal habitats, diet, physical attributes, fun facts and new vocabulary.
There’s a video on each animal and new photos are sent to the app regularly. Research shows that when multiple senses are
involved, learning is enhanced and more neural pathways are formed. Combine these 3 beautiful photo books with research-based,
digital learning activities. Choose from a Wild Animal version, Farm Animals and Pets, or all three.

Wild Animals
Pets
Farm Animals
Link 4 Fun Book Set: Wild Animals, Pets & Farm Animals

£
£
£
£

24.95
24.95
24.95
65.00

56945

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

W956942
W956943
W956944
W956945

56958
56958

56960
56962

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Turn over to see answer
56959

56961

56963

56964

Activities For Adults

Magic Hat Language Card Flip Activity

Children will love the novelty of learning with this magic tool! Insert cards into the Magic Hat and the card will re-appear at the base showing the solution. A range of card packs that
have been specifically designed for this learning resource, however, you can create your own if you wish, just decide on a learning or therapeutic objective and putting the “answer” on the
reverse of a piece of paper, card etc. 9x6cm. Card sets are in packs of 35 with colourful illustrations depicted on white backgrounds. These can be used either in conjunction with the Magic
Hat or separately for various teaching or therapeutic activities. Magic Hat size: 24x32x25cm. Card size: 9x6cm.

W956958
W956959
W956960
W956961

Magic Hat Card Flip Device
Magic Hat Language Cards: At School
Magic Hat Language Cards: At Home
Magic Hat Language Cards: Opposites

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 21.95 * W956962
£ 5.95 * W956963
£ 5.95 * W956964
£ 5.95 *

Magic Hat Language Cards: Food
Magic Hat Language Cards: Clothes
Magic Hat Language Cards: Prepositions

sales@winslowresources.com
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Stone Individual Card Holders - Set of 5

Plastic Card Holders - Set of 3

Holds cards neatly and securely during learning or therapy activities or while playing games.
Sturdy and easy to clean. Pack of 3. Size: 33x5x2.5cm.

W856921

£ 17.95 *

Robust stone-shaped card holders. Each has a slot (2mm) perfect for supporting cards up to
A4 size. Great for ordering, sequencing, categorisation or storytelling activities. Suitable for
use in sand, soil or water too! Set of 5. Size: 6x5x4.5cm. For 3yrs+.

W856891

£ 13.95 *

Webber® Photo Cards:
Food - 62 Cards

Webber® Photo Cards: Around
The Home - 62 Cards

These 31 food card pairs feature
photos on a white background,
perfect for language, therapeutic or
teaching activities. Content/game
ideas are included in six languages
(English, Spanish, French, German,
Japanese, and Chinese). For: 3yrs+.

W854537

This deck of photographic card pairs
are useful for many therapy and
learning activities, e.g. language,
object recognition and matching. 62
cards, consist of 31 pairs (scenes and
a matching object). Includes ideas for
use. Size: 7.6x10.1cm. For: 3yrs+.

£ 11.95 *

W850536

£ 11.95 *

54746

54716

55312

55313

The U-Play Mat, 100 Photographic Card & Activity Sheets

A U-shaped vinyl mat with 10 clear pockets. The innovative shape allows the child to sit inside
providing an excellent setting for eye contact and face-to-face interaction. The child has full
visual and tactile access to the whole surface, without having to crawl across the mat. Childsafe see-through pockets allow 10 theme-based cards to be secured to the mat’s surface at
a time. Includes an activity guide for professionals and parents to organise and implement
an educational programme, reproducible data sheets to record responses/track progress and
2 decks of 50 cards (25 matched pairs of theme-based images). Size: mat 122x91cm; cards
16x14cm.

W855593
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£ 45.50 *

LANG-O-LEARN Photo Cards Sets

These colour photo card packs are designed specifically to help develop language skills. Each
pack features bright, colourful, and current photographic images and cards are labelled on
the reverse in 17 common languages. Ideal for object recognition activities and teaching or
re-learning basic language skills. Printed on a durable cardstock with glossy, protective varnish.

W954716
W955312
W954746
W955313

Everyday Objects - Set of 50
Clothing – Set of 20
Body Parts – Set of 20
Food – Set of 50

£ 18.00 *
£ 9.95 *
£ 9.95 *
£ 18.00 *
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Pocket ColorCards® l Language & Literacy

Language & Literacy

Pocket ColorCards®: Early Objects - 36 Cards

Opens up many language opportunities with a variety of easily recognisable everyday objects.
Many of these objects relate to the child’s familiar surroundings.36 cards feature: Clothes;
Toys; Animals; Food; Garden; Playground; Bathroom; Personal; Home.

W916861

£ 9.95 *

Pocket ColorCards®: Early Sequences - 36 Cards

Simple, 3-step sequentially related actions to help establish basic concepts and
develop appropriate language. Knowing that events happen in sequence is a
prerequisite for understanding past, present and future.

W916863

£ 9.95 *

Specific Needs

Introducing feelings in a simple and lively way. 18 different attributes each illustrated on 2
cards. In one card of the pair a teddy shows the feeling; in the second it is a child, but teddy
also appears in the picture. Includes: happy; frightened; loving; cold; tired; strong.

W950731

£ 9.95 *

Pocket ColorCards®: Guess What? - 36 Cards

18 pairs of 2-step sequences. An activity shown on the first card of a pair is followed by
a predictable activity on the second. Designed to develop early sequencing, predicting
outcomes and relating a simple story.

W950985

£ 9.95 *

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Pocket ColorCards®: How Many? - 36 Cards

An enjoyable introduction to numbers. Contains groups of simple objects, and written
numerals up to 10. Based on the theme of a birthday party, the cards are attractive to young
children and provide many language opportunities. Includes: 2 balloons; 6 party hats; 10
lollipops.

W950730

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Pocket ColorCards®: How’s Teddy? - 36 Cards

£ 9.95 *

Pocket ColorCards®: Fun Pictures - 36 Cards

Objects and situations to interest all ages. Based on a “What’s Wrong?” format, there
is a deliberate mistake in each picture. This inbuilt humour encourages expressive
language and ensures that attention is maintained.

W950983

£ 9.95 *

Activities For Adults

Pocket ColorCards® Sets

Small enough to fit into your pocket or bag, these 11.5x7.5cm cards are a practical, low cost resource. Excellent for developing vocabulary and encouraging language development, for
therapy or education. Laminated with rounded corners. Each set contains 36 cards.

W916865 Pocket ColorCards® Set 1: Early Objects, Early Opposites & Early Sequences.
£ 25.95 *
W950995 Pocket ColorCards® Set 2: How Many, How’s Teddy, Fun Pictures & Guess What?
£ 34.95 *
W950251 Pocket Colorcards® Complete Set: Early Objects, Early Opposites, Early Sequences, How Many?, How’s Teddy?, Fun Pictures & Guess What?
£ 58.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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ColorCards®:
Categories (2nd Edition)
- 192 Cards

Two sets of 96 full-colour photo cards,
categorised into “simple” and “complex”.
A versatile resource to support language
development, comprehension and
use of adjectives, nouns, reasoning or
focusing on matching, colour, object
recognition, spelling etc. Themes include
animals, everyday objects, clothes and
plants. Suitable for all ages, for small or
large groups or 1-1 individual activities.
Includes a guidance booklet in nine
languages. Size: 9.5x9.5cm. Created in
conjunction with several SLT’s.

W956814

£ 32.95 *

ColorLibrary®: Food (2nd Edition) - 96 Cards

Updated! 96 colourful image cards arranged in six sets, representing a single food or
beverage group. This versatile resource can be used for a range of educational, therapeutic
or rehabilitation activities, supporting object recognition, vocabulary and expressive
language skills. Suitable for use with children or adults in groups or individual interventions.
Included booklet supports nine languages. Created with input from SLT’s.

W956815

£ 38.95 *

ColorCards®: Everyday Objects - 48 Cards

A wealth of teaching possibilities to introduce, develop or reinforce basic language concepts.
Includes: 48 domestic objects arranged in 6 colour-coded categories. 8 pictures in each of these
represent: Food, toys, household objects, personal effects, clothes and furniture/electrical items.

W956362

£ 32.95 *

ColorLibrary®: Home - 96 Cards

96 laminated cards with everyday items from around the home, useful for a variety of
therapeutic and learning interventions. Six categories are “Lounge” (armchair, table, TV), “Diner”
(plate, tray, tumblers), “Kitchen” (cooker, dustpan & brush, jug), “Bedroom” (chest of drawers,
cot, wardrobe), “Bathroom” (bath, toilet, sink), (clock, stapler, telephone). Card dimensions:
10.5x14cm.

W914207

£ 39.00 *

ColorCards®:
Indoor Sounds
- 40 Cards and CD

Develop listening skills
with this set. With CD
and matching colourful
cards featuring 40
common sounds. 4
categories; Human
Sounds (e.g. whistling,
sneezing) , Everyday Sounds (e.g. telephone ringing, knocking), Activities (e.g. hair dryer, shaver)
and Leisure (e.g. sewing machine, rustling newspaper).

ColorLibrary®: Animals & Birds - 96 Cards

Features a selection of living creatures from all over the world. 6 categories: • Wild land animals
• Domestic animals • Insects/Mini beasts • Reptiles and amphibians • Marine life • Birds

W915433

W915431

£ 39.00 *

Non Returnable

£ 38.95 *

ColorCards®: Outdoor
Sounds - 40 Cards & CD

Slightly more complex than Indoor
Sounds, this pack creates further
opportunities to extend and reinforce
work with all aspects of listening,
concentration and language. The
sounds featured are:
• Animals & Birds
• Environment
• Sport & Leisure
• Transport. New cards and sounds
include: mobile phone, car alarm,
skateboarding.

W915432

ColorLibrary®: Transport & Vehicles - 96 Cards

Vehicles of all descriptions superbly photographed on location. 6 categories. Includes:
• Air (seaplane, glider, jet)
• Water (canoes, car ferry, trawler)
• Rail (diesel locomotive, freight train, monorail)
• Personal (caravan, horse & cart, sled)
• Cycles (tricycle, tandem, mountain bike)
• Service/work (ambulance, coach, taxis)

W954584
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£ 39.00 *

Non Returnable

£ 38.95 *

Listening Skills Series

A Saver Pack of both the Indoor Sounds & Outdoor Sounds ColorCards® Sets.

W951671

Save Over £10!

£ 67.00 *

01246 210 416
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Categories, Matching & Object Recognition l Language & Literacy

Language & Literacy

56545

Ocean Motor & Recognition Game

W957090

56547

Vocabular: Vocabulary Picture Card Packs

Clothes and Accessories - 84 Cards
Family & Social Environment - 88 Cards

£ 27.95 *
£ 27.95 *

54970

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

W956545
W956547

£ 26.95 * VAT Relief

54969

These cards feature objects on plain white backgrounds using clear outlines and bold, bright
colours. These cards are extremely versatile resources that can be used for a variety of
educational purposes or therapeutic interventions. Use for word finding activities, learning
or re-learning about everyday objects, categorising, sequencing, object recognition, for
expanding use of vocabulary. Choose from Clothes and Accessories, Family and Social
Environment or Body, Personal Health and Hygiene & Health. Cards 11x11cm. Suitable for all
ages.

Specific Needs

This brightly coloured game is versatile for therapy, learning or play and suitable for
all ages. Players collect colourful tokens by recognising different criteria displayed
on the circles. Can be made more complex or easier by adding or reducing criteria
tokens, with a “reverse” token that requires criteria circles to be flipped over, changing
the game! Fun, educational, develops cognitive skills and also uses motor and
communication skills. Developed by an OT, experienced in treating people with SEN.

54971

54971

Picture Recognition Bingo Games.

The VOCABULAR picture card range depicts specific objects on plain white backgrounds using
clear outlines and bold, bright colours. These versatile resources can be used educationally or
therapeutically. Cards 11x11cm. Suitable for all ages.

W956546

£ 27.95 *

W954969
W954970
W954971

Animals
Everyday Objects Bingo
Fun Foods Bingo

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Vocabular: Body, Personal Hygiene & Health - 88 Cards

Versatile for therapy or education and accessible for users with a range of skills. Cards
have a simple layout of 25 beautiful photographs, labelled with words (50 items featured
overall). Facilitates basic picture word and/or object recognition and association,
improving or developing auditory processing and listening skills, concentration, attention
as well as fine motor skills/co-ordination. Includes: 36 durable player cards, caller’s mat,
50 calling cards, bingo chips and instructions. For 1-1 activities or large/small groups
(between 2 and 32 players), 3yrs+.

£ 11.95 *
£ 11.95 *
£ 11.95 *

Activities For Adults

Vocabular: Vocabulary Cards - 180 Cards

HUGE VALUE! This 180 Vocabulary card box set has been created to improve language
skills. Simple illustrations on clear uncluttered backgrounds are suitable for therapeutic and
educational settings. Learn words, describe pictures and invent stories, categorise, sequence
and order. Topics include: animals, eating and drinking, fruit and vegetables, school, where
people live, clothes, calendars. Cards: 11x11cm.

W956544

£ 37.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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Categories - 144 Cards

A huge set of colourful illustrated picture cards to support the development of
organising, object recognition and categorising skills. Includes 17 categories with 6-10
cards in each. Suggested teaching activities include creating sub categories and mindstretching go-together riddles.

W956777

£ 34.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Categories, Matching & Sorting

Animal Buddies - Game

Category Cut Ups™ - Book

Ready to go! Over 280 vocabulary pictures are presented within 78 pages of different, fun
photocopiable activities. Help children learn how to recognise characteristics in objects and
people and develop strategies for word building, describing, sorting and classifying. Eight
categories (Foods, Home, School, Animals, Transportation, Occupations, Clothing, Seasons).
Includes a strategy to encourage home participation. For: 4yrs+.

W956844

Use this game to practice a variety of speech and language activities whilst children take
turns feeding their Animal Buddies. A great resource which can be used for many different
purposes - talking about food, mouths and practicing vocabulary work too! Four animals with
mouths cut out are printed in full colour on each side of a wipe-clean plastic box.

W951088

£ 28.95*

£ 24.95 *

Dobble - Game

Why not have a dabble with our Dobble?! 5
games in 1! A little like snap, everyone plays
simultaneously and has to be alert to recognise
objects. Each card has 8 distinctive coloured
images with one identical symbol in common
between each card. Be the quickest to spot the
identical symbol, name it aloud and then take or
discard it depending on the game that you are
playing. Fast, furious, easy to learn and fun. 55
cards, 50 symbols. For: 2-8 players, 6yrs-adult.

W956218

£ 12.95 *

Match and Sort Activity Set

A versatile language and visual perception kit which simultaneously improves fine-motor skills.
Identify, select, match and place objects to corresponding shapes. Sort, classify and organise.
Trace around them, improve auditory processing skills by providing directions and articulation
skills by asking children to name/describe them. 60 objects, 12 cups, washable mat & baskets.
Objects may vary. This is not a toy. Use must be supervised at all times. For 3yrs+, small parts.

W956787

3D Objects

£ 39.95 *

56954

56956

Size Sorting and Vocabulary Activity Set

This hands-on activity set helps children develop size discrimination, sorting, language, visual
perception and vocabulary skills. They can place these 3D objects on their appropriate mats
and match labels with the mats. Includes 30 objects, mats, 8 labels storage basket and
detailed teaching notes. Contains: small, medium and large 3D objects (30); felt mats (3
sizes); 8 laminated word cards, storage container and detailed teaching notes. Objects may
vary. For: 4-6yrs.

W952079

£ 34.95 *

56955

Look and Compare Activity Sets

These unusual activity sets develop a range of visual, attention and concentration skills.
Each set has 4 cards with 9 separate images on them with corresponding silhouette
transparencies that need to be identified and placed on the appropriate image. Each set
targets a specific skill, choose from: matching, finding outlines or completing an image. Each
set contains: 4 cards, 36 transparencies and a plastic tray. For: 5-7yrs.

W956954
W956955
W956956
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£ 8.95 *
£ 8.95 *
£ 8.95 *

Category Sorting Activity Set

A hands-on method of teaching categorising, classifying and sorting. 50 realistic miniature
3D objects included that fall into 10 groups: animals, fruit, transport, musical instruments,
baby items, things you wear, toys, people, tools and utensils. Includes basket, sorting tub and
guidance for activities.

W951233

£ 45.45 *

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:40

Opposites & Differences l Language & Literacy

Language & Literacy

Fun Deck®: Opposites - 56 Cards

These 28 colourful card pairs are sure to motivate children to engage in learning! This deck
has been created to help children develop their opposite relationship skills. Illustrations are
eye-catching and engaging, helping to keep attention on the activity. Instructions and creative
ideas are included. For: 4yrs+.

W955526

£ 11.95 *

£ 11.95 *

Fun Deck®: What Doesn’t
Belong? - 54 Cards

Updated! A set of 48
large photo cards present
familiar everyday objects
all linked by a common
theme, except the odd
one out! Three levels of
complexity show groups of four, five and six objects per card.
This versatile resource supports language activities whilst simultaneously developing
cognitive skills such as concentration, attention etc. For groups, or individual
activities and particularly useful for therapeutic and educational professionals.
A5 size cards. Includes an activity and instruction booklet in nine languages.

W956819

£ 11.95 *

£ 28.95 *

ColorCards®: What’s
Missing - 2nd Edition

Level 1. Super set of 73 spot the difference storycards. These colourful picture sequences
require participants to describe differences using active vocabulary and articulation skills.
They also present opportunities to simultaneously develop object, colour recognition, visual
perception skills, storytelling, identifying prepositions etc. 15 picture sequences, (4-5 cards)
enable grading from basic to more complex. Add a timer to make more challenging. Size:
9x9cm.

This set of photographic
flashcards have been
created to promote
observation, visual and
auditory skills as well
as descriptive language
development. 24 everyday
scenes are depicted as complete, and another has five items missing. Missing
items/objects can be categorised as having no influence on a situation, causing
inconvenience, preventing the functioning of an object, or not actually being
possible in real life. These scenarios encourage basic reasoning and the development
of problem solving skills. Gradeable resource, with increasing levels of difficulty.

W857023

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

What’s the Difference? Level 1 - 73 Cards

W956540

ColorCards®: Odd One Out
(2nd Edition) - 48 Cards

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Challenge children to figure out
which object doesn’t fit when
looking at the card content. 54
colourful cards are divided into
two difficulty levels, with 28 three–
object scenes and 26 four–object
scenes. Game ideas are included.
For: 4-8yrs+.

£ 25.95 *

Specific Needs

Spot the difference! A simple to use, pick up and go set of colourful match-up card pairs.
Each features pictures with minimal to obvious differences, helping to develop visual
discrimination skills. For: 4-10yrs.

W955548

A game of logical association for creating 34 pairs of cards which represent
opposing or contrary concepts. 68 cards feature photographs of different objects,
people or situations on clear, brightly coloured images on a plain white background.
Great for language development, particularly learning and using adjectives and
prepositions and developing abstract thought and observational skills. With selfcorrection checking system, using a coloured pattern. For 3-8yrs.

W957110

Fun Deck®: What’s Different? - 56 Cards
W955552

Contrast Pairs Cards - 68 Cards

£ 28.95 *

£ 25.95 *

What’s the Difference Level 2 - 73 Cards

Level 2. This big bumper box of 73 spot the difference storycards provides a natural
progression from Level 1. The picture scenes are more complex, requiring more advanced
observation and language skills. Individual elements are moved around the image meaning
that describing the differences between the pictures relies on using the correct use of
prepositions. 13 picture sequences, (4-6 cards) enable activity grading. Size: 9x9cm.

W956541

£ 25.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults

ColorCards®: What Can You See? - 30 Cards and 2 books

This easy to play activity slowly reveals small glimpses of a picture, photograph or
drawing seen through a special “viewing book”, gradually revealing more and more
of the chosen image. Participants attempt to guess what they can see, encouraging
communication, vocabulary building, conversation and useful for object recognition.
Includes 30 A4 cards with images from two categories, “Objects & Animals” and
“Activities”. The activity can easily be personalised by using your own images - perhaps
for reminiscence? Can be enjoyed by all ages, individually or in groups as a quiz-type
activity. 2 viewing books each with different panels, boxed.

W953782

£ 46.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Pronouns, Nouns & Adjectives

ColorCards®: Adjectives (2nd Edition) - 48 Cards

Newly updated! A5-sized full colour flash cards show the adjective opposite in meaning
where it exists. These versatile resources are used by many educational and healthcare
professionals to support teaching, rehabilitation and learning sessions.

W956825

£ 28.95 *

Webber® Photocards: Pronouns in Action - 120 Cards

These vibrant photo cards focus on 40 everyday verbs, separated on three cards with a
different subjective pronoun (he, she, they). Children learn how to use pronouns and verbs
across indoor and outdoor contexts. Images have corresponding words. Activity ideas are
included. 120 cards. For: 4yrs+.

W956849

£ 31.95 *

Fun Deck®: Pronoun
Parade - 54 Cards

A deck of colourful character cards,
each having a “who” question at the
bottom and a matching pronoun
card. Children match them up whilst
becoming an experts at pronoun
use!. A great interactive way of
learning how to use the pronouns
‘he’, ‘she’ and ‘they’. Size: 8.8 x 6.2cm.
For: 5-10yrs.

Pronoun Party™ Games - Set of 8

W955559

Versatile resource with a party vibe! Move around a themed gameboard practicing personal,
possessive and reflexive pronouns as you go. Easily adaptable, e.g. limit the number of pronouns
so children master one set before proceeding to another, teach them how to combine pronouns
with objects (I have a hat) or how to combine pronouns with verbs (you are running). Possibilities
are endless as any pronoun combination goes with any board. 8 laminated boards (pizza, skating,
pool, birthday, zoo, beach, classroom or costume), 192 illustrated cards etc. For: 5-10yrs+.

W950066

£ 31.95 *

Inferencing with Nouns 56 Cards

Context clues and visual clues are
embedded in each card. Children use
reasoning skills to complete sentences
with one of three noun choices. Study
photographs, listen to, or read the
sentences and answer choices, then
decide on a response. Activity ideas
included. For 4yrs+.

W956637

For sales and enquiries contact us today
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72 colourful, interesting story cards teach children how
to describe “things” and activities using adjectives,
opposite pairs in a semantically correct manner (fastslow, light-dark) and the correct use of adjectives in different forms (the long path, a long path,
the path is long). 18 stories are illustrated with 4 cards, each focuses on one sentence containing
a specific adjective, with two pairs of opposites. Detail in the pictures can be used to develop
vocabulary, language and articulation skills. It is possible to selectively practice 70 different
adjectives (35 pairs of opposites). Cards: 9x9cm. For 5yrs+.

W956535

£ 25.95 *

Language Builder Picture Cards: Nouns - 350 Cards

A bumper extension offering language learning opportunities for children who have
mastered the original resource. Can be used for activities focused on sorting, adjectives,
functions, storytelling etc. Topics cover: Body Parts; Tools; Safety Signs; Sea Life; Clothing;
Transportation; On the Farm; Additional Foods; Everyday Objects; Musical Instruments;
Additional Animals; Insects & Bugs; Coloured Shapes. The reverse of each card is labelled
and suggests activities. Activity book included. 354 cards. Size: 13x9cm.

W956953

Adjective Stories - 72 Cards

£ 17.95 *

Language Builder Picture Cards Nouns 2 - 354 Cards

48

£ 11.95 *

£ 128.65 *

Versatile professional tool. Teach key language concepts to people learning or re-learning
basic language skills. Experts in developmental and language fields provided guidance on
content and format. Each image was selected for familiarity, appeal and its place in cognitive
development. 350 clear photographic images cover 9 categories: animals; foods; vehicles;
furniture; clothing; toys; everyday objects; shapes; colours. Each card is numbered to the reverse
with a label, category and suggested activities. 15 cards have two identical images on white
backgrounds and five similar images in natural settings to teach matching, labelling and
categorisation skills.

W954715

£ 132.95 *

01246 210 416
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Verbs l Language & Literacy

Language & Literacy

Super Fun Deck®: 100 Irregular Past Tense Verbs - 100 Cards

Be a detective! Children read sentences, select a fill-in-the-blank answer from multiple
choices and use a Secret Decoder to self-check their answers. This great resource teaches
how to use 100 irregular past tense verbs correctly. Includes: 100 Cards, Secret Decoder
and game ideas. Card size: 7.6x10cm. For: 5-8yrs. Packaging may vary.

ColorCards® Basic Verbs and More
Basic Verbs

W956361 Basic Verbs - 48 Cards
W956894 More Basic Verbs - 36 Cards

£ 32.95 *
£ 38.95 *

W954059

£ 31.95 *

Fun Deck®: Regular Past
Tense Verbs - 56 Cards

Specific Needs

Basic Verbs: These 48 cards show clear
images of the most frequently used and
easily recognisable verbs. Both male
and female subjects of a variety of ages
demonstrate the actions. Actions shown
include carry, dance, eat, jump, run, sleep,
wash and yawn etc. Card size: 21x15cm.
More Basic Verbs: This set of 36 large format photographic cards show frequently used
verbs, but that are additions to the Basic Verbs set. Examples: singing, waiting, flying,
arguing, walking, climbing, hopping etc. These can be used for various learning, language
or therapeutic activities. Develop verbal comprehension, expressive language and
communication skills. Card size: 21x15cm.

Add “d” or “ed” to a regular
verb and what do you get? A
regular past tense verb! Teach
basic grammar skills using this
colourful set of 26 illustrated
verb pairs. (Abby will open
the present. Yesterday, Abby
opened the present.). 56 cards
and game ideas. For: 6yrs+.

W954470

£ 11.95 *

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Verb Stories - 72 Cards

ColorCards®: Expressive Verbs & Familiar Verbs - Card Sets

Expressive Verbs - Images show verbs of varying frequency and syntactical complexity
with the context of personal actions. Used for developing an understanding and use of
gestural semantics, promote augmentative communication and consider social and cultural
appropriateness and diversity. Includes: Fingers (tap, crossed fingers, thumbs up); Hand (shake
hands, clap, stop); Body (hug, cuddle, shrug); Legs (tiptoe, stamp) etc.

W952817 Familiar Verbs - 48 Cards
W952818 Expressive Verbs - 48 Cards

£ 38.95 *
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Activities For Adults

Photo Fish™ Verbs: Magnetic Game

This colourful Verb Tenses strip book is a flexible way of teaching future, present and past
tenses. 20 laminated photographic cards illustrate regular and irregular verbs. Equal split
between singular and plural forms. Includes: drying, cooking, drawing, playing, painting,
eating, reading, writing, washing and brushing. Contents: 60 cards showing 20 verb tenses,
plus notes for guidance in storage box.

www.winslowresources.com

£ 25.95 *

£ 28.75 *
£ 28.75 *

ColorCards®: Verb Tenses - Book of 60 Cards

W914827

W956537

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Familiar Verbs - Images of frequently used and easily recognised verbs. Associated objects
are in the pictures to give an idea of place and encourage expressive language. Actions shown
include empty (bucket), pour (drink), spill (soup) etc.

Learn and use everyday verbs! “sit”, “lie”, “bake”,
“taste”...this whopping set of 72 basic verb cards
help children learn how to name activities correctly, conjugate verbs and use these with
different phrases. Each of the 18 different picture stories comprises of 4 cards focusing on
using a particular verb in everyday speech, linked to a target sentence and embedded in
a colourful everyday life scene. The images are purposefully filled with detail to prompt
discussion and facilitate opportunties for expanding vocabulary further. Size: 9x9cm. For
5yrs+.

Children will love this fun matching verb fishing game! Use magnetic fishing rods to
catch a fishy, name the verb on the reverse and try again to match a pair to keep your
catch, otherwise they get away! Win by gathering the most fish! Specifically designed
to develop word comprehension, with many more ways of using the resources for other
games (ideas included). Contents: 29 pairs of soft foam fishes, 2 “catch of the day” fish,
a brightly coloured pond, 2 fishing poles, tackle box and instructions.

W950540

£ 45.45 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Verbs & Basic Concepts

208 Fold and Say® Basic
Concept Stories! - Book

Webber®
Photocards
Verbs (2nd Edition) 124 Cards

Focus on the correct use and understanding
of concepts such as “Long”, “Centre”, “Between”,
“Together”, “Slow” etc. The 208 exercises in this
resource cover all phases of language therapy
- listening only, practice of the concept at word
level and at sentence level. Use as therapeutic
or teaching activities or as homework. For ages
3yrs+.

62 pairs of versatile colourful
photographic cards that can be
used for a variety of language
development and vocabulary
building activities such as
naming, describing, matching or
remembering. For: 4yrs+.

W956837

W956845

£ 27.25 *

£ 22.75

Mastering Basic Concepts and
Specific Words - Book

Designed for children aged 4-7 who need assistance
understanding meanings of basic concepts and
specific words. Unless these are fully understood they
cannot be transferred to another context. e.g. a table
might be identified as being the longest because
it has been referred to repeatedly in that way, but
children may not be able to identify the “longest”
pencil or the “longest” shelf as the underpinning
meaning hasn’t been comprehended. 4 levels
of difficulty for grading. Written by an SLP. Fully
photocopiable.

Sequencing Verb Tenses 2 - 144 Cards

Two sets of colourful cards (144 in total) present irregular and regular verbs in future, present
and past tenses. Can be used in various ways and game ideas such as What’s missing, Name
Another, Finish It and Tell me a Story are included. Contents: 144 cards. For 5yrs+.

W956843

W956747

£ 22.75 *

£ 26.85

Inside book

Yesterday’s Verbs - Workbook, 2 Verb Books & CD ROM

Language Builder: Verbs and Action Verbs - 230 Cards

This huge set received the prestigious Parents Picks Award! It shows children and adults
carrying out a large range of common activities. More than one example is often depicted
so generalisation of learned words can be taught and understood e.g. “blowing” is
illustrated by blowing a whistle, blowing bubbles, blowing out candles and blowing your
nose. Photos are taken in natural settings with lots of context clues to make identification
easy and fun and to provide further learning opportunities. Each card reverse is numbered,
labelled and lists potential goals. Activity guide included. Hi-gloss cards. Size: 13x9cm.

W956952

£ 74.50 *

Help children learn and use action words, interactively! This programme includes a 143 page
workbook with CD-ROM and two books presenting 160 regular and irregular past-tense verbs.
Part1 focuses on regular past tense verbs. Children practice using common action words
(grouped by pronunciation), before advancing to written activities. Part 2 focuses on irregular
past tense verbs, complete varying activities designed to help retain knowledge. The pack and
CD-ROM includes a wealth of pick up and go material such as pre/post tests to monitor progress,
homework sheets, activity pages, reward pages etc. For: 6yrs+.

W952454

Non Returnable

£ 45.45

Actions: Professional Toolkit

These versatile large photo cards show many different activities such as brushing teeth,
jumping, driving, cooking, walking, eating, painting, cleaning, cycling etc. They feature
people in different settings, old and young alike. These are suitable for use with all age
groups, as a dignified tool to support vocabulary and language interventions and develop
cognitive, communication and conversation skills. Suggestions provided on use. Developed
by an OT and Special Needs Educator. Size: 14x19cm

W957093
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£ 46.95 *

Webber® Verbs and More! - 512 Cards

Invaluable bumper toolkit!. This set contains eight card decks for use in therapeutic or
educational settings: 4 x Verbs (128 pairs), 2 x Opposites(64 pairs), 1 x Sequencing (32 pairs),
1 x Prepositions (32 pairs), a huge 512 cards in total. Includes a guidance booklet, storage box,
colour coding on each card for easy sorting etc.

W953767

£ 114.95 *

01246 210 416
19/12/2018 09:49

Concepts: Prepositions l Language & Literacy
Pirates & Pals®: Preposition
Fun - 58 Cards

W956150

Language & Literacy

Please Put Me
- Book

Ahoy, Mateys! Matching pairs feature girl
and boy pirates and their animal friends
demonstrating prepositions. Map and
treasure cards are included to expand play
and learning. Practice using “in”, “on”,
“under”, “in front of”, “behind”, “between”,
and “beside” with two wild cards and
game ideas. Size: 7.5x12.5cm. For 4yrs+.

This simple pick up and go
resource has been used for over
20 years by US teachers and
therapists! Fold and create six 3D
objects and two hand puppets.
Use in conjunction with the 48
punch-out animal picture cards
and 48 concept instruction
cards to help teach words that relate to time and space concepts. Includes 26
photocopiable activity worksheets.

£ 13.95 *

W956857

£ 16.45

74 illustrated story cards visually explain the spacial terms of
“in”, “on”, “under”, “between” etc. Children are engaged using
questions focused on location and direction such as “where” and
“where to”, this dialogue then guides them to a target sentence
and the two correct prepositions featured in 18 stories. Card size: 9x9cm. For: 5yrs+.

W956538

Talk About In, On, Under

£ 25.95 *

ColorCards®: Prepositions (2nd Edition) - 48 Cards
Non Returnable

Updated! 48 A5 colour flashcards are arranged in eight sets of six, with each
focusing on a specific preposition, visually illustrating awareness of space, position
and movement in familiar settings with everyday objects. This resource can be used
for different learning or therapeutic goals, e.g. to support pre-language concepts,
developing comprehension, expression and use of verbs etc. For use in group or 1-1
activities.

W956816

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

This pack includes a CD ROM,
guidance booklet and 30
photocards – three for each of
ten prepositions, the easiest “in,
on and under” followed by “in
front, behind and next to” and the
hardest “above, below, between
and through”. Photos also include
pronouns for each image to help
children develop using these also.

W956073

Specific Needs

Preposition Stories - 74 Cards

£ 28.95 *

£ 24.95 *

Preposition Lotto

Teaches in, on, under, beside,
behind and in front of using and
interacting with actual 3D objects
to illustrate concepts. E.g. match
a card with a koala in the hat
to a game board, then children
actually place a koala in a hat
themselves! Small parts, 3yrs+.

Help children understand the complexities of spatial concepts. Game 1 focuses on
opposite concepts and the other, on spatial orientation. Includes 25 double-sided
laminated cards, a foam rubber house, 150 counters and 4 animals. For ages: 4-7yrs.

£ 34.95 *

W956935

£ 40.95 *
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Activities For Adults

Two games in one! 16 position words are taught in concept pairs – in/out, around/through,
over/under, above/below etc. For Bingo, describe a picture to players and search for Miss
Flamingo on the board. For Lotto, children locate pictures on their boards that match their
flamingo cards. 16 double-sided playing surfaces (8 Bingo, 8 Lotto boards), 80 pink flamingo
tokens, 32 card pairs and 9 Flamingo Characters. For: 4yrs+.

www.winslowresources.com

£ 34.45 *

Party Pups™ The Game of Prepositional Fun!

Flamingo Bingo® and Lotto: 2 Prepositions Game

W956130

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

W951581

Where is it? 3D Preposition Bingo Games

Gather the most dog treats to be victorious! Learn prepositions and create phrases
and sentences. 24 prepositions are represented in 3 contexts featuring a Beagle,
Basset Hound, Cocker Spaniel, Chihuahua, Collie, Dalmatian, Bulldog, Labrador,
Poodle, Schnauzer, Corgi and Terrier. Contents: 72 cards, 6 double-sided boards, 100
treats and electronic spinner. For age 4yrs+, (safety: 3yrs+, small parts).

W956848

£ 36.50 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Concepts: Time
56724

Teaching the Language of
Time - Book

56727

Help children fully understand and interpret
the complex aspects of time. Different
photocopiable activities are presented covering
sequencing of events and experiences,
time factors that influence events, time
measurement, cycles, schedules, past/present,
speed as well as personal time, age, timeline of
one’s life etc. Used by US professionals for over
20 years and easily adaptable.

W956856

£ 25.95

Understanding and Explaining Time in
Sequential Stories - Book

These lessons help present the concept of time,
which can be difficult to grasp. Illustrative stories
are shown with participants choosing their favoured
methods to record time (clocks, daily schedules,
chart or calender) during the activity. Questions are
then asked to assess learning. Addresses how much
time it takes to do things, long and short periods
of time, passing of time and understanding that
events have a specific order and must be recalled
in this order to be accurate reflections of the event.
Understanding time helps comprehension of daily
routines, schedules and planning activities. Fully
photocopiable. Ages 7-10.

W956743

Sand Timers

These brightly coloured Sand Timers are perfect for timing all sorts of educational or
therapeutic activities or to prompt discussion about time. Plastic moulded end caps and thick
wall surrounds. Each time is identified by a specific colour. 16x7cm

W956724
W956725
W956726
W956727
W956728

Green: 1 minute
Blue: 5 minutes
Orange: 10 minutes
Purple: 15 minutes
Black: 30 minutes

£
£
£
£
£

8.95 *
8.95 *
8.95 *
8.95 *
8.95 *

£ 26.85

ColorCards®: Time
Sequencing – 36 Cards and CD
Unique resource for orientation, recognising
and understanding the passing of time and
seasonal changes. Cards vary in complexity
and include “Times of the day”, “Seasons”,
“Ageing”, “Moon phases”, “Plant life cycle”,
“Frog life cycle”. Includes activity ideas
booklet and a CD of worksheets.

W955684

Non Returnable

Large Digital Timer

Clear, easy to use timer with large display screen and giant 4.5cm tall digits. Useful for timing
activity sessions. Capacity of 99 minutes, 59 seconds. Size: 10x10.5x2.1cm. Requires 1 AAA
battery (not included). Size of display 7.5x5.3cm.

W956461

£ 8.95 *

£ 39.00 *

55988

55985
Non Returnable

The Four Seasons DVDs

These splendid DVDs focus on specific seasons. Includes springtime gardens, wildlife, summer
beaches with blue skies, splendid bursts of woodland colour in autumn and icy landscapes with
snow capped mountains and frozen cascades. Brilliant photography captures close-up views of
insects, wildlife, stunning scenery and delicate foliage. These are versatile resources - ideal for
educational or therapeutic purposes. Natural sounds and ambient music. High quality cameras
and in-situ recording. Each is over an hour and a half long.

W955988
W955987
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Winter
Autumn

£ 11.95 *
£ 11.95 *

W955986
W955985

Summer
Spring
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£ 11.95 *
£ 11.95 *

Deluxe Noise Monitor and Timer

Giant two-in-one visual and audible timer and noise controller. The timer mode adds structure
and focus to tests and games with lights falling from the upper segment to the bottom. As the
end of an activity approaches, lights turn red and a one minute warning tone sounds. When
time is up, sounds plays and lights flash to clearly signal the end of the activity. The second
mode displays lights that rise and fall, showing visually the noise level in a room. At a trigger
point (set by the facilitator), a warning sound plays and lights flash, signalling the room to
quieten. Won the Teachers’ Choice Award for the Classroom 2017. Needs 4 C batteries (not
supplied). Approx size: 38x20x11cm.

W956778

£ 89.95 *

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:41

Daily Routines & Activities l Language & Literacy

Language & Literacy

Activities of Daily Living Sequencing Cards - 20 Cards

Five activities of daily living are presented clearly and simply, with four large format photographs.
Topics: tidying after play, car journey, getting ready for bed, getting up and washing hands and
clearing away after a meal. Downloadable activity guide. Card size:11.5x11.5cm. For: 3-6yrs.

W956437

£ 14.95 *

Functional Sequencing Activity Sheets for Daily Living Skills - Book

W956846

Non Returnable

Specific Needs

76 six-step illustrated sequences with written instructions for daily activities such
as getting washed and dressed, to more complex activities such as going to the
movies. Each explains how to carry out an activity and provides reinforcement
and reassurance that tasks are being completed correctly. Vocabulary words and
conversation questions explain why we do certain things and aid understanding.
Extension activities, home worksheets, letters, award certificates etc. are included. CDROM. US resource, so you may decide that some modifications are necessary to make
it culturally transferrable. For ages 5+.

£ 36.50 *

56718

Daily Activities & Routine Sequencing - 75 Cards

W956539

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Getting up, Showering, Brushing Teeth, Eating Breakfast...this card set shows everyday activities
using simple, lovely illustrations. This set is versatile and can be used in different ways: help
children understand sequencing, routines, communicate what will happen next, use of
vocabulary and learning new words, object recognition and even writing stories. Size: 9x9cm.

£ 25.95 *
56720

56720

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Tell Me About It! - 151 Cards

Great value bumper pack! Each card is beautifully illustrated in colour, depicting everyday life
events and normal routines. Each “story” has a sequence of between 4-7 cards. This extremely
versatile resource can be used in different ways by parents or professionals to develop skills
in sequencing, vocabulary, auditory processing, articulation, understanding of events etc. The
stories vary in difficulty, but the storyline is always obvious. Size: 9x9cm.

W952205

£ 27.95 *
56721

Routine & Sequencing Planner:
Activities of Daily Living

W956434

£ 32.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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Shows the visual steps of washing and styling hair to minimise upset and confusion or
help individuals understand the activity sequence, or what might happen next.

W956718

£ 4.45 *

Dressing for the Weather Communication Fan

Activities For Adults

What is happening today? This is a large,
low tech, easy to use, hang-up visual
communication resource. The fabric has
stitched clear pockets in which can be
slipped any photos, diagrams, words,
pictograms, symbols...anything required to
understand routine. Included is a variety
of pre-printed material including hours
(12 & 24 hour format), home activities,
playing , hygiene, individual activities,
school activities. Size: 94Hx34cmW. Pockets:
11Wx8.5cmH. Can be used for adults by
using different activities and personalising
for use.

Washing and Styling Hair Communication Fan

Winslow Exclusive! Use to explain what is appropriate attire when it is cold, sunny or
rainy. Just because the sun is out, doesn’t mean it’s always time for shorts!

W956720

£ 7.95 *

Hospital Visits Communication Fan

These hospital-related visual tools have a large variety of symbols to help provide
support for individuals during visits or admission.

W956721

£ 7.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Sequencing
13484

Sequence Meaning
Order - Book

If things are out of order, they
don’t make sense! This thorough
resource has been used for over 16 years
by US professionals. Exercises improve
communication and literacy and focus on
specific skills such as phonological ability,
working memory and logical sequencing.
Includes listening for sounds, looking
at letters in words, unscrambling letters
in words, thinking about syllables and
compound words and unscrambling words
in sentences. Part 2 addresses sequencing
events, putting sentences in order, thinking
about before and after etc.

W956854

50726

£ 27.95

Fun Deck®: Sequencing 57 Cards
Delightfully colourful and animated
characters teach sequencing! 19 sets of 3
step-sequenced pictures can be used for all
sorts of language or storytelling activities.
Additional card lists and instruction/idea
cards are useful for therapy or teaching
sessions. For: 3-9yrs.

W954951

£ 11.95 *

53114

ColorCards®: Sequencing Packs - 48 Cards

Basic Sequences: 18 three-step sequences. All of the situations photographed offer familiar
and interesting situations which are designed to establish an understanding of order and
direction, logical thought and expressive language skills.
Simple Sequences: Shows a range of familiar daily activities. Includes twelve 2-step
sequences to establish the concept of actions in an activity taking place in a logical order and
eight 3-step sequences to further develop these skills. Includes: cleaning teeth; turning on a
lamp; riding a bike; decorating a cake.
4 Step Sequences: 12 four-step sequences of everyday domestic scenes. Designed to contain
easy-to-understand concepts and high frequency vocabulary. Includes: Jigsaw puzzle;
washing dishes; broken vase; making a book case; ill in bed; grandfather’s birthday; feeding
the cat; time to get up; ready for a walk; family meal; fancy dress; chocolate pudding.

Sequence Plus - Book

46 photocopiable picture sequences are depicted in a fun, cartoon style. Each picture is
accompanied by related vocabulary and picture sequences are graded from simple actions,
to more complex activities (3-part, 4-part, 5-part, 6-part and 8-part sequences). Includes
photocopiable worksheets and activities. 104 pages. Ages: 4 to adult

W952046

W913484
W950726
W953114

Basic Sequences
Simple Sequences
Sequences: 4-Step

£ 28.75 *
£ 28.75 *
£ 28.75 *

£ 26.95

Language Builder: Sequencing
Cards - 116 Cards

This photographic flash card pack
was designed for use by parents,
professionals and teachers to teach
key language and critical thinking
concepts to pre-school learners, children and adults with Autism, speech and language
disorders, developmental delays or those re-learning skills. Content focuses on developing
sequencing skills, with a structured increase in complexity of carrying out everyday activities.
Includes: 2 Three-card; 5 four card; 4 Five card; 6 Six Card; 1 Seven, Eight, Nine and Ten card
sequences. Useful for understanding what happens next, storytelling, understanding verb
tenses or as prompts for the self for doing daily activities in order. Size: 12x9cm approx.

W956941
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£ 45.50 *

Nursery Rhyme Sequencing Cards

These cards illustrate six popular nursery rhymes - “Hickory Dickory Dock”, “Mary, Mary”, “Jack
and Jill”, “Humpty Dumpty”, “Baa Baa Black Sheep” and “Hey Diddle, Diddle”. Help children learn
sequencing by putting pictures in order (3 -5 cards per rhyme), expand vocabulary by talking
about the pictures or create bespoke stories. Size: 12Hx12cmW.

W956078

£ 7.95 *

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:41

Vocabulary & Semantics l Language & Literacy
Simply put a photo
object under each lid

Language & Literacy

Funalogies® Analogies Games - Set of 2

Learn about analogies and comparing one thing
and another, the fun way! Accessible by readers or
non-readers, this game set is a versatile resource
comprising of two easily adaptable games with further variations. Topics: Characteristics,
Part/Whole, Whole/Part; Categories, Sequencing, Grammar; Opposites, Synonyms and
Associations and Action-Object. Contents: 240 cards, counters, large dice, double-sided
playing board: 43x28cm. For: 3yrs +, small parts.

W956839

£ 27.25 *

Lids ‘n Lizards® Magnetic Photo Vocabulary Game

W956847

Specific Needs

Practice articulation, categorising, describing and auditory and visual memory skills
using this fun game. Pop a photo object magnet under each lid and hide lizards
under some of them. Children flip over, name objects and their categories from Food,
Animals, Clothing, Transport or Home. Game suggestions included. Contents: 50
photo magnets, 20 lids, 12 lizards. For: 4yrs+. Safety: 3yrs+, small parts.

£ 40.95 *

Inferencing Skill Strips™ - 120 Cards
W956836

£ 36.50 *

Rhodes to Language - Book

A range of photocopiable language activities
based on the National Curriculum with games
and activities designed to address specific areas
of language use. Includes “Nounyllables Verbs”
(variety, tricky tenses), “Adjectives” (adding
adjectives, alternative adjectives), “Conjunctions”,
“Adverbs” (adventurous adverbs, when, where
and how?), “Pronouns” (silly and sillier sentences),
“Meanings” (multiple meaning, more meaning,
same or different?), “Antonyms & synonyms”,
“Concepts” etc. For 7-16yrs.

The Whole Brain Game

W957044

£ 36.50 *

£ 24.95 *

Triple Talk™
Vocabulary
Cards 240 Cards

A fast-paced
activity to improve
vocabulary,
reasoning and
comprehension
skills. Words that
have multiple meanings are displayed with clear photos on a white background with
an explanation of the word, e.g. a “Ring” can be a place where boxing takes place,
a piece of jewellery, or a sound of a bell. Three difficulty levels, each with 60 photo
definition cards with corresponding 20 word cards. Includes game ideas. For: 7yrs+.

W956850

Activities For Adults

Improve word building
and describing skills with
this prehistoric-themed
pack! A whopping 1036
picture words feature on
14 large playing boards
each themed around
a different dinosaur.
Children place a Dino
token on a vocabulary
picture and roll a dice. The number indicates how many “descriptions” must be said aloud about
the image. Difficulty level can be altered. Includes 14 boards (7 double-sided, approx 38x46cm)
with 74 vocab pictures on each - 1036 picture words! 90 dinosaur tokens, dice and manual. For:
2-5 players, 4-11yrs.

Pages 054-055 2019 WINSLOW.indd 3

£ 17.95 *

This interactive, fun game
challenges players to respond to
easy questions that stretch normal
ways of thinking. “Right-brain”
activity is stimulated as players
generate ideas, use imagination and
work out patterns and relationships.
At the same time, the “left-brain”
quickly structures responses using
language, logic, sequences and detail. Eight categories. Winner of several game
awards. For: 2-4 players, 13yrs+. Safety: 3yrs+, small parts.

Descripto Dinos™
Vocabulary
Learning Boards

www.winslowresources.com

Dual purpose! Improve vocabulary, improve word association and related language
skills. Go against the clock to explain objects via hints, descriptions, sounds etc.
without naming the object, meaning those who can’t read can play too! 300 photo
cards that can be used for other language activities. Items are presented on a white
background with associated words. Categories: transport, food, indoor/outdoor
objects, appliances, animals/insects, clothing etc. Some items have US terminology
but adaptable to UK needs. Contents: 300 cards, timer, counters, board. For: 4+
players, 5ys+. Safety: 3yrs+, small parts.

W957022

£ 42.00

W956638

Junior Alias Vocabulary & Language Resource

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

W950548

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

120 double-sided photo cards (240 items) addressing four skill areas: cause and effect,
identifying items with specific attributes, comparing and contrasting and sequencing
events. Each has three difficulty levels. Game ideas included. For: 4yrs+.

£ 31.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Vocabulary & Semantics

Fun Deck®: Understanding
Inferences - 52 Cards

Motivate students to boost
reasoning skills with these colourful
and clever illustrations and
situations. Includes 8 different types
of cards for an endless array of
activities, 6 bonus cards for game
variations and 2 content/game idea
cards. For: 4yrs+.

W954468

£ 11.95 *

Granny’s Candies® Semantic Word Game & Expansion Sets

Get sweetie grabbing, the player with the most, wins! Answer questions, roll the dice and
choose a treat. A whopping 672 word-meaning cards cover 8 categories: What does/doesn’t
belong?, Commonality, What is this used for?, Describing words, Differences, Similarities
and Action Words. Contents: 672 cards, 144 candy tokens, game board, photocopiable
book with lessons, games and activities, dice. Game variations included. Cards can be used
individually. For: 5yrs+. Safety: 3yrs+, small parts.
Note: The below expansion sets are add-on packs to the above game and do not include the
game board, candy tokens or dice. All have photocopiable resources with lessons, activities
and games.
Expansion Set 1: 672 semantic skills cards covering: Name a similar word (synonyms),
Opposites, two meanings (homonyms), word meanings (homophones, heteronyms), phrase
meanings (idioms, similies), sentence meanings (metaphors).
Expansion Set 2: 672 word-meaning cards covering verb practice: regular/irregular past
tense, is-are, was-were, has-have, do-does, verb+ing, main verbs and helping verbs, subjectverb agreement, active-passive voice, past, present and future tenses, contradictions.

Fun Deck®: Social Inferences - 63 Cards

With Secret Decorder! 63 social story cards help children develop their inference-making
skills. Participants listen to/read social stories and choose the answer that represents a logical
inference. Includes: making an inference about the character’s personality based on his/her
behaviour in the scene, inferring how the character in the scene is feeling and identifying the
appropriate/inappropriate behaviour displayed. Self-check answers, hidden in invisible ink! For:
7ys+.

W953688

£ 31.95 *

Expansion Set 3: 500 inference cards covering: ten skills including: What is the object/
occupation/category/emotion/cause/effect/character trait?, where/when does this take
place?, what does this mean? Use the combo lesson/assessment page as a pre or post-test
to identify specific weaknesses and monitor progress.

W956842
W956991
W956992
W956993

Granny’s Candies Game
Expansion Set 1: Vocabulary/Figurative Language
Expansion Set 2: Verbs
Expansion Set 3: Inferences

£
£
£
£

47.95 *
36.50 *
36.50 *
36.50 *

Introducing Inference - Book

Demystify inferences! These activities encourage children to develop their reasoning skills by
recognising given information, recognising missing information from one’s personal frame
of reference and then combining these to explain how they came to a conclusion. Covers
missing parts, sequenced events, predicting outcomes, identifying intermediate events,
analysing outcomes, identifying intermediate events, analysing outcomes, inferring causal
events. Used for over 16 years by US professionals.

W956855
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£ 27.95

Ring Talkers® “WH” Inference Question Cards

Great Value! Five decks (250+ cards) offer fun and purposeful Who, What, When, Where
and Why practice. Each has a colourful picture providing clues to infer correct answers to a
displayed question, e.g. “Why is Karla waving?”. The reverse has a related image with the
answer, e.g. “She is going on a trip”. Cards are attached to a durable metal ring for quick,
easy “flipping” during sessions. They can be removed, re-ordered and re-attached. For: 4yrs+.

W956636

£ 63.65 *

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:41

Vocabulary & Semantics l Language & Literacy
Fun Deck®: Multiple Meanings
- 56 Cards

W955558

Revised 2018

Word Jogger Pack - 504 Cards

£ 11.95 *

What’s Wrong? These fantastically
wacky cards have a range of strange
pictures and in each there is something
very wrong. Lovely brightly coloured fun
illustrations are sure to get a giggle, but
underpinning, is of course, development
of speech, language and cognitive skills.
28 pairs for sorting, numbered and
lettered with activity ideas. For: 4yrs+

W953570

£ 11.95 *

Specific Needs

A new edition of this popular semantic
and word retrieval resource! It enables
activities to be easily tailored to different
levels to address understanding of similies,
anatonyms, multiple-meaning words etc.
Improve ability to categorise, describe
and define words, recognise characteristics and establish word meanings. Teach and
support new concepts and strengthen semantic networking skills with photocopiable
Graphic Organizers. Record data and monitor progress of individuals or groups using
photocopiable forms. Includes: sand timer; card holder; manual, progress forms. For:
8yrs+, but helpful for all ages where word retrieval is problematic.
• Picture It! (72 cards)
• Words, Words, Words! (108 cards)
• More Words, Words, Words! (72 cards)
• Finish It! (36 cards)
• Categories! (108 cards)
• Just the Opposite! (72 cards)
• More Than One Meaning! (36 cards)

What’s Wacky® 56 Language Cards

W956639

Language & Literacy

This deck of 26 match-up card pairs
feature words with multiple meanings!
Illustrations depict how the same
spelling, sounding words can have
different meanings, e.g: Her car repair
bill was very expensive/Dilly Duck’s bill
is orange. Game ideas are included and
bonus cards provide an interesting twist.
For: 7yrs+.

£ 39.95 *

It’s Raining Cats and Dogs Book

W955587

Fun Deck®: That’s Silly! - 56 Cards

Help increase expressive and receptive language in a humorous way! Say what is wrong with
the 26 pairs of identical illustrations and sentences. Examples: The cat was barking loudly; Dad
put the ice cream in the oven; The elephant eats pizza for lunch etc. Activity ideas included. For:
5yrs+.

£ 11.95 *

£ 9.95

Activities for Mastering
Inferences - Book

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

W955560

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

The English language can be extremely
confusing, especially for people with
Autism who often interpret meanings
literally. Why should an announcement
that cats and dogs are falling from
the sky indicate heavy rain? And what
have chickens got to do with being a
coward? A witty and stylish insight into
the mind of someone with an ASD that
beautifully illustrates why problems can
be experienced understanding common
phrases and idioms that others accept unquestioningly as part of everyday speech.

Decoding references or “hints” made in
language can be difficult for those who prefer
logical, obvious and exact information. These
activities provide intensive, focused practice
in recognising inferences and understanding
meanings. Read aloud, let the child select
answers using the visual pictures and then
discuss. Fully photocopiable. For: 7-9yrs.

W956748

£ 26.85

Super Fun Deck®:
Context Clues in
Stories - 120 Cards

Understanding humour, unpicking what jokes mean and why they are funny relies on
comprehending multiple meanings of words and phrases. This resource addresses this difficult
language issue. Each card features a silly joke with a colourful comic illustration. The reverse
has a four part lesson that helps children understand why it is amusing. Includes 100 jokes with
multiple meaning words, phrases and sentences (colour-coded for ease) and a booklet with
references. Useful for those with LD, neurological, ESOL and people wanting to improve their
ambiguous language skills. Card sizes: 7.5x13cm. Age: 8yrs+. Created by an SLP.

W956135

£ 22.75 *

www.winslowresources.com
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W956407

Activities For Adults

Just for Laughs™ - 100 Cards

Help children discern the
meaning of difficult words
as they read, then self-check
using a Super Secret Decoder,
simply hover over answers
to reveal the correct one,
highlighted with invisible ink!
Level 1 is a “fill in the blank” activity - listen to/read stories
and choose words that best fit the paragraph context
(cards 1-60). Level 2 is a “choose the definition” activity listen to/read the story and choose the correct meaning of
the blue, underlined word by using clues in the paragraph.

£ 36.50 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Early Mark-Making & Letter Formation

Handwriting Learn to Print!

Enables children to learn to form letters and
words. Visual diagrams clearly show stroke
starting points, with helpful arrows teaching
the direction of movement needed and
shape of movement. Lines help develop fine
motor skills, guiding shape and size. Includes
many different photocopiable exercises
illustrated with colourful pictures activities
to reinforce learning through repetition
with pages for upper and lowercase letters,
numbers, months of the year, fun sentences
using every letter and more!

Tactile Pre-Writing Set - 23 Reversible Cards

These reversible cards have beautiful images incorporating raised rough patterned
pathways for children to follow with their fingertips (46 in total). These enable practice of
using precise movements and development of fine motor control skills. Size:12 (9x9cm), 7
(19x9cm) and 4 (14x14cm). For: 3-6yrs.

W956933

W956196

£ 4.95

£ 18.95 *

Tactile Letters – Set of 26

Practice letter recognition and formation by
tracing the tactile path, starting at the dot
and following the arrows. Trace the wrong
way and the rough texture provides sensory
input for self-checking. These terrific, sturdy
plastic letters can also be used in messy
play. Vowels and consonants are a different
colour. For 3yrs+. Size: largest letter 10x7cm

W955722

£ 8.95 *

Pre-Handwriting Fun Deck® - 56 Cards & Markers

Teach and reinforce the upper-body, fine-motor and perceptual skills needed for handwriting
and other daily activities. Cards features a hand exercise to one side, while the reverse has a fun
activity to complete, e.g. tracing, drawing lines/shapes, completing pictures, finding hidden items
etc. Includes dry-erase markers. Card Size: 18x10cm. For: 3/4yrs+. Created by an OT.

W954547

£ 27.25 *

Alphabet Pathway Mats - Set of 26

These 26 large mats are a fun resource for learning to form letters, teaching the alphabet,
and learning vocabulary. Each has a clear marker showing the starting point of a letter, the
direction of movement to shape it with, and an end point. Children can trace these with their
fingers or copy letters with pencils, paintbrushes, in sand etc. Each mat has a different theme
such as “ocean”, “beach”, “circus” and surrounded by items beginning with the same letter in the
scene makign them great for practicing vocabulary, articulation, sound reinforcement, object
recognition etc. Plastic. Easy to clean. Size: 21x21cm.

W956044

£ 26.95 *

On Your Marks - Book

Packed with advice and ideas, this is ideal for helping children with the transition from early mark
making to handwriting. 42 tried and tested ideas develop key early writing skills, e.g. gross and
fine motor control, visual scanning, recognition of shapes, patterns and direction, comfortable
pencil grip etc. Includes advice on how to help when problems arise and ideas for working with
parents. For 2–5yrs or older children with additional needs.

W956168

£ 14.95

Feels Write Stone Range

Pre-Writing, Letters and Number Stones Sets offer a natural progression
from forming shapes and patterns to learning correct letter and number
formation. Perfect for therapeutic, learning and play environments. Each
pebble is smooth and extremely tactile. Grooves are designed for fingers
to trace the shapes of patterns, letters or numbers. Letters and numbers
have “starting dots” in green and arrows to visually cue correct movements.
Activity ideas and storage bag included with each set.
• Robust material enables use in multisensory sessions, e.g. wet/dry sand,
rice, shaving foam, bubbles, water etc.
• Safety, for 3yrs+, small parts
• Approximate sizes: Pre-writing Stones 10x1cmD; Letter Stones
11/12x1cmD; Number Stones 12/13x1cmD

W956162
W956021
W956022
W956023
W956076
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Pre-Writing Mark Making
Upper Case Letters - Set of 26
Lower Case Letters - Set of 26
Upper and Lower Case Letters - Set of 52
Number Stones - Set of 10

£ 40.45 *
£ 54.95 *
£ 54.95 *
£ 110.00 *
£ 29.95 *

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:41

Print Awareness & Fine Motor l Language & Literacy

Tactile Fine Motor Fingertip
Paths - Set of 8

A set of 8 wooden boards, each having two slightly
raised rubber-like pathways with increasing
difficulty levels. These are intended for pre-writing
and stroke making practice prior
to letter formation, but have
potential as a tool to develop or
improve fine motor skills, hand-eye
co-ordination in rehabilitation
settings. 12x24x0.5cm. For: 3yrs+.

W956936

Language & Literacy

Introducing Print
Awareness: Letter by
Letter, Sound by Sound - Book
Re-inforces alphabet knowledge with
activities based around letter names, shapes
and sounds to aid reading development
whilst filling in gaps for children with less print
experience than their peers. Part 1 introduces
sounds/letters occurring at the beginning of
words with questions about pictured items,
then meanings, and practicing sentences
(tying letters to the beginning sounds of
words). Part 2 strengthens association
between sounds, letters and words using games, listening and thinking activities and
solving riddles. Part 3 focuses on sequencing sounds to form words. Used for over 16
years by US professionals, transferrable to UK. For teachers and SLTs. Photocopiable.

£ 28.95 *

W956971

£ 27.95

Specific Needs

These lovely colourful character and object sets are really versatile. Use the threading activity
to develop hand eye-coordination and fine motor skills, cognitively to improve attention and
concentration levels and then use the finished characters for vocabulary practice, creating stories
and asking questions. For 3 years+, small parts.

W956172
W956173
W956174

Animals - monkey, frog, lion, cat & rabbit
People - pirate, superhero, knight, princess & girl
Vehicles - boat, rocket, helicopter, rocket & plane

£ 8.95*
£ 8.95*
£ 8.95*

A re-usable, great-value resource! Begin with warm up hand exercises - snapping,
grasping and crossing etc. using the photo guides then flip the card and do an activity!
Includes mazes, writing activities, drawing pictures, connecting dots etc. These target
development of hand-eye coordination, visual-motor and perceptual skills whilst
strengthening fine motor muscles and improving functioning. Increase task complexity
by join together with connector cards (and, or, before, after). 52 cards, 4 connectors, 4
dry-erase pens. Age:3yrs+. Card sizes: 18x10cm. Created by an OT.

W956138

£ 23.95 *

This brightly coloured large sorting
tray supports many different activities.
Use for vocabulary activities, object
recognition, categorisation of objects
(colour/texture/type etc), for maths
- sorting and counting, work on
developing hand/eye co-ordination
and fine motor skills. Add in tweezers,
Cleverstix or other tools as “grabbers”
to work on different grips, coordination
and specific muscle groups. 7
compartments, 4 small, 2 large, one
circular central. Size: 37cmD.

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

gether
e To
Us

Large Yellow Sorting Tray

W922701

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Photo Fine Motor Fun Deck® - 52 Cards

Thread and Create

2020 CleverStiX Chopsticks

A no-spring-back mechanism means users must concentrate on opening and closing
the tips for intense fine motor development practice. The white ring is fixed keeping the
thumb stationary so fingers are actively engaged. Yellow hoops are angle and height
adjustable/positionable according to need. OT’s feed back that this tool is useful for
assessing, developing and improving skills, particularly with pick up and drop type
games. Dishwasher safe and BPA free. For 3yrs+. Right handed. Size 17cmL.

£ 4.50 *

W956276

£ 6.95 *

The Fine Motor Play Mat™

W956526
W956527

Mint
Yellow

£ 27.95 *
£ 27.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults

These mats suction to tables preventing unwanted spillages and have
a large activity area for activities such as drawing, painting, making
models, threading etc. The sides are purposefully high so they can
contain liquids such as water or be filled with craft materials such as
sequins, beads etc. The flower has been designed with purposefully
small compartments so children use their pincer grip to extract small
items. Designed for infants/toddlers 9+ months. Approximately
41x31x3cmH. Intended for play use rather than food consumption.

sales@winslowresources.com
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Language & Literacy l Word & Sentence Formation

Sentence Shuffle Fun Decks®

Fishing and Spelling Game

A fun way to learn spelling. Select word cards and race your partner to spell them using a
magnetic rod to catch fishies (each having their own letter) from the pond. Can be played 2
different ways. Includes: 100 word cards, 2 rods, 80 letters, 2 Spell cards, 1 pond. For: 2 players,
4-9yrs. Size: (pond) 42x49cm Safety: 3yrs+, small parts.

W956175

£ 15.95*

BUILDING: Help children formulate simple, compound and complex sentences using this fun
deck! Four difficulty levels of sentence prompts begin with 1 word (noun/verb) and end with 4
words (noun/verb/adjectives/adverbs/conjunctions/connectors). Age: 7yrs+.
SHUFFLE: ‘Rope’, ‘likes’, ‘Beth’, ‘jumping’ … unscramble these words to make a sentence, clues are
in the associated picture! Teaches speech and sentence structure whilst improving inferencing
and reasoning skills. Colour-coded words help identification of nouns, verbs, adverbs, conjunctions
etc. Age: 6-11yrs.

W955511
W955500

Brainbox ABC

Sentence Shuffle Fun Deck®
Sentence Building Fun Deck®

£ 11.95 *
£ 11.95 *

Help children develop vocabulary, language
and communication skills with this great game.
Each colourful card has a range of pictures (with
associated word) beginning with each letter of the
alphabet. Answer questions correctly and accrue
as many cards as possible before the egg timer
runs out. Super resource for parents, teachers and
therapists targeting sound, language development,
object recognition etc. 54 Cards, dice and egg
timer. For 4yrs+, 1 or more players.

W956104

£ 8.95 *

Magnetic Alphabet Tiles

W956785

These strong magnetic letter tiles have been
created to stick on metallic surfaces to make
learning the alphabet and spelling activities
more fun! Consonants are black, vowels are red.
Pack includes between 2 to 4 of each lowercase
letter tile and 26 uppercase letter tiles. 92 letters,
plus two apostrophes. For 3yrs+, small parts.
Supervise use at all times.

£ 13.95 *

Sentence Building Dominoes – 114 tiles

A hands-on, tactile and visual way to create sentences and build questions. Colour-coded,
double-sided tiles are printed with 46 nouns (blue), 28 pronouns (light blue), 56 verbs
(orange), 38 adjectives (yellow), 20 adverbs (green), 10 conjunctions (red), 18 prepositions
(purple) and 12 punctuation marks (white). For: 3yrs+, small parts. Size: 4.5x2cm.

W955730

£ 18.95 *

Alphabet Marks the Spot

A fun and active way to encourage
letter recognition, letter sound
correspondence, alphabetical order
and simple word building. Includes
8 different kinaesthetic games for
individuals, small groups or whole
class play. Includes vinyl mat, 5
inflatable picture cubes,
28 game markers and
activity guide. Size: mat
137x137cm

W955721

£ 28.95 *

Word Construction Nuts and Bolts Set

Hands-on learning! Thread nuts onto a bolt to make and spell words. Start with c-v-c
combinations and then turn a piece to try to create a new word. Add more nuts for longer
words. Includes 6 bolts, 30 nuts printed with the most commonly used letter sounds and an
activity guide. Size: bolts 12.5cmL

W955726

Match up!

60

abc Chart – Wall Chart & 26 Motifs

Lacing Letters Sets

W955646

W955720 Uppercase Alphabet
W955731 Lowercase Alphabet

This large and detailed alphabet fabric wall
hanging is a great talking and learning tool for
home or educational environments. Each pocket
features colourful lower case letters and a lovely
associated seperate fabric object for children to
match up. Versatile resource - can be adapted
for all sorts of learning activities. For 3yrs+. Size:
70x50cm

For sales and enquiries contact us today
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£ 34.95 *

£ 21.95 *

Practice letter recognition, patterns,
sorting, word formation, hand-eye
coordination and motor skills with these
colourful letters. Each set includes 260
letters, 15 laces and a storage bucket.
Winner of a Practical Pre-School Award.
For: 3yrs+, small parts. Size: 4cmH

£ 22.95 *
£ 22.95 *

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:42

Specific Needs
What is in this section?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Hanen® Centre resources
Social stories & skills
Social skills: children
Social skills: teenagers & adults
Autism & Asperger books
Communication strategies
Communication fans

www.winslowresources.com
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

At home
Hygiene & self-care
At school
Fine motor aids
Assessment: Autism & challenging behaviour
Sensory-based interventions
Chewing & eating
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Specific Needs l Hanen: ABC & Beyond, It Takes Two, Talkability & I’m Ready

I’m Ready!™ - Book

It Takes Two
To Talk® Series

Non Returnable

This updated 5th edition guidebook is valuable
for parents, SLT’s and others who work with or
care for young children with language delays.
Written in simple language with beautiful,
colour illustrations, it shows how to help children
communicate and learn language during
everyday activities such as mealtimes, bath
times, playtimes and book readings. Ideal for
parents of children ranging from those who are
still at the very earliest stages of communication
to those who have begun to talk in short
sentences. Includes easy-to-use checklists,
practical guidelines for choosing communication goals and a new section on building the
foundations for literacy. Supported by the most current research.
The DVD is a useful companion to the guidebook. Provides clear examples of interaction
and language strategies for children at each stage of communication development. Watch
children have fun in everyday situations, guided by parents who are using key strategies to
develop interaction, turn-taking and communication skills. Approx 90 mins.

W956445 English Version
£ 44.00
W956445F French Version
£ 44.00
W956447 Pack of 5 English Version Guidebooks
£ 210.00
W956448 Pack of 10 English Version Guidebooks
£ 410.00
W953496 It Takes Two to Talk DVD
£ 45.00 *

Available in Spanish,
Danish, and Dutch,
please enquire at
01246 210416.

Written specifically for parents to help them build critical early literacy skills before their
child starts school. Takes the most current research in emergent literacy and breaks it
down into fun, easy-to-use tips and strategies, helping even the busiest parent make
educating a part of daily life. Turn routine activities into enjoyable opportunities to
prepare for reading success!

W955715

£ 20.00

TalkAbility - Book

An extremely valuable resource for parents and professionals supporting verbal children
on the Autism spectrum. Contains a wealth of practical strategies that can be built into
daily conversations and activities. By applying these strategies, parents and professionals
help children learn to take appropriate turns in a conversation, wait for others to take
theirs, tune into what people say without words in a conversation, understand how others
feel, respond appropriately, learn how to play with other children and make friends.

W953495

£ 44.00

Series: ABC and Beyond
ABC and Beyond™ - Book

Based on current research regarding promoting emergent literacy in early childhood classrooms. Prepare preschool children to learn to read and
write successfully, presenting key techniques on building language and literacy learning into daily conversations and activities. Addresses various
prerequisites of literacy, including vocabulary, story comprehension, decontextualized (abstract) language, print knowledge and phonological
awareness. 120+ colour photographs, charts and real-life practical examples.

W955326

£ 36.95

ABC and Beyond - Set of 7 Posters and guidebook
W955610

£ 75.00 *

Us
e

T

A set of 7 posters and the ABC and Beyond guidebook. Please see www.winslowresources.com to see the full poster set.

he r
et
og

ABC and Beyond Posters Series - Set of 7

Use walls to support learning messages! 7 colourful posters for
childcare, education or learning settings, reinforcing ABC and
Beyond™ strategies for building early literacy skills. Size: 28x43cm.

W955609
Pin me up!
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£ 32.95 *

Set of 7 posters. To view full set visit
www.winslowsresources.com

01246 210 416
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Hanen: Make Play Rock & More Than Words l Specific Needs

Language & Literacy

We are the sole UK supplier
for The Hanen Centre®

Series: Make Play R.O.C.K.™

“We have worked in
partnership with Hanen for
over 16 years...”

Plan for People Play

W955711

Specific Needs

This is the first book in the Make Play R.O.C.K.™ series focuses on learning how to create the
best possible play situations, encourage participation, communication and develop social
interaction skills in a purposeful supportive way based on current research on what helps
children learn best. “People Games” rely on engagement with others instead of focusing
on toys and whilst playing, children learn key social skills that create the foundations for
building successful relationships with others.

£ 14.50

Take Out the Toys

The second book in the Make Play R.O.C.K.™ series focuses on expanding “functional
play” ability (early play involving conventional or expected actions using toys). These skills
provide a foundation for the formulation of later skills so it is important to optimise these
as early as possible. Play for children who have Autism or other developmental challenges
may not be as advanced as other children their age, but if these specific research-based
techniques are used during everyday play activity, much can be done to build skill levels.

W955712

£ 14.50

Children with additional needs often find it difficult to pretend, a stage of development
that lays the foundation for key social and learning skills. This resource focuses on
expanding pretend play skills during fun, everyday activities. It provides a context of how
pretend play fosters language, social and emotional skills using research-based strategies.
Identify each stage of pretend play, encourage imitation of new pretend play actions,
identify when to move to the next developmental stage and encourage use of new skills with
a variety of toys, in different situations.

W955713

£ 14.50

The Hanen Centre was founded over 35 years ago. It is a Canadian charitable
organisation with a global reach. The Hanen approach has led the way in changing
early language intervention by putting parents first in order to help children best. A
variety of resources, including guidebooks and DVDs, help parents and professionals
develop the communication skills of young children. Based on exhaustive research
in the field of early childhood language development and intervention, Hanen
resources are designed specifically for the most important people in a child’s
life – their parents, caregivers and educators – to help them build communication
naturally throughout the day. Speech-language pathologists/therapists and other
professionals around the world incorporate these trusted resources into their work
to help parents and other caregivers play a leading role in children’s early language
and literacy development.

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Put Pretending into your Child’s Play

Who Are They?

More than Words® Series

W951748 Guidebook
W954711 Pack of 5 Books

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

BOOK: Children with Autism can find it difficult to interact meaningfully with others and
the world around them. This programme is for parents of children under five who are on the
spectrum. It helps them reach their potential by empowering adults with knowledge and strategies to
improve social communication, play and imitation skills. Everyday activities such as mealtimes and bath
times are opportunities to learn, communicate and develop skills! Evidence-based. Requires dedication
from parents, but is easy to understand and implement.
DVD: Easy-to-use companion to the guidebook. Shows parents how to apply strategies to create
structured, predictable environments where children learn to interact and develop conventional and
Non Returnable
spontaneous communication in everyday situations. Running time: 5 hours

£ 44.25 W953500 Pack of 10 Books
£ 399.00
£ 195.00 W953750 More Than Words DVD £ 46.00 *

r

Use To

get

he

More Than Words® Complete Programme

Big Value Set! A family-focused programme for parents of children with Autism and related social
communication difficulties. Emphasises everyday activities as opportunities for learning and skill
development incorporating current best practice. Includes: More Than Words®, More Than Words® DVD,
TalkAbility, More Than Words® Poster Set.

W954447

£ 144.95 *

Great for nursery and childcare settings! This set
of 4 posters present key strategies from the More
Than Words® guidebook that parents can use
to foster the social and communication skills of
children with autism. Size: 28x43cm. Includes:
• Remember...
• R.O.C.K
• The Four “S”s
• Follow Your Child’s Lead

W952730

£ 19.95 *

Activities For Adults

More Than Words® Poster Series
- Set of 4

Pin me up!

www.winslowresources.com
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Specific Needs l Hanen: You Make the Difference & Teacher Talk Series
Series: Learning language and Loving it™

Learning Language and Loving It™ - Guidebook & DVD

An easy to use early-years programme that really works! Child-centred, this approach combines language acquisition,
language facilitation and supporting conversational turn-taking from the earliest communication development stages.
It aims to maximise language learning within daily routines and play, facilitate social interaction, address emerging
literacy skills and support the development of strategies for children with additional needs or language delays.
The DVD uses real-life examples of implementing strategies during play or daily activities to create enriched, interactive
language-learning environments. Includes supporting children with SEN, ESOL or language delays, as well typically
developing children. Running time: 4 hours.

W951641
W954710

Guidebook
Pack of 5 Books

£ 44.25
£ 195.00

W953499
W953749

Pack of 10 Books
DVD

£ 399.00
£ 46.00 *

Learning Language and Loving It™ Complete Programme

Us

The complete Learning Language and Loving It™ programme, comprising of nine components. Includes the
Guidebook, DVD and seven supportive posters. Poster size: 28cmx43cm.

e

W954446

her
get
To

Non Returnable

£ 119.95 *

Learning Language & Loving It™ Poster Series - Set of 7

7 posters to compliment the Hanen® Learning Language and Loving it™
resources, focused on using play and daily activities to create enriched
language learning environments. Great visual tools! Size: 28x43cm.

W954331

Pin me up!

£ 32.95 *

Set of 7 posters. To view full set visit
www.winslowsresources.com

Series: Teacher Talk™ Workbooks

Series: You Make the Difference®
You Make the Difference® DVD

Shows real mums and dads interacting
and having fun with their children during
everyday activities, whilst implementing
YMD strategies to support learning and
development. Easy-to-use, practical strategies
proven to increase social, language and
literacy development. Helps parents/carers
enrich relationships with their child as well
as build self-esteem and confidence as they
learn evidence-based solid foundations for
supporting their child’s development.

W953748

Non Returnable

Encouraging Language Development in Early Childhood Settings

£ 37.95 *

You Make the Difference … - Book

Parents of all young children will love this easy to read guidebook. It provides simple, easyto-use strategies for “tuning in” to a young child’s communication, and responding in ways
that foster positive interactions and encourage language-learning. The guidebook’s simple
language, colourful illustrations and humorous cartoons help make the book especially
useful for parents who prefer simplified text and those whose first language is not English.

W952456
W952456F
W953498

English Version
French Version
Pack of 10 English Version Books

£ 20.00
£ 20.00
£ 204.50

Some Spanish versions are
available please enquire at
01246 210416.

A step-by-step approach to promoting language development in child care, preschool
and other early childhood settings. Learn practical, interactive strategies to help all children,
including those whose language is delayed or at risk to interact and communicate effectively in
everyday interactions.

W952734
W952734F

English Version
French Version

£ 14.95
£ 14.95

Let Language Lead the Way to Literacy - Workbook

Details how to create early childhood environments cultivate the basic foundations of literacy.
Preparing children for literacy involves immersing them in an environment where reading and
writing are a natural and meaningful part of everyday life. Clear, comprehensive and practical.

W952736
W952736F

English Version
French Version

£ 14.95
£ 14.95

Fostering Peer Interaction in Early Childhood Settings - Book

Outlines how to create an early childhood environment that encourages children over the
age of 3 to socialise and interact effectively with one another. Colourful illustrations and easy
to use, practical techniques.

W952735
W952735F

English Version
French Version

£ 14.95
£ 14.95

The Teacher Talk™ Series

Full set of three workbooks: Fostering Peer Interaction in Early Childhood Settings, Let
Language Lead the Way to Literacy and Encouraging Language Development in Early
Childhood Settings.

W952886
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Social Stories & Skills l Specific Needs

A new edition of this versatile, practical and
widely used resource. It has been updated
to include brand new stories, including
examples for use by parents at home, stories
for adults with Autism and a focus on using
as a strategy for supporting mental health
and wellbeing. Social stories are effective
strategies that provide clear, concise
and accurate information about what is
happening in a specific situation, outlining
both why it is happening and what a typical
response might be. These are flexible and
adaptable to individuals in specific social
situations. Examples included of effective, successful stories and information and
photocopiable/downloadable training material available.

My Social Stories Book

By Carol Gray. Written for pre-school children, these
short narratives take children step-by-step through
daily activities such as brushing teeth, taking a
bath and wearing a seatbelts. A great tool for either
neurotypical and autistic children. Illustrateed
throughout and contains approximately 100 stories.
For 2-6yrs.

W950677

£ 12.95

Successful Social Stories™ for Young
Children with Autism - Book

W956827

£ 34.95

Specific Needs

”Written by a physician who became a mum of a
boy with Autism and one of the most talented Social
Story™ authors in the world” states Carol Gray in
her introduction. Packed full of examples of social
stories for young children including: what does
“excuse me” mean?; I am learning to listen; how to
find another favourite food; stories about toileting,
how to stay safe around wasps etc. These stories are
contextualised with practical life events.

W956508

Language & Literacy

Writing and Developing
Social Stories (2nd Edition)

A Guide to Writing Social
Stories™ - Book

£ 16.95

W956491

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Social stories™ are widely used to support
those on the Autism spectrum. This is a
comprehensive step-by-step guide to writing
personalised and effective interventions.
Practical examples include: Taking new
medicine; Working on my own; Visiting the
dentist; why we do homework, etc. with
downloadable checklists to help achieve the
best possible results. Written by a clinical
psychologist and a Child and Adolescent
Psychiatrist.

£ 18.45

The New Social Story™ Book

Getting the Picture - Book

W955423

W952259

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

A visual learning and comprehension aid for teenagers who find social situations challenging.
Improves inference, narrative and sequencing skills by correctly interpreting and responding
to behaviour. Illustrations show different people and places with questions to encourage
prediction and inference skills. Participants consider who the person in the picture is, what
they might be. Photocopiable.

A 15th anniversary edition of Carol Gray’s bestselling resource. 180+ ready to use strategically
written stories explain social situations in ways
that children, teens and adults with Autism
understand whilst teaching social skills needed
for them to be succcesful at work, home and in
the community. New content includes: How to
most effectively use and apply them, Improving
younger children’s lives, Stories for Teens and
Adults.

£ 37.75

£ 17.95

30 real-life social scenes use photographs of children with scenarios broken down into basic
components. Demonstrates critical social skills by visually illustrating “right”/”wrong” ways
to approach situations and positive/negative consequences. The facilitator explains situation
and asks questions to aid understanding. Participants can role-play skills until confident to use
them. Topics include: making conversation, initiating play, managing emotions and empathy,
teaching social skills, making social skills picture stories, communication, play and emotionrelated skills.

W950778

£ 38.95

www.winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults

Social Situations: Professional Toolkit - 50 Cards

The Social Skills Picture Book

These versatile large photo cards show a range of diverse social events such as
weddings, family meals, nights out, going to the cinema, playing games, learning,
bullying, interviews, exercise etc. They depict children, adults and teenagers and are
appropriate for use across all age ranges and with individuals or groups. Can be used
for language and vocabulary development, story-telling prompts or conversation
starters to reflect, share and develop social skills. Ideas for use included. Created by
an OT and Special Needs Educator. Size: 14x19cm.

W957097

£ 46.95 * VAT Relief

sales@winslowresources.com
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Specific Needs l Children

Turns and
Topics: Magnetic
Board Games Set for
ASD & Early Years

Teach basic game play and
improve language development
in a fun way! Children with
Autism enjoy playing board
games but “regular” ones are
often too overwhelming or
confusing. These simple game
boards and the basic Topic Cards
are specifically for those with
ASD. White backgrounds on the
boards and cards limit distractions and the Giant Magnetic Pawns are great for those with
limited fine-motor skills. Targeted games allow them to have fun and improve skills gradually,
gaining basic game playing and communication skills. Four magnetic game boards increase
in difficulty, allowing improvement of skills at each child’s pace. 166 Topic Cards improve
basic language skills in 8 categories: Feelings, Numbers, Letters, Basic Concepts, Seasons
& Weather, “WH” Questions, Nouns, and Verbs. Includes: 4 boards, 166 cards, 6 magnetic
pawns, number and coloured dice, 60 foam dice and instruction booklet.

W957095

Appropriately pitched for early education and prevention regarding sexuality/sexual awareness.
Activity ideas and advice for facilitating groups and 1-1 sessions. Topics: “Expressing preferences
and choices”; Identifying body parts and their functions”; “Understanding public and private
behaviour”; “Self Image/Identity” etc.

W956351

£ 63.95 *

Talkabout DVD
40 acted scenarios for each skill being taught, modelling
both poor and good behaviour. The DVD focuses on
a number of settings and different ages and includes
an instruction booklet on how to use in conjunction
with other Talkabout tools. Topics include “Me and
You”, “Communication”, Body Language”, “The Way
we Talk”, Conversations” and “Assertiveness”. Beneficial
for supporting those with Autism Spectrum disorders,
Learning Disabilities or social communication disorders.
For: 7yrs+.

W953700

Relationship Building & Sexual Awareness for Kids with Autism - Book

Non Returnable

£ 29.00 *

£ 25.00

Talkabout Assessment
Tool - CD-ROM & Book
A comprehensive social skills assessment tool. It
provides assessment and a visual summary of
a person’s non-verbal, verbal and assertiveness
skills, providing an excellent starting-point for
planning appropriate interventions.
• Body language - Eye contact, Facial
expressions, Gestures, Distance, Touch,
Fidgeting, Posture and Personal appearance
• The Way We Talk - Volume, Rate, Clarity,
Intonation, Fluency;
• Conversation - Listening, Starting a
conversation, Taking turns, Asking questions,
Answering questions, Being relevant, Repairing,
Ending a conversation
• Assertiveness - Expressing feelings, Standing up for yourself, Making suggestions, Refusing,
Disagreeing, Complaining, Apologising, Requesting explanations.

W956793

Non Returnable

£ 20.95

Talkabout for Children Series (2nd Edition) - Book

Talkabout for Children 1 (Developing Self Awareness and Self Esteem): Designed for
primary school aged children or older children with special needs. Provides the foundation of
the Talkabout hierarchy. Includes 40+ self-awareness/self-esteem activities that are key to
developing effective social skills. Includes: a year’s teaching plan to incorporate sessions into a
school curriculum, a short assessment, forms and evaluation sheets. For 4yrs+.
Talkabout for Children 2 (Developing Social Skills): Designed specifically for young children
or children with special needs to develop social competence and skills using body language,
conversations and assertiveness. A practical resource with 60+ social skill activities and games.
Includes a two year teaching plan to incorporate these groups into a school curriculum, an
assessment of social skills and intervention planning sheet. Piloted across the UK and abroad
and popular with teachers, therapists and children. For 4yrs+.
Talkabout for Children 3 (Developing Friendship Skills): The final level of the Talkabout
hierarchy with 25+ structured activity sessions focused on developing assertiveness and
developing friendship skills. With a three-term intervention plan for schools.

W956763 Talkabout for Children 1 : Developing Self Awareness & Self Esteem Book
£ 38.95
W956764 Talkabout for Children 2: Developing Social Skills - Book
£ 38.95
W956765 Talkabout for Children 3: Developing Friendship Skills - Book £ 38.95
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Talkabout Card Games

A collection of games to improve group cohesion or develop self-awareness skills. These
can be used to enhance a social skills activity, as warm up or as finishing games. Fun, quick,
easy to play, these use the familiar bright and engaging colourful Talkabout characters and
visual cues. Each game includes instructions, 50 Cards with 10 pictures in 5 colour coded
categories, specific to the targeted need. Many activities can be made easier or harder by
increasing or decreasing the number of cards.
Cohesion: Animals, Food, Objects, Actions and Emotions.
Self Awareness: Physical Appearance, Personality, Topics, Qualities and Emotions.

W955571 Self Awareness Activities
W956794 Group Cohesion Activities

£ 25.00 *
£ 25.00 *

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:42

Teenagers & Adults l Specific Needs

Provides practical strategies for teenagers and adults
with Asperger Syndrome. Offers advice and useful
strategies to navigate social skills, friendships and
relationships at home and in the community. Addresses
daily challenges such as visits to the dentist or doctor,
job hunting, personal finances, going on holiday,
travelling on public transport, as well as social topics
such as dating and friendships.

W954548

£ 16.00

Autism Spectrum Disorder in
Adolescents and Adults - Book

W956675

£ 20.95

Empowering self-regulation tool for adolescents and
adults. This visual system helps those who struggle with
emotional and social information processing. Particularly
effective for those who are confused by social rules,
misunderstand non-verbal body language, expressions
or social cues. A quick, simple, versatile and effective
method of self-managing to prevent inappropriate
responses in social situations.

W956755

A clear, thorough and accessible
guide to understanding and meeting
the needs of those with social skill
difficulties. Provides a theoretical
framework, practical interventions
and a four-step plan for adaption with
young people or adults struggling
with any aspect of their social
skills. Specifically addresses: body
language; eye contact; listening and
paralanguage; starting and ending conversations; maintaining conversations and
assertiveness. Covers teaching, development through childhood, impact on self
esteem and friendships and illustrated with examples and case studies.

W956925

£ 23.95

Talkabout: Sex &
Relationships 2 - Book

For professionals who deliver sex
education to people with special needs.
Covers body awareness, consent, sexual
health and guidelines for a healthy
sexual relationship. Practical activities are
designed to open up discussion around
sensitive issues in a fun, informative
and non-judgemental way. Guidance
on preparation and delivery. Intended
primarily for groups but activities can
be easily adapted to suit the needs of
individuals with varying abilities.

W957116

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Social Behavior and Self-Management:
5 Point Scales for Adolescents and
Adults - Book

Social Skills: Developing
Effective Interpersonal
Communication - Book

Specific Needs

Leading experts offer practical, realistic ways of
supporting adults with ASD to engage, manage and
thrive in work, independent living, leisure, personal
relationships, higher education and community-based
settings. Covers transition, skill building, sexuality,
ageing, estate planning and funding, legal issues,
etc. Encompasses behavioural and instructional
interventions such as functional communication
training, positive behaviour support and applied
behaviour analysis. Case examples provided.

Language & Literacy

Social Skills for Teens and Adults with
Asperger’s Syndrome - Book

£ 38.95

£ 24.95

50+ activities to improve self-awareness and selfesteem. Aimed at adults with an intellectual disability
(LD) or older children with special needs. Adapted from
the Talkabout for Children series with some similar
activities, but many are adapted to be age-appropriate.
Includes a short assessment, worksheets and practical
suggestions to make groups work successfully including
15 group cohesion activities, an intervention plan and
monitoring/evaluation forms. Most are group activities,
some are for 1-1 sessions.

W956792

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Talkabout for Adults - Book

Talkabout Relationships - Book

An illustrated, practical resource designed for
teachers or therapists to develop self-esteem
and relationship skills in group settings in
a structured way. Suitable for young adults
and adults with LD or those presenting with
social skills difficulties. Uses current literature
and research.

W952828

£ 38.95

£ 38.95

Talkabout for Teenagers (2nd Edition)
- Book

W956766

£ 38.95

www.winslowresources.com
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Created for adolescents or adults with
special needs, tool is packed with practical,
structured activities for developing social
competence. Includes: 60+ activities to
develop body language, communication
and assertiveness; over a years’ worth of
work to develop social skills; assessment
and planning sheets for intervention; group
cohesion activity ideas; evaluation sheets
and downloadable activities.

W956791

Activities For Adults

A groupwork resource for teaching social and
relationships skills to young adults. Ideal teenagers
with social, emotional or behavioural difficulties.
Includes a short assessment to direct facilitators to
relevant specific skillsets within particular modules.
Five heirarchical modules cover: Self-Awareness &
Self-Esteem; Body Language; Conversational Skills;
Friendship Skills; Assertiveness. Includes a teaching
plan with worksheets, photocopiable resources and a
guide to running successful groups (establishing rules,
developing cohesion, setting up role-plays etc.).

Talkabout: A Social,
Communication and Skills
Package (2nd Edition)

£ 38.95

sales@winslowresources.com
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Specific Needs l Teenagers & Adults

Communicate with Me Book and CD-ROM

Allow Me! - Book

This beautifully illustrated resource provides a practical approach to improving the social
and communication skills of individuals with developmental delays. Describes interactive
strategies to help adults engage in communication during daily routines, leisure activities
and in vocational contexts. Addresses a wide variety of communication levels - from nonverbal and non-intentional to verbal and intentional. Includes information on AAC systems.
Contains easy-to-use observation charts and individualised action plans.

W951077

An invaluable toolkit to help professionals
improve communication, inclusion and increase
involvement in daily activities for children and
adults with LD. Comprehensive techniques
and guidance, practical examples and case
studies illustrate and contextualise suggested
approaches. A detailed quality assurance
framework supports provision to improve
outcomes, a foundation for establishing
effective service provision and meeting clinical
governance criteria. For healthcare, play and
social workers, therapists, teachers etc.

W956320

Non Returnable

£ 33.45

£ 29.50

Language for Living - Book

The Big Book of Storysharing

A unique, highly effective technique that enables
children or adults with PMLD, autism, language
impairment and communication needs to
participate in telling their life stories. Conveying
personal narratives is valuable, contributing to
self-development, formulating friendships and
aiding learning and understanding of events.
This approach has been used extensively in UK
schools, therapy settings, residential and day
centres. Written by a teacher & SLT.

W956481

A superb resource for health, teaching and
professionals who plan and implement sessions
for people with PMLD. Using 20 everyday objects,
it provides a variety of ideas and flexible ways
to complement established approaches, work
outlines, activities, methods, recording sheets
and photocopiable materials and is designed to
enable participation at all ability levels. Covers
teaching approaches, adapting ideas and
equipment, presenting materials and tasks. For
educational estabishments as well as residential
or individual home use. For: 11yrs+.

For sales and enquiries contact us today
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£ 38.95

Sensory Issues for Adults with Autism
Spectrum Disorder - Book

Everyone experiences sensory stimuli differently,
but for adults with ASD, functioning effectively
in different environments at college, work, at
home, in public or online can be challenging.
This resource provides a neurological context,
with practical strategies and guidance to create
personalised sensory plans. Helps individuals cope
effectively with their sensory-based challenges.
Written by an ASD consultant.

W956494

£ 11.95

The Adult ADHD Toolkit - Book

A comprehensive and practical resource. Each
section provides a theoretical background to
the subject under discussion with practical
suggestions and formats for assessment, an
intervention guide and clear worked examples.
Includes: An introduction to Learning Disability;
Assessment of the client & their environment;
PMLD; Challenging behaviour; AAC; Social skills;
Dysphagia etc.

68

Non Returnable

£ 38.95

Working with Adults with a
Learning Disability - Book

W952426

W956323

£ 34.95

Themed Activities for People with
Learning Difficulties - Book

W956328

180 purposeful activities for young adults with
Learning Difficulties. Each aims to develop the
skills underlying communication such as body
language and awareness of others as well as
spoken language. Supports varied skill levels
and some activities can be used with non-verbal
young people. No formal assessment necessary,
minimal equipment required, easily adaptable
activities, photocopiable resource section, CD for
record-keeping and easy printing of resources.

£ 47.75

The confusing and frustrating challenges of
ADHD are unravelled in this resource. Strategies
are described as being “not just nice ideas, they
really work” and the techniques “can transform an
overwhelming life to one of hope and confidence”.
Covers foundational processes such as task
planning, time management, procrastination,
motivation, organisation, challenging beliefs,
putting plans into action and keeping them
going, coping at home (e.g. managing belongings
and surroundings), educational settings, the
workplace, in relationships and health.

W956676

£ 21.95

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:42

Asperger and Autism Books l Specific Needs
When Down Syndrome and Autism
Intersect - Book

Studies suggest that between 5 and 39% of
individuals with Down Syndrome also have ASD.
Recognition and diagnosis is typically delayed as
autistic symptoms are often attributed to intellectual
impairment. This resource is for those who suspect
something more than DS. Written by a team of
veteran parents and professionals, it covers every
aspect of caring for children and adults with DS-ASD,
including medical and dental needs, education, sleep,
behaviour etc.

W956333

This book aims to introduce children,
professionals and parents to the
complexities of ASD, describe common
learning styles, ideas for improving
academic achievement, language
development and social skills and presents
effective intervention and teaching
techniques. Explains diagnostic criteria,
developments and practical evaluation
methods. It uses stories and visual
examples, including an early social behaviour rating scale form, a child evaluation for
ASD, and a related tactics summary chart for different skill areas. For: 3yrs-adult.

£ 27.95

W956980

The Power Card Strategy 2.0: An Evidence
Based Practice - Book

W953699

£ 17.95

Focuses on “time” as a concept, how to recognise it,
fully understand and use it to promote independence
during daily life activities. Includes novel approaches
and strategies to applying skills in different areas from very early years, through school, at work and
home etc. Incorporates use of apps on smartphones
and tablets for high functioning adults as well as
written formats. Each chapter has structured learning
objectives, has case examples, discussion questions
and suggested monitoring methods. For parents,
professionals or individuals.

This book is full of effective, fun ways to engage
children with Asperger syndrome. It seeks to explain
how individuals think, how to exploit special interests to
promote learning, why concrete forms of communication
are required and offers unique methods to inspire via
sensorial experiences. As a parent, teacher and Aspie
herself, the strategies work because the author thinks
like the children she teaches. For parents, educators &
professionals.

£ 15.95

W956464

The Brain Guru, Sensory Detective and
Social Scientist guide children with Asperger
Syndrome through crazy conundrums! With
colourful illustrations and “cut out and
keep” activities, children learn how to build
strengths and develop coping strategies,
whilst handling setbacks and celebrating
successes along the way. Explores anxiety,
negative thinking, sensory overload, emotions, friendship, trust, social situations, internet use,
social networking and texting safely.

£ 14.95

www.winslowresources.com

An excellent tool for supporting those with Autism,
Aspergers and atypical Autism. Provides conscise,
scientifically sound, state of the art, practical
information. 78 FAQs answered by 66 of the world’s
leading experts – e.g. What are ASC? What are
their causes? How prevalent are they? How are ASC
diagnosed & by whom? What are the first signs?
How should people be educated/treated? What can
parents, teachers & experts do?

W956114

£ 39.95

£ 19.95

This is a proven programme for helping
children, teens and adults to understand
themselves and their diagnosis to gain
confidence and thrive. Specially designed
worksheets cover a wide range of topics, included
as online materials are completed to build up a
unique and personal book about the individual
and promote self-understanding. A wide range of
topics are covered including how the brain works,
physical characteristics, likes and dislikes, sensory
needs, strengths and weaknesses, learning
preferences, relationships and plans for the future.
Underpinned by theory and research with a full
explanation of how to use in practice. Includes helpful resources for siblings.

W957098

Activities For Adults

W956678

Autism Spectrum Conditions - Book

I am Special - Book

The Complete Guide to Asperger’s Syndrome
- Book

A definitive handbook on this complex condition. Covers
childhood and adulthood, draws on clinical case studies,
is authoritative but very accessible. Includes: What is
AS?; Diagnosis; Social understanding and friendship;
Teasing and Bullying; Theory of Mind; Understanding
and Expressing Emotions; Special Interests; Language;
Cognitive Abilities; Movement and Co-ordination; Sensory
Sensitivity; College and Career; Long Term Relationships;
Psychotherapy; Frequently Asked Questions; Diagnostic
Criteria, Simple and Complex Motor Tics, Severity Levels
for ASD and Comic Strip Conversations for Interrupting.
For teachers, professionals & employers.

£ 20.95

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

The Asperger Children’s Toolkit Book

W955592

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Teaching Time Management to Learners
with Autism Spectrum Disorder - Book

Asperkids - Book

Pages 068-069 2019 WINSLOW.indd 3

Specific Needs

Addresses difficulties experienced by children who
have Autism in a compassionate yet humorous
manner. It looks at everyday life situations and
explains clearly sensory needs, understanding
requests, following instructions, using visual aids,
understanding how and why different behaviours
occur, what actions can be supportive or difficult and
why etc. A true gift of understanding.

£ 20.95

W955590

£ 46.95

Ten Things Every Child With
Autism Wishes You Knew - Book

Power cards are practical, fun, versatile, respectful and
work! These easily adaptable and effective tools have been
used by different professionals for many years to inspire
and focus individuals to learn new skills. Special interests
are used as a key motivation driver and this book shows
how to write them for almost any situation. Underpinning
educational research re-inforces their value. Transferrable
to home, educational, community or therapy settings.

W956681

Language & Literacy

The Source® Intervention in
Autism Spectrum Disorders
(2nd Edition) - Book

£ 24.95

sales@winslowresources.com
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Specific Needs l Communication Strategies

Visual Support for Children With
Autism Spectrum Disorders - Book
Authors from around the word pool their vast
knowledge to produce an invaluable volume
of visual aids, ideas, tips and practical tools to
support those with Autism and related needs.
Draws from educational and other professional
practice areas. Colourful illustrations, clear
directions and step-by-step directions explain
many different ways to effectively engage
individuals in meaningful learning activities,
from basic skills, to reading/maths, developing
social skills and managing behaviour.

W956680

£ 36.50

I Speek Communication Tools for Autism

These simple to use CD-ROMs contain 1,300 bright, contemporary and culturally various
picture symbols, specifically designed for children with Autism. Images can be enlarged
up to A4 size and clip art images can be imported into most programmes. Symbols are
well catalogued, with images that are clear and self-explanatory and can often can be
used without text. Home and School versions compliment each other and work effectively
together. PDF examples included. Written by an SLT

A Picture’s Worth, PECS and Other
Visual Communication Strategies
in Autism - Book

Explains in a clear, comprehensive manner how
to use PECS (Picture Exchange Communication
System) enabling those who have delayed or
no speech to communicate via images. PECS is
an evidence based communication method, low
tech, portable and easy to use which is useful for
educational, social and home settings. It assists
in building communication skills – vocabulary,
syntax, receptive and expressive language
without interfering with speech development
and can stimulate verbalisation. Accessible for
parents, carers and professionals.

SCHOOL: Includes templates and timetables for going to school and the school day. Enables
creation of visual tools, routines and schedules. Addresses school situations including social
skills, curriculum, behaviour, work and break times. Suitable for parents and carers to use at
home, covering essential themes of transition and independence.
HOME: This version addresses home situations and beyond covering feelings and facial
expressions, to health and hygiene and holidays. It also provides useful word templates to
help parents and carers create daily schedules.

W956929
W956930

I Speek: School version
I Speek: Home version

Non Returnable
Non Returnable

£ 31.95 *
£ 31.95 *
W956334

Activity Schedules for Children with
Autism - Book

Visual Supports for People with
Autism - Book

Activity schedules are widely used tools to help
children and adults with ASD and related disorders
to understand and cue tasks, engage in activities
and enjoy rewards. They increase independence, can
decrease difficult behaviours, increase engagement,
improve social interaction and aid self-management.
Clear guidance is given on how to create them, help
people use them, measure their effectiveness, how to
end activities and develop them for home, work and
community settings.

W956509

£ 23.95

Presents practical methods of creating low and
high tech visual support aids for people who have
Autism, with strategies for effective use. Well
illustrated with diagrams, photos and practical
notes throughout. Includes activity schedules,
calendars, charts, lists, colour coding, flip books,
graphic organisers, mnemonics, nametags, photo
boards, Social Stories™, Power Cards™, scripts and
video modelling. An extremely beneficial tool for
parents and professionals.

£ 21.75

W956337

£ 27.50

Think it – Say it - Book

An excellent photocopiable resource aimed at
children with cognitive and/or communication
impairments to improve verbal reasoning
and language organisation skills. 75 pictured
situations have an accompanying page of
questions. Activities are gradeable to aid
progression. Section 1 presents a problem and
solution, Section 2 shows a problem but no
solution, Section 3 shows no problem so it can be
explained orally. For those with language delays;
neurological, hearing or cognitive impairments;
Learning Disabilities, Attention-Deficit Disorders or
Autism. Helps with inferential reasoning, problem
solving, determining causality and generalising.
For: 4-10yrs.

The Cognitive Affective Training (CAT-) Kit

By Tony Attwood! This huge, powerful, user-friendly tool is designed to build awareness of
how thoughts, feelings and actions all interact and by using various customisable visual,
interactive and communication components, share insights with others. An easy and effective
way to work with neuro-typical children, young adults and people with developmental
disabilities. Ideal for parents, teachers, therapists and other professionals. Includes: CD-ROM,
binder, manual, 10 dry erase tool, 90+ feelings with corresponding faces and words etc.

W954724
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Non Returnable
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£ 195.00 *

W952294

£ 35.00

01246 210 416
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Communication Fans l Specific Needs

57100

57099

57101

Language & Literacy

Going to the...Communication Fans

57102

57103

•
•
•
•
•

Specific Needs

Portable practical tools to help prepare prior to, or support
during routine appointments. These use symbols and simple
words to explain activities or objects. Choose from:
Doctors: Wait, Doctor, Nurse, examination, thermometer,
stethoscope, light, weight and height, medicine, injection
Opticians: Wait, Optician, room, sit down, dark, bright light,
look, eyes, sight test, glasses
Dentists: Wait, Dentist, chair, open mouth, teeth, bright light,
dental mirror, rinse, smelly, noisy
Hairdressers: Apron, chair, wash hair, mirror, combo hair, hair
cut, scissors, hairdryer, smelly
Barbers: Apron, chair, wash hair, mirror, comb hair, hair cut,
scissors, clippers, clippers vibrate, noisy, smelly

Going to the Doctors
Going to the Opticians
Going to the Dentist

£ 3.95 *
£ 3.95 *
£ 3.95 *

W957102
W957103

Going to the Hairdressers
Going to the Barbers

£ 3.95 *
£ 3.95 *

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

W957099
W957100
W957101

Fans are suitable for those who are non-verbal or have difficulties identifying and expressing needs, particularly useful for supporting individuals with Autism or those with neurological
difficulties. Enable expression, identification, sharing and reinforcement of needs, emotions, feelings, positive behaviours and praise. Flip over and personalise blank undersides using a
drywipe pen with text, drawings, stickers etc. Ideal for service provision areas to aid communication with those who have barriers to speech or understanding.
Each has clear text and appropriate pictoral representations. Double laminated for extra strength. Pocket-sized and portable. These are not toys and should be used under supervision.
Size: 12.5x4.5cm at widest point. ©Widgit Software 2002-2017

55897
55895

55903

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

55898

55901

Communication Fans
Traffic Light (Single) £ 1.95 *
Traffic Light (Set of 10) £ 13.95 *
Emotions (Single)
£ 3.95 *
Emotions: Set of 6
£ 21.95 *
I Feel... (Single)
£ 3.95 *
I Feel... (Set of 6)
£ 21.95 *
It’s Too...
£ 3.95 *
Positive Praise (Single) £ 3.95 *
All About Me (Single) £ 4.95 *
Behaviour (Single)
£ 3.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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55896
55912

Activities For Adults

W955901
W955902
W955895
W955899
W955897
W955900
W955898
W955903
W955912
W955896

sales@winslowresources.com
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Specific Needs l At Home
The Weighted Blanket Guide - Book
Essential Guide to Safe
Travel Training for Children
with Autism…

Travelling is often challenging for those with
additional needs. These effective step-by-step
strategies can enable individuals to achieve
safe and independent travel. Its practical
approach covers goal-setting, planning, teaching
routes, techniques (reinforcement, behaviour,
schedules...), environmental factors, crossing roads
and related skills, e.g. communication, money
handling, time awareness, train and bus travel
etc. and covers teaching school groups. Includes
beginner, intermediate and advanced traveller
case studies. Written by a Psychologist with
30yrs+ of specialising in travel-training for people with complex needs. For professionals
and parents.

W957112

£ 12.95

Sleep Well on the Autism Spectrum - Book
Sleep is essential, but going to sleep, staying asleep or
getting regular amounts can be challenging, especially
for those with autism and their families. Problems and
common underlying conditions are described with
symptom identification. Occurrences disturbing or
affecting sleep quality are addressed e.g. night-walking,
nocturnal seizures, restless leg syndrome, night terrors,
teeth-grinding, sleepwalking, bed wetting, night time
eating and sleep-related difficulties such as excessive
sleep, daytime sleepiness, etc. Models, case studies
and treatment options are explained (complementary/
mainstream) with potential outcomes.

W956497

£ 18.45

Solving Sleep Problems in Children with
Autism Spectrum Disorders - Book

W956336

A practical guide based on a landmark multi-year study
of sleep in children with ASD, highlighting that parent
knowledge is key to resolving sleep problems. Explains
how to evaluate night time habits/routines and sleep
environments (exercise, lighting, caffeine consumption,
bedtime readiness and preparation) to identify
reasons for impaired sleep. Offers many strategies,
e.g. visual schedules, cues, rewards and individualised
stories to help children get ready for bed, fall asleep
and stay asleep. Includes examples of sleep records,
visual supports for bedtime routines, bedtime routine
worksheets and a family inventory of sleep habits. For
parents and professionals.

£ 23.95

Gives perspectives on weighted blanket theories, deep
pressure, how weight affects the mind, guidance for home
and professional environment usage, outlines studies
using these resources and guidance on how to select
them. Using these for sleep, anxiety, Autism, Alzheimer’s,
Dementia and special needs are covered. Note: this book
is not a substitute for professional advice. Weighted
product use should be monitored and guided by a suitably
qualified UK healthcare clinician - visit www.rcot.co.uk to
find a specialised professional. Written by an American
OT and an adult with Autism who has experienced SI
therapy. 2016.

W956492

£ 10.95

Make Your Own Picture Stories for
Kids with ASD - Book

This little book explains how to create effective picture
stories using simple instructions, basic drawings
and limited text. Knowing how to create these is an
invaluable skill to help parents and carers to cope
with sudden or difficult social situations, emotions,
transitions and challenging events. Even if well
equipped with flashcards, books and apps, every
eventuality can never be covered, but creating these “on
the hoof” can make a real difference!

W956493

Sensory Parenting:
From Newborns to Toddlers - Book

A valuable manual for parents of young children with
sensory challenges. Covers growth stages from newborn,
infant, toddler to pre-schooler with honest advice,
guidance, information, methods, tips and solutions.
Presented from a sensory perspective including making
sensory-friendly nurseries, developmental milestones,
hygeine, potty training, tantrums, play, outings, pets,
evaluating senses, therapies etc. Written by an OT/Parent
team.

W956734

Outlines key factors that OT’s observe to
assess, plan and monitor interventions for
children with ASD and related special needs.
Easy to follow question/answer format;
“why does my child avoid affection from
me or others?”; “what is W sitting?”; “why
does my child only eat one or two foods?”;
“why is my child making odd noises” etc.
Explains skill development of core muscles
and reflexes, motor, feeding, oral motor and
covers difficulties with transitions, social
interactions, toilet training etc.

W956510
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£ 12.95

£ 18.95

Creating Sensory Play at Little or
No Cost - Book

Create imaginative sensory play experiences using
inexpensive, everyday items! Some ideas target specific
senses whilst others offer multi-sensory input. A great
“go-to” resource for parents, therapists, play workers etc.
Clearly presented with illustrations to enhance and enable
enjoyable sensory play.

W955769

The Parent’s Guide to
Occupational Therapy for Autism
and Other Special Needs - Book

£ 8.95

£ 17.95

Essential First Steps for Parents of
Children with Autism - Book

If ASD is suspected or diagnosed in children aged 5 or
younger, immediate information and support is required
to plan. This guide provides parents with pivotal steps
they can take to optimise learning and functioning
drawing on research, practices and treatments. It
explains early indicators of ASD in those under 3,
behaviours of 3-5 year olds with a confirmed diagnosis,
effective treatments, teaching methods, strategies for
boosting play, communication, social and self-help
skills/support for the whole family.

W956331

£ 23.95

01246 210 416
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Hygiene & Self Care l Specific Needs

Language & Literacy

Interoception: The Eighth Sensory System Book & Assessment Tool
Public or Private - Card Game

W955388

£ 29.95 *

Specific Needs

Rules and concepts relating to personal and social care are explained using this card game
featuring “Spike the Dog”. Activities such as “using the toilet” are depersonalised so scenarios
can be discussed without embarassment, and sorted into concepts of “public” or “private”.
Developed, trialled and tested in UK SEN schools.

Interoception controls the functionality of the inner body, e.g. pain, hunger, nausea,
needing the toilet, sexual arousal, body temperature, thirst etc. and can impact on
emotion and behaviour. Self-regulation, therefore, can be challenging for those with
ASD.
Book: Management and self-awareness techniques, tools and assessments are
provided in this resource, with examples, alongside research and clear information to
help family members, individuals on the spectrum and professionals.
Assessment tool: For professionals and parents to evaluate need and develop targeted
strategies for interoception management. Contains: 10 reporting forms with 18 black
and white photo cards.

W956465 Interoception: The Eighth Sensory System - Book
£ 28.50
W956569 The Comprehensive Assessment for Interoceptive Awareness
£ 25.95 *

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Hygiene and Related
Behaviors for Children and
Adolescents with Autism
Spectrum and Related
Disorders - Book

Innovative, fun activities that explain issues of
hygiene and associated behaviours to children.
Builds fundamental social understanding and
rules in an innovative, user-friendly and fun
way. Topics: Oral Hygiene, Picking, Farting and
Burping, Bathroom Hygiene and Using Public
Toilets etc.

W956679

Autism and Appropriate Touch - Book

Short Stories Series: Privacy, Puberty & Maturity - Books

Things Ellie Likes
Things Tom Likes
What’s Happening to Tom?
What’s Happening to Ellie?

£
£
£
£

8.95
8.95
8.95
8.95

Societal rules regarding personal space and
physical interaction can be confusing, particularly
for those with ASD and related disorders. This
photocopiable workbook has easy to use and
understand activities that convey essential
information sensitively, but clearly. It focuses
on family members, friends, teachers, medical
professionals and strangers (whom children
and teenagers may encounter during daily life),
teaching what different types of touch are, in
what settings, where on the body and for how
long, touches are appropriate.

W956496

The Growing Up Series - Books

Activities For Adults

£ 10.95
£ 10.95

56503

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 17.95

56504

These volumes are visual starting points for children
on the spectrum or related conditions to learn about
the physical, sensory, social and emotional aspects
of puberty. Detailed information is presented in
short sentences, with clear messages in a visually
uncluttered way. Practical tips and euphanisms
of speech are explained (e.g. voices breaking),
accompanied with related illustrations. Topics:
hair, voice changes, anatomical changes, hygiene,
clothes, skin, crushes, friendships, the internet,
safety etc. Section on advice for professionals.
Written by a Senior Educational Psychologist.

W956503 Boys
W956504 Girls

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Accessible, positive short stories to help children and young adults with Autism or related
conditions understand social rules regarding masturbation, physical changes that occur
during puberty and new activities that go hand-in-hand with maturity such as shaving
and using body spray. Simple, explicit, anatomically correct illustrations and unambiguous,
sensitive text are ideal tools to guide discussions towards sexuality and privacy. Written by a
Clinical Nurse Specialist & Counsellor in HIV/Aids & Sexual Health.

W956499
W956500
W956501
W956502

£ 20.95

sales@winslowresources.com
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Specific Needs l At School
Solve Common Teaching Challenges in
Children with Autism - Book

A “how to” guide for educators, therapists, parents and
those supporting people with Autism. It addresses common
challenges illustrated by case studies such as motivation
with appropriate reinforcement, teaching requesting and
responding skills, learning to learn – attending to the
person teaching, waiting quietly for instructions, waiting for
feedback, prompting (using physical guidance, gesturing,
verbal instruction), optimising comprehension without
overwhelming, stressing quality over quantity and making
activities person-centred.

W956335

Autism and Learning Differences: An Active Learning Teaching Toolkit
- Book

The Special Kids in School: Autism
- Book

A huge, comprehensive book with a wealth of valuable information for those teaching and
supporting post-secondary students aged 16 to 26, whether in educational, therapeutic or
community-based settings. Outlines development of purposeful and meaningful skills for life,
school, work and independent living and addresses academic, social, cognitive and sensory
needs. Focuses on awareness, peer support, conflict resolution, assessment, evaluation
and measuring outcomes. Provides a toolkit of handouts, activities, ideas, examples, task
analyses, models, exercises and photocopiable teaching materials to dip into. US volume, but
strategies are UK transferrable.

W956514

Explains a complex Autism in an approachable,
clear, child-friendly way. Colourful illustrations and
clear descriptions show how and why ASD effects
functioning and why peers may look, sound or be
treated differently to others. A useful tool to help
children develop understanding in a range of settings
and begin to empathise. Includes a quiz, tips, ideas
and facts for adults to extend learning. For: 4-8yrs.

£ 45.00

Teaching Children and Young People with
Special Educational Needs and Disabilities
- Book

W956239

£ 11.95

Answers to Questions - Teachers ask
about Sensory Integration - Book

Practical, comprehensive book for teaching those aged
0-25 years with special educational needs and disabilities.
Includes: learning in Pupil Referral Units, promoting
positive behaviour, planning/assessing learning, cross
professional working, including parents/carers and advice
on specific needs e.g. PMLD, Autism, Speech, Language
and Communication Needs, dyspraxia, dyscalculia, etc.
Contributors are UK-based educational and therapeutic
professionals.

W956769

Invaluable resource with a multitude of profiling
forms, checklists and practical tools to pick up
and go. Checklists include organising sensory input and
classroom activities, classroom accommodation, infants
and toddlers (birth to 2yrs), pre-school (3-4yrs), school
age (5-12yrs), adult/adolescent (12 years+) and the
Balzar-Masting pre-school screening/teachers tool. Context
is given with descriptions of specific characteristics that
indicate possible sensory dysfunctions and a comparison
of Sensory Integration and SPD.

£ 22.95

W917609

Creating Multi-Sensory Environments:
Practical Ideas for Teaching and
Learning - Book

This handbook gives guidance on creating low cost, easy
to assemble multi sensory learning spaces for classrooms.
Instructions are cohesive, with lots of ideas for quick room
set-ups and designing semi permanent areas. 20+ specific
themed educational environments (Undersea, Jungle,
Trenches of WW1, Woodland Floor, Herb Garden etc.) are
described via photos, diagrams and instructions, These
incorporate tactile, auditory, visual, olfactory and gustatory
input to develop cognitive, social and emotional skills and
meet learning outcomes.

W956754

£ 24.95

£ 14.50

Assessing Children with Specific Learning
Difficulties - Book

A range of practical techniques for assessing children
with specific Learning Difficulties. Provides guidance
on what assessments should be used, when and why
alongside ideas for implementing strategies. Topics:
literacy, numeracy and movement, attention/behaviour,
self-esteem/emotional literacy, motor development/coordination, motivation, learning styles etc.

W956710

£ 24.95

£ 25.95

Dillon and Friends Series - Books

Dillon has absolutely exceptional friends! Each book has a leading star - one animal who has a specific condition, diagnosis or need with fun stories that explain difficulties faced in a child-friendly
way. This series has been developed to educate young children so they are able to accept diversity and difference without fear, condemnation or confusion. Includes discussion points. Written by a
Licensed Mental Health and Rehabilitation Counselor who has multiple diagnoses including CP, ADD and depression.

W956253
W956254
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Anxiety
Autism

Tommy the Turtle
Stacy the Shark

For sales and enquiries contact us today
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£ 7.95
£ 7.95

W956255
W956256

ADHD
Down Syndrome

Sammy the Seal
Willow the Walrus

£ 7.95
£ 7.95

01246 210 416
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At School l Specific Needs
55904

55904

Language & Literacy

Learning Tracks - Book
55907

W956768

Specific Needs

This was designed for planning and assessment of children and young people at the
lowest levels of learning with severe and complex needs. It records small learning steps
via behaviour, body language, gesture, eye pointing etc. It can be implemented in any
setting to assess, understand learning styles and offers a vocabulary for describing
learning and structure for planning. A downloadable booklet enables immediate use.
Includes underpinning theory, curricular content and guidance for use.

£ 34.95

55906

Classroom Communication Fans

Aid learning, understanding and improve communication! Suitable for those who are nonverbal or experience difficulties identifying and expressing needs, Autism or neurological
difficulties. Useful for professionals, parents and carers. Help identify, share and reinforce
needs, emotions, feelings, positive behaviours and praise.
•
•

Double laminated for strength. Pocket-sized and portable.These are not toys, use under
supervision. Size: 12.5x4.5cm at widest point. ©Widgit Software 2002-2017

W955906
W955904
W955907

Help in the Classroom
Positive Social Rules
Curriculum Communication Fan

How the Special Needs Brain Learns - Book

An extensive compendium developed for educators to learn new techniques for teaching
pupils with learning difficulties. Innovative strategies have a firm base in current
neurological knowledge and explain how to identify, accommodate and motivate
pupils, remove learning barriers and differentiate teaching methods in speech, reading,
writing and mathematics to support different needs. Covers assistive technologies,
understanding genetic and environmental triggers and provides a neurological context.
Written by a Consultant in Educational Neuroscience.

W956757

£ 31.95

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Engaging Learners with Complex
Learning Difficulties and Disabilities
- Book

£ 3.95 *
£ 3.95 *
£ 3.95 *

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Help in the Classroom: Uses visual symbols for “stop”, “ask”, “good work” etc.
Positive Social Rules: Provides visual clues and text to explain ideal responses in relation
to social rules and instruction, e.g. if a child is shouting, display ‘use your indoor voice’
symbol”
Curriculum: Focuses on different taught subjects such as “Music”, “Maths”, “Science” etc.
•

Those with complex learning difficulties/disabilities
often have comorbidities and overlapping conditions,
presenting as challenging learning patterns and
extreme behaviour. Combinations of issues and needs
(social, physical, medical, sensory, communication
and cognitive) can disrupt educational progress. This
Engagement for Learning Framework was developed
and trialled by 100+ settings (early years to post-16)
and offers professionals a shared, structured way
to assess, record and develop individual learning
pathways and evidence progression.

W956711

£ 29.95

This holistic handbook provides an up to date
in-depth overview of the field of SEN, with a wealth
of information and guidance on how to achieve
effective inclusive practice for children aged 0-18 with
additional needs. Covers contemporary UK policy
issues, barriers faced, therapist, parent and teaching
perspectives and a focus on common syndromes
such as Autism, Down Syndrome, Dyspraxia, ADHD,
hearing & visual impairment and Tourettes.

W956767

£ 24.95

www.winslowresources.com
Pages 074-075 2019 WINSLOW.indd 3

Activities For Adults

Special Educational Needs: A Guide
for Inclusive Practice - Book

Deluxe Noise Monitor and Timer

Giant two-in-one visual and audible timer and noise controller. The timer mode adds
structure and focus to tests or games with bright lights falling from the upper segment
to the bottom. As the end of an activity approaches, lights turn red and a one minute
warning tone sounds. When time is up, sounds plays and lights flash. The second
mode displays lights that rise and fall, showing visually the noise level in a room. At a
trigger point (set by the facilitator), a warning sound plays and lights flash, signalling
the room to quieten. Won the Teachers’ Choice Award for the Classroom 2017. Needs
4 C batteries (not supplied). Approx size: 38x20x11cm.

W956778

£ 89.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Specific Needs l Fine Motor Aids

56784

56784

Reversible

57094

Tran-Quill™ Vibrating Pencil

The Tran-Quill™ provides a smooth, gentle vibration designed without impairing drawing or
writing. This therapeutic writing tool is intended to help improve motor control, focus and
concentration, muscle memory, hand strength and dexterity to normalise writing speed
and decrease grip force. Includes: 1 Z-Vibe® handle, 1 pencil adapter, special battery, 6 golf
pencils. The adapter screws into the Z-Vibe® and most pencils fit into the adapter. Size:
1.3cmDia. For: 3yrs+, small parts. Supervise use.

W956616

£ 39.95 * VAT Relief

57094

Multi Sensory Sand Tray Sets

Practice fine motor control, mark-making and letter formation skills with these sand tray
sets. These can also be used for play and vocabulary activities by introducing toys and
objects. For 3yrs+, small parts, supervise use.
Letter Formation Slide Top: A solid wood tray with a slide close lid and fine grain Safe
Sand® (free of crystalline silica). The contrasting dark blue laminate bottom makes shapes
clearly stand out. Size: 20x20x4cm.
Black/White Board: A versatile set with a simple, clever design. The upright angled board
is a blackboard and a whiteboard to the reverse and can be positioned in two places.
Includes sand, whiteboard marker and eraser, chalk, sand smoother and sand. Size:
30x23x4cm.

W956784
W957094

Letter Formation Slide Top Sand Tray
Black/White Board Sand Tray

£ 23.95 *
£ 23.95 *

Multi-Sensory Activities for
Improving Fine Motor Skills - Book

W956466

Full fine motor skills programme designed
to improve and develop hand and finger
strength, manipulation and dexterity,
hand-eye co-ordination, visual perception,
sequencing skills and movement and
co-ordination. 30 interactive multi sensory
activity sheets have increasingly difficult
finger exercises which can be used
unilaterally or bilaterally, in sequence or
selected as needed. For parents, therapists
and teachers in SEN or mainstream
settings. Suitable for group or individual use.
Guidance notes included. Activity sheets,
hand jives and additional resources are on
the included CD ROM.

£ 34.45

Weighted Pencil Set

Provides weight and a textured surface for increased sensory input and proprioceptive
feedback whilst writing, to increase focus, hand-strength and dexterity; normalise writing
speed; and/or decrease the grip force used to hold a pen/pencil. Includes 1 aluminium handpiece, 1 weighted tip, 1 pencil adapter tip, 6 replacement pencils and 1 pencil sharpener.
Weight: approx 60g (2 oz). Size: approx 13cmL

W921589

£ 36.95 * VAT Relief

Pencil Grip Sets

These colourful shaped pencil
grips are designed to aid
individuals who have difficulty
with motor control when
drawing or writing. Encourage
correct positioning and grip.
Choose from three different
variations with many shapes
and sizes. For: 3yrs+, small
parts.
• Standard Triangular Grips
fits nomal sized pencils
(4.5x1x1cm, each)
• Jumbo Triangular fits ball
point pens (4x2x2cm, each)
• A set of 11 different shaped pencil grips (variable dimensions)

W913317 Standard Triangular Grips (set of 10)
W913318 Jumbo Triangular Grips (set of 10)
W956795 Pencil Grips Combo Pack (set of 11)

£ 3.95 * VAT Relief
£ 4.95 * VAT Relief
£ 11.95 *

The Early Handwriting Toolkit:
Activities for Developing Motor &
Perceptual Skills - Book

This easy to follow handbook ensures
children master all of the stroke and
perceptual skills needed for writing. Each
session consists of 35 minute activities.
Ideal for SENCOs, teachers and TA’s working
in mainstream primary schools to support
children identified as needing extra writing
practice - they may be reversing letters,
holding pencils awkwardly, experiencing pain
or refusing to write in class. Addresses body
stability, fine motor control, hand control,
sitting posture, paper position, sensorymotor control and pencil grip. Includes
assessments (self-rating, adult-rating, 26
worksheets). For: 4-7yrs.

W956758
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£ 29.95

Ark’s Butter Grip Writing Aid - Set of 2

These fine motor tools have been purposefully designed to promote good finger positioning
during writing and drawing activities. A correct grip encourages fine motor development and
improves handwriting legibility, whilst the spherical shape is a tactile cue for fingers to grasp,
hugging the grip and fingertips rest below on the pencil. In this position, the web space is
opened up, providing support to finger muscles, helping decrease hyperextension. For left or
right handed use with standard pencils pencil crayons and pens. Pack of two. For: 3yrs+, small
parts. Supervise use. 2.5cm DIA.

W956620

£ 8.45 * VAT Relief

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:43

Assessment: Autism & Challenging Behaviour l Specific Needs

Language & Literacy

Non Returnable

Practical Ideas that Really Work Assessment and Intervention Tools

W957000
W957001
W957005
W957006
W957003
W957004
W951914
W957002

PITRW-DDDB Complete Tool - 3-9yrs: Manual, 10 Evaluation Forms & CD-ROM
PITRW-DDDB Evaluation Forms - 3-9yrs (Pack of 10)
PITRW-DDDB Complete Tool 10-18yrs: Manual, 10 Evaluation Forms & CD-ROM
PITRW-DDDB Evaluation Forms - 10-18yrs (Pack of 10)
PITRW-ADHD Complete Tool: 3-9yrs: Manual, 10 Evaluation Forms & CD-ROM
PITRW-ADHD Evaluation Forms - 3-9yrs (Pack of 10)
PITRW-ADHD Complete Tool: Manual, 10 Evaluation Forms & CD-ROM
PITRW- ADHD Evaluation Forms -10-18yrs (Pack of 10)

Functional Behavior Assessment for
People with Autism - Book

Grounded in 20+ years of research, this valid,
reliable, easy-to-administer assessment
tool quickly determines the frequency and
severity of ADHD symptoms and impairments.
Widely used by educational and healthcare
professionals to screen, diagnose and
evaluate. Parent and teacher questionnaires
on home and classroom behaviours are keyed
to DSM-5 diagnostic criteria. Offers child
(5-10yrs) and adolescent (11-17yrs) versions,
with developmentally appropriate symptom
descriptions. Admin time: 5 minutes.

Children and adults with ASD and related
disorders often present with behaviours that
alienate them from peers or interfere with
participation in social activities. When a
behaviour’s purpose is identified, it can be
altered. This assessment helps to identify
and address factors contributing to difficult
behaviours. Covers recording data, turning
assessment results into intervention plans. For
parents and professionals. Strategies for clinical,
home, educational and community settings.

W956477

£ 113.50 *

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

W956674

54.95 *
16.95 *
54.95 *
16.95 *
54.95 *
19.00 *
54.95 *
19.00 *

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

ADHD Rating Scale-5 for Children
and Adolescents

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

Specific Needs

These are two easy to use, comprehensive tools designed to support children with challenging behaviours, with one specifically created for children with ADHD. They provide practical
interventions, activity worksheets, examples, illustrations, tips and evaluation forms etc. School-wide, class-wide, group and individual interventions are provided with referencing to the
research base. If working with children or young people who have diagnosed additional needs or emotional/behavioural disorders, these ideas can be incorporated into part of an EHC,
or other care and educational plans. Includes a rating scale for evaluating behaviour that impacts on learning, and a tool to document: targeted skills; review prior interventions; new
intervention ideas; evaluation methods used to track progress. Two versions are available for children 3-9yrs or 10-18yrs.

£ 24.00

Social-Emotional Developmental
Age Level (SEDAL) - Booklet and
Forms

W956117

£ 289.00 *

By purchasing this resource you are affirming that you are a
registered healthcare professional and appropriately trained to carry
out this intervention

www.winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults

A simple to administer behavioural
assessment scale delivering crucial
information to support on-going positive
growth and development. Establishes
social-emotional progress in children and
adults including those adults with intellectual
disabilities or delayed development with a
developmental age of 0-14 years. Measures
and calculates a developmental age for the
Social Domain (initiating contact, social
independence, moral development, impulse
control, self-awareness, social assessment
skills) and the Emotional Domain (self-image,
emotional independence, sense of reality,
moral development, regulation of emotions,
fears). Scoring is based on response to
behaviours deemed either “characteristic” or “non-characteristic”. Responses can be applied
to the scoring programme or assessed manually.

Challenging Behaviours: What To Know and What To Do - Book

Offers a range of effective, practical strategies for supporting people with a range of
specific needs including ASD, Asperger’s, Dyspraxia, Dyslexia, depression, Tourettes,
ACD, oppositional defiant disorder, ADHD and LD. Addresses issues including
truanting, swearing and verbal abuse, theft, bullying, attention seeking, drug abuse,
low self-esteem, vandalism etc. Case histories are focused on teaching, but methods
are transferrable for use in different settings. For all ages.

W956327

£ 64.95

sales@winslowresources.com
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Specific Needs l Emotions & Behaviour Support
Attacking Anxiety - Book

This easy to follow CBT-based treatment model
takes a creative interactive play approach to
support children with Autism or developmental
disabilities. Describes phobias, their
development and provides detailed treatment
examples for specific fears including sounds
(flushing toilets, vacuums, dryers etc), injections,
thunderstorms, insects, being late, losing games,
clowns and people in costumes etc. Methods
are adaptable to most anxieties and ideas can
be integrated into different clinical approaches
or teaching styles. Written by a Psychologist
and Mental Health Counselor and Educational
Consultant.

W956495

Positive Alternatives to Restraint and
Seclusion for Aggressive Kids - Book and CD Rom

Based on research, this practical resource is a complete system for referral, assessment
and planning for use with aggressive children and young people, aiming to reduce use of
restraint or seclusion. It provides a thorough, structured 15-unit intervention programme
focused on developing emotional and behavioural self-control and self-regulation skills.
These practical, positive sessions include: expressing emotions, criticism and praise, taking
responsibility, following directions, responding to non-verbal cues, empathy, groupwork,
consequences, managing transitions, personal boundaries, negotiating, calming techniques
etc. CD-ROM has forms to document referral behaviours, assess self-regulation skills and
to document behaviour changes over time. For use by educational, health and social care
professionals. US resource, but strategies are transferrable to the UK.

W956999

Non Returnable

£ 48.95 *

£ 14.95

Managing Anxiety in People with
Autism - Book

Established anxiety management techniques
are often not effective for those with Autism yet
anxiety is often a real challenge for those with
ASD, impacting on socialising, communicating,
carrying out tasks and managing emotions
and behaviour. This comprehensive treatment
guide provides clear explanations, examples and
direct/indirect strategies for use in early years,
school and clinical settings. For parents and
professionals supporting teenagers.

W956682

£ 20.95

Autism Spectrum Disorder and
De-escalation Strategies - Book

No fighting, No biting, No screaming - Book

Fighting, biting, screaming, shouting and other challenging
behaviours are often reactions caused by unsuitable
surroundings or percieved unrealistic demands. This empowering book explains how adopt a
low arousal approach to identify, examine and reframe difficult situations and offers effective
strategies to elicit positive response without resorting to restraint or punishment. These
supportive and helpful techniques can dramatically improve behavioural responses.

W956507

This valuable text explains how to use nonphysical interventions with confidence and when
and how to use physical interventions as a last
resort, within the UK legal framework. Easy to
implement in practice strategies are presented
to keep children aged 3-18 years with ASD or
EBD safe when behaviour escalates. Chapters
cover Autism Spectrum Disorder and behaviour,
de-escalation, environment, language and
visual strategies, behaviour management, risk
assessment, guidance and legalities, restrictive
physical intervention and positive handling.

W956505

£ 17.25

£ 17.25

My Sensory Book: Working Together
to Explore Sensory Issues and the Big
Feelings They Can Cause - Book
When My Worries Get Too Big! Book

More than any other issue, “losing control”
can cause major problems for children with
ASD. This book provides an opportunity to
explore their feelings whilst learning useful
relaxation and coping techniques. Children
who use the simple strategies presented
in this charming book will find themselves
relaxed and ready to work or play.

W952695
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£ 17.95

Sensory stimuli can trigger emotional and
behavioural responses. This new approach
guides a child and adult together on a selfawareness journey to understand the sensory
system, identifying needs and how unique
experiences of stimuli causes feelings and
reactions. Working through the varied illustrated
activities develops a set of personalised selfmanagement strategies. Written by a clinical
social worker with an Autism/Asperger’s focus.

W956752

£ 22.95

A Workbook for Parents, Professionals and Children

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:44

Emotions & Behaviour Support l Specific Needs

Language & Literacy

The Elephant in the ADHD Room - Book

Boredom and avoidance of boredom drive behaviours
of inattention, impulsivity and hyperactivity. This book
provides clinical and educational professionals with
a wide range of innovative strategies for those with
ADHD to beat boredom, instead engaging with tasks
they want or need to achieve. Specifically designed
approaches are offered for toddlers, children, teenagers
and adults, for use in schoolwork, jobs, relationships
and daily life.

W956677

£ 17.95

Using empathy, peace and compassion to de-escalate,
soothe and calm can be significantly effective and
contribute to long-term coping and self-management
strategies. A blend of Jungian therapy, Tibetan
Thanatology, mindfulness, quantum physics,
meditation and neuroscience offers parents and
professionals a new effective ways to address difficult
situations, supporting those with ADHD. Written by a
Psychiatrist and Thanologist.

W956683

Stop, Relax and Think Board Game

Take children on a journey! Visit “Dead End”, “Stress City”, “Confusion Cave”,
“Feelingsville” and the “Think Zone”, each helping development of key self-regulation
skills. Proven as an effective intervention for those with impulse control issues, ADHD,
mood and anxiety disorders. Improves skills of awareness and learning, expressing
feelings, relaxation skills, motor control and problem-solving. For 2-6 players, 6-12
years. Safety: 3yrs+, small parts.

W956227

£ 49.95 *

£ 16.50

This intervention is proven to work with those who
have difficult behaviours such as inappropriate
touching, obsessions, yelling, hitting or making hurtful
statements to others. It analyses specific behavioural
responses and, with a child’s active participation,
helps develop a unique scale suggesting appropriate
alternative, positive behaviours, teaching regulation
of emotions and strategies for self management.
Clinical examples of how to use with different age
groups and functioning levels are provided as well as
specific scales for use with very young children.

W952572

£ 22.95

W955905

£ 24.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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W921332

£ 11.00 *

Tangle Therapy
A twistable tool for developing and
maintaining fine motor skills. Research
found efficacy in using these in play therapy,
ADHD, dementia, nursing, special needs,
mental health and well-being. Can enable
better reading and maths comprehension,
soothe nerves, focus and improve
rehabilitation. Twist, fiddle, manipulate or
pull apart the small sections and put back
together with a satisfying click. Small parts,
can be disassembled – for 3yrs+. Supervise
use with children or vulnerable adults.

W952173

Twists
and
turns

£ 14.45 *

Activities For Adults

Bumper pack of 8 different
Communication Fans that focus on
behaviour, emotions and expression
including “Positive Praise”,
“Emotions”, “Traffic Light - Think”, “I
Feel”, “Emotions and Expressions”,
“Its Too...”, “Behaviour Symbols” and
“Positive Social Rules”. Perfect for
teachers/group leaders to hand out
to group members when guiding
learning or understanding about
behaviour, manners and societal
rules. Also helpful for healthcare,
socialcare or education staff to
have on hand in service provision
areas to aid communication with
those who have barriers to speech
or understanding. Double laminated
for extra strength. Pocket-sized
and portable. These items are not
a toy and should be used under
supervision. Size: 12.5cmH
©
Widgit Software 2002-2017

Move and slide the contrasting
black and white tiles on this
handy fidget tool to create
different patterns. This non-goal
orientated activity is useful for
maintaining or improving fine
motor skills. For 5yrs+.

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Positive Behaviour Fans Set of 8

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Handy
Fidget Tool

Mini Tactile Twister
The Incredible 5 - Point Scale - Book

Specific Needs

The Impact of Empathy - Book

Roll for grey, white or red

Roll a Ball Tools

Each ball changes colour with a gentle roll of the fingertip. Designed as mathematical
aids, but they also provide tactile, auditory and visual feedback, creating non-goal
orientated fine motor fiddle tools for those who find repetitive movement calming.
Choose 20 turning balls, or10 turning balls. Supervise use, this item is not a toy.

W956694
W956695

20 Turning Balls - 21.5x6x2cm
10 Turning Balls - 11.5x6x2cm

sales@winslowresources.com

£ 12.95 *
£ 9.95 *
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Specific Needs l Sensory Intervention
Sensory Assessment and Intervention
Programme (SAIP) - CD-ROM

Developed from a research project that explored the
prevalence of sensory difficulties exhibited in children
with Autism attending a special school and the impact
of sensory intervention programmes on behaviour
and learning ability. This tool identifies the triggers for
challenging behaviour and helps create personalised
intervention programme. CD includes assessment tool
and printable handbook which covers: Autism and its
impact; sensory issues; analysing sensory difficulties;
developing interventions; evaluation and care planning.
For: 2-12yrs.

W956614

Non Returnable

£ 45.95 *

Color my Senses: the Sensory Detective Coloring Book

The 50 Best Games for Sensory
Perception - Book

Focuses on increasing sensory perception skills and includes
games for improving listening, vision, taste, smell and
touch and breathing. Use as either “getting to know you”
ice-breaker activities or targeted interventions to address
a specific needs. Games are easy to implement with
minimum preparation and can be graded for increased
difficulty or simplicity. For large or small groups, young
children to adolescents.

W954522

A brilliant colouring book teaching children about how bodies function from a sensory
perspective. It is in story format, informative, engaging and easy to understand. There are a
few words with US spelling, but the content is so valuable, accessible and it is so unique, we
think it will be valued by clinicians, teachers, parents and children.

W956753

£ 7.95

£ 9.95

Sensory Perceptual Issues in Autism
and Asperger Syndrome - Book

A stand-apart resource that addresses how people
percieve and experience the world around them from
a sensory perspective. Based on current research and
assessment methods, it methodically explores perception
styles - fragmented, distorted, literal, inconsistency,
sensory intolerence/fascination, system shutdowns
etc. It also outlines key sensory conditions such as
synaesthesia, posopagnosia (face blindness), Scotopic
Sensitivity/Irlen Syndrome (SS/IS), Sensory Integration
Dysfunction and Sensory Processing Disorder (SID/SPD),
motor co-ordination difficulties. Written by a leading
professional in the field of Autism, UK teacher, lecturer
and researcher.

W956506

£ 19.50

Fuzzy Buzzy Groups for Children with
Developmental and Sensory Processing
Difficulties - Book

W956756

An 8 session group programme for children aged
2-5 who have developmental delay and/or sensory
difficulties. Create fun multi sensory learning
experiences whilst learning to share, take turns, listen,
interact with peers and improve self esteem. Step
by step guidance explains how to facilitate, choose
sensory materials, involve parents, planning etc. Easily
adaptable to suit individual needs. Ideal for early
years practitioners, educational professionals, carers
etc. Includes sing-along CD, photocopiable forms and
checklists.
Non Returnable

£ 19.95

A really useful book for teachers, healthcare
professionals as well as parents/carers. Packed full of
effective sensory-focused activities created specifically
for those with varying physical and multiple needs and
limitations. Practical and meaningful, activities are
based around food, drink, personal and household care
and crafts, and are kept simple so they can be slotted
into daily routines with minimal disruption. Includes
assessment forms and checklists. Photocopiable
reference for carers and clinicians.
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A photographic workbook to support children with tactile defensiveness who become
emotionally overwhelmed by daily activities. Simple, pertinent questions have space for answers
to be completed alone or with a parent/therapist, e.g. “What is hard for you to do?”, “What
annoys you?”, “What do you think feels too tight” etc. Information gathered can substantiate or
direct support strategies or be used to explain needs during transitions to new schools, clubs etc.
For: 4yrs+.

W956513

£ 9.95

Sensory Stories for Children and Teens
With Special Educational Needs - Book
This practical guide shows how to create multi-sensory
stories using light, texture, sound, colour etc. They
offer fun, exciting and inclusive learning experiences
as well as opportunities to engage with others in a
safe and supportive way. This comprehensive manual
covers assessment and neurological context from a UK
perspective. Particularly useful for those with PMLD,
Autism, or SPD. Written by an SEN consultant.

W956498

£ 19.95

The Ultimate Guide to Sensory
Processing Disorder - Book

Sensory Stimulation - Book

W955768

I’ll tell you why I can’t wear those clothes - Book

£ 35.45

Covering eyes, ears or scratching at clothing may
be signs of sensory processing difficulties (SPD).
Recognising, knowing what to do and how to help is
important knowledge for any professional or parent to
have. Covers: what it is, parental strategies, what it’s like
to have it, SPD as a form of stress, helping everyday and
at special events, assessment, diagnosis and treatment,
making sensory friendly classrooms, sensory diets,
differences between similar presenting disorders - ASD,
Aspergers, ADHD etc. Written by a neuropsychologist.

W956735

£ 18.95

01246 210 416
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Move Your Body! Fun Deck® - 60 Cards

This set features 58 activities to prompt different movements in a fun way. Each has easy
to follow colourful illustrations featuring cheerful characters with simple instructions. Useful
for supporting therapeutic goals such as motor planning, strengthening the core, balance,
proprioception etc. Game ideas are included. For: 4yrs+. 60 cards in total.

W956841

£ 14.50 *

W956137

£ 17.95 *

Fun Deck®: Upper Body and
Core Strength - 56 Cards

W954050

£ 17.25 *

Sensory Diet Fun Sheets Book and CD-ROM

This bumper pack of 60
creative ball activities address
a wide range of therapeutic
goals including upper body and
core strength, motor planning,
visual perception skills, fine
motor skills and sensory input. Each card
front presents an illustration of the activity, then turn
over to reveal therapeutic benefits, materials, directions, and other tips.
Topics include; Sitting Activities, Prone (Tummy) Activities, Standing and
Other Activities, Stretching Exercises. Created by an OT. For: 4yrs+.

W954465
W914571
W914573

Therapy Ball Activities Card Pack
Therapy Ball, Size: 45cm dia
Therapy Ball - Size: 65cm dia

www.winslowresources.com

£ 17.95

£ 17.00 *
£ 9.95 *
£ 14.95 *

Fun Deck®: Scooter Board Activities - 54 Cards

Created by an OT. 54 fun scooter board activities are organised into sections “Supine”
(back), “Prone” (tummy) and “sitting/kneeling”. A wide range of ideas address therapeutic
goals, e.g. building upper body strength, core stability, motor planning and functionality,
vestibular and proprioceptive etc. Each card has a clear illustration to one side, with the
reverse giving guidance on creating, grading or varying activities, directions for the user
and explanations of therapeutic benefits. Sizes: 8x13cmH. For: 5yrs+.

£ 15.95 *

Sensory Diet Cards - 60 Cards

Teach children to regulate their sensory system, the fun
way! Cards show different easy activities for regulating
sensory input. Five categories: Proprioceptive, Vestibular,
Tactile, Oral Motor and other sensory regulation systems.
Each has a colourful illustration
presenting the activity to
the child, with the reverse
having directions, helpful hints
(including ideas for gradeability)
and therapeutic benefits. 48
activity cards, 12 teaching cards.
Created by an OT. For 4yrs+.

W954536

Activities For Adults

Non Returnable
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Fun Deck®: Therapy Ball
Activities - 60 Cards

W956136

This resource enables children who have
difficulties self-regulating sensory needs to
develop the essential skills needed to participate
in daily activities without experiencing
overload. They learn to manage arousal levels,
follow routines, improve focus, concentration,
co-ordination and organisation and develop
skills to help them feel “just right”. Worksheets
present gradeable activities targeting vestibular,
proprioception, oral motor, tactile, visual, auditory
and olfactory senses. Includes CD ROM with
templates for therapists, printable workbook
pages, handouts for parents etc. Recommended
for use only under supervision of a Sensory Integration trained and qualified professional. For:
4yrs+. Created by an OT.

W956132

£ 24.95

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Teach controlled use and build stability of
the trunk, shoulders, elbows, wrists, hands
and fingers, necessary skills for completing
everyday tasks effectively. These 52 double
sided cards illustration an activity to the
front. Flip over, and the back describes the
movement activity with a smaller picture.
Additional cards present a developmental
progression of movements (unilateral and
bilateral) focusing on trunk and shoulder
use, coordination activities and fine motor
skills. Includes game ideas, instructions and
activity lists. Age: 5yrs+. Created by an OT.

W956970

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Created by an OT, this pack focuses on body
awareness. 5 levels of difficulty are colourcoded for ease. Covers “tabletop positions”,
“upper body positions”, “upper and lower
body positions”, “challenging upper and
lower body positions” and “pairs of opposing
body positions”. Targets spatial awareness
and perceptual skills while imitating OTis the
Monkey. Sizes: 8cmW x 11cmH. Age: 5yrs+.

A structured step by step
programme to improve gross
motor skills gradually, building up
to specific goals. Covers basic skills
(e.g. hopping, climbing, swinging
etc.) and sports (e.g. playing hockey,
football or swimming). Enables the
facilitor to monitor progress whilst
encouraging participants to master
motor co-ordination skills. Includes
clear visual material, warm up/cool
down activities, initial assessment
tool, certificate of achievements and more. For use at home or
school. Written by an OT. For: 5-18yrs+.

Specific Needs

Fun Deck®: Body Awareness 56 Cards

Language & Literacy

Helping Children to Improve
Their Gross Motor Skills Book

£ 21.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Specific Needs l Oral Motor: Chewing

56629

56631

56631

56630

Neckerchews for Adults

These fashionable scarves are attractive yet practical tools
for those with chewing or drooling needs. They protect
clothing, are easily accessible and have a firmly stitched
chewable corner with raised dots for added tactile input.
Easily removable, adjustable in 2 positions via a popper
but stays firmly attached, offering a different solution to
other chewing aids that are often easily dropped and can’t
be picked up and re-used. Reversible, with different colours
to compliment clothing. Large is adjustable between 42 to
50cm. Unsuitable for aggressive chewers. Washable at 40°.

56633

W955881
W955883

Different textures on either side!

Large
Large

Pink/Navy
Navy/Grey

£ 11.95 zero-rated
£ 11.95 zero-rated

21655
21657

56632

21654

56633

56632

56634

56634

Chewstixx® Orange Flavoured Chew

Chewable hand fidgets for those who crave sensory input. Textures of this product were
designed by therapists to simulate the constantly changing textures of food and assist
those who have sensory issues when certain textures are placed in their mouth. This is an
oral motor device and not a toy, and must be supervised by an adult or therapist at all
times. Replace at first signs of wear. Choose from orange or chocolate flavour. BP, latex and
phthalate free material. Dishwasher safe.

W921655 Orange Multi-texture Chewable Fidget
W921654 Chocolate Multi-texture Chewable Fidget
W921657 A’s and Z’s

£ 9.95 *
£ 9.95 *
£ 11.45 *

Ark’s Brick Chewing Bracelets

Brick Sticks™ chewing aids enable self-management during stressful situations, providing
a safe alternative to biting, sucking, nibbling on clothing, fingers, pencils etc. 3 resistancy
levels: Red, standard for mild/moderate chewing. Lime Green, Xtra Tough for moderate
chewing. Blue, Xtra Xtra Tough is the firmest for avid chewing, but although robust, no
chew is indestructible - some individuals, particularly those with aggressive biting/chewing
needs may damage the tools. Please supervise use and replace when necessary. Material is
medical grade and is lead, phthalate, PVC, BPA, and latex-free. For 5 years+. Supervise use
at all times.
• Pendant: This is long enough to reach the back molars and has varied tactile
input with large bumps to one side and little ones on the reverse. Size: approx
6.4cmLx1.6cmWx1.3cmD. Breakaway neck cord measures approx 91cmL and can be
shortened easily.
• Bracelet: Has a clever twist-on/off design, eliminating the need for clasps. These can
be used as fine motor fiddle tools - flex, twist, bend and feel the bumps! Outer diameter:
7.7cmWx1cmD, inner diameter: 5.3cmW.

W956629
W956630
W956631
W956632
W956633
W956634
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Bracelet - Red (Standard)
Bracelet - Green (X Tough)
Bracelet - Blue (XX Tough)
Necklace - Red (Standard)
Necklace - Green (X Tough)
Necklace - Blue (XX Tough)

£ 8.45 * VAT Relief
£ 8.45 * VAT Relief
£ 8.45 * VAT Relief
£ 11.95 * VAT Relief
£ 11.95 * VAT Relief
£ 11.95 * VAT Relief

For sales and enquiries contact us today
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Krypto Bite™ Pencil Toppers

These Chewy Toppers facilitate a safe way to nibble for those who need to. Many people find
chewing an effective way to calm and focus on writing activities so these are ideal for the
school or home. They also add extra weight for increased fine motor input.
3 resistancy levels: Red, standard (mild/moderate chewing), Lime Green, Xtra Tough
(moderate chewing), Blue, Xtra Xtra Tough (firmest for avid chewing, but although robust,
no chew is indestructible - some individuals, particularly those with aggressive biting/
chewing needs may damage the chews. Size: 7cmL & 1.3cmDia. Supervise use at all times
and replace when necessary. Medical grade material - lead, phthalate, PVC, BPA & latex-free.
For: 6/7yrs+, small parts.

W956617
W956618
W956619

Red (standard)
Lime Green (X Tough)
Royal Blue (XXTough)

£ 7.95 * VAT Relief
£ 7.95 * VAT Relief
£ 7.95 * VAT Relief

01246 210 416
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Language & Literacy

These fashionable scarves are attractive yet practical tools for those with chewing or drooling
needs. They protect clothing, are easily accessible and have a firmly stitched, chewable
corner with raised dots for added tactile input. Neckerchews are easily removable, adjustable
in 2 positions via a popper but stay firmly attached, offering a different solution to other
chewing aids that are often easily dropped and cannot be picked up and re-used. Reversible,
with different colours to compliment clothing. Medium is adjustable between 38 and 42cm,
suitable for young adults and children. Not suitable for aggressive chewers. Washable at 40°.

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Pale Blue/Grey
Blue Stripe/Navy
Pink Butterflies/Plum
Red Stripe/Navy

A Short Introduction to
Understanding and Supporting
Children and Young People with
Eating Disorders - Book

W956512

11.95
12.95
11.95
12.95

zero-rated
zero-rated
zero-rated
zero-rated

This unique, practical and fun game helps raise awareness of the 8 most common
food allergies and intolerances, which food types cause them (fruit, fish, eggs,
gluten, nuts, peanuts, milk, shellfish) and the symptoms or consequences that can
be caused by ingestion or contact. Helpful as a visual tool to explain to children
what is happening to them and why, or to increase understanding and establish
respectful, tolerant environments. Developed with Spanish Dieticians/Nutritionists.
For 3-8yrs. Downloadable instructions. Card discs: 7.5cm DIA and 9cm DIA.

W957104

£ 19.95 *

Eating Disorder Recovery
Handbook - Book

Guides through the recovery process,
whatever the challenges are with food,
or why. Includes self-analysis exercises
to identify issues linked, or may be
delaying recovery. Practical advice is
provided throughout. Chapters: Are you
ready? Understanding eating disorders,
related disorders, identity, cognition/
thought processes, the social side,
treatments, self-help tools, maintaining
recovery and the future. Written by two
survivors, one a health pyschologist/
counsellor, the other an eating disorder
recovery mentor.

W956511

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

There are many different types of eating
disorder but as they present similarly it can
be difficult to determine the most effective
support strategy. This easy to read guide
presents vital information on many eatingrelated disorders such as selective eating,
avoidant or restrictive intake, anorexia,
bulimia etc, covering origins, characteristics
and development. Provides advice for parents
and professionals on causes, management,
what signs to look out for, available
treatments and case examples.

£
£
£
£

Food Allergies and Intolerences Game

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

W955882
W955919
W955880
W955918

Specific Needs

NeckerChews for Children and Young People

£ 19.50

£ 11.45

The Fun with Food Programme
- Book

W956326

£ 45.95

www.winslowresources.com
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A holistic oral-motor approach for home
and school addressing sensory, speech,
eating and oral motor needs. Includes:
Oral motor development, treatment and
environment, Incorporating techniques
into daily routines with case studies and
complementary therapies. Activities can be
easily incorporated into routines. Aims to
enable parents and professionals to broaden
food varieties in diet, increase ability to
accept touch inside, around the mouth and
expand sound production.

W956731

Activities For Adults

Extremely valuable resource for all who
work with children with aversion to oral
feeding. Exact descriptions for therapeutic
interventions for eating, drinking and
swallowing. Practical and easy to adapt
and can be used selectively or in its entirety.
Includes assessment forms, outcome
measures, session plans, case notes and
activities. Effective for use with clients who
have PD, LD, ASD, Down’s Syndrome, SPD
and those with complex needs. For: 1yr+.

Improving Speech and
Eating Skills in Children with
Autism Spectrum Disorders
- Book

£ 21.95

sales@winslowresources.com
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Making meal times fun
and engaging

Constructive Eating® Sets

Make mealtimes an adventure! Cleverly designed utensils, plates and placemats help easily
distracted children, or those with sensory needs to sit at the table and focus on eating.
• Segmented areas enable foods to stay separated, useful for those who dislike colours, flavours
or textures touching
• Design helps with motor planning (pushing food onto the spoon using the grooves on the
plate)
• Raised features create an added tactile dimension
• Visually interesting placemats are sure to capture the imagination.
• Utensils are easy to grip and surprisingly easy to clean.
• Dishwasher safe.
• Metal utensils aren’t recommended, they may scratch and mar the plate.
• Lead, BPA, PVC and Phthalate free.
Choose from two themes - Construction or our NEW enchanting magical Garden Fairy theme!

W956355
W956357
W956358
W956359
W956356
W956360

Construction Plate
Fork Lift Fork
Bull Dozer Pusher
Front Loader Spoon
Construction Placemat
Set: Placemat, Plate, Pusher, Fork & Spoon

A magical way to
eat meals

W956529
W956530
W956531
W956532
W956533
W956534

Fairy Garden Plate
Fairy Garden Fork
Fairy Garden Pusher
Fairy Garden Spoon
Fairy Garden Placemat
Set: Placement, Plate, Pusher, Fork & Spoon

£ 13.65 *
£ 5.45 *
£ 5.45 *
£ 5.45 *
£ 3.95 *
£ 29.95 *

£ 13.65 *
£ 5.45 *
£ 5.45 *
£ 5.45 *
£ 3.95 *
£ 29.95 *
Helpful for children who do not like food, colours or textures touching each other

Dinner Winner® Platters

Engage youngsters at the table by presenting these great colourful eating platters. Little sections encourage children to try new foods. Get to the finish and uncover a hidden treat! Separate sections
keep foods, flavours, textures and colours apart and have words or pictures underneath to uncover. Different themes will appeal and capture the imagination, Pirates, Enchanted Forests, and Super
Heroes! Improve vocabulary skills or make up stories using the colourful characters and images as a starting point? Moulded from BPA-free, 100% virgin melamine, food-safe, and dishwasher safe.
Size: approx 2.5x22x30cm.

W956558 Original
W956559 Pirate
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£ 16.95 *
£ 16.95 *

W956560 Forest
W956561 Superheroes

£ 16.95 *
£ 16.95 *

01246 210 416
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56352

Language & Literacy

Colourful and
beautifully
illustrated

Useful for those with
or without
eating difficulties
56353

ogether
Use T

Construct-A-Plate®

W956352
W956353

Segmented Plate
Flat Plate

£ 16.95 *
£ 16.95 *

Food Face™ Plates

W956553
W956565

Miss
Fred

13 double-sided colourful cards feature a central Upper and Lowercase letter surrounded
by 9 illustrated items beginning with that letter. Use with Construct-a-Plates.

W956354

£ 12.95 *

Make lots of faces

Fred

Miss

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

What will their plate look like today? We give you a
plate with a face that can be endlessly personalised.
Add carrot eyebrows, spectacles made from beans,
pea earrings, a pirate patch, or a huge spaghetti
beard or cover it totally and encourage play when
the food is mostly gone.....Great fun and can be a
brilliant way to get children to focus on eating and
perhaps have a nibble at something new! Choice of
a Girl or Boy. Ceramic. Size: 21.5cmD.

Construct-A-Plate® Alphabet Discs

Specific Needs

Brilliantly designed plates enable complete personalisation. Plates can display either photos
or circular picture discs. 12 themed discs include space, numbers, colours etc. Create your
own using online templates, or insert drawings, words, text etc, anythign to engage the user!.
Chosen images are put into the base and clipped in securely before a meal. Can be used for
adults or children depending on the content chosen!
Segmented plate versions allow foods to be kept seperated for those who have difficulty
eating mixed foods so meals are enjoyed without distress. Tough, transparent plastic. Remove
cards before washing. Dishwasher safe. Display either picture discs size:17.8cm or photos:
7.6x12.7cm or 10.2x15.2cm. Metal utensils aren’t recommended.

£ 12.95 *
£ 12.95 *

The
Girls

Dinner Do’s™ Face Plates - Set of 3

W956563 The Girls
W956564 The Boys

£ 14.95 *
£ 14.95 *

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

These great plates encourage parents, therapists, professionals
and children to get creative! Choose one of the three hairdos then
personalise the plate using the shapes, colours and textures of your
food to make a face. Happy or sad, quirky or crazy, its up to you! Great
fun and can be a brilliant way to get children to focus on eating and
perhaps have a nibble at something new! Plastic. Size: 23cm DIA.

The
Boys

Choose one of the three hairdos and personalise
with food, shapes and textures

Strategies for a Successful Mealtime - Book

The Source® for Pediatric
Dysphagia - Book

W956615

W954924

£ 19.50

www.winslowresources.com
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Use best-practice to evaluate and treat
dysphagia in children with motor-based,
experientially-based, and sensory-based
disorders. This second edition contains
significant updates in the treatment of
pediatric dysphagia, with new information
on the evaluation and treatment of
behavioral feeding disorders and schoolbased dysphagia services. Suitable for ages:
Birth-18yrs.

Activities For Adults

Mealtimes are often daily challenges for those with ASD
and related disorders, individuals, their families and
carers. This book addresses difficulties such as avoiding
foods, textures, temperatures, flavours etc. It breaks
down oral movement components, patterns and feeding
development and looks at environment, equipment,
treatments and visual aids. Presents a sensory motor
approach with purposeful oral sensory diet activities
to develop more typical motor response of the oral
structures to sensory input.

£ 46.95

sales@winslowresources.com
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Specific Needs l Mealtimes: Eating & Drinking
56522

56524

56523

56525

The Happy Eating Range

These grinning faces can’t fail to engage, we love them! The well-designed all-in-one plates/
mats suction securely to surfaces to prevent unwanted knocks, spillages and to thwart potential
tantrums! Fill the eyes and mouth with different foods to encourage little ones to try new flavours
and textures. They support self-feeding and aid with portion control. Useful also for developing
fine motor skills via sorting, counting, messy play activities etc. Portable, compact and lightweight
with a re-usable travelling bag. Dishwasher, microwave and oven safe (up to 350 degrees).
Phthalate, latex, PVC, BOS and BPA free. Robust and built to last (silicone is bendable, flexible and
doesn’t fade, corrode or deteriorate). UK customers only.
Mini Mats™ - Designed for infants/toddlers 4+ months. Portion sizes are catered to infants at
2oz, 2oz (eyes) and 4oz (mouth). Approximately 27x19DIAx2cmH - fits most highchair trays, but
measuring to check compatibility is advised.
Happy Mats™ - Designed for infants/toddlers 6+ months. Portion sizes are catered to toddlers at
2 x 4oz (eyes) and 10oz (mouth). Approximately 38x25.5x2cmH.

W956522
W956523
W956524
W956525

Mini Mat™ (Blue)
Mini Mat™ (Coral)
The Happy Mat™ (Blue)
The Happy Mat™ (Coral)

£
£
£
£

18.95 *
18.95 *
23.95 *
23.95 *

Testimonial:

”My son has Autism. One thing he struggles
with is food. He will only eat dry food which
is crunchy, and will refuse to eat everything
on his plate if anything which doesn’t fit his
specifications is on the plate alongside his
“acceptable” foods. When we first introduced
the Happy Mat Segmented Plate, we gave
him his favourite foods in the main section
and he usually refuses in the other sections.
For the first couple of days, he ignored the
broccoli. On day 3, he touched the broccoli
and played with it a little, ripped a small
piece off and tasted it too. He wouldn’t
eat it all, but he tried it and it didn’t stop him eating the rest of his meal as it would have
done on a “normal” plate. We use the mat to introduce new foods, and also to keep slightly
wetter items away from dry ones. He has bagel for breakfast, and I added sliced apple to
the eyes for him. He didn’t touch the apple for a couple of days, but will now happily eat
apple alongside his bagel at breakfast time. All told, we are very happy with the Happy Mat
Segmented Plate, and I feel it has made a big difference to the way my son reacts to new
foods. I’d definitely recommend it.” Tina Bailey

Slinky Drinks™ Straws - Set of 3
Bendy flexible gummy worm straws make
supping liquids or creating bubbles have an
extra multi-sensory dimension! Use for both
sucking and blowing oral motor exercises,
these are simply great tools to engage
youngsters at home or in clinical therapy
sessions. Set of 3. Material: rubber silicone,
Size: 1x21x1.2cm.

W956567

£ 7.95 *

Wet My Whistle™ Musical Straws
- Set of 4
Eat Up! - Interactive Velcro® Book

Aimed at all children aged 2-5 but also at older children who have additional needs, these are
ideal for children with autism and/or sensory processing disorders. Thanks to the Velcro® element
of these fun books, they can be dismantled and reassembled over and over again, making a
fantastic noise every time. Engaging and fun.

W955674

These musical straws are fun and
ingenious. They work like a slide whistle, but
when children have finished making music,
they simply pop their fingertip over the
hole to sip the liquid. Material: food grade
polypropolene. Size: 1 x 22x1cm (approx).

W956570

£ 5.95 *

£ 8.45

Sip & Slide™ Whistle Spoon

Yum Bots™ Cutlery

This robot fork and spooon set is sure to make
mealtimes fun! Soft silicone handles are
tactile, easy to grasp and fun to use. BPA free
and dishwasher safe. Contains rubber. Size:
2.5x1.8x15.2cm.

W956566
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£ 11.95 *

Happy Mealtimes! This fun spoon whistle
is a rather odd combination, however, its
working those oral motor muscles as they
make musical notes, satisfies children who
struggle to sit at the table to eat and are
sensory seekers or enjoy auditory sensory
input.
Let them blow their whistle while food is
prepared. If it helps them to engage with
mealtimes when all else fails, who are we
to argue?
Size: Approx 2.5x1.4x16cm.

W956568

£ 8.95 *

01246 210 416
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Social & Emotional Wellbeing
What is in this section?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assessments
Planning interventions & delivering programmes
Emotional literacy
Therapeutic storytelling
Managing emotions: coping & positive thinking
Managing emotions: mindfulness & relaxation
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

www.winslowresources.com
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Anxiety, stress & worry
Fear & trauma
Trauma, loss & grief
Self-esteem & resilience
Anger management
Depression, self-harm & suicide
Family life & relationships

sales@winslowresources.com
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Social & Emotional Wellbeing l Social & Emotional Assessment
Social-Emotional
Developmental Age Level
(SEDAL) - Booklet and Forms

GCQ Generic Children’s Quality of
Life Measure - Book and Sheets

Measures the life quality of all children, those
with specific health and/or social difficulties
and without. Ideal for when a child presents
as having life difficulties but cannot express
them or when there is concern about how
an illness, disability or therapy is affecting
them. It focuses on family, peer relationships
and school. It uses child-friendly words,
focusing on factors reported by them as
their most important life factors. Girls and
boys are assessed separately with different
story stimuli. The tool is not problem-specific,
symptom-oriented or disease-focused.
Reading level: 8 years. In the first section,
the child responds to topics by choosing a
character they feel they are most like and
in the second, who they would like to be. These two responses form a basis for perceived and
preferred self-scores and any discrepancies indicates the perception of his/her life quality. For
6-14yrs.

W956113

£ 155.00 *

Concentration
Assessment Profile –
CD and Booklet

Non Returnable

W956117

£ 289.00 *

Mini-ICF-APP Social Functioning
Scale - Book & Forms

Help children and adults improve their
concentration skills! This accessible and
comprehensive resource enables people to
understand, assess and screen concentration
ability and identify impairments in concentration
for both children and adults. Practical, rapid
and easy to use. Frames “concentration” as
a process model using the domains “Doing,
Thinking, Receiving, Emotions, Environment”.
Administration time: 5-15 minutes. Created
by two specialists with extensive experience
in clinical, developmental and Educational
Psychology, psychological stress, relaxation,
confidence, counselling, anger management and
neuro-linguistic programming.

W955690

A simple to administer behavioural
assessment scale delivering crucial
information to support on-going positive
growth and development. Establishes
social-emotional progress in children
and adults including those adults with
intellectual disabilities or delayed
development with a developmental age
of 0-14 years. Measures and calculates a
developmental age for the Social Domain
(initiating contact, social independence,
moral development, impulse control,
self-awareness, social assessment skills)
and the Emotional Domain (self-image,
emotional independence, sense of reality,
moral development, regulation of emotions, fears). Scoring is based on response to behaviours
deemed either “characteristic” or “non-characteristic”. Responses can be applied to the scoring
programme or assessed manually.

£ 34.45

Easy to use, quick and reliable tool rating
social and occupational functioning in
line with the International Classification
of Functioning (ICF), Disability and
Health (WHO). For adults with all types
of mental health disorders and varying
degrees of disability. Covers 13 capacity
issues: adherence to regulations, planning/
structuring tasks, flexibility, competency,
judgement, endurance, assertiveness, contact
with others, group integration, intimate
relationships, spontaneous activities, self-care
and mobility. Partly based on clients’ report
of daily activities, relationships, hobbies
and work. Assesses current patient ability,
measures changes over time and useful to
measure & record capacity impairments when clients have difficulty gaining or maintaining
employment. Admin time: 10 mins. Online training video available. UK validated.

W956119

£ 114.95 *

Emotional Processing Scale
(EPS)

Emotional Literacy Standardised Assessment

This untimed standardised assessment addresses social, emotional and behavioural issues
relating to emotional literacy and provides purposeful intervention ideas and activities
according to need. Five key areas in the Social and Emotional Aspects of Learning (SEAL)
curriculum are addressed including Self-awareness, Self-regulation, Motivation, Empathy and
Social skills.
The interactive CD-ROM has full audio support, user-friendly age-appropriate on-screen
instructions and switches accessibility meaning checklists can be accessed by those who find
paper-based assessments problematic, ensuring those with additional needs are supported.
Includes: simple, clear printable score profiles, teacher/pupil/parent questionnaires,
photocopiable worksheets, age-appropriate activities and re-assessment methods to monitor
progress and intervention impact. For teachers, SENCOs and educational psychologists.
Primary or Secondary versions.

W956455
W956812
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Primary (7-11 years)
Secondary (11-16 years)

Non Returnable
Non Returnable

For sales and enquiries contact us today
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£ 149.95 *
£ 149.95 *

A quick, effective assessment tool to
identify emotional processing styles
and potential deficits in adults. 25
statements are presented and the client
rates the extent to which each applies
to the way they felt/acted during the
last week. Five subscales of five items
each are used to generate a total
emotional processing score. Subscales
are Suppression, Signs of unprocessed
emotion, Controllability of emotion,
Avoidance, Emotional experience.
Easy scoring sheets can be used with
included profile chart to plot scores in
comparison to percentile scores for the
healthy adult UK population. Developed
over 12 years it is used by clinicians working in mental health, psychological therapy and
health psychology. For 18yrs +. Admin time: 5-10 mins.

W956112

£ 149.95 *

By purchasing GCQ, SEDAL, Mini ICF Social Functioning
Scale and EPS you are affirming that you are a registered
healthcare professional and appropriately trained to carry
out this intervention.

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:45

101 Activities/Ideas Series l Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Language & Literacy

101 Ideas and Activities Book Series

An interactive, expressive, creative and meaningful groupwork series from a neuro-dramatic play approach. All activities have underpinning goals to empower children and teenagers by
learning coping strategies and self-management techniques. Gradeable activities are presented in a structured ‘pick up and go’ format with learning outcomes, clear aims, required
materials, warm ups, opportunities for sharing and closure. Illustrations, worksheets and storysheets are included.

•
•
•
•

Specific Needs

•

Empathy & Awareness: Attitudes & behaviours; Developing self & identity; Expressing needs; Choices & pathways for the future; Friendships & support, Learning to trust; Letting go of
past hurts & moving on.
Focus & Motivation: Increasing attention; Being organised; Increasing calm; Boosting performance; Procrastination; Dealing with failure; Problem solving; Fighting boredom; Increasing
self-esteem.
Managing Challenging Behaviour: Restlessness & hyperactivity; Attention-seeking; Aggressive behaviour; Avoiding confrontation; Verbal & physical abuse; Disruptive groups;
Inappropriate social behaviour.
Positive Thoughts & Feelings : Self-belief; Expectations; Managing anxiety; Fear of failure; Building confidence; Valuing yourself; Developing optimism.
Social & Emotional Resilience: Coping with stress & anxiety; Building & maintaining friendships; Family relationships; School-based issues – teasing, bullying; Dealing with emotions; Selfcontrol; Problem solving; Decision-making.

W956696
W956697
W956698

Empathy & Awareness
Focus & Motivation
Managing Challenging Behaviour

£ 29.95
£ 29.95
£ 29.95

£ 20.95

A practical book developed from work with
children and young people with Autism,
Asperger Syndrome or related conditions
and those who have difficulties with
behaviour and relationships. It focuses
on explaining how actions have an effect
on others, mediation, communication,
breaking down barriers, righting wrongs,
making amends and restorative justice.
Cartoons, social stories and visual aids
provide alternative ways to approach
problems with dialogues highlighting
difficulties and offering potential changes
in behaviour. Powerpoint presentation for
staff, parents and carers.

W956612

For more Talkabout resources
see pages 66 - 67

The Coping Game

W956226

£ 49.95 *

www.winslowresources.com

£ 38.95

Positive Thinking
Board Game

Designed to be used
by trained healthcare
professionals, this
therapeutic game was
developed using the
RET/CBT theory base
encouraging awareness
of self-talk and
restructured thinking
to improve selection
and emotional control.
It identifies negative
thinking, promoting
positive strategies as a
way of dealing with anxiety, depression, anger and low self-esteem as players progress
around the board. For 2-6 players, 9yrs+. (safety: 3yrs+, small parts).

W956224

Activities For Adults

This game encourages
players to recognise stress
triggers, warning signs
and then develop coping
strategies and behaviours
to support positive
emotional wellbeing. It
reinforces healthy lifestyles
with humour and peer
interaction. Ideal for
inpatient and outpatient
mental health services,
particularly for group
therapy. Cards may need
review/removal to tailor to individual need. For up to 10 players,16yrs+. (Safety: 3 yrs+, small
parts). Created by an American Marriage and Family Therapist.

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Non Returnable

Pages 088-089 2019 WINSLOW.indd 3

Save Over £15!

£ 29.95
£ 29.95
£ 129.95

Social Stories for Kids in Conflict
- Book

A comprehensive social skills assessment tool. It
provides assessment and a visual summary of a
person’s non-verbal, verbal and assertiveness skills,
providing an excellent starting-point for planning
appropriate interventions.
• Body language - Eye contact, Facial expressions,
Gestures, Distance, Touch, Fidgeting, Posture and
Personal appearance
• The Way We Talk - Volume, Rate, Clarity,
Intonation, Fluency;
• Conversation - Listening, Starting a
conversation, Taking turns, Asking questions,
Answering questions, Being relevant, Repairing,
Ending a conversation
• Assertiveness - Expressing feelings, Standing up
for yourself, Making suggestions, Refusing,
Disagreeing, Complaining, Apologising, Requesting explanations.

W956793

Positive Thoughts & Feelings
Social & Emotional Resilience
Full Set of 5 Books

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Talkabout Assessment Tool CD-ROM & Book

W956699
W956700
W956798

£ 49.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Social & Emotional Wellbeing l Your Choice Programme

Nature of Friendship Programme

12 sessions cover understanding what friendship is and the qualities and behaviours that
promote good relations between people. Includes reflection of past relationships, deciding on
what is helpful/unhelpful, identifying & evaluating behaviours, personal qualities, attitudes &
characteristics that can help or hinder relationships.

W955967

Interpersonal Communication Programme

This 13 session programme aims to improve the personal skills of self-expression and listening.
It covers awareness of communication issues, the two way process between speaker and
listener, body language, the skills of active listening and behaviours that hinder or block
personal communication.

W955961

£ 27.95

Help young people be clear about personal goals, how to achieve these and develop
self-identity. A 13 session plan covers past achievements, explores behaviour, values,
attitudes and feelings, encourages participants to see themselves as others see them, think
about the type of people they want to be, examine choices to make a successful life and
create long-term goals.

£ 27.95

Groups Programme

13 sessions look at developing skills for positive decision making. Covers the importance
of effective decisions, evaluating different styles of taking action, gathering information,
clarifying values, generating alternative solutions, making decisions on smoking, alcohol and
drugs and helping to clarify choices of career and/or subject options.

14 session programme covers low risk exercises which direct attention to the qualities
one looks for in a partner, investigating stereotyped attitudes, identifying behaviours,
attitudes and personal qualities that contribute positively/negatively to relationships, identifies
commonalities of difficulties that occur.

W955969

Conflict Programme

Assertiveness Programme

W955970

£ 27.95

Assertiveness skills can improve chances of getting what is needed, reduce frustration,
lead to open, positive relationships and increase feelings of self-worth. 13 sessions cover
topics including: behaviour and reactions; contrast between aggressive, passive and assertive
responses; consequences of communication and behaviour; practicing verbal and non-verbal
skills; assessment of types of assertion; identifying people with whom it is difficult to be
assertive and drawing attention to how it can be hard to say “no”.

W955964

£ 27.95

Feelings Programme

This emotional literacy programme covers awareness of feelings, taking responsibility
for them, developing effective coping strategies. 13 session plans cover identification of
moods and feelings, vocabulary to describe these, examining ways that feelings are handled,
developing coping strategies and anger management.

W955965

£ 27.95

Skills of Friendship Programme

Develop interpersonal skills that enable participation in successful and positive
relationships. 13 sessions cover understanding empathy, examining the role of trust in
relationships, the importance of people feeling valued and the skill of listening.

W955966

For sales and enquiries contact us today
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£ 27.95

£ 27.95

Boyfriends, Girlfriends Programme

Great for co-ordinators who are aiming to create a unified group of individuals who need
to work together to complete activities. The 12 sessions cover leadership strengths and
weaknesses, profiling group roles, concensus decision making and solving existing problems.

W955963

90

Decision Making Programme

W955968

Self-Awareness Programme

W955962

£ 27.95

£ 27.95

12 session programme covering a range of techniques to develop skills of conflict
management. It reflects on personal experience, the extent of conflict worldwide, attitudes
and responses, identifying behaviours that can escalate or diffuse conflict, skills of negotiation,
exploring ways of reducing existing conflict and practical prevention methods.

£ 27.95

Stress Programme

14 sessions look at the nature, causes and effects of stress and how to handle it. Content
explores prevention via a healthy lifestyle, assertion, effective time management, the
importance of talking to others, developing relaxation techniques and identifying causes.

W955971

£ 27.95

Self-Esteem Programme

15 sessions cover recognition of personal strengths, positive personal qualities, developing
open interaction and trust, learning social skills, handling positive and negative put-downs,
encouraging reflection, discussion and developing insight into behaviour.

W955972

£ 27.95

Your Choice Programme Set - 12 Books

A complete set of 12 of the “Your Choice” Volumes.

W956771

Save Over £30!

£ 299.00

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:45

Blobs Series l Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Language & Literacy

The Blobs were created to enable and empower those who struggle with words, but want to share how they feel. They are clear and simple black and white line illustrations with no words, based
on feelings and body language. These visual tools can be used to prompt discussion or simply pointed at to convey that these have struck a chord. Different from other emotional literacy tools,
Blobs are neither male nor female, young nor old and devoid of culture. They don’t guide on what should, shouldn’t or ought to be done, or depict a problem to be solved or a message to be
agreed, they just show how people may feel. Blobs have been used for over twenty years with small or large groups, in 1-1 sessions and individually, by different professions and are transferrable to
learning and therapy settings.

Specific Needs

56488

56487

56486

56485

56484

The Blob Cards - Sets of 48

W956485
W956486
W956487
W956488

Feelings
Emotions
Bereavement
Behaviour

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Each boxed 48 Card Pack features a specific life experience, such as bereavement, family,
teenage life, behaviour, anger etc. These versatile resources enable adults and children in
groups or 1-1 sessions to develop self-management skills and explore their feelings and
reactions to situations that occur, through choice or spontaneously. These can be used as both
eductional and therapeutic tools to begin the process of change and healing.

£ 25.95 * W956489 Family
£ 25.95 *
£ 25.95 * W956479 Teenage Life
£ 25.95 *
£ 25.95 * W956484 Anger Blob Cards £ 25.95 *
£ 25.95 *

Blob School - Book

47 activities featuring Blobs cover key aspects
of pupil life. Topics include assembly, bullying,
changes, choir, classroom, working with
computers, disco, exams, first day, friendships,
groupwork, holidays, hometime, lessons, meals,
parents evenings, playground, prayer, studying
etc. These can be used to prompt class or group
discussion or used in 1-1 sessions exploring
feelings and highlighting potential problems that
may require support or guidance. Photocopiable.

56489

£ 29.95

The Blobs Training Manual - Book

Non Returnable

£ 35.35

www.winslowresources.com
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The Big Book of Blob Feelings 2

Photocopiable blob pictures and activities
designed for interventions focusing
on feelings. Sections include: Theory
(including Maslow, SWOT, Plutchik etc),
22 Emotions, Issues (including Self-harm,
abuse?, Voices, Addictions) and Drawing
the line (a no-fail, personalised method
of identifying and exploring social and
personal boundaries). Each images is
accompanied by ideas, questions and
guidance to facilitate effective class,
group or 1-1 discussions. Complete book
on CD-ROM included.

W956480

Non Returnable

Activities For Adults

This book guides facilitators on how to use the
Blobs, with lots of different activities featured for
use with groups or individual clients. Using these
tools is a journey as participants often interpret
the visual scenarios in a way that is very relevant
to them. This manual has lots of different
activities such as blob trees, jigsaws, reflection
activities and clear descriptions are given of what
each can be used for, and how. Explains how
to create a setting that is condusive to working
with the Blobs with an included CD-ROM with
downloadable PDF’s of worksheets.

W956478

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

W956482

56479

£ 36.95

sales@winslowresources.com
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Social & Emotional Wellbeing l Emotional Literacy: Story-telling & Creativity
A bestselling series of colourful, beautifully illustrated therapeutic stories for children. Each has a
manual to provide parents and professionals with guidance based on the story to address specific
feelings and emotions that affect children in a productive and engaging way giving ideas and
exercises to help resolve problems and move forward with confidence.
We have provided information here of the difficulties each set aims to help.
For children aged 4-12 who are....

How Hattie Hated Kindness

...angry and discharge emotion via verbal
or physical attacks, don’t reflect on feelings,
are angry as its easier than feeling hurt/sad,
experience sibling rivalry, are controlling, defy
authority, are “out of control”, hyperactive, hurt
animals, don’t cry, commit acts of cruelty, create
fear in others, spoil, damage or destroy what
others do/make, don’t trust or want to please
anyone, have stopped looking for love, believe
they don’t need anyone, don’t know how to like
others or be affectionate.

The Frog who Longed for
the Moon to Smile

...missing someone, have separation
anxiety, an absent parent, present as
loving one minute and indifferent/cold/
abusive the next, have experienced
change via foster care, adoption or have
been taken into care.

W950952 Guidebook & Storybook
£ 31.45
W954829 Storybook
£ 9.95

W952242 Guidebook & Storybook
£ 31.45
W954828 Storybook
£ 9.95

A Nifflenoo Called Nevermind

...in pain and try to manage alone, don’t cry,
protest or show emotion, live with unresolved
feelings, had disturbing, overwhelming or
confusing experiences which they have been
unable to work through, have repressed
feelings because expressing them feels
dangerous or have unmourned grief.

Willy and the Wobbly House

...insecure, have phobias, nightmares,
suffered trauma, seem like little adults,
use order and routine as a way of coping,
retreat into dullness to manage the world
or have obsessive/compulsive behaviour.

W951034 Guidebook & Storybook
£ 31.45
W954824 Storybook
£ 9.95

W952403 Guidebook & Storybook
£ 31.45
W954830 Storybook
£ 9.95

A Pea Called Mildred

...not been encouraged to follow their
dreams or have hope, or who are afraid
of failing, live under the shadow of
another, too despondent/defeated to
value dreams, too busy surviving so think
dreams or optimism are for everyone else,
or unnecessary, or don’t have goals in case
they can’t achieve them.

Ruby and the Rubbish Bin

...struggling with low self esteem, don’t like
themselves, believe something is wrong with
them, have been deeply shamed, received
excessive criticism, haven’t been encouraged,
let others treat them badly (feeling they
deserve it), don’t accept praise, feel defeated,
unimportant, unwanted, unlovable, like they
don’t belong, bully because they feel worthless
or feel worthless because they are bullied or
think no-one wants to be their friend.

W951035 Guidebook & Storybook
£ 31.45
W954825 Storybook
£ 9.95

A Wibble Called Bipley

W950953 Guidebook & Storybook
£ 31.45
W954831 Storybook
£ 9.95

.... bullied, take revenge on others for pain
they feel themselves, have become defensive
because something very painful has happened
to them, have been too hurt in love, met with
too much harshness, witnessed parental
violence; been repeatedly hit, been shamed or
humiliated, or had too many experiences of
not being responded to or think they have lost
their parent’s love to someone else.

Teenie Weenie in a Too
Big World

...worried or anxious, experience the world
as an unsafe place, suffer from phobias,
obsessions or nightmares, are scared
to admit they are scared, know terrible
loneliness, feel insignificant, defeated, need
help to be assertive or opt to be mute to
feel in control.

W951043 Guidebook & Storybook
£ 31.45
W954826 Storybook
£ 9.95

Monica Plum’s Horrid Problem

W950951 Guidebook & Storybook
£ 31.45
W954832 Storybook
£ 9.95

The Day the Sea Went Out
and Never Came Back

...experiencing loss or seperation from
someone or something they love, have had a
loved one die, have an absent parent, feel they
have lost the love of someone they love, have
seperation anxiety or are adopted or fostered
and miss their birth family.

Includes Guidebook
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W950954 Guidebook & Storybook
£ 31.45
W954827 Storybook
£ 9.95

For sales and enquiries contact us today
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...experiencing family breakdown,
separation, divorce or parents who have
physical and mental health difficulties.

Includes Guidebook

W955807 Guidebook & Storybook
£ 31.45
W955806 Storybook
£ 9.95

Therapeutic Stories and Guidebooks for Children - Complete Collection

A full set of therapeutic storybooks and accompanying guidebooks. They address a huge variety
of feelings and difficult situations, including phobias, fears, revenge, anger, grief etc. Includes
“Using Storytelling as a Therapeutic Tool” which explains the underpinning reasoning and how to
implement these intervention strategies effectively.

W956994

Save Over £50!

£ 295.95

01246 210 416
19/12/2018 09:50

Emotional Literacy: Story-telling & Creativity l Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Meet The Author!

“This series was created to help children, teenagers and
adults to stand back and think about their lives and then
make sense of and process major life events that if left
unprocessed can lead to mental and physical health
problems.
In my work with very troubled children and teenagers straight forward conversation about
feelings just often didn’t work. With images, people engage and the change process often flows
in remarkable ways. Using worksheets was far less shaming and they got really interested in the
psychology of relationships with self and others which is embedded in the drawings. These can be
spring boards to a really meaningful conversation that otherwise would not take place.

W956928
W956853
W956818
W956924

The Relationship Cards - 48 cards
£ 38.95 *
The Emotions Cards - 48 cards
£ 38.95 *
Draw on Your Emotions Workbook (2nd Edn)
£ 44.95
Draw on your Relationships Workbook (2nd Edn) - Feb 2019 £ 44.95

W952352

£ 19.95

Adventure Tales:
Group Therapeutic Story Creation
- Book & CD-ROM

Non Returnable

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 16.25

£ 17.20

Emotional Problem
Solving Using Stories,
Drama & Play

Use therapeutic stories, story-making,
creative play and sensory experiences
to encourage share problems in a safe
setting and develop self-management
skills. Suggested activities can be used
with those with Learning Disabilities or
who are anxious, to help them process
their experiences. Chapters cover:
low self esteem, loss and isolation,
attachment difficulties, stories for
individual children, stories created by
children, working with small or large
groups. For parents and professionals.
Includes handouts, templates and worksheets. Written by a Dramatherapist, Play
Therapist and Social Worker. For: 5-12yrs.

W957076

Non Returnable

sales@winslowresources.com

Activities For Adults

Working in metaphor, children create
characters, stories and embark on exciting
adventures! Whilst doing so, they share
and resolve unacknowledged, unbearable,
supressed feelings that undermine
their wellbeing and often presenting as
withdrawal, aggression or sadness. This
resource helps increase trust, enhance
emotional literacy, resolve emotional issues,
improve tolerance, stimulate imagination,
increase ability to express views clearly and
calmly and develop literacy skills, especially
reading. For those troubled, but not in crisis.
Written by a Counsellor, adapted from the Therapeutic Story Group Model for Schools. For
groups of 4, 7-12yrs. Includes CD-ROM.

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Explores the therapeutic value of storytelling
including its underpinning philosophy and
psychology and explains how to use stories with
children and respond effectively when they tell
theirs. Topics include: Why storytelling helps
children work through their feelings; How to create
a therapeutic story for a child; Resources needed
in a storytelling session; What to do when children
tell stories; Things to do and things to say when
working with a child’s story etc.

Presents meaningful games, techniques, activities
such as breathing, sensory, stories, games, handouts,
meditations, positive affirmations, set within a simple
to use framework with directions, treatment plans
and 85 photocopiable handouts. Topics include:
interpersonal & social skills, healthy boundaries,
reducing oppositional behaviour and impulsivity,
increasing focus, taming anxiety, selective mutism,
improving sleep, depression, confidence & self
esteem, loss/grief, traumatic events etc.

W957075

“You do not need to be a trained, qualified and registered clinical professional to facilitate
sessions using these resources, just to be able to listen really well, empathise, be totally
non-judgemental and feed back that you have understand what the person is saying.
Anyone could use the book to do a self-review of issues in their life, but the resources are
best, I think, for practitioners who help people to look at their life, work through painful
experiences and make life decisions. They can be used in groups, e.g. in a PSHE lesson on
relationships that hurt/relationships that heal, leading to really good group discussions.”

Using Storytelling as a Therapeutic Tool
with Children - Book

More Creative Coping Skills for
Children - Book

W956739

“The idea is that you lay out all the cards and then pick up the ones that really accurately
represent you, your feelings, life or relationships. There are cards on the market but we
haven’t found any that really provide the emotional depth of the cards we have made,
hence our motivation to do so. Humans don’t have little feelings, they experience powerful,
intense emotional states and they need these acknowledged. The cards do this.”

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Draw on Emotions and Relationships: Cards and Workbooks

“The cards are very powerful. Nicky is a stunning artist, she can capture the very essence of
particular self states in ways that when you see them on the cards, grabs your attention
as they really do speak about some of the most profound feelings we humans are capable
of. Participants find utter relief in seeing key life experiences relationship experiences and
self–states (which so often don’t get talked about) there in front of them.”

Specific Needs

All are evidence-based and tested with various adults (the Emotion Cards resonate particularly
with adults who often cannot stop looking at particular cards and holding them once they identify
with them). The worksheets were used with teenagers in residential care and with adults, children
and teenagers in private practice over many years.”

Language & Literacy

Margot Sunderland
Director of the Institute for Arts in Therapy and
Education. MA in Arts Psychotherapy, MA in
Integrative Child Psychotherapy, trained as a
secondary school teacher.

£ 29.95
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Social & Emotional Wellbeing l Emotional Literacy: Story-telling & Creativity

Meet The Author!

Gali Salpeter
Expressive Therapist (M.A.), specialising in
drama and narrative therapy.
“My background is in psychology, sociology and
anthropology. I have lived in different countries
and worked with inspiring children, in settings
of individual and group therapy. I began using
projective cards as a psychological tool when
working with children having special needs.
Combining cards with art, drama and stories proved to be very useful, helping clients raise and
share issues they were dealing with. It supplemented the verbal mode of communication in
many ways.
It is my hope that every person working with the sets will enjoy the opportunity of telling her/
his story and the wonder of discovering its rich layers and intertwining chapters.
We all have stories waiting to be told.”
55842

55842

Story Therapy Cards: Trains - 100 Cards and Guidebook

A versatile tool for facilitating, enriching and supporting therapeutic work with children. The set
contains 50 illustrated cards, 50 story cards and a professional guidebook detailing suggestions
for individual and group therapy organised by themes, e.g. relationships, strengths, difficulties,
separation, transitions, family issues, coping with illness or death, aggressive behaviour and
violence, control, fears etc. The projective cards contain images of carriages and engines,
each can be used as a single stimuli, or joined as multiples to create a train of many carriages
representing the complexity of a situation, place, feeling, event etc. Story cards contain the
beginnings of tales told by different carriages and can be used with the illustrated cards, or as a
stand-alone resource. Useful for professionals from different fields.

W956927

£ 60.00 * VAT Relief

Life Therapy Resource Card Packs

These versatile packs of illustrated cards have been carefully designed to enable clients to
express themselves quickly and easily. Each card features a river or road with some extremely
powerful imagery. Clients select and join them together to create a visual representation of
their life journey - past, present and future. This is then used as a visual tool for therapeutic
interventions. Versatile - guidebook details different ways of using these. Card sizes: 13x9.3cm.

W955842 Road Card Pack - Set of 60
W955843 River Set - 67 Cards & Guidebook

£ 34.95 * VAT Relief
£ 44.95 * VAT Relief

Complimentary to the Kawa Model.

55843

Cartooning Teen Stories - Book

The Feelings Artbook - Book

Many children enjoy drawing and these practical activities and worksheets use this activity to
begin to explore emotional issues and develop emotional literacy. Three sections focus on “Selfesteem”, “Emotions” and “Empathy”. Activity instructions include a clear aim, suggested outline
of how to conduct the activity and follow-on ideas. For parents, teachers, therapists and other
professionals. Wire bound volume. Size: 29.5 x 21cm

W953956

£ 35.35

Promoting Friendship &
Social Skills in Children Book & CD-ROM

Aims to help primary school children develop
social, emotional and friendship skills. “The
Giant’s Desk” is a story about the friendship
of a little elephant and a disaster-prone
giant. Each of the 15 chapters has appealling
illustrations and includes different activities,
from worksheets, creative projects, role playing
and quizzes. As children follow the story they
learn listening, talking and social skills, explore
links between emotion, thought and behaviour
(and management), increase empathy and selfawareness. Themes include: giving and taking,
supporting each other, trust, loyalty and honesty. CBT based. Written by a Consultant
Clinical Psychologist (child & adolescent mental health). Use as a 1-1 activity, small or large
group, or whole classes. Photocopiable/printable. Facilitator notes included.

W957077
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£ 34.95

Introducing the Comic Participation Model!
This is a powerful method of creating visual
tools to work with young people and adults
to help them express needs, feelings and
thoughts. Example comics cover: Young
Carers, ADHD, LGB, Homophobia, Gender,
Trauma and Resilience. The book is a comic
explaining how to make your own comics. For
therapeutic or educational use. Written by a
Preventions Keyworker for Youth Offending
Service.

W956490

£ 22.95

Creative Activities for Developing
Emotional Intelligence - Book

Filled with Art, drama, puppetry, storytelling
and play activities to aid young people of all
ages to understand and express themselves.
Particularly useful for those who only express
extremes of emotion, have difficulties selfregulating or understanding and processing.
Based on the developmental model of
emotional intelligence, with background
information on attachment theory and the
neuropsychology of emotion. Photocopiable
worksheets, stories, games, useful reading
etc. Activities are flexible, requiring no
previous experience. For professionals
supporting young people.

W956704

£ 24.95

01246 210 416
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Emotional Literacy: Therapeutic Story Collection l Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Katie Careful
and the Very Sad
Smile

A story about anxious
and clingy behaviour.
Katie smiles about
everything, whether
she is happy or sad.
She doesn’t like it
when her new mum
and dad are out of
her sight, she’s scared
they might not like
her... For children with attachment difficulties.

£ 9.45

William Wobbly
and the Mysterious
Holey Jumper

W957081

W957085

Rosie Rudey
and the Very
Annoying Parent

£ 9.45

A story about a
prickly child who is
scared of getting
too close. Rosie has
had enough of her
annoying family. She’s
fine on her own…or is
she? For children who
are scared of getting close to others.

Charley Chatty and
the Disappearing
Pennies

W957082

W957083

Rosie Rudey and
the Enormous
Chocolate
Mountain

£ 9.45

A story about hunger,
overeating and using
food for comfort.
When Rosie feels fizzy
in her tummy, she
tries to fix it by eating
sugary foods. Ideal
for children with attachment issues.

Charley Chatty and
the Wiggly Worry
Worm

W957084

W957086

Callum Kindly
and the Very
Wierd Child
£ 9.45

Therapeutic Story Collection - Set of 9 books

The full therapeutic story book collection! Each focuses on a specific need, targeting different
fears and worries. They are full of supportive strategies for parents, carers and other
professionals to help children heal.

W957114

Save Over £20!

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 9.45

£ 69.95

A story about sharing
your home with a
different child. Callum
doesn’t understand
why Katie acts so
differently. Explores
the difficulties
children may
experience when a new child comes to live with them.

W957115

Activities For Adults

A story about insecurity
and attention-seeking.
Charley talks and talks
and talks, there’s so much
to say! But she has a
secret wiggly worry worm
that makes her feel very
anxious, that is until she
starts to tell a very big
tale...

£ 9.45

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

A story about lying and
stealing. When Charley
sees money, she can’t
help but put it in her
piggy bank, where it
belongs…but it’s not hers!
Charley’s new Dad helps
to fix and help her learn
from her mistakes.

£ 9.45

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

A story about fear and
coping. Sometimes
William gets very anxious,
he finds comfort in
chewing his jumper or
hiding. Perfect for children
who use problematic
coping mechanisms to
deal with fear or anxiety.

£ 9.45

Specific Needs

W957079

W957080

Language & Literacy

A story about when
feelings become too big.
William wobbly lashes out
and doesn’t understand
why. He doesn’t mean
to and gets in trouble. A
perfect story for any child
who struggles to manage
emotions.

A story about refusing
help and needing to
be in control. Sophie
needs help but no
way is she asking for
it! She does things
alone, and that’s how
she likes it. Perfect for
children who refuse
help and like to be in control.

L

William Wobbly
and the Very Bad
Day

Sophie Spikey
has a Very
Big Problem

AL

These therapeutic story books have been written to help parents/carers, social workers and
other professionals heal traumatised children. Each story has lovely illustrations and engaging
and meaningful content. To the back there are notes explaining the reasoning behind the story,
providing strategies and supportive techniques that could be tried. The authors are an adoptive
parent and Director of Fostering Attachments Ltd which delivers training on therapeutic
parenting and her daughter who is a trainer at the same establishment. For 3-10yrs.

£ 9.45

sales@winslowresources.com
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Social & Emotional Wellbeing l Emotional Literacy: Story-telling, Creativity & the Self

This is My Book All About Me

These activity worksheets help children
develop personal skills, improve self-esteem,
encourage self-reflection and learn selfmanagement techniques such as self-soothing
and managing emotions. They also build social
skills, focusing on interactions and understanding
of others. Themes: “Favourite things”... to eat, at
school, at home, animals, TV programmes, as well
as Marvellous me, My different faces, mask, Music
and me, How I feel and how I look. Written by a
mental health and wellbeing specialist. Intended
for school but adaptable to other settings.

W957065

£ 19.95

Live in Wonder - Book

This lovely journal is about empowering the self. It serves as
a practical therapeutic tool to reflect on life’s lessons, emotions and decision-making at a pace
and timescale chosen by the individual. Each page has an inspiring, empowering quote and a
thought provoking question for consideration alone or to discuss e.g. Dont let yesterday use up
too much of today; Any regrets? How do they slow you down?... Personalise pages by writing,
drawing, creating poetry or collages.

W956187

£ 8.95

Be the Jellyfish
Training Manual:
Supporting Children’s
Social and Emotional
Wellbeing - Book
Relax, focus and go with
the flow...”Be the JellyFish”!
A big comprehensive
programme of themed one
hour lessons of activities
based around exercise,
relaxation, creativity and mindfulness. Compliments schoolwork and proven successful in helping
overcome behavioural challenges and learning barriers. Engaging themes include fantasy,
dreams, magic, space, secret garden, coded messages, angels etc. 200+ photocopiable activities,
templates and posters to use in class or 1-1. Created by UK primary school teachers to support
social and emotional wellbeing.

W956740

£ 24.95

It’s OK to be me – Workbook & CD-ROM

This resource helps increase self-awareness and self-esteem. It takes children through a 4-stage
journey: Where am I now?; Where do I want to be?; What are my next steps?; How will I take
those steps?. These lovely activities can be used as either 1-1 sessions or in small groups.

W955691

£ 36.95

Non Returnable

Talk-About Me Ball

Encourage self expression with meaningful
questions such as: name something that
people would find interesting about you; I
am very good at ___; name someone who
inspires you... Includes positive affirmations
such as “Each moment is another
opportunity to believe in yourself”. Great for
group activities.

W954460

£ 12.95 *

Fairy Door and Writing Sets

The Fairy Wellbeing Collection

A perfect magical pack for children! The Fairy Worry plaque allows Fairyland to hear wishes and
transfer them to fairy dust. The themed writing set enables children to talk to their fairy and
write down things that they wish for or that are bothering them and the toadstool nightlight
softly glows, alleviating fear of the dark, functioning as a safety feature when children move
around in the dark. A great combination!

The Fairy Worry
Plaque “Give your
worries to the fairies
and turn them into
fairy dust!”

W956411
W956412

Fairyland needs worries!
They are collected by
Fairyland and ground into
magic dust via log shaped
plaques. Children press a
hand into the indentation
(glows red). They think of a
problem. When the fairies have heard it, it changes to green, showing that the worry has been
transferred successfully. A great mechanism to instantly know when something is bothering
a child who may require support. Access to online content. For indoor wall mounting. Hand
indentation 15cmH. Requires 3xAA batteries (not included). Size: 27.5DIAx3cmD.

W956409
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Every Fairy longs for happy human home and in return provides magical jobs such as
collecting teeth and providing payment, replying to notes, gifts and pictures with love and
care. This set can be used in many ways but is ideal to encourage children to write down
worries, problems and things they wish for and enabling parents/carers or professionals to
intervene and provide support. Includes a magic key in a bottle, fairy door, stepping stones,
Family/Fairy Lease agreement, notepad and a secret code to register fairy name on the Fairy
Workplace Log. For indoor/outdoor use (requires varnish, not included). 12cmH. For 3 yrs+,
small parts.

£ 22.95 *

Pink Fairy Feelings Writing Set
Blue Fairy Feelings Writing Set

£ 16.95 *
£ 16.95 *

Fairy Toadstool Night Light

This lovely Toadstool House nightlight helps
create a magical space, looking great on
or off! Touch the fairy door to turn the soft
glowing light on. Fairies switch it off after 30
minutes so humans don’t have to remember
to do it. Enables safe movement around
rooms without turning on extra light. No
cables, requires 3xAA batteries (not included),
so can be installed in any convenient indoor
location. Size: 26.5x26x12.5cm.

W956410

£ 16.95 *

01246 210 416
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Games & Interventions l Social & Emotional Wellbeing
Shrinking the Smirch - Book

W955758

£ 21.95

Bothered: Helping teenagers talk
about their feelings –
Book and CD

W955689

Non Returnable

£ 45.95

Recovery Through Activity - Book

W956314

W957060

£ 29.95

The Attendance Toolkit

An interactive programme exploring
reasons for poor attendance, homework,
bullying, poor peer relations, lesson
avoidance, negative attitudes towards
education, being a young carer and lack
of routine. Worksheets and activities
cover: Getting to know me, School,
Problem Solving, Target Setting. Includes
information for parents, parenting
contract, attendance certificate etc.
Written by a Learning Mentor with
experience of youth work and trained in
Sociology/Psychology. Includes CD-ROM.
For: 6-13yrs.

W957074

Non Returnable

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Enhance the quality of service user care! This key
resource by Sue Parkinson enables service users
to recognise long-term benefits of occupational
participation by exploring the value of activity.
Underpinned by the MOHO, it provides OTs in mental
health with a tool to support use of their core skills,
provides comprehensive evidence regarding the value of
activity and a wealth of resources to support occupationfocused interventions. For practitioners, students and
managers seeking to introduce time-limited, occupationfocused interventions into clinical pathways.

Teach children of all ages (particularly
those with behavioural and learning
needs) social skills for life! These
activities emphasise the importance
of teaching behaviour for learning.
Topics include: About Me, Rules, Mixed
Feelings, Boasting, Empathy, Feeling
Good, Honesty, Emotions, Saying
“thank you”, Respecting Differences,
Paying Compliments, Listening, Healthy
Eating, Growing Pains, Appropriate
Language, etc. Includes “fun” activities for time-out breaks.1 hour session plans and
worksheets can ber used as one-off sessions to meet individuals or group needs.

Specific Needs

Useful for teenagers who are finding things
really difficult. Full of tools and techniques
of what to say and how to be, enabling
a positive move from unhappiness, poor
functioning and learning blocks to a place
of self-awareness, self-esteem and the
ability to thrive. Helps adults connect with
the teenager in a confident, non-embarrassing and supportive way. Includes “The Teenager
Well-Being Profile” to assess progress and empowering worksheets to address key feelings, issues
and concerns.

Language & Literacy

Social Skills
Learning - Book &
CD-ROM Non Returnable

A unique workbook for anybody living
with a long term physical or psychological
condition including MS, Parkinson’s, brain
injury, epilepsy, chronic fatigue, epilepsy,
stroke, cancer, depression, eating disorders,
trauma or anxiety. Invites the reader to
think about their symptoms as something
external to them - a smirch, an annoying
little imaginary creature who seeks to
make humans sad and unhealthy. Includes
20 practical ways to shrink your smirch!

£ 29.95

£ 34.45

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Totika - Game

Straight Talk Manual - Book

A valuable self-development resource is a whopping 251 photocopiable pages long! It is a
comprehensive life skills workbook for young people, providing fun but purposeful quizzes, tests
and activities aiding awareness of feelings, attitudes and developing thinking. Topics addressed
include: communication; friendship; feelings; values; stress; being healthy; alcohol and drugs;
mental health; loss; bereavement; divorce/separation; letting go; bullying; staying safe and
respecting others.

W955960

A unique wood stacking game like no other! Whilst trying to keep the it
from falling over, players draw cards and answer questions to promote
personal growth, self-esteem and life skills. It encourages young people
to explore emerging stories regarding self-confidence, healthy growth and
development, setting and achieving goals, valuing self and overcoming life
challenges. For: 8yrs+.

W953306

£ 19.95 *

£ 45.45

Fab resource! 150 photocopiable handouts,
graded practice sheets, checklists, questionnaires,
rating scales, analysis sheets, goal plans and
self-monitoring tools. Covers: Anxiety, Panic
attacks, Avoidance, Stress, Depression, Loneliness,
Irrational beliefs, Changing habits/ behaviour, Anger
management, Smoking, Weight control, Sexual
difficulties, Passive/aggressive behaviour, Caring for
others, Schizophrenia, Dementia etc.

W951731

Non Returnable

£ 49.75

www.winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults

The Mental Health Handbook Book and CD ROM

Expressionary Board Game

Express yourself YOUR way! This exceptional game is fun for children or adults.
Gameplay is similar to charades, but cleverly encourages individuals or teams to
express emotions and experiences through drawing, drama or words. Ideal for
professional settings. For 4-12 players. No upper age limit. When working with children,
cards may need review/removal. Safety: 3 yrs+, small parts.

W956230

£ 54.55 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Social & Emotional Wellbeing l Managing Emotions: Coping & Positive Thinking

Heart Masters Coping
Cards - Set of 30

A fun card toolkit for young people
to reflect on change and coping.
A comprehensive set of activities
address stress, behaviour and
study habits. Developed from study
findings of a Clinical Psychologist,
based around concepts of how
people construct behaviours: event
+ thought = feeling therefore
action. Empowering, these cards
demonstrate that there are choices
of how to deal with situations.

Developed from
Study findings
of a clinical
Psychologist

Helping Troubled Children and Teenagers

W955952

£ 22.95 *

This folder contains a wealth of strategies to help support children who have a variety of
special needs. Photocopiable contents includes: effective listening skills, what children tell
you when they don’t talk, non-verbal communication, building trust, exploring loss, positive
strategies to use when talking doesn’t help, confidentiality and the importance of boundaries
and stress busting.

W952782

£ 25.00

Positive Thinking™ Card
Game

Help children learn to combat
negative thinking and increase
positive self-talk to improve their
overall well-being! This engaging
card game teaches different skills
including “recognising self-defeating
statements”, “changing negative
thoughts to positive ones”, “seeing
positive ways to cope with difficulties”,
“using self-talk”. Particularly useful for
children who are anxious. Includes: 52 Game cards, 12 activity cards, dice and stickers. Can be
used in multiple settings to deliver focused interventions. For 6-12yrs, 2-4 players. Created by a
child psychologist.

W953366

A Helping Hand Card Game - 48 Cards

A simple, easy to pick up and play group game! Encourages individuals to identify personal
growth and self-development needs by asking for help from others. Develops knowledge,
coping strategies and sharing whilst addressing self-esteem, positive lifestyles, coping skills and
relationships. 44 cards with 4 blanks. For 6-12 players, 15yrs-adult. Created by an American OT.

W956231

£ 19.95 *

£ 21.50 *

Managing your Mental Health 72 Cards

A portable, pocket sized card resource for
group activities. Explores coping strategies
and maintaining wellbeing by focusing
on obstacles, hope and empowerment,
symptoms, coping, medication, healthcare
professionals and accessing help. Examples;
How would you say food and mood are
related?, Can music be healing? How?, What
are two strategies you use to relax? etc. For
4-14 participants.

W956235

£ 17.95 *

Bouncing Back and Coping
with Change - Book

A great toolkit of resources, strategies and
tools to build self esteem, empathy and
assertiveness, develop stress management
and problem solving skills taking a reflective
approach. 20 structured sessions are drawn from
evidence based approaches - CBT, mindfulness
and solution focused brief therapy (SFBT). For
use with groups or individuals, 9-14yrs. CD-ROM
contains worksheets and resources. Written by a
Consultant Educational and Clinical Psychologist.

W956706
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£ 29.95

The Coping Skills Workbook - Book

Created by an American Marriage
and Family Therapist

Specifically designed to help children develop the basic tools they need for emotional self-care.
The activities and scenarios help children to learn 9 coping skills, some of which include:
Becoming adept at labelling feelings; Deciding what they need; Listing things they can and can’t
change; Suggesting ways to make things better.

W950414

£ 26.95

Building Positive Thinking Habits Book

Fifteen structured and themed sessions with
evidence based activities using the CBT and
motivational interviewing techniques to
support well being. Each has a warm up, case
study, discussion points, practical activities and
opportunites to feedback. Promote positive
thinking and help young people build self-esteem,
resilience and a sense of self worth. Worksheets
and resources on CD-ROM. Written by a
consultant educational and child psychologist.

W956702

Non Returnable

£ 29.95

01246 210 416
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Managing Emotions: Mindfulness & Relaxation l Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Language & Literacy

Relax with Nature 3 CD Sets

Mindfulness, Meditation for Stress Relief - CD

Lift your spirits with gentle breathing meditations, bringing calm, stillness and clarity.
6 meditations are based on mindfulness and compassion to manage stress more easily.
Learn to anchor a distracted mind by focusing attention around the natural rhythm of the
breath. Topics: Tension Release; Breathing Space; Compassionate Body Scan; Compassionate
Breathing Anchor; Open Heart; Connection. 59mins.

W957051

Non Returnable

£ 7.95 *

Quality sleep is essential to experience a happy, healthy life. Dr Hilary Jones shares
thoughts, techniques and tried, tested and practical information that can be added into a
daily routine to help achieve a good night’s sleep. Appropriate messages are sent to either
the right or left hand part of the brain, reflecting the creative or practical. 40mins.

W957052

Non Returnable

£ 7.95 *

W957046 Natural Sounds Enhanced with Music
W957047 Natural Sounds

Non Returnable
Non Returnable

Specific Needs

Tranquil Sleep CD

Relax and unwind with these 3 CD sets. Ideal for meditation, studying and creative
activity. Choose from a set with purely restful natural sounds or one that features
soft passages of music, but interwoven with natural sounds. Relaxing, continuous
recordings.
Natural Sounds Enhanced with Music
• Ocean Sounds: dolphins, whales, gulls, lagoon, calm water, surf and waves. 45mins.
• Summer Sounds: waterfall, river, stream, forest birdsong, woodland birdsong, distant
farm animal calls and light summer rain. 45mins.
• Rainforest Reverie: Interwoven melodies of the Japanese Bamboo Flute and the
natural sounds of the day in a rainforest. 61mins.
Natural Sounds
• Ocean Waves at Sunset. 58mins.
• Tropical Night. 58 mins.
• Tranquil Summer Garden. 58 mins.

£ 9.95 *
£ 9.95 *

Relaxation Tools - CD

A compilation of tranquil films for
meditation and relaxation. Features serene
ponds, close up images of flowers, Koi fish,
fountains, water features, tropical plants and waterfalls. A further 6 tracks on the DVD, each
10 minutes long show different calming pond scenes. Filmed with HD recording equipment to
ensure optimum quality. Choose natural sounds or relaxing oriental ambient music. 97 mins.

W955999

Non Returnable

£ 11.95 *

Relaxation Ball & Less Stress Ball

W954459
W950780

Relaxation Ball
Less Stress Ball

Explains different meditation practices in a
systematic, gradual and practical way. Includes
Cognitive Therapy exercises, reflections,
relaxation, guided imagery and breathing
exercises. Mindfulness meditations are
beneficial for treatment of anxiety disorders,
OCD, physical, psychosomatic and stress-related
problems and for self-development.

W955402

Non Returnable

£ 47.95

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 16.00 *

The 50 Best Games for Relaxation &
Concentration - Book

Easy to use group games help to calm and relax,
reducing fidgeting and agitation whilst increasing
concentration, reflection and thinking. Categories:
Creating Calm and Quiet, Sensing Body and Soul,
Deliberating and Contemplating, Building Up and
Releasing Energy and Laughing and Keeping Cool. Can
be used as a “getting to know you” activity or to target
specific needs. Simple to implement and easy to adapt.
For young children to adolescents and for groups of
all sizes.

W954524

£ 9.95

The Essential Guide
to Mindfulness with
Children & Young People

£ 12.95 *
£ 19.95 *

This user-friendly guide provides
professionals with proven methods of
practicing mindfulness, empowering
them to appropriately and safely make
use of strategies to foster emotional
and psychological well-being. Help
children and teenagers self-manage,
soothe, calm and pay attention to
themselves, reflecting on their actions
and relationships. Includes: 9 relaxation
scripts, 18 worksheets, activities,
information sheets, sample letters and advice for working with parents/carers, at
organisation level and those with SEN. For individuals, small or large groups and
class interventions.

W957072

Activities For Adults

Mindfulness & Mindbalancing
Handbook - Book and 2 CDs

Non Returnable

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Also great as an icebreaker for people of all ages.
For 1-1 sessions or groups and adaptable for all
ages and functioning levels. Includes activity ideas
or suggestions for use in teaching or therapeutic
sessions.
Less Stress: Pass around to discuss or learn new ways
of coping with stress, e.g. take 5 deep breaths, name
someone who handles stress well, etc.
Relaxation: A different way to start discussions
about relaxing and coping with stressful situations
or managing feelings! Features simple instructions/
questions, e.g. clench fists tightly, release & shake
them out, name 2 healthy ways to relax etc.

W951969

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Lotus Pond DVD

9 powerful relaxation and meditation
exercises with interchangeable original
music and soundtracks. Allows users to
create their own, flexible and adaptable
relaxation, meditation and stress
management programmes. Copies can
be made of different sequences or
alternatively, tracks can be listened to
as they appear on the CD.

£ 15.95

sales@winslowresources.com
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Social & Emotional Wellbeing l Anxiety, Stress & Worry
Colour Away Your
Worries - Book

A colouring, doodling and drawing book
for children and young people packed with
strategies to cope with worry and fear.
Narrated by a friendly worry worm, these
lovely guided activities facilitate discussion in a
non-invasive manner, whilst users benefit from
the stress-relieving effects that creative activity
offers. Explores: different feelings children
have when worried, distinguishing between
things that are OK to worry about and when
worries get too big. Worksheets suggest ways
that children can get rid of worry monsters
by talking, sharing, or doing other activities.
Includes a checklist of tips for children and
guidance for parents and carers. Written by a Consultant Child and
Adolescent Psychotherapist and a Primary School Teacher.

W957073

All About Anxiety - 36 Cards

A set of discussion cards to introduce topics surrounding anxiety in a structured way, particularly
beneficial for mental health groups. Identifies anxiety triggers and explores how situations
are viewed differently depending on perspectives, thinking and coping strategies. Explores the
effects of worry on eating, socialising and personality, who can offer support and how mental
health can be maintained. Therapeutically, these can develop awareness of self-talk, coping
mechanisms to manage feelings and gaining control over situations. Created by a Headteacher,
Educational Consultant and Ofsted Inspector.

W955942

£ 23.95 *

£ 12.95

Activities to Help Young People Deal with
Stress & Anxiety
Presents effective activities to help children
understand what stress and anxiety is and how
to cope. It is comprehensive, covering physical
responses to stress, how anxiety is different,
assessment, setting targets, making action plans,
being organised, identifying stress signs, coping
strategies, time management etc. Topics cover key
elements of the social learning curriculum and are
framed within Ofsted’s SMSC development criteria.
Includes: instructions, photocopiable worksheets.
Written by a UK Deputy Head with extensive
experience of working with Inclusion Teams, Learning
Mentors, Pastoral Leaders, Heads of Year etc.

W957064

£ 34.95

Coping with Stress™ Card Game

Help children deal with stress! This engaging card game presents different coping methods
including “deep breathing”, “muscle relaxation”, “visualisation techniques”, “positive self-talk”
and “creating a healthy lifestyle”. Can be used in multiple settings to help deliver focused
interventions. Includes: 52 game cards, 12 activity cards, dice and stickers. For: 6-12yrs, 2-4
players. Created by a child psychologist.

W953367

Worried Wilber Activities Book and CD Rom

57070

This illustrated book presents techniques
to support and reassure children who have
anxiety and help them develop coping
strategies to manage feelings. Addresses 31
commonly experienced worrying situations
including: Dentist; Germs; Storms; Bad
Dreams; Being told off; Getting things wrong;
Being picked last; New Baby etc. Includes
CD-ROM with worksheets and an electronic
version that can be adapted to individual
need.

57069

Little Tins of Worries

Provide structured activities for children and young people experiencing anxiety to discuss
worries, share ideas, develop empathy and understanding, learn new strategies and fully
develop these into self-management skills. Each card focuses on one specific worry and
research done prior to creating these sets shows that although some worries are personal,
many are commonly shared. Can be used for groupwork or 1-1 sessions.
Little Tin of Big Worries (5 categories): friendship, home and family, school and society,
personal issues, the world.
Little Tin of Teenage Worries (7 categories): social networking, peer pressure, personal
issues, the world, home and family, relationships, career and working life.

W957069
W957070

Little Tin of Teenage Worries
Little Tin of Big Worries

£ 21.50 *

W955951

Non Returnable

£ 29.95

£ 29.95 *
£ 29.95 *

Thought-Changing
Cards For People
Who Are Anxious 50 Cards and CD

This kit helps children
control anxiety and
addresses common
emotional and
social problems that
accompany anxiety
disorders. 50 cards show
cognitive distortions on one side with rational responses/positive behavioural activities on the
other. CD-ROM has printable forms for monitoring change and a silicone bracelet included to
help “catch” cognitive distortions and change to more positive thoughts. For:12yrs+.

W956263
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£ 34.95 *

Anxiety Kit in a Tin - 6 Fans & CD-ROM

A set of 6 conversation fans with a CD-ROM containing an electronic workbook and printable
resources to help identify feelings and responses to anxiety and explore coping mechanisms
and self-management strategies. An ideal array of resources to prompt discussion and debate
in groups, in 1-1 sessions at school, home or to use as specific therapeutic interventions.

W955910

Non Returnable

£ 39.95 *

01246 210 416
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Fear & Trauma l Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Language & Literacy

Have Courage - Managing Fears
- 75 Cards
At War With Yourself - Book

Focuses on post traumatic stress and the military. Addresses familiar difficulties experienced
by those affected by PTSD such as scoping for quick exits, re-living flashbacks and situations
triggered by seemingly insignificant daily events such as a sound, movement or a scent. The
central character describes his unique experiences and the journey to find coping methods. A
unique tool seeking to offer support and understanding in an honest and visual way.

£ 7.95

W956543

Specific Needs

W956610

Our world is unpredictable and everyone
has to cope with things that they find
scary. These super story cards help children
identify and talk about their fears, a key
coping strategy! Seven picture stories
comprising of 8-14 cards address different
things that children are typically afraid
of including the dark, dogs, storms, being
laughed at, insects, dentist, separation etc.

£ 25.95 *

Trauma is Really Strange - Book

W956609

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

What is trauma? How does it change the
way our brains work and can we overcome
it? In comic book format, this book
explains how trauma confuses the brain
and affects the body. Uses metaphors,
essential scientific facts and explains how
coping with it involves changing the body’s
physiology and the techniques to achieve
this. Appropriate imagery for adults/
teenagers.

£ 9.50

When the World Falls Apart:
Working with the Effects of
Trauma - Book

W956608

Trauma can affect anyone at any time, ranging from unexpected events or ongoing
situations such as domestic abuse, mental or physical illness, angry break-ups etc.
Trauma impacts on child development and well-being and can hinder a parent’s ability
to be fully emotionally available. These conversation cards are for professionals to help a
child and parent to begin talking.

W956155

£ 14.95 zero rated

£ 29.95

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Packed with innovative, creative activities
and approaches to help young people
break the cycle of trauma and facilitate
recovery, whether from serious loss, sudden
disruption, stress, incidents of neglect
and abuse. Topics include: The Safe Place;
Night fears & Nightmares; Challenging
the Monsters; Healing Stories etc.
Techniques focus on expressing feelings,
building resilience and enabling healing
via self-soothing, massage and relaxation,
creative play, art-based activities, role-play,
movement, story and drama. Photocopiable
work/story sheets.

Parenting Impacted by Trauma - 48 Cards

PEP Talks! For Overcoming
Anxiety & Fear - 55 Cards

W955065

£ 19.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults

This set focuses on helping people
deal with fear and anxiety. The
cards include inspiring statements
with explanations and activity
ideas. An activity might be, ‘When
you start to worry, immediately
write down the ‘trigger’ for
your worry. Being aware of the
situations that trigger your worry
can help you control your anxiety’.
Age 13-Adult.

Talking about Trauma - 48 Cards

Aims to help children or adults affected by any traumatic event, past or present, to begin
to talk about truly difficult situations. Beginning to open up can seem insurmountable
for some, but simple carefully phrased questions, asked in the right way in a safe
environment can initiate the start of an empowering and healing journey. Includes
guidance on use and key support agencies. Written by a teacher who retrained as a
healthcare practitioner with personal experience of unexpected loss.

W956026

£ 14.95 zero rated

sales@winslowresources.com
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Social & Emotional Wellbeing l Trauma, Loss & Grief

Supporting Children through Grief and Loss - Book
Brilliant resource to support children experiencing loss caused by seperation or bereavement.
Provides a wealth of advice and a toolkit of creative arts, story activities and exercises
to explore emotions, physical feelings and memories. Gives an overview of behaviour/
attachment theories, explains how children understand death (differing according to
development stage) and their reactions/behaviour. Guidance explains what to do, what might
help, how to respond to questions age-appropriately, but honestly.

W956604

£ 34.45

Seeds of Hope Bereavement and Loss Activity Book

This visual resource helps children understand loss, death and change in a gentle and honest
way. It leads them on a path of recovery and healing using nature as a theme. Each page has a
beautifully presented activity, building resilience and a range of transferrable coping skills in a
meaningful way. Invaluable resource for parents and professionals to support those experiencing
divorce, separation, loss or who are missing a loved one who has moved away.

W956703

£ 17.25

Together

Use Togeth
er

Use

Conversations about Loss and
Change - 52 Cards

These cards enable facilitators to help children
explore their own feelings, better understand
and empathise with others and talk openly and
honestly. Designed to start discussions about
the fear and burden of loss, grief, change and
death rather than them being viewed as taboo
subjects. Can be used in 1-1 sessions or for
school groups (KS3).

W922203

Lucy’s Story: A Child’s Story of Grief and Loss

When Someone Has a Very
Serious Illness - Book

An illustrated therapeutic story for primary-aged children. Lucy’s father has died. It explores
how she feels and reacts to the loss at school and home and her journey to find hope again.
The story explains the difficult concepts of death and loss, showing how younger children
experience it. Intended for use by therapists and families and a way for schools to introduce
concepts of loss and bereavement in the classroom. Detailed guidance for professionals and
families with chapter discussion points.

W956605

£ 14.95 zero rated

A positive, practical book to help
communication and evaluation
of a child’s understanding and
feelings about family change. It
also teaches basic concepts of
illness and healthy coping skills.
Children draw, colour and write
on the pages according to the
written prompts, information and
questions. Beautifully written,
easily understandable and very accessible.

£ 14.95

W922204

The Healing Your Grieving Heart
Journal for Teens - Book

This unique book encourages young
people to read about grief and mourning
and then to write down their own thoughts
and feelings - to express emotions and
learn from them. With lined spaces to add
ideas, views and answers and blank spaces
to attach photos and other memorabilia.
Accessible, and equally valuable for adults.

W922206
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£ 11.95

£ 10.95

When Someone VERY
Special Dies - Book

Designed to teach basic concepts
of death and help children
(typically 6-12 years old) to
understand and express the many
feelings they have when someone
special dies. Intended to foster
communication and coping skills.
No-fail - children illustrate the book
their own way, with their own
personal story. Paperback.

W922205

£ 10.95

01246 210 416
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Self-Esteem & Resilience l Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Let’s Talk: Resilience - 78 Cards

A huge collection of engaging, effective
resources drawing on techniques and
elements from NLP, Life-Coaching and Positive
Psychology. Covers: self- awareness, managing
feelings, motivation, empathy and social skills.
Usefully organised into activities: exercises;
stories; games and puzzles. Suitable to use
as a complete developmental programme or
individual sessions. Written by an educational
professional with extensive experience
working with excluded pupils and offers CPD
support for professionals working with young
people. For: 11-18yrs.

W957061

These cards aim to develop
communication, confidence, encourage
discussion and exploration of the
self. Five sections prompt discussion
(thinking about resilience), quotes
(choose favourite and explain why
or read aloud), experience (sharing
experiences), thinking (restructuring
negative thinking), strength (positive
self-messages). Ideal for group and 1-1
sessions, therapy etc. For 7yrs+. Written
by a Childminder.

£ 64.95

W956813

Non Returnable

£ 28.95

Complete Self Confidence - CD

Be more self confident! Unlock potential
with safe, natural and proven techniques.
This effective tool combines powerful
visualisation and mind programming
techniques, sending appropriate
messages to either the right or left hand
part of the brain, reflecting the practical
or creative. This unique approach allows
the mind to make desired changes more
quickly. A must for anyone who wants to
be more self-confident. By popular TV
doctor, Hilary Jones. 36mins.

W957050

Non Returnable

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

These activities and games purposefully build
self-esteem and increase self-confidence.
Help children learn a range of essential skills;
to focus and concentrate, pay attention,
speak up for themselves, accept praise and
appreciation, accept and give compliments
and criticism, speak openly about strengths,
acknowledge achievements, gain awareness
of their strengths, build on existing skills,
think about role models, increase observation
and memory skills, focus on positives etc.
Written by a mental health and wellbeing
specialist. For 11yrs+.

£ 34.95

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

W957056

Activities for Building Self
Confidence - Book

£ 7.95 *

£ 29.95

Let’s Talk: Assertiveness - 78 Cards

Non Returnable

£ 23.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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Values & Attributes:
Resilience - 52 Cards

A versatile resource featuring a
situation illustrated with characters
in full colour and can been used
in many different types of activity
sessions. Each card features a value,
situation or experience with a life
learning goal, identified at the bottom in text such as “respect for elders”, “compassion”
and “doing your best”. Topics include sharing, working in teams, ethical dilemnas,
personal histories, stories and learning, story-telling etc. Useful for 1-1 or group work in
educational or therapeutic sessions or to facilitate meaningful discussions. Ages: primary
school age to adult. Size: 10.5Wx15cmH.

W955949

Activities For Adults

This set has six sections: • Is this assertive,
passive or aggressive? (Examples of different
behaviours/beliefs) • Give an example of…
(reflect on experiences to explore assertiveness
issues) • Change this to being assertive
(changing passive and aggressive body language
and response to assertive ones) • Discussion
cards (think about ideas behind assertiveness
and motivations for becoming more assertive)
• When could you use this strategy? (practical
suggestions for becoming more assertive) •
Situation cards: being assertive (asking for ideas
of an assertive response in different scenarios).

W954566

Specific Needs

A huge collection of quick, engaging,
effective resources drawing on
techniques and elements from NLP,
Life-Coaching and Positive Psychology.
Covers: self- awareness, managing
feelings, motivation, empathy and
social skills and usefully organised into
activities: exercises; stories; games and
puzzles. Suitable to use as a programme
of developmental sessions or individual
sessions. Written by an educational
professional with extensive experience
working with excluded pupils and offers
CPD support for professionals working
with young people. For: 11-18yrs.

Recognise, build and nurture character!
Covers: character - what is it?, self assessment,
action plan, evaluation, a study skills matrix,
a character and friendship matrix, personality
test, personality analysis, Which character are
you? The character choice card game, Jigsaw
puzzle, Where is the loyalty? Honesty is the
best policy, It’s a matter of trust, It’s not fair.
Intended for professional use in schools, LSU’s,
PRU’s, youth clubs, community groups etc.
Activities can be led by teachers, mentors, SEN
staff and used in groups or 1-1 sessions. CDROM contains the complete book to enable
easy printing of instructions, worksheets etc.
For: 10-18yrs.

W957062

£ 23.95 *

The Resilience and Wellbeing
Toolbox - Book

Activities to Help Young People
Build Character - Book & CD-ROM

W957063

Language & Literacy

The Resiliency Skills Handbook

£ 23.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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57058

57057

57059

Self-Esteem Bingo

Explores 5 different self-esteem areas: benefits of self-esteem, self-esteem busters, selfesteem boosters, acknowledging strengths, and taking responsibility. Use the 5 sets of
calling cards to introduce how these areas affect self-esteem on a day-to-day basis. Process
the session with creative reproducible, laminated handouts.

W952672

£ 36.50 *

Assessing and Developing Self-Esteem Series

These are practical, quick, informal assessments with comprehensive programmes for
developing self esteem and developing the key areas: a sense of self, belonging and personal
power. Includes age-appropriate intervention activities, guidance on designing effective
programmes, an easy to use self esteem indicator and photocopiable worksheets. Can be
completed by a professional or with a pupil. Explains how to design effective programmes.
Suitable for individuals or groups. Written by a Mental Health and Wellbeing Specialist.

W957057
W957058
W957059

Pre-School
5-11 years
11-16 years

£ 41.95
£ 41.95
£ 41.95

Helping Children Build
Self-Esteem - Book

Offers 100 simple, practical and fun activities
to help children build and maintain selfesteem. Based on the author’s extensive
clinical experience, these photocopiable
activity sheets encourage children to use
their natural imaginative and creative
abilities to consider relationships with
themselves, their families and friends and
their world and to express their feelings in
words and pictures. For ages 7-11.

W950376

The Talking, Feeling and Doing Card Game (Shyness)

This card game focuses on “Shyness”, exploring why participants either act and/or feel shy
around others. It explores “talking”, “doing” and “feeling” offering practical ways to build
confidence, overcome shyness, restructure thinking and establish new coping mechanisms.
For 2-4 players, ages 6-12. For 3 yrs and over - small parts.

W956225

£ 23.95 *

£ 22.95

The 50 Best Games for
Building Self-Esteem Pocket Books

Help children build their confidence,
inner strength, resilience and increase
understanding of others with this range of
easy to use fun activities. Categories include;
Games for Thinking about Self-Esteem,
Empathising with Others, Self-Awareness,
Increasing Self-Confidence and Building SelfEsteem. All games are simple to implement
with minimum preparation and can easily
tailored to ability or need, are suitable for
young children to adolescents and can be
used for 1-1 sessions or groups of all sizes.

W954521
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£ 9.95

All About Success - 30 Cards

Discussion card pack purposefully targets and develop key skills and attitudes surrounding selfbelief and/or self-confidence. Topics include; adopting personal strategies such as goal setting,
planning for success, persistence and tenacity and the value of interpersonal relationships.
Useful for education and mental health settings or for personal development in groups, 1-1 or in
classrooms. Boxed set of 30 A5 size cards: 20cmW x 13cmH x 2cmD.

W955944

£ 23.95 *

01246 210 416
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Anger Management l Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Everybody Gets Angry! - Book and CD-ROM

W953973

£ 36.50

Secondary: 26 Cards. Game Pairs include: Symbols of anger/Symbols of love, Roaring
rage/Hopping happiness, Chain of fury/chain of kindness, The evil eye/friendly eyes,
this is mine/this is ours, etc. For 11-15yrs.

W957071 Anger Management Games: Primary
W957087 Anger Management Games: Secondary

£ 26.95 *
£ 26.95 *

Specific Needs

Using art, music, drama and movement as a basis for activities, this fun-filled book is a great
resource! 52 reproducible activities help children identify, understand, express and learn how to
cope with angry feelings. Brilliant anger management resource useful for teachers, therapists
and other supportive childcare professionals.
Non Returnable

Take a different
approach! Use
compassion and care to
deal with situations of
conflict and anger. In this
resource, anger is viewed
as a feeling, rather than
negative or difficult, and
can is viewed a way of
signifying that something
important has happened
that may need dealing with in some way. A range of feeling experiences are offered
to understand and manage angry emotions, providing balanced opportunities to
explore warmth, happiness, caring, compassion alongside anger, rage and irritation.
Primary: 38 Cards. Game pairs include: When I’m angry/When I’m happy, Hopping
Mad/Jumping Joy, A picture of anger/A picture of peace,, This is mine/This is ours,
Excuses/Good reasons, Anger associations/helping others etc. For 7-11yrs.

Language & Literacy

Anger Management
Games

Anger Control Games

W952598

£ 36.50 *

Anger Bingo for Teens - Game

W952674

£ 36.50 *

Helping Teenagers with Anger & Low Self-Esteem & Smasher
Illustrated Storybook

Teaches anger management techniques in an unusual away with opportunities to learn coping
mechanisms, explore anger responses and problem solving. Each player follows a Robot being
created in a factory, avoiding metal crushers, making choices on a turntable and racing to be
dispatched first! Explores everyday events that may trigger anger and provides response choices.
Created by an experienced Headteacher, Educational Consultant and Ofsted Inspector. For 2-4
players, For: 6-11yrs. Safety: 3yrs+, small parts.

W955947

£ 44.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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W956606 Helping Teenagers with Anger & Low Self-Esteem - Book
Non Returnable
£ 40.45
W956603 Smasher: An illustrated therapeutic story
(anger & self-esteem)
£ 14.95

sales@winslowresources.com

Activities For Adults

Robot Rage - Game

Helping Teenagers with Anger & Low Self Esteem: Comprehensive resource for anger,
anxiety and low self esteem. Vital theory and practice, tools, techniques and case
studies. Includes: creating and building connections, developing transformative
conversations, effective intervention strategies, understanding aggressive behaviour,
helping address feelings, progression to antisocial behaviour, understanding key
research and neurology behind feelings and behaviour, key parenting skills. Illustrated
worksheets and exercises were developed in conjunction with teenagers. CD-ROM
included. For professionals and parents.
Smasher is a companion story to the above resource. Smasher is good at being bad. He
bullies, carries knives, fights and is full of anger, not caring what he does or where he
ends up - likely to be prison. He meets a strange being who takes him on some horrific
and wonderful journeys and has to make serious choices. This visual tool facilitates
exploration and discussion about difficult issues such as alienation and low self
esteem. Created for teenagers struggling with peer pressure, self esteem and anger.

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Teach anger management with this activity. Explore anger triggers, symptoms, causes,
control, and prevention, in a non threatening game format that promises to be engaging
and educational. Includes: 16 bingo cards, 5 sets of 15 ‘Calling Cards’ (75 cards), bingo chips,
reproducible handout ‘How to Control and Prevent Anger’. For up to 16 players.

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

This unique anger control programme
includes 6 colourful games, all in a
convenient and portable package. Teach
children skills such as recognising what
triggers their anger, learning self-control,
self-calming and much more. The
programme comes complete with cards
and markers for each game. Suitable for
ages 5-10 and for 2-4 players.
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Social & Emotional Wellbeing l Anger Management

Behaviour Strategy Series

These effective, complete anger management
programmes link to emotional literacy addressing
self-awareness, impulse control, self-management, active listening,
empathy, non-verbal cues, conflict resolution and mediation. Presented in a pick up and
go format, each 10 or 11 session programme has a plan with aims, required resources,
methodology and time required for each element. Photocopiable worksheets included.
Beyond Anger Management is a progressive expansion from the first volume, building and
improving skills developed. Moving on From Anger progresses even further, developing
effective social skills, focusing on behaviour, communication and assertiveness. Written by a
mental health and well-being specialist.

W957066
W957067
W957068

Anger Management Programme: Volume 1
Beyond Anger Management: Volume 2
Moving on From Anger

£ 41.95
£ 41.95
£ 41.95

The Blob Anger Series: Cards & Book

Help children and young adults to stop blaming others for their feelings and make anger
a thing of the past. Focuses on self-awareness, becoming conscious of trigger points and
reactive behaviours enabling individuals to own, manage and release anger appropriately.
The book and cards explore a wide range of scenarios and situations to aid identification
of feelings, specific triggers and facilitate discussion. Topics include bitterness, blame,
humiliation, frustration, fight. The cards can be used as stand-alone resources or in
conjunction with the book.

W956484 Anger Blob Cards
W956483 The Blob Anger Book

£ 25.95 *
£ 35.30

Managing Your Anger Situations - 72 Cards

Focuses on hypothetical situations that provoke differing degrees of anger. Players are asked to
rate the anger situation on a scale of 1 - 10 and then, how to manage the situation and anger.
This is an important resource to develop both expression and assessment of individual anger
levels.

W953602

£ 17.25 *

All About Anger Cards - 30 Cards

These discussion cards can be used on a 1-1 basis, in small or large groups or classroom
settings to focus conversations on anger management. Presents commonly held beliefs on
anger and offers participants opportunities to speak out and think why they believe that,
if it is a reasonable belief and whether it is in the best interests of the holder. Can be used
therapeutically or as a diagnostic tool to identify why individuals act in a certain manner and
as a starting point to re-structure thinking and behaviour. Boxed set of A5 size cards: 20cmW x
13cmH x 2cmD.

W955941

£ 23.95 *

The Anger Management Toolkit
- Book
Anger Management Programmes - Book & CD-ROM

Two comprehensive structured programmes to choose from teaching anger management
techniques and assertiveness. Each has six progressive sessions include illustrated worksheets
with activities designed to help children develop emotional intelligence, knowledge, skills
and attitudes. They address understanding appropriate anger vocabulary, ranges of feelings,
recognising triggers, changing angry behaviour, expressing feelings rather than acting them
out, learning to empathise, develop new ways of looking at things, having opportunities to
deal with personal anger issues in depth, self monitoring techniques, etc. Choose either the
Primary or Secondary version. Written by an Ofsted Inspector, Headteacher and Education
Consultant.

W955946
W955948
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Non Returnable
Non Returnable
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£ 28.95 *
£ 28.95*

Deliver meaningful and structured group
sessions to children aged 5-8, 9-13 & 14-17
years of age. Seven sessions explore specific
underlying causes of anger, e.g. bullying,
feeling abandoned, anxious, confused,
frightened etc. Each has an aim, focus,
warm up, main activity, ideas for expanded
work and closure with feedback/sharing,
a short story and completion of a “my
progress today” sheet. Includes homework
ideas, creative and drama/puppetry
activities. For education, healthcare and
social care professionals or parents.

W956701

£ 29.95

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:47

Depression, Self Harm & Addiction l Social & Emotional Wellbeing
Actions & Consequences Anti-Social Behaviour 36 Cards

W955974

£ 23.95 *

Addicted: Drinkings & Drugs
Discussion Cards - 30 Cards

Manage self-harm in a structured, practical
way with this 14 session programme.
Four parts cover a specific therapy stage:
“What’s going on”; “Feelings, thoughts and
behaviour”; “Coping strategies” and “On you
go!”. Therapists can choose a combination
of modules and how long to spend on each,
based on individual needs. The wealth of
practical interventions and tools includes a
feelings diary, negative automatic thoughts,
thought distortions, how to thought-challenge,
the coping tree, problem solving, assertiveness,
taking care of yourself, riding the wave, being mindful, self-soothing and much more.

Non Returnable

£ 38.95 zero-rated

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 14.95 zero-rated
For all ages

Non Returnable

£ 29.95

Positive Focus: A Groupwork
Approach to Self-Harm - Book

This group programme was developed
due to a rise in self-harm referrals when
CAMHS resources were limited. Seven
sessions (and optional eighth) encompass
anger management, relaxation, assertion,
communication skills, distraction/channelling,
problem solving/self-control. Offers: positive
alternatives to self-harm; understanding
of triggers/maintainers; opportunities to
express feelings/ have shared creative
experiences; stress management/coping
strategies; development of self-control/taking
responsibility for actions; making choices/
dealing with difficult situations; understanding
needs/rights. Participants build their own support toolkit.
Includes session plans, online materials and monitoring tools. Ideal group size: 6.

W956613

Non Returnable

sales@winslowresources.com

Activities For Adults

An ingenious combination of black and
white photography and the written word
to nurture emotional and behavioural
change. Packed full of creative, easy
to use activitied based on the CBT
approach to address negative thinking
and behaviours. Clinically tested. Ideal
for educators, professionals and private
individuals to work through alone. CDROM included for printing materials. For
adults, teenagers or children.

W956611

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Developed from the
CBT approach

£ 34.45

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

W956025

Non Returnable

Cutting Down: A CBT Workbook
for Treating Young People Who
Self-Harm - Book

£ 19.95 *

Approaching a medical professional
regarding mental health can be very
daunting and difficult to organise
thoughts to clearly explain feelings,
needs and difficulties. This pack has been
written by an OT to empower individuals
to identify worries and uncertainty so
plans can be made to move forwards
in a supportive way. Topics: Support/
Guidance, Making Changes, Diagnosis/
Prognosis, Treatment. Useful for groups or 1-1 sessions.

W956261

User friendly resource for identifying,
preventing and supporting those at risk of
self-harm and suicide. Contents: What is
self-harm? Myths & realities; Understanding
stress/anxiety; Triggers & traumas; Preventing
self harm/reducing risk; Supporting friends
who self-harm; Key tools from CBT; Using
tools from positive psychology; Breaking the
cycle/moving forwards. Includes a PowerPoint
training session for parents/staff with
guidance, Sample self-harm policy, CAMHS
referral information, sample parent letters etc and CD-ROM.

W956607

Questions To Ask Your Doctor 48 Cards

Dealing with Addictions

£ 44.20*

Specific Needs

£ 23.95 *

PEP Talks! For Overcoming
Depression - 55 Cards

W955066

Non Returnable

Understanding & Preventing
Self-Harm in Schools: Effective
Strategies for Identifying Risk &
Providing Support - Book

W955975

This set focuses on helping individuals
overcome depression. Each card
contains 3 different parts of
information including an inspiring
statement, advice on different areas of
emotions and activities to overcome
negative thoughts. ‘Accept what you
did today as ‘good enough’, rather
than always seeking perfection’. ‘Write
down all the things you have to do
today. Do any of the them have to be
perfect? Age 13-Adult

Large resource providing empathetic and
constructive interventions for young people
who are self-harming or have suicidal thoughts
or attempts. Five effective steps address
sensitive issues and primary challenges,
“understanding self-harm and suicide”,
“pro-active interventions”, staff training and
facilitator support”, “staff training, working
with groups”, “the programme”. 10 part
programme including Audio Diaries on CD,
self-harm policy plan, information leaflets,
power point presentations and facilitator
notes. For: 13-18yrs.

W956319

Valuable therapeutic card set for use
with people who have addictions.
Also useful for teaching preventative
work in schools/colleges etc. Addresses
consequences, dangers and choices to
prompt thinking, discussion and to help
restructure thinking. Great for groups or
to guide 1-1 sessions. For 10yrs+. Size:
18.5x13cm.

Language & Literacy

Purposefully created to encourage
people to stop and consider the
consequences of anti-social
behaviour such as theft, vandalism,
alcohol and drug abuse might be for
oneself or others. Each card has a different
discussion point for use in 1-1 sessions and
groups for healthy debate, challenging views
and formulating new methods of thinking. Great for teachers,
therapists or parents. Size: 18.5cmx13cm.

Self-Harm & Suicide Ringbinder and CD Set

£ 21.95
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Social & Emotional Wellbeing l Family Life & Relationships
Co-Parenting after
Divorce - 48 Cards

Colorcards®: Teen Issues (Lifestyle/Life Skills) - 36 Cards

These full colour A5 cards depict a range of topics of relevance to teenagers. Provides
opportunities to explore and discuss choices, use role play and other activities. Lifestyle: diet
and fitness; mental and physical health; drug addiction; eating disorders and self esteem.
Life Skills: school workload; money management; career choices; environmental concerns
and making responsible decisions. Useful for groups or 1-1 activites. Includes suggestions
for use.

W956896

£ 38.95 *

Break-ups, divorce or separation
are difficult periods and a common
outcome is co-parenting which can
be challenging. This tool focuses
on productive and pertinent
questions to help separated parents
communicate effectively, establish
boundaries and formulate a
parenting plan to bring children up
together, whilst living apart. Topics:
“School”, “Financial”, “Wellbeing”,
“Special Occasions” and “Residence”.
Example questions include: How can
we make sure that our children don’t
feel they have to choose a side?; How will we handle disagreements?; How will we handle sick
days, school holidays and snow days off?. Could be used individually or in groups.

W955913

£ 14.95 zero rated

Wellbeing and Happiness Cards - 48 Cards

Brook, the UK’s leading sexual health charity for young
people created this conversation tool to help people open
up and talk about Health, Wellbeing and Happiness. The
sections “Health”, “Sex and Relationships”, “Dreams, Goals
and Happiness” contain clear thought provoking questions
to prompt discussions such as “Can you choose to be
happy?”, “What makes a good relationship?”, “Do you think
mental health problems are common?”. Suitable for 1-1,
small or large groups with guidance on use.

Colorcards®: Teen Issues (Relationships) - 36 Cards

W956154

This set of 36 photographic cards cover various social topics such as behaviour, decisions
and actions that may occur at any time. Addresses: family connections, non-family
relationship groups, relationship events, communication in relationships and personal
identity. Cards size: 21x15cm.

W956895

Talking to Children About Divorce Cards 48 Cards

£ 38.95 *

Addresses the difficult subject of Divorce in an empowering
way. Practical for home, therapeutic or school use. They
provide parents with clarity, direction and confidence
around emotional and practical aspects of managing
divorce. Useful with individuals or small groups. In addition
to the powerful questions cards, the pack also contains
notes and tips about talking to children about divorce.
Written by Sue Atkins, a well-known author, broadcaster
and speaker on parenting.

Colorcards®: Teen Issues 36 Cards and CD-ROM

Designed to open up discussions
on issues facing young people.
Topics: Parents and step families,
Siblings, Friends, Enemies, Bullying.
Diet and Fitness, Mental and
Physical Health, Self-esteem,
Addictions, Body image, Gaining
independence, Stress, Bullying, Gangs, Cyber safety, Money management, Gambling, Climate
change, School workload, Politics, Making choices. 36 cards, worksheets and CD-ROM.

W954687

Non Returnable

£ 14.95 zero rated

W956158

£ 14.95 zero rated

£ 39.00 *

What do you really know about Sex? - 36 Cards

Talking about sensitive issues can be difficult but necessary. This invaluable resource guides
in-depth meaningful conversations and helps group facilitators or teachers to address myths
and untruths regarding sex and relationship related issues. Each card poses one direct
statement to provoke discussion around six topics; Relationships; Contraception; Pregnancy;
STI’s; The Internet and Personal. Created by Cedar Oak, a Pregnancy and Post-abortion
Support Service. Ideal for group sessions or a teaching environment. With mini CD-ROM of
guidance notes. Size: 13x8.5cm

W955976

During and after separation or divorce, children experience a range of emotions and
confusion, even if outwardly they present as coping well. This game is an interactive way of
developing resiliency skills with 3 types of cards. Question cards for expressing feelings, Idea
cards for developing self-reliance and Upside Down cards for learning and practicing coping
and problem solving skills. Adaptable. For: 2-4 players, 6-12yrs. Safety: 3 yrs+, small parts.
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£ 32.95 *

What do you really think about Relationships? - 50 Cards

The Upside Down Divorce Board Game

W956236

Non Returnable

£ 49.95 *

Deliver sessions on relationships in an engaging structured way, each asking questions. The
cards prompt discussion regarding whether beliefs are beneficial to emotional and mental
health. Examples; Is it OK to… Spend shared money without asking?; take a pride in your
appearance?; laugh at your partner?; fancy someone else?; feel jealous?; call your partner
names?; refuse to argue?; swear at your partner? 50 cards with mini CD-ROM of guidance
notes. Size:13x8.5cm

W955977

Non Returnable

£ 32.95 *

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:47

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care
What is in this section?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Neurological & Dementia assessments
Planning interventions and therapeutic strategies
Activities: jigsaw puzzles, matching, memory recall & simple
activities
Rehabilitation activities: gross motor, exercise & fine motor
Communication, conversation and choice
ADL support

www.winslowresources.com
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Neurological interventions
Aphasia (impairment of language)
Dysphagia (swallowing difficulties)
Dysarthria (difficulty with articulation of speech)
Auditory processing & memory
Semantics
Categories

sales@winslowresources.com
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Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care l Neuro Assessment
Communication Activities of Daily Living (3rd Edition) CADL-3

Assesses the functional language skills of adults, normed on a range of communication disorders
resulting from stroke, brain injury, dementia, primary progressive aphasia etc. It is administered
individually in about 30 minutes and contains 50 items assessing communication in seven areas,
reading, writing, using numbers, social interactions, contextual communication, non-verbal
communication, sequential relationships and humour/metaphor absurdity, internet basics. Includes:
Manual, picture book, 25 record booklets, 25 patient response forms, storage box. For: 18-95+yrs. US
produced. There are references to dollars and a few items such as telephone numbers in the picture book
that aren’t in UK format, so some adjustments may be necessary to make the tool work for your clients.

W957011 CADL-3
W957012 25 Patient Response Forms
W957013 25 Examiner Record Forms

£ 224.95 *
£ 33.00 *
£ 48.95 *

Language Activity Resource Kit Second Edition (LARK - 2)

Huge SLT toolkit for use with adults who have moderate to severe language disorders.
Useful for therapy focused on addressing right hemisphere dysfunction and in speech production tasks
aimed at improving intelligibility. Objects, tasks and materials are associated with specific actions and
therefore helpful for treatment of clients with aphasia and other neurological language deficiencies.
Versatile materials enable therapists to use different approaches, methods and techniques. Includes
2 each of 25 manipulative objects, 200 printed cards (action photos, phrase closure cards, questions
cards), LARK workbook providing activity and exercise sheets for use in hospital, clinic or rehab settings
and suggestions of how to integrate LARK in therapy sessions and storage box.

W951617

£ 215.00 *

Short Parallel Assessments of Neuropsychological Status (SPANS)

A short battery of cognitive tasks for assessment of acquired brain injury and other
neurological disorders. Reliable index scores are obtained from 7 subtests “Orientation”,
“Attention/Concentration”, “Language”, “Memory/Learning”, “Visuo-Motor Performance”,
“Efficiency” and “Cognitive Flexibility”. Included are parallel tests (A & B) to provide
reliable retests. Easy to follow instructions and assessment can be paused. Designed by a
practicing clinical psychologist, UK normed. For:18-74yrs. Admin time: 35 mins (long), or
15 mins (short). By purchasing this resource, you are affirming that you are a registered
healthcare professional and appropriately trained to carry out this clinical intervention.

W956115

£ 359.00 *

CASP Communication Assessment Profile

Location Learning Test (LLT)

The LLT helps diagnose Dementia, amnesia and mild memory deficits. Can be administered
to those with Aphasia as it does not rely on verbal responses. Evaluates the ability to learn
spatial locations of everyday objects and offers a measure of learning through repeated
testing and a measure of delayed recall. By combining these, clinicians can identify those
likely to be suffering with learning and/or difficulty retaining new spatial information.
The delayed recall trial is useful for identifying dementia patients from the normal aging
process. Admin time: 20-30 minutes. Includes picture cards, scoring forms and carry box. For:
18–96yrs. By purchasing this resource, you are affirming that you are a registered healthcare
professional and appropriately trained to carry out this clinical intervention.

W956116
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£ 405.00*

The Communication Assessment Profile (CASP) is the only UK standardised assessment
tool to assess the communication abilities of adults with severe to mild learning disabilities.
It can be used with children and young people with ASD and with older people who have
neurological disabilities as an outcome measure, to ascertain if communication skills
have improved over time or as a research tool. It is comprehensive, using photographs
of functional and adult-orientated objects and was designed as a joint multi-disciplinary
assessment organised into three parts:
• Questionnaire (environment) Determines the opportunities an individual has for
communicating on a day to day basis (completed with a carer/keyworker)
• Photographic manual with subsections on hearing/auditory skills, understanding and use of
communication (completed with an SLT)
• Record of strengths, percentile rank chart, communication environment rating scale and an
outline of priorities for change (agreed by individual, therapist and carer/keyworker)
The National Institute for Adult Continuing Education (UK) recommends CASP as an
appropriate assessment for adults with LD. Numerous SLTs have used CASP with people with
Dementia, reporting that sections 3 and 7 were particularly useful for assessing vocabulary
and communicative function. Note: CASP wasn’t designed for people with Dementia but a
small number of individuals participating in the clinical trials had age-associated cognitive
impairment.

W951230
W956350
W952119

CASP
30 CASP Record Forms (10 each of Part 1, 2 & 3)
30 CASP Record forms (Part 2 only)

£ 199.95 *
£ 86.00 *
£ 74.95 *

01246 210 416
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Neuro Assessment l Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

A Cognitive Neuropsychological
Approach to Assessment and
Intervention in Aphasia (2nd
Edition) - Book

Help children and adults improve their
concentration skills! This accessible and
comprehensive resource enables people to
understand, assess and screen concentration
ability and identify impairments in
concentration for both children and adults.
Practical, rapid and easy to use. Frames
“concentration” as a process model using
the domains “Doing, Thinking, Receiving,
Emotions, Environment”. Administration time:
5-15 minutes. Created by two specialists with
extensive experience in clinical, developmental
and Educational Psychology, psychological
stress, relaxation, confidence, counselling,
anger management and neuro-linguistic programming.
Non Returnable

£ 34.45

W956990

Frenchay Dysarthria Assessment
(FDA-2) - Second Edition

Reliable standardised assessment tool used for
diagnosis of dysarthria and its different types.
11 sections cover: Reflex, Respiration, Lips,
Jaws, Palate, Laryngeal, Tongue, Intelligibility,
Rate, Sensation and Associated factors with a
large number of activities. Normative data is
reported within the manual for adults without
dysarthria as well as patients with specific
dysarthrias associated with confirmed medical
diagnosis. Admin time: 20 mins. For: 12yrsadult. Includes: Examiner’s Manual, 25 Rating
Forms, Intelligibility Cards, folder. Admin time:
20 mins. For: 12yrs- adult.

£ 65.50

Frenchay Aphasia Screening Test
(FAST) - Book and Forms

£ 165.00 *
£ 50.00 *

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

W953850 FDA-2
W953851 25 Rating Forms

Non Returnable

Invaluable quick and easy tool to screen
adults for Aphasia. Developed for use
by healthcare professionals to assist in
identifying patients who have difficulties
understanding, using spoken language,
reading or writing. The test is brief, simple
to administer and can be used on a
busy hospital ward with good reliability.
Includes a manual with clear directions,
clear picture material and a photocopiable
recording form. Admin Time: 10 mins. For:
16yrs+.

W956273

Specific Needs

W955690

Based on research, this practical
resource is a complete system for
referral, assessment and planning
for use with aggressive children and
young people, aiming to reduce use
of restraint or seclusion. It provides a
thorough, structured 15-unit intervention
programme focused on developing
emotional and behavioural self-control
and self-regulation skills. These practical,
positive sessions include: expressing
emotions, criticism and praise, taking
responsibility, following directions,
responding to non-verbal cues, empathy, groupwork, consequences, managing
transitions, personal boundaries, negotiating, calming techniques etc. CD-ROM has
forms to document referral behaviours, assess self-regulation skills and to document
behaviour changes over time. For use by educational, health and social care
professionals. US resource, but strategies are transferrable to the UK.

Language & Literacy

Concentration Assessment Profile –
CD-ROM and Booklet

£ 40.45 *

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Bedside Evaluation Screening Test (BEST 2)

W951172 BEST-2
W951174 25 Record Forms
W951173 25 Summary Sheets

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 175.95 *
£ 58.95 *
£ 23.95 *

Apraxia Battery for Adults (ABA-2)

Assessment for the presence & severity of apraxia in adults & adolescents.
The objective scoring system provides the clinician with an initial step towards
assessing recovery in relation to severity of apraxia. This individually administered
test consists of 6 subtests that together take about 20 minutes to administer:
Diadochokinetic rate; Increasing word length; Limb apraxia & oral apraxia; Latency
time & utterance time for polysyllabic words; Repeated trials test; Inventory of
articulation characteristics of apraxia. Examiner’s manual, Picture book, 25 profile/
examiner record forms, in a storage box.

W951044 ABA-2
W951045 25 Profile/Examiner Record Forms

sales@winslowresources.com

£ 165.00 *
£ 58.95 *

Activities For Adults

A quick, highly efficient and effective tool for assessing and quantifying language disorders
in adults who have aphasia. Addresses auditory comprehension, speaking and reading.
Although it takes less than 20 minutes to administer, this tool provides as much data
and clinical information as longer evaluations and obtains sufficient clinical information
to set treatment goals and objectives. It is invaluable for evaluating both high- and lowlevel patients. Useful for SLTs, psychologists and other neurological-focused healthcare
professionals. US normed. Includes: Manual, Picture Book, 25 Record Forms, 25 Profile/
Summary Sheets and storage box.
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Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care l Communication & Choice

800 pictures
and 27
templates

ISPEEK Software (Elderly Care) - Communication Tool

Create visual card prompts, charts, menus, posters and schedules quickly and easily using this brilliant resource. Designed by an SLT specifically
for adults who benefit from visual cues to understand, express need or choice. Easy to use templates/images enable creation of bespoke tools.
Suitable for adults with different cognitive ability or communication impairments such as aphasia, dementia, stroke, trauma, brain injury and
stroke. 800+ pictures and 27 templates. Contents: Something to Say (Questions & Statements); Feelings, Family & Expressions; Wants, Needs &
Reminders; Food & Drinks; Health & Comfort; Objects & Times; Actions & Places; Calendar & Symbols.

W955442

£ 22.95 *

Communal Orientation Clock
Visual Communication Aid: Care Sector - Book

Developed to bridge communication gaps in the healthcare sector. Sections include “Getting
Dressed”, “Daily Routine”, “Food and Drink” and “Medical” with images of common objects/
scenarios. Users communicate requirements by pointing at pictures or the Tick/Cross to indicate
Yes/No. Re-usable labels in 8 European languages, two reusable boards for personalised
messages/images and a wipe clean clock face. Size: 21x15cm.

W921407

£ 19.50

55899

Large orientation tool, ideal for care provision services such as wards, day care, residential
homes etc. Time is displayed in 3 formats - traditional clock face, digital time (am/pm, day of
the week, date), or now it’s… (day, time of day e.g. morning). The 68cm screen changes slowly
and can display seasonal pictures or be customised with personalised images or a place name.
Developed in conjunction with hospital patients, intended to support those agitated by changes
in routine, who have confusion or Dementia.
• Large screen and clear display provides better visibility than standard clocks
• Identifies day and night, beneficial in 24 hour and constantly-illuminated settings
• Assists staff by answering and reinforcing repeated questions e.g. “where am I/what time is it?”
• Seasonal slide gives visual clues regarding time of year or outside views that may not be
readily accessible
• Automatically updates information shown, so unlike basic signage is not reliant on staff to
amend
• Mains-powered. Includes 68cm screen, software and is wall-mountable

W955788

55900

£ 595.00 * VAT Relief

”I Feel” Communication Fan

With clear text and appropriate colourful pictoral representations of “worried”, “excited”, “tired”,
“cross” etc to help expression of emotions/feelings.

W955897
W955900

I Feel... (Single)
I Feel... (Set of 6)

£ 3.95 *
£ 21.95 *

Emotion Communication Fan

With clear visual images and bold colours representing “happy”, “sad”, “confused” etc.
55898

W955895
W955899

Emotions (Single)
Emotions: Set of 6

£ 3.95 *
£ 21.95 *

”It’s Too...” Communication Fan

With clear text and appropriate colourful pictoral representations of “noisy”, “hot”, “crowded”,
“bright” etc. Quick and easy to open and select an appropriate petal for communication purposes.

W955898

£ 3.95 *

What Shall I do Today? Communication Fan

What would you like to do today? A vast array of choices are featured on this fan symbolically
to illustrate popular leisure activities. A great communication tool. Flip over and personalise the
blanks on the reverse using a drywipe pen or similar with your own text, drawings etc.

W956717

Who is Coming in Today? Communication Fan

56717
56719

112

£ 6.95 *
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Help residents understand and be prepared for visitors. Changes in routine can be challenging for
some, this tool helps explain visually who might be coming to see them and why.
Flip over and personalise the blanks on the reverse using a drywipe pen or similar with your own
text, drawings etc.

W956719

£ 5.50 *

01246 210 416
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Communication & Choice l Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care
51437

52830

Fixed letters

51438

Language & Literacy

Frenchay Eye Transfer & Eye-Com Boards

W952830 The Frenchay E-Tran Frame

£ 89.00 *

Bedside Lighting Tablet

W922110 Warm White Light
W922111 Cool White Light

£ 109.95* VAT Relief
£ 109.95* VAT Relief

A magnetic, low tech, portable tool developed with input from a UK hospital care team. A
paediatric patient with severe learning difficulties needed to be able to express his pain levels
and highlighted the need to provide alternative methods for non-verbal patients, or non-english
speakers to express their level of pain, instead of relying on commonly-used observer rated
assessment which can result in unrelieved pain and ineffective management. Features a colour
graded-scale slider, Widgit® symbols selected by professionals (Pain, Medicine, Doctor, Feeling
Sick, Dry Mouth/Thirsty, Injection, Uncomfortable, Dizzy), Yes/No sticker provided with a scale of
1-5 on reverse side. Can be adapted with bespoke symbols, words, photographs or pictures. Has
non-slip rubber feet and a protective washable case. Size: 22x17x20cm, tiles: 3.7x3.7cm.

W956306

£ 79.95 *

Hospital Visits Communication Fan

W956721

£ 7.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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Augmentative & Alternative
Communication Profile (AACP)

Assess the skills and communicative
competence of all AAC system users and is
unspecific to a disorder, severity or setting.
Identifies areas of strength, where more
input is required to develop long/short term
goals and to monitor changing abilities to
develop tailored interventions. Covers four
key skill areas:
Operational: using the system, accessing
and transmitting information (Orientation/
Awareness, Manipulation, Focused Use,
Navigation, Programming & Use)
Linguistic: receptive/expressive language, knowledge/use of the language code
and ability to use both during conversation (Awareness, Using Specific Meanings,
Combining Words, Using Syntax & Morphology & Refined Language)
Social: communication, including self-image, desire to communicate reciprocally
(Behaviours, Regulatory Behaviours, Practiced Interaction, Social Awareness/
Competence & Social Mastery)
Strategic: knowledge of what can be communicated, how and developing
compensatory strategies (Pre-Intentional/Reflexive, Intentional, Programmed
Message Use, Appropriate Message Selection, Use & Strategic Mastery)
Contents: Manual and 15 profiling forms. For: 2yrs-adult.

W956671

£ 75.00 *
56305

56304

Frenchay Alphabet Boards (FAB™)

Activities For Adults

Preparing for hospital visits can be
challenging, so supportive often begins before
appointments. Conversely, decisions to admit
or investigate may occur without warning. This
tool features different hospital-based scenarios
to help family members or professionals
explain what will happen next with the aim
of minimising worry or distress. Flip over to
personalise blanks on the reverse using a
drywipe pen with your own text, drawings etc.

All products have been developed in conjunction
with healthcare professionals

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Hospital Pain-Scale Communication Tool

£ 79.95 *
£ 30.00 *

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

This sleek, ergonomic, high-quality light
illuminates objects from underneath for use in
darkened environments (such as glasses, drink,
pills etc.). Omits a comforting low level glow. Easy
to switch on, touch anywhere along the edge
and control brightness by touching two small
‘bright’ and ‘dim’ zones. When turned off, it recalls
the previous setting. Cool-running, low power
consumption, non-slip feet and spill resistant.
LCD backlight technology produces an even
distribution of light. Ideal for wards or home. Size:
40x40x2.5cm.

W951437 Eye-Com™ Board
W951438 Eye-Com Board Overlays

Specific Needs

These low-tech, practical and effective tools aid those who have expressive dysphasia or other communication difficulties but have enough cognitive ability, controlled eye movements and
basic spelling skills to indicate meaning, answers and intent. A conversation partner sits opposite and understanda what is to be conveyed by following eye movements. Both E-Tran and the
Eye-Com™ resources are widely used on stroke wards, brain injury units etc and aid assessment of cognitive functioning.
• The Frenchay Eye-Transfer Frame: The alphabet is grouped into corners, each letter is a different colour and discs of these six colours are arranged around the central window. The user
spells out words to communicate with their partner. Polypropelene frame & A4 instruction card in a carrying wallet.
• Eye-Com™ Board: A clear acrylic board with a sturdy wooden base. Personalise by attaching specific images, illustrations, photographs or letters directly onto the board. The non-speaking
person indicates what they wish to say by looking towards specific pictures, photographs, words or letters mounted on the board. Size: 38x48.3cm.
• Eye-Com™ Transparent Overlays: These can be prepared before interventions and facilitate quick content changes, aiding communication flow and varying conversation topics. They
make the resource versatile, enabling use of an infinite number of personalised card/image/text/language options to support activities, make choices and convey need, e.g. themed to
activities such as washing/dressing to indicate choice of clothes, colours, etc.

SLT’s identified a need for a non-slip, washable hygienic, positive finger location
alphabet board for non-verbal clients. This low-tech portable tool is also useful
for clients with hearing impairments or as an emergency back-up if technologybased speech or eye-gaze devices malfunction. Contrasting blue/yellow colours
were selected for clarity with carefully designed indents for each character to aid
positive finger location and letter selection. E Coli/MRSA resistant with a nanotechnology silver loaded antimicrobial keyboard. “QWERTY” or “MATRIX” format.
Size: 31x16.5x1cm.

W956304
W956305

QWERTY
Matrix

sales@winslowresources.com

£ 65.45 *
£ 65.45 *
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Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care l Activities of Daily Living

56714
56712

56713

Washing & Dressing Communication
Fan Sets

Offers choices of articles of clothing for dressing.
Can also help identify objects or give more
independence, aiding as a visual prompt to
sequence dressing activities correctly.

W956712 What Shall I Wear Today
(For Women)
£ 5.95 *
W956713 What Shall I Wear Today
(For Men)
£ 5.95 *

56715

Drinks Choices Communication Fans

Choose your beverage! Express personal needs or wants with this choice of two decision
making fans - hot or cold drinks. Useful for ward, day care or residential settings.
56713

What Shall I Drink Today? (Cold Drinks)
What Shall I Drink Today? (Hot Drinks)

£ 4.45 *
£ 4.45 *

Washing and Styling Hair Communication Fan

What Colour Today? Communication Fan

Individuals can use this simple, effective colour choice fan to explain their preferences for
clothing or many other decisions involving the use of shade or colour.

W956716

W956714
W956715

£ 5.95 *

The activity of washing hair and styling hair can be upsetting and confusing for those who do
not understand what is happening to them or why. This fan shows visual steps of the process
to help explain each step of the process and can help empower individuals to make choices.

W956718

£ 4.45 *

Pocket ColorCards®: Everyday Life - 40 Cards
ColorCards Sequences: 6 & 8-Step for Adults - 48 Cards
®

6 and 8-step sequences photographed in a variety of in/outdoor locations provide excellent
opportunities for language work including syntax, grammar, vocabulary and time concepts.
Ideal for working with adults and adolescents. Some unexpected twists within the sequences
add amusement and provide opportunities for discussion.

W953111
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£ 28.65 *

A versatile set of 40 photographic cards providing clear images of common activities of daily
living (ADLs). These can be used as conversation prompts, establishing choice, identifying
areas of difficulty, communication aids, developing vocabulary, object recognition etc. Includes
“household chores” (vacuuming/dusting; making the beds; ironing, etc), “personal hygiene”
(cleaning teeth; dressing; going to the toilet; getting a haircut etc), “out and about” (shopping;
driving; walking; catching a bus, etc), “financial” (collecting pension; paying for items; writing a
cheque, etc), “at home” (making tea; making a sandwich; sleeping; getting out of bed, etc).

W954127

£ 17.95 *

01246 210 416
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Mealtimes l Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care
Lip Blok® Straw Positioners

56625

One-Way Select-Flow Straw Valves - Set of 3

56624

W956625 Yellow (1.9cmL)
W956626 Blue (1.27cmL)
W956627 Turquoise (0.64cmL)

£ 4.95 * VAT Relief
£ 4.95 * VAT Relief
£ 4.95 * VAT Relief

Lip Blok®
Straw
Positions

56626
56627

Specific Needs

This set of 3 Select-Flow Valves make drinking easier for individuals with oral motor difficulties.
The direction of the fluid is controlled, it goes up the straw but it cannot flow back down,
subsequently requiring less effort to drink. This design also reduces the amount of air ingested,
therefore users experience reduced coughing or choking whilst consuming more fluids. If a
restricted flow isn’t necessary, simply trim the tapered end with a pair of scissors to increase
flow. 4.4cmL. For thin liquids (water, milk, juice without pulp, etc) but not carbonated beverages.
Compatible with most standard 0.6cmDia straws, but best used with the Sip-Tip® to allow fluid to
be “helped” up the straw for the initial sip. Material: medical grade, BPA, PVC, lead, phthalate and
latex free. Dishwasher safe. Small parts, for 3yrs+. Supervise use at all times.

W956624

56626

Language & Literacy

Lip Blok® straw positioners help discourage tongue thrusting, promote tongue retraction and
correct overall tongue positioning. These oral motor tools also discourage straw biting and
prevent users from pushing straws too far into the mouth. Press the chosen Lip Blok® into the top
of a straw and then drink. For best results start with the longest, progress to the medium-sized
and then the shortest, helping users put less and less straw into their mouths. When the shortest
is used, fluid is deposited into the front of the mouth where it is easier to manage and less likely
to cause coughing or aspiration. Shorter lengths facilitate more intense oral motor exercise, the
tongue retracts more, the lips seal better and cheeks have more tension. Compatible with most
regular straws (0.6cm). Material: medical grade, BPA, PVC, lead, phthalate and latex free. Use of
these products should be supervised at all times. Small parts, for 3yrs+. Supervise use at all times.
Dishwasher safe (note: drying cycle is too hot, so ensure this isn’t used), hand wash or boil (just for
a few minutes).

56623

£ 7.95 * VAT Relief

Essential Straw Secure Clip - Set of 10

W956623

56628

£ 9.95 * VAT Relief
Sip-Tip®
Drinking
Tumbler
and Lid

Sip-Tip Drinking Tumbler, Lid, Lip Blok & Straw Set
®

Designed to make drinking easier for those who have difficulties generating and maintaining
suction. Inbuilt valves in each straw controls fluid flow, preventing it emptying back into the
tumbler. Because liquid remains at the top, less air is ingested so less effort is required for each
sip. Help, if needed can be given by “pumping” the fluid up the straw via the flexible lid - simply
cover the vent hole with a finger, press down several times until liquid reaches the desired
height. Ark Therapeutic state that Sip-Tip® users tend to experience less coughing and choking
whilst consuming more fluids. Features: Snap on lid to minimise spillage and graduated marks
to monitor fluid intake. A Lip Blok® prevents straw biting, helps decrease tongue protrusion,
promoting correct tongue and lip positioning. Holds 227ml. Measures approximately 11.4cmH
tall with 5.1cmDia (base), 7.6cmDia (top). For thin uncarbonated beverages (water, milk, juice
without pulp, etc). Compatible with most standard 0.6cmDia straws. Material: medical grade,
BPA, PVC, lead, phthalate and latex free. Dishwasher safe. Small parts - supervise use at all times.

56622

£ 24.95 * VAT Relief

One-Way Flow Easy Drink Straws - Set of 10

These One-Way Straws have an inbuilt valve controlling fluid flow and preventing it emptying
back into the tumbler. Because liquid remains at the top, less air is ingested and therefore less
effort is required for each sip. Set of 10.

W956622

£ 12.95 * VAT Relief

Sip-Tip® users tend to experience less coughing and
choking whilst consuming more fluids

Management of Speech and
Swallowing in Degenerative
Diseases - 3rd Edition

An easy to use mealtime communciation tool with clear, colourful images of commonly
eaten dishes, everyday meals, drinks and snacks. Eeffectively assists residents or patients to
indicate food preferences when expression is difficult. Includes three wipe-clean boards to write
personalised messages and menu choices. 21 pages. Ring-bound.

W921408

£ 17.25

www.winslowresources.com
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W951742

Non Returnable

sales@winslowresources.com

Activities For Adults

Visual Communication Aid: Care Home Menus - Book

This is a very comprehensive clinical
resource. Specific chapters cover
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Parkinson’s
disease, Huntington’s disease and Multiple
Sclerosis, each organised into stages of
mild, moderate and severe dysarthria.
Scales rating speech and swallowing
function are provided, with clinical
examination forms and checklists. Other
chapters cover clinical examinations of
speech and swallowing, maintaining
conversational interaction in the face of
degenerative disease etc. Includes CD of
handouts, information on the diseases,
descriptions of the typical effects, suggestions for improving speech and swallowing and
drawings of the mechanisms of these to support patient care and much more.

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

W956628

56628

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Brilliant little drinking aids! These clips secure straws firmly to the sides of drinking vessels,
preventing the frustrating “chase the straw” scenario. Compatible with most standard 0.6cmDia
straws. Material: medical grade, BPA, PVC, lead, phthalate and latex free. Dishwasher safe. Small
parts - for 3 yrs+. Supervise use at all times.

£ 67.95
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Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care l Brain Injury

The Brainwave-R Series: Cognitive Strategies and Techniques for Brain
Injury Rehabilitation Complete Kit

The Source® for
Safety Cognitive
Retraining for
Independent Living - Book

Assess and provide interventions
focused on patient safety from
a cognitive perspective. Aids
care-planning for adults in acute,
rehab and long-term care settings,
addressing safety concerns at
hospital, home or in the community.
Topics include: Room/Bedroom
and Bathroom; Wheelchairs &
Assistive Devices; Swallowing &
Diet, Medications & Health, Floors
& Stairs, Kitchen & Appliances,
Home Safety, Community–Outside/
Inside and General Precautions.
Clients consider challenging
real-life situations, respond to
questions, discuss situations and
rehearse responses, activities that
stimulate convergent, divergent and
evaluative thinking. Evaluation and activities are divided into two/three levels of difficulty.
Photocopiable evaluation forms are easy to administer, score and interpret - results help
describe and quantify a patient’s cognitive awareness, communication of problem-solving
abilities and help develop appropriate goals, interventions and decision making on
discharge. Written by an OT/SLP team.

W956979

A thorough resource, providing an
overview of acquired neurogenic
language and cognitive disorders
including aphasia, traumatic brain
injury, right hemisphere cognitivecommunication disorders and
dementia. Includes a comprehensive,
thorough review of SLT assessment
and treatment interventions currently
available for management and
supportive material to illustrate these
via download. Content organised using
the WHO-ICF model. 2015.

W956981

For sales and enquiries contact us today
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W957014

£ 285.00

Brain Injury Workbook
Second Edition

Rich, comprehensive and photocopiable
workbook for professionals, carers and
clients. 140 cognitive rehabilitation
exercises tailored for memory, thinking
skills, executive functions, awareness
and insight and emotional adjustment.
40 information sheets on key problem
areas, with questions for the reader are
designed to educate, stimulate thinking
and prompt discussion. Questionnaires
can be completed by clients with or
without help and quizzes evaluate and
encourage information retention. For
individuals or groups.

W956346

£ 43.95

£ 46.95

Neurogenic Disorders of
Language and Cognition:
Evidence-Based Clinical
Practice (2nd Edition) - Book
& DVD

116

Huge, comprehensive, pen/paper based brain injury rehabilitation programme with
five heirarchically graded modules: Attention, Visual Processing, Memory, Information
Processing and Executive Functions. Each uses cognitive strategies and techniques with
up to four weeks of interventions and 223 different exercises to optimise skills. Includes
five large, comprehensive therapist and client workbooks, a user’s guide and introduction
to brain injury providing an overview of what it is, common terms and useful information
about the practicalities of daily living - driving, alcohol consumption, sex, adjustment and
common problems experienced post-trauma. Includes rating scales, clinical guidelines,
family involvement suggestions, performance summary charts and more. Unlimited
copies can be made of workbooks for clinical purposes. Appropriate for moderate or mild
disabilities but can be adapted for use with those who have more complex needs.

£ 64.95

Me Before, Me After:
A Group Rehabilitation
Programme for Brain Injury
Survivors - Book

This is a complete programme for
professionals who run rehabilitation
groups for brain injury survivors. The
approach uses CBT based techniques
focused on Change Awareness
(recognition of feelings, thinking and
beliefs), Change Investigation (including
understanding why the changes occur,
coping and motivation and Change
Mastery (developing self-efficacy,
control and adaptive capacity).
Includes extensive resources, some
photocopiable and online downloadable
content. Written by a Consultant
Neuropsychologist.

W956736

£ 34.45

01246 210 416
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WALCTM Series l Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Language & Literacy
Specific Needs

WALC™ 1 Aphasia Rehab - Book

Clear and easy to understand exercises for improving underlying language processing
ability. Topics: Matching and Identification, Following Commands, Vocabulary, Answering
Questions, Answering Questions and Functional Language. Focuses on developing auditory,
graphic and visual processing, word retrieval and functional language. Simple concise
language, easy to read format and consistent progression of complexity within and between
tasks. Applicable to many acquired language difficulties. For:16yrs-adult.

£ 46.95

WALC™ 2 Cognitive Rehab - Book

300 pages of simple, engaging activities and exercises purposefully created for people
with a range of acquired cognitive-language disorders. Topics: Attention & Concentration,
Memory for General Information, Visual & Auditory Memory and Sequential Thought &
Reasoning. Easy to read format with simple, concise language. For:16yrs-adult.

W954078

£ 46.95

WALC™ 3 Everyday Problem Solving - Book

W954079

£ 46.95

WALC™ 5 Neuro Rehab - Book

Filled with practical and functional activities for adults to improve orientation, memory,
organisation, problem solving, reasoning and written expression skills. Helps clients
improve their information processing skills and respond appropriately to the world around
them. Convenient, ready-to-use activities are supplemented with suggestions for further
interventions.

W955413

£ 46.95

WALC™ 6 Functional Language - Book

W955414

£ 46.95

WALC™ 8 Word Finding - Book

A wealth of useful activities and strategies for improving word retrieval skills and help with
mid to high complexity word retrieval! Topics; Answering Questions, Building Categorisation
Skills, Using Word Relationships, Word Strategies and Naming and Selecting Pictures. These
focus specifically on; vocabulary, reasoning, problem solving, deduction, convergent thinking,
divergent thinking, thought flexibility, logic, general knowledge and creativity. For:16yrs -Adult.

W955415

£ 46.95

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 46.95

WALC™ 10 Memory - Book

Tasks identify a client’s dominant coding system (visual, auditory or kinaesthetic)
and then introduce new ones to practice. Covers: word/mental picture associations,
chaining word lists, following written & oral directions, recalling boxed information,
first letter mnemonics, word list retention, associated visual pairs, name-picture
association, memory for numbers & sentences, picture association, memory for shapes
& pictures, sorting & remembering categories, functional memory tasks, memory &
mental manipulation. Easy to read, concise language and consistent progression
of complexity. For: 16yrs-adult.

W956982

£ 46.95

WALC™ 11 Language for Home Activities - Book

Retrain language and cognitive processing skills whilst focusing on daily tasks e.g.
cleaning, appliances or home maintenance. Higher level vocabulary is used as clients
are encouraged to talk in a focused way on practical topics. Topics: word-finding (name
words from associations & descriptions, compare items & lists); Organisation (unscramble
words & sentences, choose words to complete paragraphs, sequence steps in a task &
complete schedules); Categorisation (categorise & list, match items to categories &
name categories); Reasoning (make deductions/exclusions, complete analogies,
modify incongruities & evaluate information); Picture/Paragraph Comprehension
(answer questions about pictures & comprehend information in paragraphs).

W956983

£ 46.95

WALC™ 12 Executive Functioning - Book

Focuses on developing control and self-management skills with reproducible
exercises and activities for individual or group use. Tasks involve working memory,
tapping into general knowledge and encouraging clients to ask others for assistance
or use whatever is available to gather information. Items have multiple appropriate
answers, to practice thought flexibility. Answers are analysed to ascertain if responses
are accurate, providing opportunities for identifying, analysing and planning. Several
exercises are based on opinions and preferences and some develop decision
making skills. For: adolescent-adult.

W956984

£ 46.95

WALC™ Complete Set: 12 books

A complete set of the twelve WALC™ books. Set includes Everyday Math and
Everyday Reading (non-catalogue titles but available via special order). Both books
refer to American currency and terminology but are adaptable for UK therapeutic
interventions.

W957017

Activities For Adults

Over 300 pages of purposeful exercises to improve orientation, auditory comprehension,
verbal expression and reading comprehension skills. Convenient, ready-to-use activities
feature illustrations and formats designed especially for those with a neurological injury. Many
tasks can be used to address co-existing deficits in concentration, memory, reasoning and
problem solving.

W955416

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Help adults re-learn essential skills following brain trauma. Hundreds of common
problematic scenarios are based around money, work, family, social relationships, health
and safety, sports and leisure. Multiple-choice and open-ended questions help practice
skills. Topics: Problem Solving, Analysing Problems, Understanding & Applying Information,
Paraphrasing & Summarising, Making Inferences, Empathising & Evaluating. Later activities
focus on reinforcing learned skills using photographs and stories with accompanying questions.

Improve reasoning skills for those with acquired cognitive-language disorders.
Verbal Reasoning tasks cover; Emotions & Personal Situations, Idioms & Proverbs,
Categorisation, Convergent Reasoning, Analogies & Paragraph Comprehension.
Visual Reasoning activities focus on; Visual Analogies, Visual Figure Ground, Visual
Sequencing, Visual Closure, Reasoning & Drawing. Simple, concise language, easy-toread format and progressive complexity within and between tasks. For: 16yrs - adult.

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

W954077

WALC™ 9 Verbal & Visual Reasoning - Book

£ 499.95

sales@winslowresources.com
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Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care l HELP Series

HELP for Memory - Book

Handbooks of Exercises for
Language Processing Non Returnable
Five volumes! This comprehesive collection
of focused verbal and written language
books are packed with meaningful targeted
activities suitable for adolescents and adults.
Photocopiable.
• HELP 1 - auditory discrimination, question
comprehension, association & auditory
memory
• HELP 2 - specific word finding,
categorisation, ‘wh’ questions & grammar
• HELP 3 - concepts, paraphrasing, critical
thinking & social language
• HELP 4 - defining/describing, written language, talking about language, word play &
humour
• HELP 5 - processing information, comparing/contrasting, maths language & self-expression.

W951534
W951535
W951536
W951537
W951538
W951539

HELP 1
HELP 2
HELP 3
HELP 4
HELP 5
HELP Books 1 to 5

£ 46.95
£ 46.95
£ 46.95
£ 46.95
£ 46.95
£ 209.00

We have more
standardised
assessment tools
online!

For sales and enquiries contact us today
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W951541

£ 46.95

HELP for Word Finding - Book

Teach word-finding strategies to adolescents and adults with this set of photocopiable
materials. Content includes “Using context clues”, “Making automatic associations”,
“Recalling words by theme”, “Using the five senses to elicit recall” Spiral bound volume.

W951543

£ 46.95

HELP for Auditory Processing - Book

Useful for clients with auditory processing difficulties or those with attention deficits as a
result of head injury. Created in a photocopy worksheet format to enable clients to work
on “Sounds in words, words in sentences”, “Questions, information, directions”, “Sequences,
details, speakers, actions”. Ages 6 to adult. Spiral bound volume.

W951540

£ 46.95

HELP for . . . Book Series

Purchase all 3 HELP books together - Auditory Processing, Word Finding and Memory at a
special value price.

W951542

Save Over £15!

£ 125.00

Flip to the
ROMPA®
Catalogue

For more information visit
www.winslowresources.com

118

These functional memory tasks are ready to use and arranged in a hierarchy for all your
clients with memory deficits. Designed to give your clients memory strategies that they can
apply to daily life and helps them to organise and retrieve information through exercises
for:
• Selective information – identifying and selecting critical elements of a message
• Coding and grouping items for recall – organising and classifying items into logical
categories
• Using aids to remember – strategies for chunking, note-taking and outlining
• Strategies for: following directions, paraphrasing and daily life skills.

The ROMPA® range includes resources that are useful for
non-standardised assessment of fine motor and cognitive skills.
Why not flip over the catalogue and find more activities to use
for focused interventions?

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:48

CARDS & Just for Adults Series l Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Language & Literacy

Just for Adults Word Relationships - Book

W955594

Specific Needs

Target word relationships and improve language processes associated with flexible expression.
These are carefully-chosen stimuli and enable a steady progression in difficulty. Easy-to-use
activities help participants expand expression and manipulate words by associating words and
concepts in the areas of “opposites”, “synonyms”, “multiple-meaning words”, “analogies”. Tasks
include multiple choice, selecting from a word list, giving one-word verbal and written answers,
sentence completion etc.

£ 15.00

Just for Adults: Deductions - Book

These simple, uncluttered one-page activities help develop logical thinking skills and
provide targeted practice in deductive reasoning from different perspectives with carefully
graded progressive task sequences. Targets: making word deductions from sentences and clues
(what has pages, a cover, and is read?); answering if/then questions, what, who, and which
questions and determining figural and object classes from visual and verbal clues. Participants
mark chosen answers, give verbal answers and write word answers. For 16yrs-adult.

W956974

£ 15.00

Improve concrete categorisation skills with these one-page activities that accommodate
the limited language of adults with neurological impairment. One-page, activities have
carefully graded progression. Targets: selecting, matching, and sorting members of concrete
categories (drinks, rooms, kitchen items); excluding words that don’t belong in a concrete
category (shoe, slipper, boot, road); naming concrete category members (name a month
that begins with O); listing items by location and categories (things found at the beach).
Participants mark chosen answers, give verbal answers and write word answers. For 16yrs-adult.

W956975

£ 15.00

Just For Adults: Abstract Categories - Book

W956973

£ 15.00

W955596

£ 15.00

Just for Adults Following Directions - Book

Improve direction and target the underlying processes of language comprehension
and reasoning.This workbook is carefully designed to present complex directions with
varied content and formats with content accommodating limited language abilities.
Skills trained in early activities are reinforced and then developed in later tasks.
Participants engage by marking the correct answer, physically following commands and
completing simple drawings.

W955595

£ 15.00

Just for Adults: Complete Series - 6 Books

Obtain a complete set of Just For Adults books for your resource cupboard!

W957031

Save £15!

£ 75.00

Attention - CARDS: Cognition, Attention and Recall Drill Set

Use a simple deck of playing cards to target very specific attention skills! 50 enjoyable
activities develop Sustained Attention (working on a particular task for an extended
time), Selective Attention (responding to a stimulus in the presence of competing
stimuli), Alternating Attention (appropriately changing attention from one thing to
another) and Divided Attention (multi-tasking or processing multiple stimuli). The
familiarity of cards is reassuring, whilst the activities offer challenge and pace. Easily
gradeable. Age 15 - Adult.

W955360

£ 18.95

These 40 engaging playing-card activities are enjoyable but specifically target four
types of memory; Short Term (recalling immediate information/storing for future
processing), Declarative Long Term (retrieving stored information such as facts, places,
etc), Procedural Long Term (recall learned routines through repetition) and Prospective
Long Term (doing something at the correct time). Clients recall and follow instructions
whilst simultaneously exercising auditory, visual memory skills and fine motor skills.
Offers numerous ways to grade difficulty level.

W955361
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Activities For Adults

Memory - CARDS: Cognition, Attention and Recall Drill Set

www.winslowresources.com

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

These ready to go sessions improve categorisation, comprehension and manipulation of
abstract concepts. Activities include: selecting, matching and sorting (pointed things,
scented things); excluding words that don’t belong; naming abstract categories and items in
abstract categories (name something small that begins with M); listing items by two attributes
(things that keep you warm in the winter). Participants mark chosen answers, give verbal
answers and write word answers. A screening tool aids intervention tailoring. For 16yrs-adult.
Basic to moderate difficulty.

Increase accuracy answering yes/no questions with 430 gradeable activities. Includes
short questions (Can a chair walk?), object questions (Are boxes used when packing
items?), topic questions about safety, food, occupations (Does a waiter change tires
for customers?), two-item comparisons (Is a cat older than a kitten?), pictures with
questions, before and after questions (Do you set the alarm after you get up?), one and
two sentence statements with questions.

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Just for Adults: Concrete Categories - Book

Just for Adults Yes/No Questions - Book

£ 18.95

sales@winslowresources.com
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Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care l Word-Finding & Semantics

Semantic Workbooks Set of 6

A set of 6 workbooks that provide therapists
with high quality resources for everyday use.
Designed for use with adults with acquired
neurological disorders and based on the
cognitive neuropsychological model of
language processing, each workbook covers
aspects of semantics. Filled with clear and
captivating illustrations with exercises are
graded in order of difficulty and presented in
different formats, e.g. pictures only, written
word only and pictures with words.

X6

W951800

Semantic Links 240 Worksheets & CD

Building Language:
Word Meanings - Book

Accessible, clear and theoretically rigorous
manual containing a large variety of therapeutic
exercises for building understanding and recall
of words by strengthening semantic processing.
With its roots firmly based in cognitive
neuropsychology, it contains 200+ pages of
reproducible worksheets for “picture meanings”
(odd picture out selection), “spoken word picture links” (spoken word to picture matching);
“written word - picture links” (written word to
picture matching), “words in groups” (word
decision between and in category).

W951212

£ 62.95

Building Language:
Word Sounds - Book

Based on a cognitive neuropsychological
framework. Targets facilitation, strengthening
and development of recognition and
production of phonemes and graphemes in
single words. The workbook has four major
sections, with key learning strategies (eg, lip
shape cues) provided in the structure of the
exercises:
• Hear the difference: Recognising the
difference between speech sounds.
• The shape of words: Recognising the sound
and shape of written words.
• Sounds & letters: Matching sounds and their
letters (strengthening phoneme grapheme
correspondence).
• Spell the rhyme: Recognising spelling and rhyming patterns.
210 pages, illustrated, wire-o-bound

W951213

£ 72.65

“An excellent resource for working with patients, particularly those with aphasia. It
builds understanding of words by strengthening semantic processing and increasing
complexity of tasks. It starts from a much simpler ‘odd one out’ task (related and
unrelated) and builds word meanings with ‘spoken/written word to picture match’
through to a range of divergent semantic tasks. Easy to follow instructions at the
beginning of each section help structure clinician goals and provide carers/other
allied health professionals with helpful hints to complete tasks. Perfect for the busy
clinician; ready made worksheets covering a broad range of semantic impairments
making this an invaluable resource that is a permanent fixture in my therapy bag.”
Khadeeja Rashid, Clinical Lead & SLT.

Building Language Series - 2 Book Set

Purchase both “Word Meanings” and the “Word Sounds” together.

W951211
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Save Over £20!

For sales and enquiries contact us today
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£ 99.95

£ 115.00

For use with children and adults to aid
categorisation skills, improve word finding
and support vocabulary learning. 240 graded
worksheets and score sheets for use with
those who have semantic difficulties. Includes
cross referenced core vocabulary of 320+ high
frequency nouns and verbs. Tasks may be
presented verbally or non-verbally. Includes a
DIY section for teachers/therapists to create
bespoke resources. Verbs are represented by
Rebus symbols with an additional section
if these need to be taught. CD enables
sheets to be easily printed and a manual has
information, summaries and sample sheets.

W956347

Non Returnable

£ 64.95 *

Semantic and Naming
Therapy – Book and CD

Evidence-based interventions to enhance
naming and word-finding abilities for
clients with aphasia. Addresses ‘what’ to
do, ‘why’, and ‘how’ to do them. Strengthen
links between the semantic system and
phonological output lexicon with activities
controlled for word frequency, imageability
and length. Includes underpinning theory of
how tasks impact on the language processing
system, detailed instructions, teachingon-error, monitoring progress and moving
clients to higher/lower treatment levels etc.
Includes manual and CD with worksheets
and computerised naming, oral reading and
repetition tasks.

W955688

Non Returnable

£ 44.95

Functional Conversation
Games - Book

Improve conversational flow! These games
replicate natural conversational interactions.
Participants have choice and freedom to select
topics, create responses, determine the order
of turns and the amount of time for each topic.
Improves vocabulary, grammar, critical thinking
and reasoning with social awareness, listener
perspective and non-verbal language. Useful
for people with expressive language and/or
pragmatic (social) deficits, high-functioning
autism (including Asperger’s), behaviour
difficulties requiring improved social skills,
mild developmental delays and neurological
impairment.

W955405

£ 46.95

01246 210 416
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Voice Disorders, Aphasia & Dysphagia l Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Valuable therapeutic interventions for every
client with aphasia. 41 functional activities
are arranged in hierarchy of difficulty within
three sections - with goals, detailed task
instructions for clinicians and strategies for
grading and tailoring for person-centred care.
Sections; Receptive Language (imitating
gestures to understanding complex paragraphs),
Reading Comprehension (improving in an
continuum from letter matching to paragraph
comprehension) and Expressive Language
(tasks range from automatic utterances to
conversational speech). For adults.

W954076

£ 46.95

Improve communication skills of young
adults and adults! 86 topics cover home,
community, work and leisure via different
receptive and expressive language activities:
using themed visual cues either at an
appropriate level or that are pertinent to
the individual; pointing to correct images
in response to questions, e.g. “Show me the
soap, What do you dry off with?”; complete
matching, listening and visual memory
activities using the picture cards provided;
imitate words, sentences and complete
sentences; name, describe and answer questions about items e.g. “Describe how you shave.
Name six grooming items”; answer critical thinking and problem solving questions related
to real-life e.g. “Why do you wash your hands before eating? How do you know if you need
to shave?” US resource, but concepts are transferrable/adaptable for UK. For 12yrs-adult.

£ 44.95

Descriptions, diagnostically
useful information and treatment
suggestions provided for 23
voice disorders: 6 functional, 2
neurological and 15 organic.
Includes evaluative tools, treatment
ideas and therapy tasks to help
clients with functional and/or
medical voice disorders. Offers
an easy reference of a diagnosis
with etiology, physiology, and
corresponding recommendations
for treatment as well as an anatomical overview and physiology of voice production for
quick consultation. For:13yrs-adult.

W953526

The Source® for Dysarthria - Book
& CD

Non Returnable

£ 46.95

The Source® for Oral-Facial
Exercises - Book

Super resource to guide client evaluation
and implement a complete therapy
program for those with oral-facial
disorders due to stroke, cranio-facial
anomalies, Bell’s palsy, head injury,
cerebral palsy, Parkinson’s disease
etc. Use to develop client posture and
muscle tone to improve articulation,
swallowing and vocal production. With
exercises and intervention strategies
for 15 symptoms. With exercises and
intervention strategies for 15 symptoms.
For Ages: 14-Adult

W953772

£ 46.95

The Source® for Dysphagia - Book

W952271

Non Returnable

£ 46.95

www.winslowresources.com
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Communication Activities with
Adults - Book

With more than 100 graded
communication activities for individuals
and groups. An excellent resource for
health professionals and activity providers.
Originally compiled for use with people
with dysphasia, this is also valuable for
working with the elderly and day-centre
clients and can be used for group warmups. The majority of activities require little
or no preparation and can be adapted to
suit different abilities.

W953548

Activities For Adults

3rd Edition. Includes patient/staff/student
education materials on issues such as gag
reflex and instrumental exams, information
on videofluoroscopic studies and how to
perform and interpret them, a framework for
short-term goals and treatment objectives
based on symptoms observed and physiological
causes, special considerations in ICU, including
information on tracheotomies, ventilators,
blue dye test and suctioning. Also addresses
outcomes and efficiency data, including
information useful for documenting treatment
effectiveness. Contains either a CD or an access
code for downloadable resources.

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

2nd Edition. A valuable resource for the
assessment and management of dysarthria.
Discusses non-progressive versus degenerative
dysarthria, alternatives to verbal speech,
assessment tools and strategies, treatment
planning and goal setting. Includes
photocopiable exercises for deficits in
respiration, phonation, resonance, articulation
and prosody.

£ 46.95

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Designed for use by SLT’s, students, volunteers
and carer, this user-friendly and practical book
offers a range of activity ideas to improve skills
in specific areas for people who have aphasia.
Focuses on colour recognition, reading and
writing, numeracy, memory and vocabulary and
progresses from easy to more complex tasks for
each topic.

W952270

£ 72.95 *

The Source® for Voice
Disorders Adolescent &
Adult - Book

Aphasia Resource Book

W955578

Non Returnable

Specific Needs

W957007

Language & Literacy

The Source® for Aphasia Therapy Book

Functional Vocabulary
Activities for Adolescents &
Adults: CD-ROM

£ 24.95

sales@winslowresources.com
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Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care l Relaxation & Pain Relief

Two levels can be easily
selected and changed

Non-invasive massage tool

Pain Relief in a Box CD

Constant pain is uncomfortable, wearing
on the nerves and can be depressing.
Daily practice of breathing and relaxation
encourages endorphins which are a natural
pain reliever. It also reduces tension of the
body and mind, releases toxins and can
help during periods of acute pain. Written
by a Stress Management Specialist, Trainer
and Speaker. 31mins

W957053

Non Returnable

£ 7.95 *

Stiivii® Pro

An evidence-based, non-invasive massage tool to deliver vibrations reaching 6cm deep
into tissue. Two levels (50 and 100Hz) can be easily selected and quickly altered. Extension
handle makes treatment of hard to reach areas such as the back or feet easier. Size: 19L x
8cmD

Breathing for your Back CD

Ease back pain and improve posture using
these carefully selected yoga techniques.
Build muscle tone in the lower stomach,
helping to strengthen the lower back,
support the spine and improve posture.
Themes: Yoga Complete Breath; Supported
Forward Bend; Supported Post of Child;
Kneeling Passive Head Roll, Deep Relaxation.
Created by a published author, Meditation
and Hatha Yoga teacher. 46mins.

W957054

Non Returnable

W956024

£ 7.95 *

£ 199.95 * VAT Relief

Useful for professionals as
part of their therapy

Provides relief for people

Mindfulness
Meditation for Pain Relief - CD

Listen, relax and meditate. Three
meditations, based on mindfulness and
compassion techniques with background
music have been created to help soothe
and manage pain or associated discomfort
more easily. Topics: Introduction; Posture;
Filling Your Body with Light; Saturating
Your Body with the Breath; Compassionate
Breath Meditation. 56mins.

W957055

Non Returnable

Stiivii® Power Professional Massage Tool

This massage tool has strong settings for intense treatment of contracted muscles or
sensory deficits. The amplitude is higher than in the other Stiivii® devices meaning the
vibrations oscillate further reaching further than 6 cm deep. It comes with two levels (50
and 100 Hz). This version is useful for professionals who use deep tissue massage as part
of their therapy. Can provide relief for people with spasticity, going through post-stroke or
physical rehabilitation, athletes or those with CP, Parkinson’s etc. Gold or chrome finish please specify colour choice when ordering.

W956159 Chrome
W956398 Gold

£ 199.95 * VAT Relief
£ 199.95 * VAT Relief

£ 7.95 *

The Flower Collection DVD - Set of 3

A set of 3 breathtaking DVDs. “Flowers of Holland” Features spectacular colourful displays
of tulips, daffodils and other mixed flowers. Filmed at the Keukenhof Spring Gardens in the
Netherlands. “Flowers of Provence” explores the regions of Provence and South-West France from
a floral perspective. 3 relaxing films: lavender, poppies and sunflowers are set to relaxing music
with a four further tracks having natural sounds. The last DVD is “Butterflies and Flowers” has
fascinating close-up footage of fluttering butterflies, caterpillars, bees, dragonflies on gorgeous
flowers. 235 mins.

Guided Meditation Series - CDs

Easy to follow guided meditations that involve beautifully crafted stories with music and
natural sound effects. Each track leads you into a deep state of relaxation, tapping into the
restoring power of meditation. Escape into a world of imagination and achieve inner peace.

W955992

Non Returnable

£ 17.95 *

Total Relaxation: Deep Recharge in the sanctuary of a desert oasis; Inner Peace in a
secluded valley; Pure Relaxation on a hammock in a secret garden. 63mins.
Guided Meditations: Deep Relaxation in the depths of the ocean; Inner Vision whilst
exploring a tropical rainforest; Sanctuary in the artic wilderness. 63mins.

W957048
W957049

Guided Meditations
Total Relaxation

Non Returnable
Non Returnable

For more CDs turn to page 99.
Suitable for adults and children

£ 7.95 *
£ 7.95 *

Weekend at the Beach DVD

An idyllic film of two relaxing days on sun-kissed picturesque
beaches with turquoise shimmering water and breathtaking
sunsets. Each day has 4 different films of a different deserted
beach at sunrise, mid-day, afternoon and sunset. Idyllic sights and
sounds. High quality footage. Programmed to loop and repeat.
Duration: 120 mins.

W955989
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Non Returnable

£ 11.95 *

01246 210 416
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Movement & Exercise l Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Language & Literacy

The Magic of Movement - 3 CDs

Exercise activities to use with older people:
• Chair Exercises - All parts of the body are exercised
with this music and easy-to-follow instructions
• Light ‘n’ Lively - Smooth and rhythmical exercises, designed to increase blood
circulation, accompanied by activity suggestions.
• Sittercise - A nice change of pace from more traditional exercise programmes.

Walking in Italy DVD

W955994

Non Returnable

£ 9.45 *

W952254

Non Returnable

£ 75.00 *

Specific Needs

A lovely walking adventure exploring the Tuscany landscape on three 20 minute walks. The
journey meanders through Sienna countryside with rolling hills, cypress trees, golden wheat
fields with stunning blue skies. Explore historical Pisa, its Leaning Tower, cathedral and
renaissance piazzas. Final walk meanders down beautiful a mountain path, beside a river
discovering a medieval village and ends watching sunset over the hills. 60 mins.

Seatworks

Music on a CD with instructions for seated
exercises with simple body movements.
Designed to accommodate a wide range
of ages and capabilities as individuals
may participate at their own pace and
level of ability.

W952030

Non Returnable

£ 24.95 *

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Chair Yoga Book & DVD

These gentle chair exercises have been
developed for those with limited mobility.
Accessible for everyone, old or young
alike, for those going through rehab
or to inspire professionals. Presents
movements to stimulate the whole body,
from correct breathing techniques to
movements to strengthen muscles and
increase circulation.

Mountain Walks DVD

W955995

Non Returnable

£ 9.45 *

DVD: Voiceover instructions and
onscreen demonstrations guide viewers
through two 40-minute chair yoga
routines.
BOOK: 90 easy to follow exercises, each described clearly
via instructional bullet points and a line drawing showing
directional motion, accompanied by an outline of the benefits.

W922464 Chair Yoga DVD
W956733 Chair Yoga Book

Non Returnable

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

3 adventurous walks explore dramatic peaks of the Swiss Alps and Italian Dolomites. Enjoy
rocky landscapes, glacial rivers, mountains, forest views and a stunning sunset. All are
complemented by sounds of nature, peaceful bird song and rivers recorded on location.
60 mins.

£ 12.90 *
£ 14.95

Forest Cycle Rides DVD

Three 20-minute cycle journeys through the beautiful National Park De Hoge Veluwe in the
Netherlands. A relaxing ride through lush green forests, with birdsong and stunning scenic
landscapes. Fast-paced ride through an autumnal forest ending in dry grasslands with
extensive views. A sunny and clear day through long forest lanes and a green meadow.
60 mins.

W955990

Non Returnable

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 9.45 *

Tones muscles, increases agility and improves co-ordination. Unlimited possibilities.
Approved by therapists. May be useful in rehabilitation after certain injuries. The
different colours represent different resistance. Can be cut and so individually
adjusted to suit your own needs. Made from natural rubber latex. Phthalate-, PVCand lead-free. Size: 550cmL (in total), 15cmW

W915364
W915365
W915366
W915367

Yellow Mini
Red Medium
Green Strong
Blue Extra Strong

sales@winslowresources.com

£
£
£
£

16.95 *
16.95 *
16.95 *
16.95 *

Activities For Adults

Thera-Band™
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Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care l Thera-bandTM & Fine Motor Control

Rolyan Semi-Circular
Peg Board

Geoboard Fine Motor Set - 6 pieces

A set of 6 colourful double-sided geoboards. Work on developing precise fine motor skills
while making shapes and patterns with elastic bands. One side is geometric, the other
isometric. Useful for education or rehabiltiation purposes. Size: 23x23x1cm.

W956957

£ 20.75 *

A versatile resource for
rehabilitation, particularly
for those with neurological
impairment or orthopaedic
injury. Facilitates repetitive
activities to improve range
of movement, muscle
strength, pincer grip and
hand eye coordination or
can be used to assess visual
field difficulties. Enables
grading - different degrees
of elevation, reach and stretch over 3 tiers, 43 varying diameter pegs (6.4mm, 1.3cm &
1.6mm) and each diameter comes in two lengths (2.5 & 9.5cm). Use bilaterally or unilaterally.
Durable, easy to clean plastic. Size: 66x36x5cmH. Supervise use - small parts.

W956287

£ 235.00 *

Jamar® 9-Hole Peg Test

Great for non-standardised assessments of
fine motor functioning, visual difficulties and
developing co-ordination as well as finger
dexterity. Chunky design features an integral
collecting cavity for storage and easy flip for
retrieval during activity. 12cm square wooden
pegboard with 9 pegs. Supervise use – small
parts.

W956301 Test
£ 46.45 *
W956302 Replacement pegs for 56301
£ 16.75 *

Thera-Band™ Hand X Trainer

Can be chilled or heated! Gradeable with 4 density levels, enabling progress from easy to difficult.
Useful for a variety of rehabilitation exercises for the fingers, hand, wrist and forearm. Easy to
clean and latex-free. Available to UK customers only.

W956106 Soft, Red
W956107 Medium, Green
W956108 Heavy, Blue

£ 15.30*
£ 15.30*
£ 15.30*

W956109 Extra Heavy, Black £ 15.30*
W956110 Set of all 4
£ 54.95*

Stretch and squeeze

Four resistency
webs

Thera-Band™ Hand Exerciser Ball

Versatile, resource for use with hands, fingers or forearms, supplied in four levels of resistant
material to enable grading of the exercise or rehabilitation activity. Can also be heated or chilled,
very beneficial if the therapeutic goal is neurological as well as physical. Ideal to strengthen
grip, increase dexterity or improve fine and gross motor skills. Complete with exercise ideas and
guidance. Available to UK customers only.

W956290 Extra Soft, Yellow £ 13.95*
W956291 Soft, Red
£ 13.95*

W956292 Medium, Green
W956293 Firm, Blue

£ 13.95*
£ 13.95*

Thera-band™ Progressive Hand Trainer Kit

A progressive activity for finger and hand strengthening using trusted Thera-band™ resistance
material. Multiple holes enable choice of positioning with four resistance levels represented by
colour (Tan, Yellow, Red and Green) allowing activities to be graded appropriately. Useful for
rehabilitation following surgery or neurological difficulty to improve range of motion, grip and
intrinsic strength. Available to UK customers only.

W956280

£ 49.95 *

Hand Master Plus

Three levels
of difficulty!

Gripmaster - Set of 3

Develops isolated finger strength, flexibility and co-ordination whilst building hand and
forearm strength. Conforms to hand shape and disperses pressure across the palm. Isolation
of each finger movement is enabled with individually spring-loaded buttons. Finger pressure is
carefully calibrated. Three strengths: Blue - Easy, Red - Medium, Black - Strong. Latex-free.

W915860
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£ 36.95 *

Designed for daily outpatient use to
support treatment of hand, wrist and
forearm difficulties. Provides reciprocal
muscle group exercise for the whole
hand through full, natural planes of
motion, aiding development of both
flexion and extension. Improves strength,
co-ordination and general blood flow,
stimulating peripheral nerves to the hand.
Three levels of difficulty for progressive
activity grading.

W956281
W956282
W956283

Soft
Medium
Firm

£ 18.45 *
£ 18.45 *
£ 18.45 *

01246 210 416
13/12/2018 09:14

Fine Motor Control l Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Language & Literacy

Problem
solving
and fine
motor!

Fit boards together to make activity area bigger

Click-Together Multi-purpose Therapy Boards - Set of 4

This versatile fine motor set consists of four boards that can be fitted together to make large
working areas or used individually. Thread multicoloured laces into the 4 tools provided and
clients then push into plastic indentations to “trap” threads, creating patterns, words, pictures
or shapes. This has great rehabilitation potential - quickly create wide or increasingly narrow
or more challenging “paths” or shapes for clients to trace with fingertips. For 3 yrs+. Supervise
use, small parts, long cords. Size: 28x19.5x1cmD.

White
Black

£ 40.45 *
£ 40.45 *

This wooden resource has three challenges; circles are on a screw thread, triangles
are manipulated around the protruding dowels and the correct sized squares have
to be selected to complete the sequencing puzzle. Useful for developing fine motor
and problem solving skills, hand-eye co-ordination, shape recognition etc. For: 2yrs+.
Size: 25x9.5x12cmH.

W957034

£ 12.95 *

Specific Needs

W956708
W956709

Twist and Turn Wooden Puzzle

“Great non-standardised assesssment tool”
“Create paths for clients to trace with fingers, quickly adjust to make them easier or harder”
“Add boards together to make activity bigger”
“Let clients hold the tool and create their own patterns”

Tangle Therapy

W952173

Match and Link Sequencing Set

A versatile resource supporting educational or therapeutic goals. 120 Geolinks can
be used for simple activities such as matching or sorting 3 shapes, 4 colours, or
linking together. Increase complexity by matching patterns on the colour side of
the 16 cards or flip to the black and white side requiring recognition of symbols to
identify correct colours via using a symbol/colour key. Develops and improves fine
motor, logical thinking, colour/shape recognition, attention, concentration skills etc.
Ideal for those who have Dementia and find repetitive non-goal orientated activity
soothing. Suitable for adults or children. For 3yrs+, small parts.

£ 14.45 *

W956965

£ 22.45 *

Roll for grey, white or red

Roll a Ball Tools

Each ball changes colour with a gentle roll of the fingertip. Designed as mathematical aids, but
they also provide tactile, auditory and visual feedback, creating non-goal orientated fine motor
fiddle tools for those who find repetitive movement calming. Choose 20 turning balls, or10
turning balls. Supervise use, this item is not a toy.

W956694
W956695

20 Turning Balls - 21.5x6x2cm
10 Turning Balls - 11.5x6x2cm

£ 12.95 *
£ 9.95 *

A table-top balancing game. Roll the
die and place a corresponding shape
onto the oval plate, without shapes
falling off! Tests balance, dexterity,
fine motor skills and hand-eye
co-ordination. Difficulty level can be
adjusted by using the dome base
flat-side uppermost with the central
peg or downwards without the peg.
For 3yrs+. Supervise use, small parts.
Size: oval plate 18x10cm; shapes
1.5cmW; die 1.5x1.5x1.5cm.

W955747

£ 7.95*

Activities For Adults

Fine Motor Movement Boards Set of 4

Each of these 4 wooden boards feature a
brightly coloured knob and two pathway tracks
of increasing difficulty to help practice fine
motor movements, improve control and handeye coordination skills. Intended to develop
pre-writing skills, but useful for therapeutic or
rehabilitation also. Supervise use, sharp pointed
edges. 34x14x3cm. For: 3yrs+.

W956937

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Balancing Seesaw

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

A twistable tool for developing and maintaining
fine motor skills. Research found efficacy in using
these in play therapy, ADHD, dementia, nursing,
special needs, mental health and well-being. Can
enable better reading and maths comprehension,
soothe nerves, focus and improve rehabilitation.
Twist, fiddle, manipulate or pull apart the small
sections and put back together with a satisfying
click. Small parts, can be disassembled – for 3yrs+.
Supervise use with children or vulnerable adults.

Twists
and
turns

£ 47.75 *

www.winslowresources.com
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Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care l Jigsaw Puzzles

Food: Matching, Motor & Visual Discrimination Game

20 realistic food and drink two-part pictures, completed with a
“jigsaw” style interlocking design. This extremely versatile resource has
age-appropriate images for adults or children and suitable for a range of
activities such as rehabilitation, language, conversation starters, matching
etc. Images are set in contexts rather than having white backgrounds.
Examples: tea, soup, croissants, lasagne, spaghetti bolognaise, milk, cereal,
pizza, fish and chips, ice cream, salad, bread etc. Aids motor and cognition
(visual discrimination, hand-eye co-ordination, fine motor skills etc).
Thick, 2mm card. Completed size: 16x8cm. Developed by Occupational
Therapists.

W957091

£ 34.95 * VAT Relief

56571

Creatures Puzzles: Set of 9 (3-4 pieces)

A set of 9 beautiful photographic puzzles on 2mm thick card with a simple interlocking design.
3 piece puzzles show a kitten,tortoise, fish and a bird. 4 piece puzzles feature a ladybird,
puppies, butterfly, panda and an elephant. Each has a different colour back to the reverse to aid
self-correction. Glossy wipe clean surface (damp cloth only). Suitable for those with adults or
children with additional needs, rehab and educational activities.

W957088

56573

56572

£ 12.75 *

56574

TheraJigsaw™ & TheraJigstick™ Foam Puzzles - Set of 4

TheraJigsaw™ and TheraJigstick™ puzzles have been a favourite of our customers for some years now,
and rightly so! Each piece is lightweight, chunky and easy to grip whilst the images are simple, clear and
age appropriate for adults, chosen to prompt conversation and memory recall. Suitable for those with
cognitive impairments, or limited dexterity. Jigsaws have traditional shaped pieces, whereas the sticks are
long strips. Care homes and hospitals find them to be great additions to their resource cupboards. Wipe
clean.

W956571
W956572
W956573
W956574

TheraJigsaw™ Dog, Flower, Lighthouse & Windmill
TheraJigsaw™ Pig, Carousel, Flower & Beach Scene
TheraJigstick™ Ferris Wheel, Flowers, Campervan & Bird
TheraJigstick™ Bread, Child, Dog & Flowers

56913

£ 35.95*
£ 35.95*
£ 34.95*
£ 34.95*

VAT Relief
VAT Relief
VAT Relief
VAT relief

56914

56915

56916

Wooden Peg Puzzles

Beautiful 8 and 7 piece wooden puzzles featuring silkscreen printed photographs of a rooster, rabbit, fish and butterfly outlined in black. Large pieces and wooden pegs enable those with fine
motor limitations to engage with this activity. Ideal for rehabilitation or for adults with cognitive impairment as well as young children. For 3yrs+, small parts. Size: 24x30x1cm.

W956913 Rabbit - 8 pieces
W956914 Tropical Fish - 8 pieces
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£ 11.50 *
£ 11.50 *

W956915 Rooster - 7 pieces
W956916 Butterfly - 8 pieces

£ 11.50 *
£ 11.50 *

01246 210 416
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Cognition & Matching l Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Language & Literacy

Square up: Slide and
Match Game

Easy concept, but challenging
to complete! Shake a cube
shaker, slide coloured tiles
around your tray and get the
nine central tiles to match the
pattern. The first player or team
to finish close their tray lid to
frame the centre tiles. Uses a
range of fine motor and visual
skills. Can be used individually.
For 2 players, or 2 teams, 6yrs+
(safety: 3 yrs+, small parts).

W956946

Wonky Blocks Stacking Game

Play the cards, Stack the wonky blocks but take care not to make the tower topple…
otherwise you will have to get more cards. Either empty your hand or stack the
ninth block to win the game. Ideal for improving concentration/attention and fine
motor skills. For 8yrs+, 2-6 players. Packaging may vary.

£ 14.95 *

W957018

Specific Needs

Shaperise Memory
Game

Line Links: Colour
Matching Game

Versatile memory game! Flip
a card, players then have
30 seconds to memorise
the pattern, positioning and
colours of the blocks. Try to
recreate the pattern exactly
with ten coloured blocks, not
as easy as it sounds! Five ways
to play, three difficulty levels.
For: 2-4 players, 8yrs+. Safety:
3 yrs+, small parts.

Great little game! Match coloured
lines up, the more link, the more
points are scored. As more tiles
are added the pattern grows more
complex, but with more match-up
options. The player with the most
points wins. For: 1-4 players, 8yrs+.

W956947

£ 14.95 *

£ 7.95 *

£ 14.95 *

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

W957042

Different
difficulty
levels

6 different visual perception games offer varying difficulty levels and enable development of
different skills. Explore concepts of space, 3D, differentation and improve concentration and
attention. 6 boards, 16 cards. Can be played independantly, in pairs or in small groups. For all
ages, but 4 years+.

W956551

£ 24.95 *

Recognising & Comparing Games - Set of 4

Four colourful games to improve perception, concentration and matching skills. Different
difficulty levels allows grading of tasks. Suitable for all ages. 13 cards in each game.

W956550

£ 14.95 *

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Cambio: Visual Perception Games - Set of 6

Cognition Cubes: Activity &
Booklet

W956552

£ 45.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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Magnetic Stacking & Problem Solving Activity

A problem-solving game using colourful magnetic rings! Use a range of skills
simultaneously - hand-eye co-ordination, attention, concentration etc. 70 patterns to
replicate. Play alone or race someone else! Includes: 8 rings 3.2cmDia; 2 poles, 10.5cmH,
4cmDia base; 2 card stands 7x4.5x0.5cm, 35 double-sided cards 7x13.5cm. Downloadable
guide. For: 3yrs+, small parts, supervise use.

W956433

Activities For Adults

Useful for rehabilitation, using
cognition, fine motor and visual skills.
Participants arrange 27 brightly
coloured wooden cubes according to
patterns provided in the extensive
accompanying booklet (173 pages).
These are gradeable activities, from
simple to complex. For: 4 yrs+. Small
parts, supervise use.

£ 21.95*

sales@winslowresources.com
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Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care l Memory Recall

Themed Books for Memory Impaired Adults

These books were purposefully created for adults who have memory impairment as
conversational tools. They facilitate meaningful activity and social engagement for people with
limited attention and concentration skills. Clear presentation makes it easy to focus on the
content - age appropriate, beautiful photographs on plain backgrounds and a large text format
to makes quotations, proverbs, interesting facts and poems easy to read. Ideal for day centres,
residential homes, neuro wards and we had great feedback from Dementia settings when
distributed for testing. US developed. Occasional word or image differences were dismissed as
unproblematic by our reviewers and could be adapted if really required.

W956908 Flowers
W956909 Colors
W956910 Wild Animals

Feedback from an OT assistant, using the “Colors” book.
Feedback: Patient has a short attention span so it was great to be able to “skip” from one
object/topic to another as objects were irrelevant to each other (except having some colour).
Patient was engaged for 45 mins!!! The patient enjoyed looking at the colourful pictures...
although struggled at times to link the word with the pictured object. She loved the picture of
a monkey and became very animated and humourous after seeing it. Patient also read short
lyrics next to the pictures and enjoyed it.

£ 20.00
£ 20.00 W957026 Dogs and Puppies
£ 20.00 W957027 Set of 4 Books

Interesting Destinations: Memory, Matching & Conversation Set

Vibrant photographs of famous places from around the world are presented on high quality
robust card. Match the 17 image pairs to work on memory or use them as discussion cards to
recall holidays, talk about places that are on the “bucket list” or for storytelling etc. For 3 years+.
Size: 9x9cm.

W956438

£ 11.95 *

Save Over £20!

£ 20.00
£ 56.95

Memory Games for Groups - Book

A wonderfully practical handbook featuring 100 adaptable games and the issues that arise with
them. Although primarily intended for use with older people, these games are enjoyed by people
of all ages • As part of a social activities programme • Specifically for reminiscence purposes
• To help keep people orientated to the world around them • To exercise memory skills or • As
the prelude to discussion so that individuals can share difficulties and explore methods of aiding
memory.

W951726

£ 28.75

Feelings: Concentration, Visual Discrimination & Memory Game

Described as being an activity particularly enjoyed by people who have Dementia,
Alzheimer’s or ASD. There are various ways to play, as a memory matching game, to
generate conversation, to express who people feel or how they would feel in relation to
specific topics, for storytelling etc. Intuitive and versatile. This game was developed by an
Occupational Therapist and a Special Needs Educator. 20 pairs, 40 cards. Card Size: 7x7cm.

W957092

£ 34.95 * VAT Relief

Memory Matching Games on page 40
suitable for adults and children
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Call to Mind - Game

An enjoyable, stimulating, creative and inclusive communication tool for those with Dementia.
Enables conversation and helps promote person-centred care. The questions are designed
to discover a person’s likes and dislikes in order to tailor activities and generate conversation.
Intergenerational so teenagers can play with grandparents, providing an opportunity for shared
leisure time. Includes board, spinner, 8 feedback sheets, 48 cards (Active, Creative, Past, Present)
and instructions. Small parts - for 3 years and over.
Size: box 26.5 x 26.5 x 6cmH; board 49 x 49cm; cards 6.8 x 7.5cm

W955871

£ 42.95 * VAT relief

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:49

Memory Recall l Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care
Newton’s Cradle

W955887

Language & Literacy

Classic pendulum device. Super for those who
find repetitive motion or repetitive sound
calming and soothing. Raise an end sphere
and drop smoothly onto the others to begin
the motion. Non-goal orientated, this is a
simple interactive activity or can have greater
context in groupwork by providing the scientific
reasoning behind its development. This is not a
toy. Keep away from young children. Supervised
use. Size: 17x13.5x13.5cm.

£ 14.95*

Kaleidoscope Sorting & Matching Activity Set

W956920

£ 57.95 *

Specific Needs

This wooden compendium can be used for many activities! Select coloured shapes
and build patterns within frames; either matching the included patterns, or use in
a creative non-structured exploratory manner. Developed for educational use, but
transferrable to rehabilitation, (non-standardised assessments of motor skills, visual
discrimination, attention/concentration etc), care and residential settings. Useful for
adults as a non-goal orientated repetitive activity (stacking, matching, sorting etc).
Contents: 6 frames, 30 coloured cards, 54 coloured tiles, storage box. For: 4yrs+,
small parts. Supervise use.

Wooden Butterfly Dominoes

Simply match the beautiful wings of these lovely butterflies together to complete a realistic
image when it’s your turn! Made from wood, so robust and hopefully useful in the resource
cupbaord for many years to come! Contents: 28 dominoes (10x5x0.7cm) in a storage box
(36x32x8cm). Age appropriate for either children or adults.

£ 28.95 *

Tryangle Sorting & Matching Set

A versatile tub of 150 wooden cubes that can be used by adults or children for different
stacking, sorting, building or counting activities for either rehabilitation, learning etc. Great
to observe hand/eye co-ordination, attention, concentration ability and ideal for those who
have cognitive impairment and find repetitive non-goal orientated activity calming. Size
2cm². For 3yrs+, small parts.

W956966

W956917

£ 59.95 *

£ 14.95 *

These big chunky soft blocks look like wood and are great to stack, sort and build with.
May be valuable for rehabilitation too, as a resource for non-standardised assessment of
fine motor skills, concentration etc. We are often asked for safe, age-appropriate looking
resources for adults with impaired cognition who find repetitive and organising activities
soothing. We think these fit the bill, although originally designed for early years activities.
Size: 3.5cm thick. For: 1yr+.

W956912

£ 34.95*

www.winslowresources.com
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Four large cubes, perfect for non-goal orientated exploring and maintaining fine
motor functioning. Four skill levels, some cubes twist and rotate, all have holes and
paths to enable movement of colourful large and small beads. Guide and drop
these through the holes. These are intended for young children, however, we are
continually asked to find engaging and safe activities for adults who have impaired
cognition and these serve this purpose. Size: 7cm3. For age 0yrs+.

W956911

Activities For Adults

Ball Chase Puzzle Cubes - Set of 4

Wood-Effect Foam Building Blocks - 80 piece set

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Wooden Cubes - Set of 150

Tryangle is very versatile. Originally intended for developmental learning,
facilitating identification, matching colours and patterns and creation of shapes
and geometry. It is also useful for rehab settings for non-standardised assessments
of fine motor skills, attention/concentration etc. Care/residential homes may also
find these valuable for adults who find non-goal orientated, exploratory activity
soothing - stacking, matching and sorting. Contents: 6 triangular wooden frames
(sides: 30cm). Includes: 108 coloured triangles, 6 frames, 12 pattern cards and
storage box. For: 3yrs+ small parts, sharp corners, supervise use.

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

W956919

£ 12.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care l Simple Activities

Textured Surfaces

Tactile Memory Game (Nature) - 34 Cards

A collection of 34 beautiful natural images each enhanced with different textured surfaces
to compliment a featured image, e.g. glossy for water, rough for sand etc. The set features
animals and natural objects such as shells, stone, ice, waterfalls etc. In pairs for matching
activities and perfect for prompting memory recall and discussion in groups. Intended for
children, but these are age-appropriate for adults. Robust card. Size: 9x9cm.

W956932

£ 18.95 *

Textured Threading Beads - Set of 16

These large textured beads come in four different textures (ridged, knobbly, rough and
smooth), four shapes (circle, oval, square and triangle) and four subtle colours (grey,
white, cream and brown). Perfect for non-goal orientated sorting, matching and threading
activities. Supervise use - long cord, strangulation hazard. Not suitable for children under
18 months.

W956866

£ 17.45*

Precious Pets

These pets are very realistic. They are lifesize, carefully weighted to feel like a real small animal,
and ‘breathe’ too - the back subtly rises and falls as if softly napping. Each animal can be picked
up out of its basket and placed on the lap. Perfect for those who find the repetitive movement
of stroking a pet calming and soothing. Complete with collar. Breed/colour may vary subject to
availability. More varieties on-line - see www.winslowresources.com for different breeds

W919744
W920397
W922190
W922191
W922194

Kitten
Chocolate Labrador
Cocker Spaniel
Golden Retriever
Yorkie

£ 25.00*
£ 25.00*
£ 25.00*
£ 25.00*
£ 25.00*

Soft Rubber Shape Sorting Activity

This brightly coloured sorting set has a smooth, soft velvety-type textured surface. 15
shapes can be stacked, sorted or matched, ideal for developing and maintaining fine motor
skills as well as problem-solving, attention, concentration etc. When in the board, shapes
protrude by approx 8mm. Made of natural rubber foam. Surface clean only with damp cloth
or brush lightly with soft brush. For 0yrs+. Weight: 620g complete, 420g without shapes.
Size: 34.5x28x3cmH.

W957038

£ 24.95*

Reminiscence Tactile Squares

Tactile Squares provide a variety of indentations, raised areas, varied textures, 3D objects, colours and visual cues, all relevant to an overall theme. Choose from DIY, Trains, Gardening and the
Seaside. They offer no fail and non-goal orientated activities for groups or individuals with meaningful, age-appropriate themes to prompt memory recall and conversation. Designed, trialled and
found particularly useful for some individuals who have Dementia. Size: 29.6 x 29.6cm

W921447 DIY
W921448 Trains
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W921449 Gardening
W921450 Seaside

£ 74.95 * VAT Relief
£ 74.95 * VAT Relief

01246 210 416
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Simple Activities l Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

56028

Language & Literacy

56034

56031

56027

Specific Needs

56029
56033

Themed Dot to Dots for Adults - Sets of 48
56030

These Simple Colouring Packs for adults have been created by one of our designers with
input from our Occupational Therapist to appeal to those who have Dementia. Simple,
easy to recognise, yet age-appropriate images and uncluttered backgrounds enable adults
to enjoy the therapeutic benefits of colouring. The content was chosen with intentionally
simple, easy to recognise and age appropriate images, based around different popular
group activity themes to start meaningful conversation, discussion and prompt memory.
The activity itself helps to maintain fine motor skills and uses hand-eye co-ordination,
concentration, attention etc. . Why not use them as art/colouring/multi-sensory activity
sessions by introducing paint, crayons, pastels, or collage the finished piece with rice,
coloured leaves, feathers, cut out magazines etc? The finished piece can even be framed for
display after completion!

• Pets: Goldfish, dog, guinea pig, rabbit, bird & cat
• Gardening: Watering can, wellington boots, seeds & hand tools, vegetables, seedlings
& flowers
• Seaside: Lighthouse, icecream, seagull, beach huts, boat & bouy, bucket & spade
Feedback by Ms O’Hagan (Activities Co-ordinator), age of users in group 70-100
(Dementia & Older Adults). “Dementia users struggled with the numbers but enjoyed
joining up the lines anyway. Discussions on the seaside followed. Those without
Dementia enjoyed finding the pictures and the discussion afterwards. A nice activity to
be done in groups or individually. The pictures are not childish.”

W956028 Pets
W956027 Gardening
W956029 Seaside

Adult Dot to Dots Saver Pack - Set of 144

Winslow exclusive!

A huge saver pack of dot to dots for adults, a total of 144 colouring sheets! Includes
Seaside, Pets and Gardening sets.

Winslow exclusive!

W956036

Big saver set of 192 A4 sized colouring pages of the following images:
• paint tin & brush, paint roller, pasting brush, pasting wallpaper, painting a wall, roller
& tray
• scissors, pincushion, needle & thread, embroidery & knitting
• cat, dog, rabbit, fish, bird and guinea pig
• double decker bus, aeroplane, boat, hot air balloon, car and train

W956037

£ 13.95 *
£ 13.95 *
£ 13.95 *

Save Over £10!

56032

56035

£ 29.95*

£ 29.95 *

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

W956034 Images: Paint Tin & Brush, Paint Roller, Pasting Brush, Pasting
Wallpaper, Painting a Wall, Roller & Tray
£ 9.95 *
W956031 Images: Cat, dog, rabbit, fish, bird & guinea pig
£ 9.95 *
W956033 Images: Bus, aeroplane, boat, hot air balloon, car & train £ 9.95 *
W956030 Images: Scissors, pincushion, needle & thread, embroidery &
knitting
£ 9.95 *

Big Saver Set: Simple Colouring - Set of 192

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Winslow exclusive!

Simple Colouring Packs for Adults

Winslow exclusive!

These dot to dots packs have been carefully and purposefully created and developed.
Numbers are enlarged as big as we can make them to aid those with deteriorating
eyesight and carefully placed to not detract from the picture. There are varying numbers
of dots for gradeability in therapeutic contexts. Developed with input from a variety of
end users in different settings. Designed and developed by our illustrator with input from
our OT. Each pack is a set of 48 A4 sized sheets.

Simple Sequencing & Colouring Packs for Adults - Sets of 48
W956032 Time for Tea
W956035 Growing a Plant

£ 9.95 *
£ 9.95 *

Saver Pack: Simple Sequencing & Colouring - Set of 96 Winslow exclusive!
Includes Time for Tea and Gardening. More economical when purchased as a saver pack compared
with individual purchases.

W956038

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 14.95*

For more colouring
resources see
page 151

sales@winslowresources.com

Activities For Adults

Exclusive! These colouring and sequencing resources can be used individually for a focused colouring/
artistic session, or used sequentially to help illustrate the process of carrying out the activity of making a
cup of tea or growing a plant. Can aid an informal assessment of visual, motor or cognitive skills.
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Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care l Dementia: Assessment

Meet The Author!
Jackie Pool

Occupational Therapist, specialising in
Dementia
Director of Memory Care, Sunrise Senior
Living UK
“In 1999, I developed the Pool Activity Level
(PAL) Instrument with the encouragement
and mentorship of Professor Tom Kitwood
because I was convinced that a more helpful
view of dementia is to identify the ability level
of each individual.
With that viewpoint, we are likely to enable rather than disable the person as we understand
the physical and social environment required to sustain those abilities. If we only recognise the
difficulties an individual is having, we will always disable them as we will only provide care and
support to address their difficulties. So, the PAL Instrument using a strengths based approach,
underpinned by cognitive developmental theory.
The first draft of the PAL Instrument was tested out in a local hospital ward for people living
with severe dementia and also in care homes where people were living with early to moderate
dementia. In 2008, the PAL Instrument Checklist was validated by Jennifer Wenborn and team
at the Department of Mental Health Sciences, University College London. The book is now in its
4th edition, with additions to the case studies and guidance on the use of the PAL.
PAL is translated into several languages and is used within research programmes and also
in health and social care settings to support care and activity planning. I regularly receive
wonderful messages from care professionals telling me of the difference that using the PAL
Instrument has made to their service and the positive impact it has had on enabling people
with dementia and other forms of cognitive impairment, including acquired brain injury, stroke
and, learning disability to live meaningful and fulfilling lives.”

New USB
stick version!

The Pool Activity Level (PAL)
Instrument for Occupational Profiling

Developed by leading Occupational Therapist, Jackie Pool, the Pool Activity Level (PAL)
instrument has become the framework for UK care settings for people with conditions
related to dementia, stroke and learning disabilities.
The PAL Instrument is a valid and reliable tool for assessing and guiding the right level
of care and support to individual’s with cognitive difficulties. It is recommended in the
National Clinical Practice Guideline for Dementia (NICE, 2006), for activities of daily living
and for leisure activity.
The PAL instrument automatically produces a comprehensive individualised PAL Guide for
download which describes how to support the person in 5 activities: washing, dressing,
dining, interaction and leisure activities with information about the individual’s name,
preferences, routines and likes or dislikes in each activity.
Choose:
A paper based version which includes the tool itself and photocopiable activity checklists
and plans to enable matching of clients’ abilities with appropriate activities.
A USB stick version for unlimited use on a single computer. The Checklist is quick to
complete as an electronic assessment that automatically identifies the resident’s level of
cognitive ability and the resulting PAL Guide is automatically produced.

W919584 Paper-based version
W956693 USB Stick Version - NEW!

£ 17.20
£ 95.55 *

Location Learning Test (LLT)
The LLT helps diagnose Dementia,
amnesia and mild memory deficits. Can be
administered to those with Aphasia as it
does not rely on verbal responses. Evaluates
the ability to learn spatial locations of
everyday objects and offers a measure of
learning through repeated testing and a
measure of delayed recall. By combining
these, clinicians can identify those likely to
be suffering with learning and/or difficulty
retaining new spatial information. The
delayed recall trial is useful for identifying
dementia patients from the normal aging
process. By purchasing this resource, you
are affirming that you are a registered
healthcare professional and appropriately
trained to carry out this clinical intervention.
For 18 – 96 years. Administration time: 20-30 minutes. Includes picture cards, scoring forms
and carry box.

W956116

£ 405.00*

By purchasing this resource you are affirming that you are a registered
healthcare professional and appropriately trained to carry out this intervention
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Dementia: Person
Centred Assessment
and Intervention (2nd
Edition) - Book

Superb resource. Presents powerful
evidence-based clinical practice
examples with a clear focus on
person-centred care. Covers: improving
access to communication to increase
participation; assessments for those
with cognitive and communication
disorders; intervention approaches
for the wide variety of cognitive,
communicative, eating/swallowing and
behavioural symptoms, consequences
of dementia syndromes, quality of life
and end of life care and more. Written
by SLP’s. 2018.

W956865

£ 53.95 *

01246 210 416
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Dementia: Kits & Care Home Murals l Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Language & Literacy
Specific Needs

Dementia Bumper Pack

W957109

£ 99.95 *

Sensory Activity Set

A large resource pack of tactile and 3D objects that lend themselves to being enjoyed
by adults with cognitive impairment who find exploratory, repetitive and non-goal
orientated activities calming and soothing. Includes 3D objects and shapes with
different textured surfaces to stack, match, thread, manipulate and sort. All have
neutral age-appropriate colours, some have sound too. Developed for early learning
and play, so safe to use with vulnerable adults but use should still be supervised.
Contents: 8 animals, 8 natural objects, 9 figures, 8 tactile stones, 12 textured shaped
stones, 6 sound eggs, 16 threading beads and two laces. For: 3yrs+, small parts.

W956867

£ 149.95 *

Care Home Murals

Each murals should be viewed as a resource, not just a decorative, quick and easy way to
revamp a corridor or room. They are practical, effective orientation tools helping people fine
eating areas, can serve as conversation starters, can stimulate social interactions and also
prompt memory recall.
The wallpaper has a smooth surface, and a high quality printed finish with vibrant colour.
Simple to put up with clear instructions. Standard height: 240cmH. Please note that these
items are made especially for you and printed to order and therefore cannot be returned
unless they are faulty.

Triple Drop Mural
W922310

Image displayed with kind
permission from Westfield
Park

www.winslowresources.com
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Double Drop Mural
W922307

Activities For Adults

More murals sizes are
available. For more
information please visit
www.winslowresources.com

£ 625.00 *

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Fabulous high quality wallpaper murals designed by a team of professional mural artists,
photographers and illustrators who create resources solely for the care home industry. Each
one has been designed with meticulous attention to detail, perspective and depth. Subject
matters are inspired by residents and residential home requests and tested and proven with
installations nationwide.

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

A pack of activities selected for adults with cognitive impairment (envisaged mid/late stage).
Each provides opportunities for varying degrees of interactivity. Some are simple, others
more complex. Included are two XL 100 piece and a simple 8 piece wooden peg puzzle with
beautiful age-appropriate images, a tactile memory game, a dot-to dots activity pack and
three sets of colouring sheets (192 sheets total) that were designed, tested and adapted
via feedback provided by community and hospital Dementia support teams. For those with
limited functioning or short attention spans, there are non-goal orientated resources for
stacking, sorting and matching offering tactile, visual and audible rewards and repetitive
movement to calm and self-soothe. Most also encourage use of fine motor skills and can help
improve attention and concentration. Supervise use at all times. Contents may vary.

£ 309.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care l Dementia: Planning Interventions

The Creative Arts in Dementia Care
- Book
Creative activities are wonderful tools supporting
delivery of enjoyable and meaningful personcentred care. This resource details use of
meditation, singing, movement and storytelling
for groups or individuals. Outlines underpinning
therapeutic benefits and shows practical
examples of how they can be used. Transferrable
to residential, nursing homes, hospitals and day
centre settings as well as for families and nonprofessional carers.

Person-Centred Dementia Care Book

Explains how to transform services for
people who have Dementia in all settings
from individual, care or residential homes,
supported living and hospitals. It presents the
VIPS practice model and explains clearly and
effectively how this has been put into practice,
and how it has improved quality of life, drawing
on many UK case study examples from the
CHOICE programme to illustrate. 2016.

W956902

W955920

£ 21.75

£ 17.95

A Creative Toolkit for
Communication in Dementia Care Book

An inspiring collection of proven creative tips
and ideas to improve well-being and support
communication with someone who has
Dementia. Activity topics are varied including
outdoor persuits such as star gazing and
bird-watching, artistic such as collage creation
to support identity, puppetry, gentle breathing
techniques and sound-based musical activities.

Comforting Touch in Dementia and
End of Life Care - Book

Positive, appropriate touch can be an extremely
powerful, transformative intervention,
particularly those with Dementia who often
respond well to positive non-verbal interaction.
This book teaches readers a gentle 30 minute
hand massage sequence with clear instructions
and diagrams to clearly illustrate each step.
The powerful therapeutic effects and benefits
of this approach are explained. 2012.

W956901

W956055

£ 15.95

The Importance of Food &
Mealtimes in Dementia Care - Book
For those who have Dementia mealtimes can
be disorientating, confusing or even distressing.
Managing eating can also be difficult for family
members or care staff who may be trying to
increase food intake or support challenging
behaviour. This book outlines strategies ways
of making this activity meaningful, stimulating
and rewarding and provide opportunities for
individuals to interact, socialise and reminisce.
Assessment and planning examples provided,
with lots of advice on building design,
interdisciplinary collaboration, staff participation.
For care home managers and carers.

Improving Memory Through
Creativity - Book

Plan activities purposefully to improve mood,
memory and socialisation! This book explains
how to design effective creative sessions for
adults with complex cognitive needs with a
clinical underpinning. Addresses materials
and techniques, designing sessions parallel
to cognitive training to optimise benefits,
memory, happiness, social creativity and
the brain, cognitive training through selfexpression, using art to understand the mind,
community collaborations and more. Online
material available for use. 2014.

W956899

£ 18.45

W956071

£ 15.95

£ 17.95

Art Therapy and Creative Coping
Techniques for Older Adults - Book

Use this book to use art as a therapeutic tool
to develop self-esteem, self-awareness, stress
reduction, coping skills etc. Imaginative warm
ups and supportive methodology encourages
participants to become more comfortable in
expression. Ideas for creative projects such as
art, music, poetry, creative writing which can be
adapted and personalised to meet individual
needs. case study examples are provided.
Written by an Art Therapist, counselor and
certified group psychotherapist.

W956900

£ 20.95

Conversation Cards One-Page Profiles

A set of 48 question cards designed to assist you in getting to know an individual quickly.
A simple way to find out what really matters to an individual from his/her perspective. This
knowledge and crucial information will then help you to provide appropriate care and support.
Colour-coded topics include:
• Your life so far • I usually … I always … • Achievements and Appreciations • Favourites •
Money and possessions • Best and Worst • If I could …?

W922201
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Activities For Adults
What is in this section?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning group activities
Life histories
Resources for visual impairment
Grab and go group packs
Jigsaw puzzles
Group games

www.winslowresources.com
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Bingo and dominoes
Playing cards
Reminiscence: listening, singing/humming/reading
Reminiscence: cards/DVDs/conversation starters
Reminiscence: quiz/trivia
Colouring & creativity

sales@winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults l Groups: Planning Activities
Plan Your Group Activities

Activities for Older
People in Care Homes
- Books

Reminiscing Our Heritage – the
70s to the Millennium - Book

Written by an experienced, award-winning
activity co-ordinator, this book presents
the basics of Dementia, reasoning behind
activities, assessments for selection of
appropriate and meaningful activities, the
importance of life stories, encouraging
participation, recording outcomes, risk
analysis, working within budget and more!
Person-centred activities are presented fully
outlining required resources, potential risks,
with planning and facilitation guidance
including cooking, arts/crafts, exercise,
gardening, meditation, music, reminiscence,
trips etc.

W956898

Designed to be used by anybody working
with older adults in residential, nursing and
day care facilities. Provides a wealth of
reminiscence material which can be used
in a number of ways to rekindle memories
and provide stimulating activity such as
quizzes and discussion. Each year covered
in the book is divided into the sections
‘Major events’, ‘On the home front’, ‘Music’,
‘Television’, ‘Screen and page’, ‘Sport’ and
‘Do you remember?’ For use with individuals
and groups. Includes a blank page for each
year for you to record your own personal
landmarks and achievements and also those
of your local town or community.

£ 12.95

W955756

£ 34.95

The Multi-Sensory Reminiscence
Activity Book
Reminisce using all the senses! This
comprehensive, resource presents a years’
worth of weekly group session plans.
Themed activities stimulate memory
and sensory motor skills simultaneously
whilst prompting discussion and sharing.
Invaluable for residential and day care
settings, for both new or experienced group
facilitators, with a vast breadth of material.
Explains why groups are beneficial, setting
up, attendance, feedback, resource lists.
Written by OTs. 2018.

W956903

Group Activities with Older Adults
Clear, user-friendly resource to help
develop, plan, effectively implement,
evaluate and record a range of activities.
Perfect for either starting or improving
an activity programme. Covers ten areas
of activity needs: cognitive, creative,
cultural, educational/employment,
emotional, physical, self-esteem, sensory,
social and spiritual. Includes suggestions
for adaptations to meet the needs of
younger clients, those with dementia and
communication difficulties. Wire bound.

£ 24.95

W950737

£ 33.45

The UnGame & Pocket
Ungame for Seniors

A versatile resource developed after
the inventor had throat surgery
and thought she would never speak
again. Rhea devised her own ways
of communicating and was forced
to listen to others and watch them
interacting. She realised that people
weren’t listening to each other
properly. Rhea wrote every question
down that she wished people would ask her and all the questions she wanted to ask and
couldn’t, the Ungame was developed. Rhea found she could express her feelings and no-one
walked away during the game, when people did at other times. Upon testing, families
learned more about each other in a few minutes than they had done in years and was in
demand from anyone who played it. Ungame is non-competitive, there are no losers, no
complicated strategies. For 2-8 players. Can be used for speech therapy, group activities,
education etc.
Pocket Ungame for Seniors: Expand the Ungame with a pack of 140 cards specifically
created for older adults, or use it as a stand alone conversation pack with loads of scope for
great discussions, conversation and reminiscence. Deck 1 can be used as an icebreaker, to
get acquainted and for fun and laughter. Deck 2 can be used to share feelings, to talk about
values and relate experiences. Packed full of interesting questions that can be used for 1-1
activities and groups.

W952276
W957111

The UnGame
Pocket Ungame: Seniors

£ 23.95 *
£ 9.95 *

Memory Games for Groups - Book

A wonderfully practical handbook featuring 100 adaptable games and the issues that arise
with them. Although primarily intended for use with older people, these games are enjoyed
by people of all ages • As part of a social activities programme • Specifically for reminiscence
purposes • To help keep people orientated to the world around them • To exercise memory
skills or • As the prelude to discussion so that individuals can share difficulties and explore
methods of aiding memory.

W951726

£ 28.75

Toss n Talk-About Getting
Acquainted Ball
Meet & Greet Thumball™

A perfect ice-breaking resource for groups. Pass,
roll, throw and catch this brightly coloured ball
and answer all sorts of interesting questions
relating to life experiences or preferences. A
great way to learn about each other and prompt
discussion and conversation. Size: 15cm.

W954487
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£ 9.95 *

Break the ice with questions
such as “If you had one wish
what would it be?” “My first car
was a ____” and “Describe your
family.” Questions cover lighthearted topics like “What’s your
favourite ice cream flavour?” to
encouraging social prompts like
“Pass the ball to someone whose
name you know.”

W954337

£ 12.95 *

01246 210 416
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Groups: Planning Activities l Activities For Adults

Language & Literacy

My Life Story - Book

Covers early years, school, work, leisure and
family life. Provides an ideal opportunity to
organise facts and memories into a personalised
biography. This excellent large print resource
allows the professional to photocopy sections
which can then form the basis for reminiscence
sessions either individually or in a group.

W951766

£ 30.95

Writing Life Histories - Book

W955567

£ 32.45

Updated version with 15 new sessions, for a total
of 65 themes for reminiscing and discussion.
Each chapter has 3 sections: IN THE MOOD
offers suggestions for gathering music as well as
visual aids. ACTIVITIES provides short answer
and trivia quizzes, guest speakers, memory
sharing about an aspect of the theme, singing,
hands-on activities, or listening activities.
DISCUSSION stimulates further conversation
and sharing of memories. Topics include:
Camping, Cars, Christmas, Dating, Games, Hair,
Marriage, Money, Relatives, Sweets, Weather.

W951379

Paint a Dot Scene - Set of 24

Interesting, unusual colouring sets - no paint required! The dots hold the colour,
simply add water to complete the lovely pictures. Super group activity with age
appropriate images and accessible for all, regardless of ability. This activity can
improve concentration and attention skills. Included: brushes, self-adhesive easel
backs for easy display, instructions.

W956575
W956576

2 designs - 12 birds & 12 birdhouse, 20x25cm £ 29.95 *
4 designs - teacups, flower vase, lighthouse & landscape,
25x20cm
£ 29.95 *

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Down Memory Lane - Book

Specific Needs

Gives clear guidance on how to put together
life histories in supportive or residential
settings. Provides step-by-step guidance, ideas
for different types of life histories, activities,
strategies and material for prompting memories,
helpful tools and writing tips, suggestions for
support and forming partnerships with other
local services, ideas for involving the person’s
family and friends; and discussion on ethical
issues to be considered. Knowing about past
experiences of residents, staff may better
understand their behaviour, needs and outlook,
resulting in more personalised care.

£ 32.75

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Memories - Book

Designed to help you write down a wide variety of
memories from your life, either to share or keep - a
personal collection of priceless moments in your
life. You are prompted with simple, easy to answer
questions, and given ample space to expand on
any topic, or attach photographs/mementoes.
You’ll be surprised that even the more mundane,
day-to-day activities of your life will be amazingly
interesting to future generations!

W954160

£ 12.50

An attractive book for ladies and gentlemen to record
their personal details, memories and histories. With
thought-provoking and often humorous introductions,
questions and prompts to make anyone and everyone
evaluate their life and look at personal traits and
experiences in new ways. Enjoyable, practical and
potentially highly comforting in later life. 192 pages.
Hardback. Size: 18.8W x 22.9 x 2cmD

W922199

£ 9.95

www.winslowresources.com
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Colouring Books for Adults - 24 Books

Beautiful colouring books. Pages have a line drawing to the right with a coloured-in
version on the left to copy or guide users on applying colour. Each set has a whopping
24 colouring books, great for art, craft and activity groups! Pictures shown are for the
“Britain to Colour” set.

W951773
W951209
W954169

Nature to Colour
Britain to Colour
Countryside to Colour

sales@winslowresources.com

£ 17.95*
£ 17.95*
£ 17.95*

Activities For Adults

The Book of ME, A Do-It-Yourself Memoir
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Activities For Adults l Visual Impairment

Mega Large Print Word Search Books - Set of 2

A set of two large print word search books, solutions included!

W956342

Giant Erasable Crossword Puzzle - Set of 3 Grids

Use these three crossword grids and have fun solving the clues together in groups! Great
activities for developing cognitive and problem solving skills. The large laminated sheets come
with a file of 50 different photocopiable puzzle clues. Fill in using the pens provided and wipe
clean with a damp cloth using slight pressure. Durable enough to use time and again. Size:
90x60cm. American resource, easily adaptable to the UK market.

W951508

£ 2.95

Illuminated Auditory Spinner

Brighten up family and therapy games with
this colourful illuminated auditory spinner! A
perfect solution for those who have difficulty
with fine motor skills and find throwing dice
challenging. Press the central button and
watch the spinner pick a random number
between 1 and 6. The accompanying bleep
can be switched on or off. Includes mini
screwdriver and 2 LR44 batteries. Warning:
for 3 yrs and over - small parts.
Size: approx 8cm diameter.

£ 66.00 *

W956148

Giant Crossword Game

This large format crossword game has a similar playing style to Scrabble®. It features 110
large foam letter tiles (self-standing) approx 1.1cm thick and 7.6cmD. The “board” is a huge
vinyl mat, approximately 122cm2. For 2-4 players, 8 years+.

W956449

£ 49.95 *

£ 9.95 *

Lightweight and
easy-to-throw dice

Giant Plastic Die

Simple number games can be played with these large, lightweight and easy-to-throw dice. Latex
free.

W951509
W952338

Each
Pair

£ 10.00 *
£ 18.00 *

Large Print Scrabble®

A large print version of Scrabble® created in association with RNIB to make this iconic word
game more accessible. The specially designed large print board with a Tilelock™ system, ensures
letter tiles are held securely in place during the game, integrated turntable makes rotating and
moving the board simple. Board, tiles and rules booklet are clear and easy to read. Contents: 4
large racks, 100 large print tiles, cloth bag, large print rules booklet, large print Tilelock™ playing
board with turntable function. For 3 years+, small parts. For 2-4 players, aged 10+.

W956211
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£ 39.95 *

Desktop Magnifier
Portable and practical hands-free magnifying stand with a swivel lens that revolves 360degrees
so it can be set at a comfortable angle. Generous sized lens (16 x 11cm) with 2X magnification
makes everyday reading tasks easier. Lightweight plastic construction.

W956279

£ 27.95 *

01246 210 416
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Grab & Go Group Packs l Activities For Adults
Over 200 pieces!

Language & Literacy

Colouring and Creativity Bumper Pack

Creative activities have many physical and cognitive benefits. They can be used as
purposeful therapeutic interventions, help maintain or develop fine motor skills and hand-eye
coordination, improve attention and concentration or as a relaxing meaningful activity.
Themes can prompt memory recall and in groups can encourage social interaction, express
feelings and thoughts.

W957105

Reminscence Activity Variety Bumper Pack

Fill the resource cupboard! The activities in this set provide the basis for different types
of sessions and varying needs, from games that require a range of cognitive, fine
motor skills, the ability to read and understand to non-goal orientated items that can
simply be enjoyed via looking, touching, and listening, maybe prompting memory recall
too! Includes an activity planning book, 8 childhood reminiscence resources, 1 DVD,
3 craft activities, 1 replica newspaper, 3 reminiscence replica packs and 4 nostalgic
games. Group facilitators can use the content to theme and focus groups, or create
purposeful interventions. Contents may vary.

W957106

Specific Needs

Created to provide varied, inclusive resources for participants who have a range of skill and
ability levels with common-interest themes selected to appeal to both genders, prompt
conversation and reminiscence. The mix of resources caters for very able adults, to simple
resources with age-appropriate themes and those that can be enjoyed by adults interacting
with children. Includes: 30 colouring and dot to dot books, 9 card models, 48 dot to dot
sheets, 96 colouring sheets, 142 pieces in total.

£ 99.95 *

£ 59.95 *

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Natural Tactile Kit

A very large collection of tactile, visual and aromatic collection of objects to explore,
discuss and stimulate memories. Use under supervision, small parts. Contents may vary.

Reminiscence Games Set

W951976

W955694

£ 37.20 *

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Bring back childhood memories with games from a bygone era. Made with traditional
attention to care and quality, the 9 games in this set are all delightfully produced from wood.
An ideal starting point for building a larger collection. Contains: Table skittles, Tic-tac-toe, Pickup sticks, Whip and top, Cup and ball, Skipping rope, YoYo, Diabolo and Hoop-la. Contents may
vary subject to availability.

£ 82.95 *

7 large -print
activities

Visual Impairment Bumper Pack

Carefully selected to support those with visual impairment. Includes large print word activity
books, XL sized and large/clear print games. Contents: 4 Criss Cross, 2 crossword and 4
wordsearch books, 1 set of XL dominoes, a complete Bingo Set (no.s 1-75) with 50 Giant Bingo
Cards and our best-selling large print Scrabble® created in association with the RNIB. More
details available on the website. Contents may vary.

W957108

£ 119.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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All selected to keeping that grey matter working! Includes themed quiz-based material
and traditional games to prompt memory recall, use reasoning and strategic/problem
solving skills and stimulate conversation. Some resources can be enjoyed individually large-print wordsearches are included for those with visual impairment and two simple,
but age-appropriate matching games for those with impaired cognition. Includes a
bestselling book for planning memory-based activities, 12 word/number activity books,
3 group games, 5 different quiz/trivia activities, 1 activity workbook and 2 picturematching games. Contents may vary.

W957107

Activities For Adults

Memory, Trivia and Quiz Variety Bumper Pack

£ 85.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults l Jigsaw Puzzles: 100 - 250 Pieces

56877

56875

56876

56878

56878

56879

56879

Puzzles For Adults: 100 & 250 Pieces

Our range of puzzles have been chosen for their age-appropriate images and scenes, each containing a variety of images and activities that prompt reminiscence, memory recall or conversation
during the activity (if completed in a group setting). They have a varying number of pieces required for completion, to make the activity easier or harder depending on ability and larger than
normal puzzle pieces making them more enabling for those with visual impairment or fine motor limitations. Great for groups, 1-1 or individual activities. Small parts, for 3yrs+. “XL” pieces are
described by Gibsons (the manufacturer) as being twice the size and “XXL” are five times the size of standard pieces.

W956877 1950’s Summer By the Stream - 250pc (XL)
W956875 Daddy’s Little Helper - 100pc (XXL)
W956876 The Secret Garden 100 pieces (XXL)

£ 8.95 *
£ 8.95 *
£ 8.95 *

56886

W956878 Bright Eyes - 250pc (standard size)
W956879 Puppy Love - 250pc (standard size)

£ 4.95 *
£ 4.95 *

56888
56887

56889

WWF Jigsaw Puzzles 100pc (XXL)

This set of quality gorgeous jigsaw puzzles have 100 large pieces (approximately 5x5cm). Completed the final pictures is approximately 38x38cm. Beautiful pictures from the WWF portfolio.
Choose from Giraffe, elephants, penguins or snow leopards. For 3yrs+, small parts.

W956886 Penguins
W956887 Giraffes
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£ 8.45 *
£ 8.45 *

W956888 Snow Leopards
W956889 Elephants

£ 8.45 *
£ 8.45 *

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:51

Jigsaw Puzzles: 500 Pieces l Activities For Adults

Language & Literacy

56882

56863

56864

56880

Specific Needs

56883

56881

Puzzles for Adults: 500 Pieces

W956883 Nearly New - 500pc (XL)
W956882 Ye Olde Mill Tavern - 500pc (XL)
W956880 Spirit of the 50s - 500pc (standard size)

£ 11.50 *
£ 11.50 *
£ 8.95 *

W956881 Spirit of the 60s - 500pc (standard size)
W956863 Wish You Were Here - 500pc (standard size)
W956864 Legends of the Track - 500pc (XL)

£ 8.95 *
£ 8.95 *
£ 11.50 *

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Stacking and sorting
trays aid

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Our range of puzzles have been chosen for their age-appropriate images and scenes, each containing a variety of images and activities that prompt reminiscence, memory recall or
conversation during the activity (if completed in a group setting). They have a varying number of pieces required for completion, to make the activity easier or harder depending on
ability and larger than normal puzzle pieces making them more enabling for those with visual impairment or fine motor limitations. Great for groups, 1-1 or individual activities. Small
parts, for 3yrs+. “XL” pieces are described by Gibson as being twice the size and “XXL” are five times the size of standard pieces.

Portapuzzle Deluxe Storage Case

These set of 6 super value stacking and sorting trays aid the activity of doing a jigsaw.
They facilitate separation of different colours, patterns etc, enable pieces to be easily
passed around a table to other people and provide a way of storing sorted pieces safely.
Size: 20x20x2cm.

W956861

£ 9.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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W956862

Activities For Adults

Jigsaw Puzzle Piece Sorting Trays - Set of 6

Simply the best solution for storing and moving jigsaws that we have found!
Jigsaws can be irritating left out on tables for days and we all know some “storage”
solutions don’t work effectively. This smart case is different. The inner is padded
and lined with a special material that grips pieces when closed to keep them secure
and the outer has a wipeable leatherette finish and a carrying handle. Perfect
for building, storing and transporting puzzles from place to place to continue or
share the activity and when zipped closed it is narrow so can be slipped behind
or underneath furniture until next use! For puzzles up to 1000 pieces (measuring
68x49cm). Size: 82x63x4cm (jigsaw not included).

£ 31.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults l Group Games

57019

57020

Blockbusters Board Game

The classic game show returns! Opponents need to use cunning strategy as well as general
knowledge to make their way across the board! Includes sand timer, 8 playing boards (double
sided, 16 games), hexagonal counters and question cards. Intended for 14 years and over,
contains small parts.

W956476

£ 9.95*

Catchphrase Card Game

Based on the favourite TV
show! “Say what you see”,
each colourful card resembles
screen captures from the game.
Sure to get people chatting
and laughing. 80 cards. For
12 years+, 3+ players. Size:
8.5x12.5cm.

57021

Memory Matching Games

Turn over these 72 colourful cards and match up the pairs! Three themes to choose from:
wildlife, vehicles or pets. All have clear photographic images and these are great resources
to improve memory skills, prompt memory recall or encourage conversation. Suitable for
children and/or adults. Card size: 6cm². For 3yrs+, 2+ players. Packaging may vary.

W957019
W957020
W957021

Pets
Vehicles
Wildlife

W956474

£ 6.95 *
£ 6.95 *
£ 6.95 *

£ 4.95 *

Charades Game

Guess the mime, no speaking allowed! 400
charades are jam packed into four classic
categories: Film, TV, Book and Song. Fun team
game. Charades. Contents: Charades cards,
rules and timer, score pad, 2 pencils and dice.
For 14 years+, 4+ players.

W956473

£ 5.95 *

Sharpen your Senses Cards - 120 Cards

Sensory experiences provide information that’s vital
to our well-being, and a large part of what makes life
enjoyable. These specialist cards concentrate on the
five senses: sight, hearing, taste, touch and smell.
Each card helps make use of all your senses as you
imagine, reminisce, evaluate, guess, and describe
responses to each question. Size: 10x15cm.

W954312

£ 26.00 *

Host Your Own Race Night DVD
Game

You can now have the raw excitement of
a flutter on the horses without the risk of
losing your shirt! This great game recreates
all the fun of a race night. Packed with action,
drama and suspense, it brings nail-biting
entertainment into your living room or
community setting. Packaging might vary.

W953026
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£ 14.95 *

Who’s in the Bag? - Game

A form of verbal charades. Help your team members identify as many famous characters as
possible in a race against the clock. Say or do anything you like except mention the name on
the card itself - act, sing, impersonate, mime or simply describe the personalities. More than
850 character cards with some blanks so that you can add your own names as well.

W952401

£ 17.95*

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:51

Group Games: Bingo & Dominoes l Activities For Adults
Quicker game

Language & Literacy

25 Bingo Tab Cards (No.s 1-75)

An alternative way of playing – discard the “bingo dobbers”! Close the tinted plastic shutters with
fingertips to cover numbers on the thick cardboard bingo boards. Ideal for use where using pens
isn’t appropriate for the client group, or where it is more cost-effective to have re-usable boards.
Note: American version with numbers up to 75 rather than the traditional English version. Simply
adapt your game to suit.
Size 17 x 17.5cm.

W956222

£ 44.95 *

Specific Needs

Complete Bingo Set: No.s 1-75

Need a quicker game, perhaps for people with shorter attention spans? This
complete Bingo set uses numbers 1-75 and comes with a wire rotary cage, white
bingo balls (1-75), 18 reusable large format bingo cards (12.5x13.5cm), master
board and coloured plastic counters. For 6yrs+, 2+ players. Approximately 15 mins
typical game time. Safety: 3yrs+, small parts.

W957025

£ 17.95*

51434
These Giant bingo cards have large numbers (each approximately 1cm x 1.5cm) to aid those
with visual impairment. Quality card stock. Note: American version with No’s 1 – 75 rather than
the traditional English version. Simply adapt your game to suit! Size 20 x 23.5cm

W956223

£ 29.95 *
51378

Domino Sets

This is a set of Extra Large, easy-to-handle, robust dominoes with a storage box included.
Size: 8x4cm

W951434
W951378

Extra Large Dominoes
Standard Size

£ 14.95*
£ 6.95*

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Textured
Surface

Bingo Cage (No.s 1-90)

Produces a random selection of numbers. One turn of the handle deposits a single ball in the
chute. Includes 90 colourful bingo balls. The balls are small parts - use under supervision. Size:
approx 32cmH; base 33 x 33cm; balls approximately 2cm diameter

W951178

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

50 Giant Bingo Cards (No.s 1-75)

£ 55.95*

Bingo Balls (No.s 1-90)

90 colourful balls. These are the same balls as those supplied with the Bingo Cage.
Size: approximately 2cm diameter

W951177

£ 13.95 *

Books of tickets identical to those found in a typical bingo hall. Each pack contains over 4,000
tickets – enough to keep even the keenest bingo players happy for months!

W951182

£ 15.00 *

Bingo Dabbers - Set of 12

Pack of 12 jumbo bingo pens with a large easy to grip design and a big sponge tip designed to
provide a consistent flow of ink for lots of “dabbing”! Box of assorted vibrant colours. Suitable
for 3 years +

W955841

£ 12.95 *

www.winslowresources.com
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Double-Sided

Tactile Black and White Dominoes (Large Format) - Set of 28

A full set of 28 large format dominoes, each having contrasting textured raised dots
on the surface. To the reverse, these feature tactile and striking black, white and
red patterns for different game play. Ideal for those who have visual impairment.
Created for children, but suitable for adults. Size: 13x6.5cm.

W956934

Activities For Adults

Bingo Tickets (No.s 1-90)

£ 18.95*

sales@winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults l Group Games: Playing Cards

56869
56870

56871

56873
56872

56874

Themed Conversation Playing Cards

So versatile! These full card decks feature 52 unique images, collated into uniquely themed
sets. Reminiscence activities can be created using the images featured on the cards, or, as
they are full playing packs, they can also be utilised for standard card games too! These are
fine-quality cards, supplied by a company who have been making playing cards since 1824.
Size: Approx 6x9cm.

W956869
W956870
W956871
W956872
W956873
W956874

The Queen
1950’s
Saucy Seaside
Football Legends
Quirky Britain
Movie Posters

£ 4.95*
£ 4.95*
£ 4.95*
£ 4.95*
£ 4.95*
£ 4.95*

Playing Cards - Art Collection

Art-themed playing pack of 54 beautifully illustrated cards. Features artworks from The National
Gallery. Includes details of the Artist, masterpiece name and creation date. Prompts focused
conversation about art history, artists and styles and could be used as a quiz by concealing
written details and asking people to guess the artist, year or painting name.

W956103

£ 3.95 *

Number Plate
Card Game

Race against time and
other team to create
funny phrases using the
letters on number plates!
Examples JG78SPS - “Jolly
Giraffes Sing Pop Songs”
or AP14SFE “Always Pack
Spray For Emergencies”.
Alternatively, use the card
deck to play Auto Snap.
Contents: 68 number
plate cards, sand timer.
Card size 7x7cm.

W957089 £ 6.95 *
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Playing Cards
Basic resources for healthcare, residential or community settings. Choose from a durable
standard sized set, or an extra large size to aid those with visual impairment or difficulties with
dexterity. Use for normal card games or why not build a house of cards!
• Standard: Standard-sized playing cards that can withstand repeated use. Can be wiped
clean.
• Mammoth: 28x20cm. Can be wiped clean.

W917926 Mammoth Cards
W951886 Standard Playing Cards (1 pack)
W951888 Standard Playing Cards (5 packs)

£ 8.95 *
£ 1.55 *
£ 8.95 *

01246 210 416
19/12/2018 09:53

Reminiscence: Listening l Activities For Adults

Winchester Nostalgic Radio

Language & Literacy

This classic 50s styled radio adds
a touch of class to any area but
has particular value for vintage
or retro-styled rooms. Ideal for
reminiscence activities and putting
music based groups “in the mood”!
Grained veneer wooden case, MW/FM
reception, woven cloth speaker grill.
www.winslowresources.com has full
specification.

W956205

£ 66.75 *

Specific Needs

Dansette Style 60s Entertainment System
Sounds Nostalgic Sets - CDs

All Non Returnable

W915181 Voices from the 40s & 50s
W915182 Radio Theme Tunes from the 40s & 50s
W952108 Sounds Nostalgic Complete Set

£ 20.00 *
£ 20.00 *
£ 34.95 *

W956207-RED
W956207-LBL

Red
Light Blue

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

These CDs are great for reminiscing! Listen to famous voices and remember the past. Choose
from either:
• Voices from the 40s and 50s: Winston Churchill, Richard Dimbleby, Joyce Grenfell, Princess
Margaret etc. 31 recorded voices.
• Radio Theme Tunes from the 40s and 50s: Mrs Dale’s Diary, Music While You Work, Billy Cotton
Bandshow, Housewives Choice, Hancock’s Half Hour, The Glums etc. 30 tunes.

A luxury entertainment centre reminiscent of the iconic Dansette which was a
common sight in 60s households until production ceased in 1969. It can be used as
a freestanding centrepiece or as a portable unit by unscrewing the legs. Ideal for use
in retro rooms or residential homes! Hard wearing case, 3 speed turntable (33/45/78
RPM). Switch between turntable, USB/MP3 and Aux and record vinyl to USB or play
music from USB or smartphone. Stereo speakers. Size: 67x42x37.5cm (with legs),
20x42x37.5cm (no legs). Choose from Red or Light Blue, please state when ordering.
www.winslowresources.com has full specification.

£ 139.95 *
£ 139.95 *

I Hear Memories! - CD and Booklet

W950986

Non Returnable

Musical Quiz

£ 19.95 *

This Music Quiz is perfect for reminiscence, group discussions and team activities. The CD
contains 80 evergreen favourites. The first few bars of each song are played twice to give
all participants a good opportunity to answer. Includes answer sheet and guidance notes.

W951763

Non Returnable

£ 18.00 *

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Sound effects with accompanying manual of
questions and suggestions to encourage reminiscence.
With 14 sound scenes (30 seconds to 2 minutes
each) and 25 mystery sounds that can be used as
a guessing game. Sounds include: trains, traffic, in
the kitchen, farm, water sounds, typewriter, sewing
machine, telephone and church bells.

Musical Bingo – 2 CD Set

A bestselling resource blending bingo with music for a winning combination! Includes a
CD with 20-30-second snippets of 54 songs, 24 large print bingo game cards (22x28cm),
laminated song list, dry-erase pen and game variations.

W953830

Non Returnable

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 29.95 *

W955759

Non Returnable

Activities For Adults

Eldersong Bingo

This versatile resource can be used as a bingo,
for sing-alongs, as a musical quiz or a 1-1
music activity. Print off game sheets and play
the CD. Match song excerpts to titles and
mark off like conventional bingo! Song snippet
are between 10-30 seconds long allowing
time to remember, identify and mark off. 40
songs from the 30s, 40s and 50s including
Greensleeves, Auld Lang Syne and I’m Forever
Blowing Bubbles. Includes: 2 CDs, 20 game
sheets, printable song list and guidance. For
2-20 players.

£ 25.95 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults l Reminiscence Listening

All Non Returnable

The Rock and Roll Musical Bingo Series

Enjoy a blast from the past! These great nostalgic bingo games are memory-prompting and excellent for starting conversations in large or small groups and remembering the past. Enjoyable for
small or large groups, these huge tracklists have been hand-picked and carefully chosen to bring back memories for those who remember these eras for the ultimate fun! Fantastic bingo fun with a
nostalgic twist! Each pack includes 2 CDs jam-packed full of 45 recognisable music snippets (90 total), 2 game versions, a song list, 80 tickets (40 per game) and guidance notes.
• 60s and 70s TV Programmes - A whopping 90 nostalgic snippets have been carefully chosen to bring back memories for those who remember this era. Examples: “The Flintstones”, “The
Avengers”, “Steptoe and Son”, “Open all Hours”, “Bill and Ben”, “The Sweeney”.
• 60s and 70s Music - The original and now bestselling musical Bingo developed with Rock and Roll Bingo a few years ago. Have fun remembering the sixties and seventies through music, whilst
playing Bingo!
• 60s and 70s Movies - Covers a range of film genres. Examples: “If I could talk to the animals” (DR. DOLITTLE), “Gold Finger” (JAMES BOND), “Summer Nights” (GREASE)...
• 70s and 80s TV Adverts - Remember those old fashioned catchy jingles? Those ones that get toes tapping, such as “A Finger of Fudge”, “Shake n Vac”, “Hellman’s Mayonnaise”...
• 80s and 90s TV Programmes - Includes recognisable track snippets such as “Emmerdale”, “Fraggle Rock”, “Red Dwarf”, “One Foot in the Grave”...
• 80s and 90s Music - Remember the 90s? Shell suits, ripped denim and Stock Aitken and Waterman? Track snippets featured “Heaven is a place on Earth” (Belinda Carlisle), “Take on Me” (AHA),
“Love Shack” (B52s), “Common People” (Pulp)...
• 80s and 90s Movies - Examples include “Take my Breath Away” (Top Gun), “Time of my Life” (Dirty Dancing), “Unchained Melody” (Ghost) and “Hot Stuff” (Full Monty)....

W955891
W955710
W955893
W956111

60s and 70s TV Programmes Bingo
60s & 70s Music
60s & 70s Movies
70s & 80s TV Adverts

£
£
£
£

37.95 *
37.95 *
37.95 *
37.95 *

W955892
W955894
W955890

80s and 90s TV Programmes Bingo
80s and 90s Movies
80s & 90s Music

£ 37.95 *
£ 37.95 *
£ 37.95 *

56582

56577

Includes 5 CDs and
2 reminiscence booklets

56580

56584

All Non Returnable

Memories & Music Sets - 5 Booklets & 5 CDs

Great value and perfect for reminiscence activities - choose from the 50s, 60s, 70s or 80s. Each set has 5 reminiscence booklets packed full of nostalgic, interesting facts and photographs, news from
that year, adverts, famous people etc. Read these out, ask questions, pass around the pages to prompt conversations or go one step further and create a mini quiz or tailored activity using the detail.
Each set also has five accompanying CDs with tracks from the chosen specific years that can be played during the session or used as a seperate activity! Booklet size: 13x18cm. Each set includes: 5
booklets and 5 CDs.

W956577
W956580
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£ 34.95*
£ 34.95*

W956582
W956584

Early 1970s (years 70-74)
Early 1980s (years 80-84)

£ 34.95*
£ 34.95*

01246 210 416
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Reminiscence: Singing & Humming l Activities For Adults

Language & Literacy

Song Book Resources

Lyrics to 100 popular songs
are provided in this all time
favourite large type book. Easy
to follow with songs well laid
out and listed alphabetically.
Includes “Cockles & mussels”,
“Show me the way to go
home”, “You are my sunshine”,
“Que sera sera”, “All things
bright & beautiful” etc.
The CD features 21 tracks with
songs from the Song Book.

Portable Briefcase Record Player

W952102 Song Book - single copy
W915008 Song Books - set of 10
W955703 Sing Along CD - 21 Tracks

Non Returnable

£ 9.95
£ 89.95
£ 9.95 *

W956206-LGN
W956206-RED
W956206-BLK

£ 74.95 *
£ 74.95 *
£ 74.95 *

W956206-LBL
W956206-BRN

Specific Needs

Play vinyl in style with this vintage inspired suitcase-style turntable record player.
Lightweight and portable, it is perfect for music lovers who want a talking piece for
a retro-furnished room or for care providers or activity co-ordinators offering music
entertainment or reminiscence activities. Quality item crafted from wood then finished
in leatherette with metal corner protectors and a firmly fixed metal trimmed handle.
3-speed turntable (33/45/78 RPM) and high quality twin stereo speakers. Record
vinyl to USB stick (included) or play music from your MP3, apple or smart device (may
require additional cable). Size (when closed and laid flat): 36Wx12.5Hx25.5cmD.
Colour choice: Black, Light Green, Light Blue, Red or Brown (please state when
ordering).

£ 74.95 *
£ 74.95 *

Song Book Resources

W952102
W915008
W955703

Song Book - single copy
Song Books - set of 10
Sing Along CD - 21 Tracks

Non Returnable

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Lyrics to 100 popular songs are provided in this all time favourite large type book. Easy to follow
with songs well laid out and listed alphabetically. Includes “Cockles & mussels”, “Show me the
way to go home”, “You are my sunshine”, “Que sera sera”, “All things bright & beautiful” etc.
The CD features 21 tracks with songs from the Song Book.

£ 9.95
£ 89.95
£ 9.95*

Humm Bug Board Game

W952712

Sing-Along with ElderSong - CD

£ 16.95*

All Non Returnable

Volume 1 CD £ 18.50 *
Volume 2 CD £ 18.50 *

W950582
W950583

Volume 3 CD £ 18.50 *
Volume 4 CD £ 18.50 *

Sing Along CD Series

Buy all four Sing-Along with ElderSong Volumes on CD and save more

W950711

Save Over £15!

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 55.00 *

Activities For Adults

Step back to the good old days with these sets of traditional, old time songs! Sung in low,
sing-able keys with vocals. Each CD contains around fifty minutes of music and 30 songs
sung by 1-3 singers and accompanied on the piano. Choose from four different volumes,
each set has a large print lyric book. Produced by music therapists and professionally
recorded.

W950580
W950581

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

A hilarious game that people of all ages will enjoy. Can you face the challenge to hum
and guess the tunes to familiar songs from the 1950s to the present day? Everyone takes
part at once, adding to the fun and no one is left twiddling their thumbs. Ideal for use in
reminiscence groups. Containing over 1000 songs, this is a game you can keep coming
back to.

Eyetoons® Board Game

Easy to play fun musical game - name the tune, with a difference! Guess, hum or draw
popular songs - pretty much guaranteed laughter! Play in two teams. Contents: 360
challenge cards, playing board, playing pieces, spinner, pencils, notepad and timer. For 14
years+, 4+ players.

W956471

£ 20.35*

sales@winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults l Reminiscence Packs & DVDs

Keep Calm and Carry On - 3 DVDs

This Sceptred Isle 1940-1970s 2 DVDs

A compilation of British Pathé newsreels
on war related activities and new events
occurring on the British Home Front during
WW2. Addresses the bombing of British
cities, importance of salvage, land girls,
rationing, air raid precautions, the Home
Guard, changing role for women, munitions
and aircraft manufacture, gas attacks
and the evacuation of children. Useful for
generating ideas for themed events and
nostalgic activities. 3 discs.

W956004

Non Returnable

55847

Take a glimpse into the past with this great
value double DVD set. 17 films and over 6
hours of memory-jogging archive footage
from the 40s to the 70s. Features popular
UK tourist attractions at the coast, cities and
countryside, historic buildings, wildlife parks
and jam packed with shots of the fashion,
signage, vehicles etc for each era.

W956009

£ 15.95*

55866

55848

55850

Non Returnable

£ 15.95 *

55849

56860

55984

55854

Reminiscence Replica Packs

These sets contain a variety of replica pamphlets, leaflets, booklets and other paper-based materials carefully chosen and nostalgically themed. Most are from the 40s and wartime era. They are
great to start to generate conversations in small or large groups, or in 1-1 sessions. Great value for money and ideal for the resource cupboard! Contents may vary, but each set typically contains:
• Children’s War: Children’s newspaper, Boy’s Own magazine, Evacuation poster, information leaflet, school essay, variety of paperwork, food recipes etc.
• Women’s War: WRNS booklet, Home Companion magazine, hand written letter, personal ephemera, Land Army flyer, wartime recipes, WAAF leaflet etc.
• The Home Front: Clothes Ration book, War Emergency leaflet, household leaflets, postcard images, chart of gases information, railing receipt etc.
• The Blitz: General advice leaflets, ARP booklet, body tag, Air Raid warden’s letter, anti gas alarm card, fire precaution leaflet etc.
• Cookery: War-Time Cookery (12 pgs) and War Cookery Leaflet number 13 - Puddings & Sweets.
• Fashion: “Make do & Mend” recycling, rejuvenating & making clothes last (1943, 32 pgs) & “With it” hair styles, shoes, menswear, jewellery & makeup trends (1963,49 pgs).
• World War II: National Registration Identity Card under 16 years, Ration Book, How to keep well in Wartime booklet, Not to be carried in aircraft leaflet, Joining Up? guide etc.
• Churchill: Abridged version of the Daily Sketch, Clarion Calls to Courage booklet, School Report, Mr. Churchill booklet, Wartime poster image, Secret memo relating to the Dardanelles etc.

W955847
W955848
W955849
W955850
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The Home Front
The Blitz
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£
£
£
£

5.95 *
5.95 *
5.95 *
5.95 *

W955866
W955984
W955854
W956860

Cookery
Fashion
World War II
Churchill

£
£
£
£

2.95 *
3.95 *
8.95 *
5.95 *

01246 210 416
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Reminiscence Packs & DVDs l Activities For Adults

Language & Literacy

British Motor Show DVDs

W956005
W956006

1950s Motor Shows DVD
1960s Motor Shows DVD

55773

Non Returnable
Non Returnable

£ 6.95 *
£ 6.95 *

Specific Needs

Wonderful resource for meaningful group or 1-1 TV watching or for creating activities based
around cars or the 50s and 60s. Viewers may remember their own vehicles or those from their
childhood. Provides a nostalgic detailed view of British cars and manufacturers during the 1950s
and 1960s. Features famous motor shows at Earls Court, New York British Motor Show, Brighton
Elegance, Motoring News at Chiswick and Olympia, Commercial Motor Shows etc. Featured cars
include the Citycar, Standard 8, Morris Minors, Ford Anglia, Jensen, Mini, Hillman Imp, Rover Gas
Turbine, the Ford Zephyr, MGB, Jensen, Vauxhalls etc.

Colorcards®: Reminiscence Cue Cards: Life Events 50s/60s 36 Cards

W956859

55853

55983

Seaside Holidays
Motoring
The Garden
Trains

www.winslowresources.com
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£
£
£
£

5.95 *
5.95 *
5.95 *
3.95 *

A Year to Remember DVDs

Make TV watching purposeful and meaningful! Great for individuals and groups,
prompting archive footage to prompt conversation and socialisation. Also a great
resource for therapists, teachers and activity co-ordinators to create bespoke activities
focused on this era. These DVD sets are great value, each having 3 discs and over 9
hours of poignant archive footage!
1940s Covers D-Day, Normandy landings, end of WW2, wartime rationing, marriage
of Princess Elizabeth and much, much more.
1950s Archive footage for this decade which covers from post-war austerity to a baby
boom, the “teenage” culture and subsequent consumer boom.
1960s John F Kennedy became president and his assassination, the Apollo Moon
landing, development of Concorde, England winning the World Cup, Cuban missile
crisis, Radio Caroline, Vietnam war, changing hairstyles, fashion and Beatlemania.

W956000
W956001
W956002

1940s
1950s
1960s

Non Returnable
Non Returnable
Non Returnable

sales@winslowresources.com

£ 19.95*
£ 19.95*
£ 19.95*

Activities For Adults

All of these packs contain a variety of replica pamphlets, leaflets, booklets and other paperbased materials all carefully chosen and nostalgically themed. Most of these are either based
around leisure activities or are from the 50s onwards. They are great to start to generate
conversations whether used in small or large groups, or in 1-1 sessions. Great value for money
and ideal for the resource cupboard! Contents may vary. Leisure:
• Seaside Holidays - Holiday Camp pamphlets, hotel leaflets, entertainment programme,
Boxing flyer, railway handbill, postcards etc.
• Motoring - The Motor magazine, Austin Eight brochure, variety of motoring ephemera,
Morris Traveller and Vauxhall Viva sales brochures, 1933 Driver’s Licence etc.
• Garden - Lawnmower brochures, Garden Work newspaper, ‘Kilzall’ pesticide flyer, “In your
garden” leaflet, Woolworth’s booklet etc.
• Trains - I-SPY on a Train Journey and a Flying Scotsman Booklet

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

Reminiscence Replica Packs

W955773
W955855
W955853
W955983

£ 38.95*

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

This large format card set features images of familiar everyday objects and scenes
from the 50s and 60s. These are perfect for creating purposeful reminiscence and
memory-based activities for adults to recall people, events experiences and relate
stories from the past. Ideal for either group or 1-1 sessions. Size: A5. Activity ideas
included.

55855
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Activities For Adults l Reminiscence Packs & DVDs

Fisher Price Classic Range
Conjure up meaningful
memories of playtime

This iconic range of toys have been delighting children for generations! These classic designs
also have retro packaging with the old style Fisher Price™ logo and description of the history.
Wonderful for adults for reminiscence activities, they often conjure up meaningful memories of
playtime and childhood. These are also toys and still suitable for infants so can be enjoyed with
visiting young relatives. EU customers only.
• Two Tune Television: Launched 1966. Plays two classic melodies “Row, Row, Row your Boat”
and “London Bridge is Falling Down”. Pictures to the music and words scroll across the screen,
encouraging children to read, sing, clap, engage and learn. For 12 months+
• Chatter Telephone: Launched 1961. This iconic toy was known as the “Talk Back Phone”.
Created to teach youngsters how to use a rotary dial for operating a telephone. With eyes that
move up and down, a ringing dial and a “chattering” noise when pulled along the floor. For 12
months+
• See ‘n’ Say the Farmer Says: Launched 1965. The first talking toy allowing children to choose
sounds they want to hear. Turn the dial, select one of 12 farmyard animals, then pull the cord
to hear the Farmer say the animal name and hear the sound it makes. For 18 months+

W956220 Two Tune Television
W956213 Chatter Telephone
W956217 See ‘n’ Say the Farmer Says

£ 33.45 *
£ 16.25 *
£ 21.00 *

55772

55864

55771
55846

55844
55852

Reminiscence Replica Packs

All of these packs contain a variety of replica pamphlets, leaflets, booklets and other paper-based materials all carefully chosen and nostalgically themed. Most of these are either based around
leisure activities or are from the 50s onwards. They are great to start to generate conversations whether used in small or large groups, or in 1-1 sessions. Great value for money and ideal for the
resource cupboard! Contents may vary.
•
•
•
•
•
•

1970s Childhood - Superstar magazine, Argos catalogue, EMI cinema preview, Rediffusion TV leaflet, Viewmaster leaflet, Subbuteo pamphlet, concert tickets, panto flyers, postcards etc.
1960s Childhood - Ellisdon’s novelty catalogue, Beatles ticket, Fleetway Annuals brochure, toy leaflets including Action Man, Lego and Sindy, school report and essay, tricycle flyer etc.
1950s Household - Ration Book, Radio Rentals brochure, More fun with your food booklet, Hygena Kitchen pamphlet, Ponting’s fashion catalogue, More glass in your home brochure etc.
Beatlemania - 4 Beatles booklets packed with photos and stats, fan club paperwork, concert handbills, 1963 programme, Cavern Club booklet, bubble gum cards etc.
Cold War - Abridged version of the Evening Standard, Guided Missiles booklet, Survival booklet, Top Secret telegram, poster images, security passes etc.
Moon Landing Newspaper - An abridged version of the Evening Standard from Monday 21st July 1969 with full coverage of the moon landing, one of the most epic events of the last century.

W955864
W955772
W955771
W955846
W955844
W955852
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1970s Childhood
1960s Childhood
1950s Household
Beatlemania
Cold War
Moon Landing Newspaper

For sales and enquiries contact us today
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£
£
£
£
£
£

5.95 *
5.95 *
5.95 *
5.95 *
5.95 *
3.95 *
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Colouring & Model Making l Activities For Adults

Language & Literacy

Birds of Prey

Develops fine motor skills

Life Times ColorCards® - Life Events - 36 Cards

Beautiful photographs representing key moments in life. Includes: learning to read, health
issues, lifelong friendships, travelling and marriage proposal. Boxed.

£ 36.95 *

Garden Birds I

Specific Needs

W955574

Cut out with scissors
56043

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Garden Birds II
56041

Bird Card Model Packs

3 sets of beautifully detailed birds to construct! Simple to make: just cut with scissors, fold, and
glue. Perfect gifts, great for group sessions, prompting conversation and social interaction talking
about birdwatching wildlife centres. Helps maintain and develop fine motor skills and hand-eye
coordination. Used therapeutically, the activities can be of benefit in mental health settings,
improving concentration and attention.

56040

£ 5.25 *
£ 4.75 *
£ 4.75 *

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

W956087 Birds of Prey
W956088 Garden Birds I
W956089 Garden Birds II

56042

Themed Colouring Packs for Adults - Sets of 48

Enjoy a nostalgic look back at everyday life during the mid-20th Century. Large black and
white vintage photos show children at home, school, and play. Includes a book with things
to look for and questions to ask to prompt discussion. Topics: Baby Care, Beach Vacation, Boy
Scout Service Project, Car Trip, Dolls, Family Games, Fancy Clothes, Girl Scout Volunteer, Marbles,
Model Train, Monkey Bars, Mother’s Helper, Painting Class, School Days, Sled-Riding, Soapbox
Derby, Suppertime, Swimming, and Woodworking Shop.

W954551

£ 27.25 *

www.winslowresources.com
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W956043
W956041
W956040
W956042

Beach Holidays
Sports
Outdoors
Hobbies

sales@winslowresources.com

£ 12.00*
£ 12.00*
£ 12.00*
£ 12.00*

Activities For Adults

Everyday Life Photos - Children & Family Life - 20 Cards and Booklet

Many adults find colouring calming and relaxing, but it also helps develop or improve
concentration, attention and fine motor skills. Themes and age appropriate images
have been carefully chosen to prompt memory recall, encourage conversation and
reminiscence. Can be used for paint, crayons, pastels, or collage and framed for
display after completion! Each pack is a set of 48 A4 sized sheets. Designed and
developed by our professional illustrator with input from our OT.
• Beach holidays: Sandcastles, fish/chips, sailing, ice cream van, beach huts & deck
chairs.
• Sports: Football, cricket, golf, motor racing, show jumping & canoeing.
• Outdoors: Windmill, kingfisher, country & coastal scenery, tree & scenic drives.
• Hobbies: Dog walking, fishing, gardening, dancing, orienteering & baking.
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Activities For Adults l Reminiscence: Cards & DVDs

56595

Famous Faces - Boxed Card Sets

Large discussion cards, covering diverse topics including politicians, world leaders,
sports, music, the arts, famous people etc. To the reverse of each image/photograph are
accompanying notes to use as conversation starters and for activities. These versatile,
visual cues easily spark group chat and can be used purposefully for therapeutic memory or
language focused work on a 1-1 basis.

W954155
W955750

Famous Faces - 52 Cards
More Famous Faces - 36 Cards

Perfect to generate
conversation and
memories

£ 38.95*
£ 39.95*

56597

Decades Discussion Cards (50s/60s & 70s/80s)

Large A5 sized flashcards with clear black/white or colour imagery to prompt conversation,
memories, telling life stories, helping with articulation and language skills or as a focus for
group reminiscence activities. Features key events, people, inventions of particular significance
- e.g. changing fashion, technological developments (PCs, email, mobile telephones, cameras),
travel (decline of the railways, opening new motorways), significant moments (royal weddings,
assassinations, Prime Ministers). Accompanying booklets detail ideas for use.

W954941
W955757

50s & 60s - 40 Cards
70s & 80s - 36 Cards

Use as a
reminiscence activity

£ 36.95*
£ 36.95*

56594

Nostalgia Boxed Notecard Sets
Entertainers 1940–1989 - 50 Cards

These laminated cards feature memorable characters such as Violet Carson, Morecambe & Wise
and Warren Mitchell with brief biographies, ideas for use and a comprehensive manual with
background information on significant events. These are laminated, round-cornered and show
colour and black and white images. Size: 21x14.8cm

W915736

152

For sales and enquiries contact us today
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£ 28.95 *

Collections of 10 boxed cards, with beautiful black and white or colour images. These themed
sets are perfect to generate conversation and memories in small or large groups or for 1-1
activities. They are versatile and can be used as a reminiscence activity to capture thoughts,
emotions and recollections. Ideal for framing, and they come with envelopes so could be used
as greetings cards.

W956595 BeatleMania! Cards
W956597 The Golden Age of Football
W956594 Retro Sweets

£ 11.95 *
£ 11.95 *
£ 11.95 *

01246 210 416
11/12/2018 17:52

Reminiscence: Magnets & DVDs l Activities For Adults

22093

22094

22095

22096

Specific Needs

22092

Language & Literacy

22091

Memory Bank: Reminiscence DVDs

W922091
W922092
W922093

Sporting Fun
Domestic Life
Holidays

Non Returnable
Non Returnable

£ 30.95*
£ 30.95*
£ 30.95*

56598

W922094
W922095
W922096

Working Life
Schooldays
Fêtes, Fairs & Fireworks

Non Returnable
Non Returnable
Non Returnable

56599

£ 30.95*
£ 30.95*
£ 30.95*

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

56600

Non Returnable

Won the Outstanding
Dementia Care Product
at the 2013 National
Dementia Care Awards

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Each title is a themed resource pack with a manual and DVD that includes 6 films of 4 minutes, created from archive footage. There are key points where
the films are intended to be paused and clear guidance of how to facilitate reminiscence activities at these stopping places. Includes a wealth of relevant
information, illustrated notes, ideas and resources for activities relating to the theme. Full contents of film footage is on our website, but an overview is below.
• Sporting Fun - Javelin, Motocross, horse racing, skating and skiing, football, swimming...
• Domestic Life - Market day, in the garden, around the home, at school, shopping, newborns...
• Holidays - Blackpool, at the beach, Butlins, Yorkshire Dales, Scarborough, caravanning...
• Working Life - Burton Suit factory, Izal factory, Rowntree’s, Co-op Bank, Fishing, Fish and Chip Shop...
• Schooldays - Classrooms and lessons, playground, piano music, keeping fit, nursery school, dancing...
• Fêtes, Fairs & Fireworks - Parades, carnivals, fireworks, floats, country dancing, fairgrounds...

56601

These beautifully designed magnet collections are perfect starting points for discussion and reminiscence about the past. There are four themes to explore, with colourful advertising from the 60s,
classic cars of the 50s - there is something for everyone in these great boxed sets! Choose a set of magnetic whiteboards to enable group participants to choose images that mean something to
them. These become personalised visual talking resources to prompt conversation and memory recall.

W956600 Retro Music - set of 25
W956598 Retro Ads - set of 32
W956599 Retro Diner - set of 26

www.winslowresources.com
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£ 10.50 *
£ 10.50 *
£ 10.50 *

W956601 B-Movies Monsters at the Drive In - set of 26
W956811 Magnetic Whiteboards - 4 pack (24x33cm)

sales@winslowresources.com

£ 10.50 *
£ 21.95 *

Activities For Adults

Reminiscence Magnet Collections
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Activities For Adults l Reminiscence: Books

Fashionable Clothing from the Sears Catalogs: Mid 1960s - Book

Take a trip down memory lane with these two 160 page volumes packed with nostalgic
fashion shots and magazine spreads. Choose from the mid 60s or 70s. Each is very visual,
with minimal text featuring male, female and childswear covering shoes, swimwear,
outerwear, knitwear and accessories and hairstyles. Great reminiscence value and
wonderful for prompting conversation or as a focal point for activities.

W956905

£ 26.95

Fashionable Clothing from the Sears
Catalogs: Mid 1970s - Book

Take a trip down memory lane with these two 160 page volumes packed with nostalgic
fashion shots and magazine spreads. Choose from the mid 60s or 70s. Each is very visual,
with minimal text featuring male, female and childswear covering shoes, swimwear,
outerwear, knitwear and accessories and hairstyles. Great reminiscence value and
wonderful for prompting conversation or as a focal point for activities.

W956904

£ 26.95

Large Reminscence Scrapbooks

The Beatles: Yesterday & Tomorrow - Book

This memorabilia guide, when circulated to various individuals, was found to be perfect
for reminiscence and to prompt meaningful discussion! It is very picture-based and
although originates in the US, covers global merchandise too and is interesting to see
how marketing differed. Covers: Vintage Beatles, Movie, Fan Club, Jewellery, Art, Music
mediums, Ephemera, Solo and more. Great for group facilitators as a “go to” resource for
creating Beatles-based or music activities. 207 pages.

W956906

154
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£ 26.95

These large format scrapbooks are packed with a wealth of imagery and photographs with
very little text, ideal for reminiscencing with groups or individuals. They provide a visual
representations of life in each era, including pictures of familiar objects, advertising etc that
will generate conversations, discussions and opportunities to remember events, objects and
places. Approximate size: 40 x 27cm
• 1930s - Coronation souvenirs, film and fashion magazines, fireworks, comics and
Christmas crackers all survive to tell a remarkable story.
• Wartime - Covers the war years from the Blitz to victory, pictures of magazine covers,
comic postcards, fashion and food, games and a wealth of wartime ephemera.
• 1950s - Features the end of rationing, the Queen’s Coronation, G Plan home styling, the
new beat of rock n roll and the growing popularity of television.
• 1960s - Captures the mood of the sixties through fashion, film magazines and music with
Beatlemania, Twiggy and the development of the new teenage youth culture.
• 1970s - Pop, Disco, Glam Rock, Punk with idols such as David Cassidy, David Essex, The
Osmonds and Abba. Colour TV bought this era to life.
• Royal - Images and souvenirs of royal celebrations, coronations, weddings, births and
jubilees from Victorian times to present day.

W951006
W952375
W951007
W952811
W954102
W950650

1930s
Wartime
1950s
1960s
1970s
Royal

£ 18.75
£ 18.75
£ 18.75
£ 18.75
£ 18.75

01246 210 416
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Reminiscence: Quiz & Trivia l Activities For Adults

54958

57036

57035

Now That’s What I Call Music Game

ReFraze™ Games

50s & 60s Pop Edition
70s Pop Edition
Up to 1985 Movie Edition
80s Pop Edition

£ 15.95*
£ 15.95*
£ 15.95*
£ 15.95*

A really varied music trivia game! Race to the finish by answering different types of
music trivia questions from the following categories: 1980s, 1990s, 21st Century,
Titles, Song Charades and Oldies. Alternatively, use the 125 music cards separately
to create a quiz or charades game! Contents: 125 music cards, 25 wild cards, 30
second timer, 6 play pieces, 1 dice. For 8yrs+, 2-6 players.

W957024

£ 24.95 *

The “Finishing...” Series

These three resources have been bestselling items for years!
Finishing Lyrics - Fill in the blank and recall song lyrics, organised into 33 categories, e.g. I left my
heart in...”San Francisco”
Finishing Words - Players are challenged to complete words instead of sentences with over 1500
words in 45 categories, e.g. words that begin and end in “CAT”, A herd of cows, CATtle, A male
feline - tomCAT etc.
Finishing Lines - 2000 chances to complete famous quotes, song and book titles, moves and TV
shows, proverbs, slang, rhymes and similies.

£ 9.95
£ 9.95

W954317

Finishing Lines

£ 9.95

W957037

£ 20.95 *

Say It With Music – Book

Second edition
This updated and expanded edition includes
references to mid-twentieth century songs,
musicals and musicians through the 1970s.
With new sections, 26 music trivia games, 26
music games and 7 music activities.

W955839

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

W955644 Finishing Lyrics
W955373 Finishing Words

This fun board game is a great way to test your knowledge of the UK and also learn
interesting facts such as the longest river, most common pub name, nicknames,
authors and so much more. 800 multiple choice questions cover 6 categories:
History, Science & Nature, Culture, Geography, Miscellaneous. Contents: 400 cards,
game board, 6 pawns, question marker, plastic stand, 24 answering tokens, rules.
2-6 players, Age 12yrs+. Free extension app.

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

UK Trivia Board Game

Specific Needs

These are fun and easy to use “name it” quiz games designed to challenge groups or
individuals. Names of songs or movies are “rephrased”, (there’s a clue if you need it too) and
players race to be the first to figure out the actual names. Each ReFraze™ game contains 400
playing cards, and a 30 second timer. Super activity for parties, travel, community groups,
residential homes etc. Enjoy!

W954958
W954957
W957035
W957036

Language & Literacy

54957

£ 13.95

Themed Trivia Box Sets

W956467
W956468
W956469
W956470

TV & Film
Music
British
Sports

www.winslowresources.com
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£
£
£
£

4.95 *
4.95 *
4.95 *
4.95 *

For The Record 50s, 60s & 70s - Game

Bridge the generation gap with this super versatile music game. Use the board version
with 600 Q & A multiple choice cards covering the 50s, 60s and 70s eras. Alternatively,
simply grab the trivia card box and use as a quiz! Ages 12+, 2 to 4 players or use with
teams.

W954955

Activities For Adults

These themed boxed trivia packs are great for quizzes in groups or as conversation starters for
1-1 activities. Get participants chatting, thinking and reminiscing on events and topics covered in
these sets. Each has 50 cards.
• Music: Covers different genres, bands, soloists, albums and songs...
• Sports: Historic sporting events, individual personalities, important dates and interesting
trivia...
• British: Interesting UK facts from patriotic trivia to heritage, soaps, architecture, celebrations,
attractions, sport, famous people, nursery rhymes and places of interest...
• TV & Film: Intriguing factual nuggets about movies, TV programmes, award ceremonies,
stars as well as related showbiz trivia...

£ 22.75 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Activities For Adults l Reminiscence: Quiz & Trivia

54899

Host your own
Pub Quiz

54901

Top Trivia Sets

These great trivia card packs come crammed with wide ranging, fun-filled facts. An instant trivia
challenge - just add the contestants! Packaging may vary.
MUSIC - trivia from the world of rock, pop, rap & roll. From AC DC to ZZ Top, ABBA to Zap Mama...
FILM & TV - trivia from the world of “telly” and the silver screen. From adverts to X-factor, Bond to
Zombie Flesh Eaters...

W954899 TV & Film
W954901 Music

£ 4.45 *
£ 4.45 *

Host Your Own Quiz Night

A classic play at home quiz game. Two teams will go head to head over 8 rounds and choose a
joker to double points on favourite subjects. Keep score with table top flip scorers. Quiz Night
has something to suit everyone from food & drink to music. Contents: card packs, answer pad,
pencils, flip scorers, rules and answer booklet. Age 16+

W956521

£ 18.95 *

56096

56096

56039
56039

Terrific Totally Trivia: Complete Quiz Game

Get the brain whirring with this quiz card set. 6 great topics are sure to keep everyone
engaged: People & Places, Past & Present, Rock & Pop, TV & Film, Science & Nature and Fun
& Games. Play in teams, read alone for fun, or use as conversation starters for groups! 900
questions, 1 dice, rules.

56095

W956516

£ 9.95 *

54973
56095

Brainbox Challenge Games

These great themed games encourage social interaction, prompt memories and teach
interesting facts in a fun way! Cards can be used as conversation starters, in quiz format or
even test observation and recall ability in a non-standardised way. Sets have 55 illustrated
cards, dice and timer. For adults or children. For 3 years+, small parts. Choose from:
• “Art” - each card features an Art masterpiece from the National Gallery with details about
each artist, date and name of the piece. Study the painting and then flip over to answer a
question chosen by the roll of a dice.
• “History” - a British brain challenge, cards can be used as conversation starters, quizzes or to
test observation and recall ability.
• “Invention” - study a card for 10 seconds, answer a question about it and keep it if you get
a correct answer. Interesting for all ages. Can help to improve and maintain memory recall
skills whilst learning about notable facts.

W956096
W956039
W956095

156

Art
British History
Inventions

For sales and enquiries contact us today
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£ 9.95*
£ 9.95*
£ 9.95*

54974

Tin-Tasic Box Sets

Fantastic word fun in a tin! Test your word power with your family and friends! Choose from
either:
• Starts With...A ‘Words beginning with’ game. Complete category lists with answers starting
with a given letter. 12 lists and hundreds of possible answers!
• Never Say... A ‘Forbidden word’ game. Try to describe a word for your team without saying
any of the forbidden words. 80 words to guess.

W954973 Starts With...
W954974 Never Say...

£ 4.95 *
£ 4.95 *

01246 210 416
19/12/2018 09:53

Reminiscence: Quiz & Trivia l Activities For Adults

Top Trivia Collection - 450 Cards

An absolute bargain for the price! Enormous boxed collection of 4,500 questions spanning
General Knowledge, Music, Sport, People, Geography, History, Arts/Literature, Food/Drink,
Science/Nature and TV/Film. 450 cards,10 questions on each. For age 14 years+.

W956518

Language & Literacy

The Reminiscence Quiz Book

Provides fun together with an
informative activity for use in
reminiscence work with older people
of all abilities. Covering the years
1930-1969 it draws on memories and
experiences of daily life as well as
recalling major events and celebrities
providing ideal material for discussion
groups. Encourages conversation. More
than 600 questions and answers on
News Topics, Entertainment, Daily Life
and People.

W915174

£ 32.45

£ 12.95 *

Specific Needs

The Classic Quiz Book 1

Fantastic Pop Trivia: 1950s - 2000s

Wonderfully inclusive reminiscence tool. This special Pop Quizmaster box set covers the 50s
to the 00s, with questions about all aspects of pop culture, from Flares to Furby, Beatlemania
to Break Dancing and of course, the tunes! Enjoy remembering clothes, musicians and bands,
favourite songs etc. Clear categorisation makes it easy to adapt if using with a particular age
group. 900 questions, 1 dice, rules.

W956517

£ 9.95 *

W952285

Social & Emotional Wellbeing

Contains more than 2,000 questions
categorised into 40 stimulating subjects.
Topics cover areas such as cookery,
geography, proverbs, sport, general
knowledge and more. The topics are
listed on a loose sheet that can be
distributed among the group. Aimed
at adolescents and adults alike, the
questions are all realistically within the
scope of the average person. Grouped
into 3 ability levels.

£ 25.95

What Do You Know? - Book

Amazing A-Z Trivia Quiz - Cards

Trivia with a Twist! This A to Z quiz is challenging but as each card features a set of questions
with a letter clue - all answer begins with the same letter! 6 broad ranging categories
ensure that there is something for everyone: Art and Literature, Science & Nature, History,
Entertainment and Geography. 900 questions, 1 dice, rules.

W956515

W953829

Neuro, Rehab & Dementia Care

93 pick up and go trivia fun and activities
for adults, needing little or no outside
preparation by the facilitator! The aim of this
resource is to provide cognitive stimulation,
encourage social interaction. Each one has
been tested in various settings including an
adult day care centre, nursing home and
a community eating organisation. All are
themed, examples include “Prime Ministers
and Monarchs”, “Television Shows From the
1960s”, “Poets”, “Birds”, “Talk About Cars”
etc. Some have discussion questions. British
edition, written by a US supplier.

£ 25.00

£ 9.95 *

Find the
Blockbuster game
on Page 142

Buzzers – Set of 4

Blockbuster Quiz Book

Theme your quiz, Blockbuster style! Super quiz book, with a collection of the authentic Main
Game and Gold Run boards. Versatile - could be easily adapted to use in a group or as a 1-1
activity instead of individual use.

W956475

£ 6.50

www.winslowresources.com
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Fun cause and effect tools. Press to obtain a sound – honking horn, doorbell, boxing
bell and boing. Engaging and interactive. Each requires 2 AAA batteries (to be
purchased separately). For 4 years and over. Size: 9cm diameter

W920955

Activities For Adults

Engaging and interactive!

£ 17.25 *

sales@winslowresources.com
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Addictions: Drinking & Drugs
107
ADHD (Adults & Children)
8, 68, 74, 77, 79
Adjectives
5, 48
Adult Colouring & Creativity
131, 139, 151
Adult Dot to Dots Activities
131, 139
Adult Support: Special Needs
67, 68
Adventure Tales
93
Advertising
141, 152, 153
All About... (Anger, Anxiety, Communication)
Cards
31, 100,106
All About... (Responsibility, Success) Cards 28, 104
All About Me Communication Fan
71
All About you, All About Me
31
Allergies (Food)
83
Allow Me!
68
Alphabet/Letter Formation
58, 76
Analogies (Funalogies® Game)
55
Anger Management
91, 92, 105, 106
Animals 16, 40, 41, 44-46, 59, 126, 128, 140
Anxiety Management
78, 100, 101
Aphasia
111, 117, 121
Apraxia of Speech & Non/Minimally Verbal
7, 9, 34, 111
Ark Therapeutic Resources
23, 82, 115
®
Around the Home Webber Photo Cards
42
Articulation
20-21, 32-34, 36
Articulation Assessments
4, 7
Ask & Answer® Games & Cards
31
Asking Questions
30, 31, 119,
Asperger Syndrome
67, 69, 80
Assertiveness
90, 103
Assessments: Dementia
132
Assessments: Language & Communication 4-8
Assessments: Sensory
73, 80
Assessments: Social & Emotional 10, 66, 77, 88
Assessments: Neuro
110, 111
At War With Yourself
101
Attention & Recall Drill Set (CARDS)
119
Attendance Toolkit, The
97
Auditory: Directions, Memory, Processing,
Sequencing etc.
8, 9, 15, 35-40
Augmentative Alternative Communication
(AAC)
9, 112-114
Autism (Adults & Teenagers)
8, 53, 66-68
Autism (Children)
8, 52, 53, 62-86
B
Balancing
125, 127, 129
Balls
96, 99, 122, 136
Basic Concepts & Verbs
8, 15, 49-50
Be the Jellyfish Manual: Supporting Children’s
Social & Emotional Wellbeing
96
Beach/Holiday 126, 130, 131, 144, 149, 148,
151, 153
Beatlemania Reminiscence
150, 154
Bedside Lighting Tablet
113
Bedside Evaluation Screening Test (BEST-2) 111
Behaviour Support Activities
28, 67, 70-75, 77-80, 83, 85, 88-108
Bereavement & Loss
91, 92, 95, 101-102
Big Book of Blob Feelings 2, The
91
Big Book of Storysharing, The
68
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Bingo: Educational
33, 45, 104, 105,
Bingo: For Adults
143, 145, 146
Bird Card Model Packs
151
Birds
44, 126, 131, 137, 151
Blob Series, The
91, 106
Blockbuster Quiz Book & Board Game 142, 157
Blowing Games
21, 86
Body Awareness Card Fun Deck®
81
Body Parts: Lang-O-Learn Photo Cards
42
Body, Personal Hygiene & Health
45
Book of Me, The
137
Bothered: Helping Teenagers Talk About Their
Feelings
97
Bouncing Back & Coping With Change
98
Boyfriends, Girlfriends Programme
90
BPVS (British Picture Vocabulary Scale)
5
Brain Exercise, The 50 Best Games for
40
Brain Injury
116
Brainbox: ABC
60
Brainbox: Challenge Games (British History, Art
& Inventions)
156
Brainbox: Once Upon a Time
40
Brainwave-R Series
116
Britain to Colour
137
British Culture & Trivia: Reminiscence
140-141, 144-146, 148-157
British Motor Shows DVDs (1950s, 1960s) 149
British Picture Vocabulary Scale III (BVPS-3) 5
Bus Story Test (Renfrew Language Scales) 5
Butterflies
126, 129
Buzzers
157
C
Call to Mind Board Game
128
CanDo® Oral Motor Activities
19-23
Card Holders
42
Carddies Sets
16
Care Home Murals
133
Caring About Others Card Game
27
Cartooning Teen Stories
94
CASP (Communication Assessment Profile) 8
CAT Kit, The (Cognitive Affective Training) 10, 70
Catchphrase Card Game
142
Categories: Language Activities and Games
15, 26, 41-47, 51, 55
Category Cut Ups™
46
Cats
130-131,140
Cause & Effect ColorCards®
28
CDs: Music
99, 122, 145-147
CDs: Pain Management
122
Central Auditory Processing Kit
38
Chair Yoga - DVD & Book
123
Challenging Behaviour 77, 78, 88, 89, 92, 95,
105-107
Character, Building
103
Charades Game
142
Chewing Resources
82, 83
Childhood Reminiscence 139, 148, 150, 153
Children’s Rating of Speech Sounds (CROSS) 7
Choice & Enablement
112-115, 70-71
Choices Game, The
28
Classic Quiz Book, The
157
Classroom Communication Fans
75
Cleverstix Chopsticks
59
Click & Create Articulation Board Games CD 32
Click-Together Multi-Purpose Therapy Boards 125
Clothes & Accessories (Flash Cards)
42, 45
Cognition & Visual Perception
127
Cognitive Affective Training Kit, The (CAT) 10, 70
Cognitive Neuropsychological Approach to
Assessment & Intervention in Aphasia
111
Cognitive Rehabilitation
111, 116, 117-121
®
ColorCards Feelings & Emotions
26
ColorCards® Language & Educational
26, 28, 30, 43-44, 47-49, 51-52, 54, 108, 114
ColorCards® Pocket-sized
43, 114
ColorCards® Reminiscence
49, 151
ColorCards® Social, Decisions & Safety 28, 108
Colouring & Creativity (Adults) 131, 134, 139, 151
Colouring & Creativity (Children) 16, 80, 100
Communal Orientation Clock
112
Communicate With Me
68
Communicating Feelings™ Card Game
24
Communication Activities (Adults)
13, 68, 110-121, 134
Communication Activities (Children’s Groups)
6, 8, 11-14
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Communication Activites for Daily Living
(CADL-3)
110
Communication Assessment Profile (CASP)
8, 110
Communication Assessments
44-10
Communication Fans 53, 71, 75, 79, 112, 114
Communication Toolkit, The
13, 29
Comprehension
6, 9, 29, 36-38, 68, 70-71, 73, 110, 112-114
Concentration Assessment Profile
88
Concepts
8, 15, 49-50
Confidence, Building
9, 103-104
Conflict
89, 90, 101, 105-108
Consequences Game
28
Construct-A-Plate®
85
Constructive Eating Utensil & Plate Sets
84
Context Clues in Stories
57
Contrast Pairs Cards
47
Conversation Skills
11, 30, 31, 96, 120
Coping Skills
96, 98, 100, 134
CROSS (Children’s Rating of Speech Sounds) 7
Curriculum Communication Fan
75
Cutting Down: A CBT Workbook for Treating
Young People who Self-Harm
107
D
Daily Activities / Routine Sequencing Cards 53
Dansette Style 60s Record Player
145
DASS (Dorset Assessment of Syntatic Structures) 8
Day the Sea Went Out & Never Came Back,
The
92
Decades Discussion Cards 50s/60s/70s/80s 152
Decision-making
28, 90
Deluxe Noise Monitor & Timer
52, 75
Dementia Bumper Pack
133
Dementia Care
125-134
Dementia: Person-Centred Assessment &
Intervention
132
Depression
107
Developing Children’s Speech, Language and
Communication Through Stories & Drama 14
Dillon & Friends: Story Series
74
Dinner Do’s™ Face Plates
85
Dinner Winner® Platters
84
Directions
36-38
Divorce
108
Dobble Game
46
Dominoes
143
Dorset Assessment of Syntatic Structures (DASS) 8
Dot to Dots (Adults)
131
Down/Down’s Syndrome
69 & More Online!
Draw on Your Emotions/Relationships
93
Dressing
41-42, 44-45, 53, 114
Drinking & Eating (Adults)
82, 114, 115
Drinking & Eating (Children)
83-86
DVDs: Reminiscence, Relaxation and Exercise
122-123, 148-149, 153
Dynamic Assessment of Language Learning 6
Dysarthria
111, 121
Dyslexia
Online!
Dysphagia
85, 121

P36
E
Early Childhood Development Chart
17
Early Functional Communication Profile Set
(EFCP)
9
Early Mark-Making
58
Early Objects Pocket ColorCards®
43
Early Years: Assessment, Play & Activities
4, 6, 11, 12, 32, 41-43, 51, 53, 58-59, 62-66, 76,
84-86, 133, 143, 150
Easy Does it (Apraxia, Articulation, Fluency) 34
Eating & Drinking (Adults)
82, 114, 115
Eating & Drinking (Children)
83-86
Eating Disorders
83, 97
Eldersong Bingo
145

Elephant in the ADHD Room, The
79
Elephone® Language Tool
36
Emotional Literacy Standardised Assessment
(ELSA)
10, 88
Emotional Problem Solving using Stories,
Drama & Play
93
Emotional Processing Scale (EPS)
10, 88
Emotional & Social Wellbeing Assessments 10, 88
Emotions & Feelings: Identifying - Activities
10, 24-27, 70-71, 77-79, 97, 128
Emotions & Feelings: Managing - Activities
89-108
Empathy & Awareness,
25-27, 88-90, 93, 94
Everybody Gets Angry!
105
Everyday Life: Reminscence
153
Everyday Objects, 50
42
Everyday Problem Solving (WALC™)
117
Executive Functions, The Source®
8
Expressionary Board Game
97
Expressions Mirror Faces - Pack of 10
19
Expressive Language
4, 7-8, 12-13
Eyetoons Board Game
147
F
Fairy Worry Plaque & Themed Activities 16, 96
Family & Social Environment Activities
16, 45, 91, 108
Famous Faces Cards
152
Fashion
140, 141, 148, 154
Fashionable Clothing from the Sears Catalogue
50s/60s
154
Feelings & Emotions 10, 24-26, 70, 71, 77-79,
89-108, 128
Feels Write Letter & Number Stones
58
Fiddle Tools
79
Fine Motor
14, 16, 58-60, 76, 125-127, 129-131, 140-141
Fine Motor Activities (Children)
14, 16, 58-59, 76, 79, 80, 125-127, 129
Fine Motor Assessment, Activities (Adults)
79, 124-127, 129-131,133, 139, 140-141
Finishing Lyrics, Words & Lines
155
Fisher Price Classic Toy Range
150
Fishing Spelling & Verb Games
49, 60
Five Vibe® Oral Facial Massage Set
22
Flamingo Preposition 2 in 1 Game
51
Flavoured Powder Free Latex Gloves
22
Flowers
122, 126, 128, 131
Fluency
6, 34
Fluharty-2
4
Focus & Motivation, 101 Ideas ...
89
Following Directions
15, 39
Food Allergies & Intolerence Game
83
Food & Mealtimes
83-86, 114-115
Food Photo/Flash Cards
41, 42, 44, 45
Football
16, 21, 144, 152
For the Record 50s, 60s & 70s Game
155
Forest Cycle Rides DVD
123
Fostering Peer Interaction in Early Childhood
Settings
64
Frenchay Alphabet Boards
113
Frenchay Aphasia Screening Test (FAST) 111
Frenchay Dysarthria Assessment
111
Frenchay E-Tran (Eye Transfer Frame), The 113
Friendship
90, 93-94
Frog Who Longed for the Moon to Smile, The
92
Fun Pictures ColorCards®
43
Fun With Food Programme, The
83
Functional Behaviour Assessment for People
With Autism
77
Functional Conversation Games
120
Functional Language (WALC™)
117
Functional Sequencing Activity Sheets for Daily
Living Skills
53
Functional Vocabulary Activities for Adolescents
& Adults
121
Fuzzy Buzzy Groups for Children With
Developmental & Sensory Processing Difficulties
80
G
GAPS (Grammar & Phonology Screening Test) 7
Gardening
130, 131, 149
Generic Children’s Quality of Life Measure
(GCQ)
88
Getting The Picture
65
Giant Crossword Game
138
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Index
Giant Erasable Crossword Puzzles
138
Giant Plastic Die
138
Grammar
5-7
Grammar & Phonology Screening Test (GAPS) 7
®
Granny’s Candies Game & Expansion Sets 56
Great Ideas for Teaching
8, 12, 28-29, 31, 37-39, 50, 52, 57
Grief & Loss
102
Gripmasters
124
Gross Motor Activities (Children)
11, 81, 29
Gross Motor Improvement & Rehabilitation
(Adults)
81, 123
Group Activities & Games (Adults)
67-68, 97, 116, 121, 123, 126-128, 130, 131,
134, 136, 138, 139, 142-147, 155-157
Group Activities & Games (Children) 11-13, 20,
21, 25-35, 38-40, 45-46, 48, 51, 55-56, 60, 66,
79, 89-90, 96-98, 100, 104-105, 108
Group Cohesion Cards - Talkabout
66
Growing up Guide for Girls/Boys, The
73
®
Guess What? Pocket ColorCards
43

P124

H
Hand Exercise
58-60, 76, 79, 123-125
Hand Puppets
14
Handbooks of Exercises for Language Processing
118
Handmaster Plus
124
Handwriting Aids
76, 58-59
Handwriting Toolkit, The Early
76
Hanen®
62-64, 68
Hank Finds An Egg
16
Happy Mat™ Segmented Plate, The
86
Have Courage - Managing Fears Cards
101
®
HearBuilder Series
36
HELP books 1-5
118
HELP for...Auditory Processing/Memory/Word
Finding
118
Helping Children to Build Self Esteem
104
Helping Hand Card Game, A
98
Helping, Sharing & Caring Board Game
27
Helping Troubled Children & Teenagers
89
Helping Young Children to Listen
35
Hobbies
131, 140, 148, 151, 153
Holidays 126, 130, 131, 144, 148, 149, 151, 153
Home/Household
41, 42, 44, 150, 153
Home Colorlibrary®
44
Hopping Frogs® Board Game
33
Hospital Visits Communication Fan
53
Host Your Own Quiz/Race Night
142, 156
®
How are They Feeling? ColorCards
26
How Hattie Hated Kindness
92
How I Feel Mirror
25
How the Special Needs Brain Learns
75
How Would You Feel if…? Fun Deck®
25
How’s Teddy? ColorCards®
43
Humm Bug Board Game
147
Humour
57
Hygiene & Related Behaviours for Children/
Adolescents With Autism…
73
I
I Feel Communication Fan
112
I Hear Memories!
145
Icebreakers
136
I’ll Tell You Why I Can’t Wear Those Clothes 80
Illuminated Auditory Spinner
138
I’m Ready™
62
Imagination Questions Fun Deck®
15
Incredible 5 Point Scale, The
67, 79
Indoor Sounds Colorcards®
44
Inferences/Inferencing 6, 9, 39, 48, 55, 56, 57
Interesting Destinations Memory, Matching &
Conversation Set
128
Interoception: The Eighth Sensory System 73
Interpersonal Communication Programme 90

ISPEEK Software for Elderly Care
ISPEEK Software for Autism
It Takes Two to Talk®
Its OK to be Me - Workbook & CD
It’s Raining Cats & Dogs
It’s Too…Communication Fan
J

Jamar® Pegboards/Tests
124
Jeepers Peepers Ask & Answer Game
30
Jigsaw Puzzles
126, 140-141
Junior Alias Vocabulary & Language Resource 55
Just for Adults Series
119
Just for Laughs Cards
57
K
Keep Calm and Carry On DVD
Kelly, Alex

148
10, 66-67, 89

L
Lacing Letters Set - Lowercase & Uppercase 60
Lang-O-Learn Photo Cards
42
Language Activity Resource Kit
110
Language, Articulation & Voice Games SLT Kit
(Chipper Chat®)
33
Language Builder Picture Cards 24, 48, 50, 54
Language Comprehension (using multisensory
activities)
13
Language Development in Early Childhood
Settings, Encouraging
64
Language Development Lessons for Early
Childhood
12
Language for Living
68
Language for Thinking
13
Language Games, 50 Quick Play
13
Language Kit for Primary Schools (Talking
Together)
13
Language LAB™ Program for Grammar,
Vocabulary & Storytelling
5, 16
Language Steps
13
Large Digital Timer
52, 75
Large Mouth Demonstrator
22
Large Print Scrabble
138
Large Print Song Books
147
LAT-NU (LinguiSystems Articulation Test
Normative Update)
7
LCT-2 (Listening Comprehension Test 2)
5
Learning Disabilities/Difficulties 8, 68, 74, 75
Learning Language & Loving it™
64
Learning Tracks
75
Less Stress Ball
99
Let Language Lead the Way to Literacy
64
Lets Get Talking
9
Lets Talk!
103
Letter Formation Sand Tray
76
Lids N Lizards® Magnetic Photo Vocabulary
Game
55
Life Histories
137
Life Therapy Resources
94
Life Times Life Events - ColorCards®
151
Linguisystems Articulation Test-Normative
Update (LAT-NU)
7
Link 4 Fun Books
41
Lip Blok® Straw Positioners
115
Listen & Speak Phone
36
Listen to Nursery Rhymes
35
Listening Assessments
5-6
Listening Games & Auditory Processing 9, 35-40
Listening Progress Pack
35
Listening, Understanding, Remembering,
Verbalising
37
Literacy Games to go Home, Early
12
Little Book of Learning Games, The
11
Little Mouth Demonstrator
22
Live in Wonder Book
96
Location Learning Test
110, 132
Look Who’s Listening Game
35
Loss & Change
102, 108
M
Magic Hat Language Card Flip
41
Magic of Movement
123
®
MagneTalk Match Up Adventures Kit Game 15
MagneTalk® Oral Motor Exercises
20
Magnetic Alphabet Tiles
60
Magnetic Phonics Set
33
Magnetic Spinner Activity Board
17
Magnetic Stacking & Problem Solving Activity
127
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Online!
70
62
96
57
71

Magnetic Whiteboards
16, 153
Magnifier
138
Make Your Own Picture Stories for Kids With ASD
72
Making Choices & Enabling Resources
70-71, 76, 112-115, 138
Managing Your Anger Situations Cards
106
Manners! Fun Deck®
27
Massage Tools
122, 22
Matching
40, 45-47, 125-130, 142
Mealtimes: Drinking & Eating (Adults) 82, 114-115
Mealtimes: Drinking & Eating (Children)
82-86, 114-115
Meanings Fun Deck®, Multiple
57
Meditation
99, 122
Memories & Music Sets
146
Memory (Children)
13, 39-40
Memory (Adults) Neuro/Dementia
116-118, 127-128, 130, 132, 134, 137, 142
Memory (Adults) Reminiscence Activities
145-157
Memory Bank DVDs
153
Memory Drill Sets (CARDS)
119
Memory Magic Book & CD
40
Mental Health Handbook, The
97
Menu Book
115
Merry Go Sound® Language Board Game 33
Mice and Dice Direction Wooden Game
39
Micro Speak: Digital Voice Recorder
18
Mindfulness
99, 122
Mini ICF APP Social Functioning Scale
10
Mini Mat™ Segmented Plate, The
86
Mirrors
18-20, 25,
Monica Plum’s Horrid Problem
92
More than Words®
63
Mouth and Tongue, Lets Have Some Fun 20
Mouth Demonstrator
22
Move Your Body Fun Deck®
81
Mr & Miss Face Wall Chart
24
Multi Memo
18
Multi-Sensory Activities for Improving Fine
Motor Skills
76
Multi-Sensory Reminiscence Activity Book, The
136
Music Trivia
155-157
Musical Bingos & Musical Quiz
145-147
Mutism/Non-verbal
9
My First Sounds Snap
32
My Life Story
137
My Social Stories Book
65
Myotopia
21
N
Nature
130, 139
Neckerchews®
82-83
Neuro Rehabilitation
110-132
Neurogenic Disorders of Language & Cognition
116
New Reynell Development Language Scales,
The (NRDLS)
5
Newton’s Cradle
129
Nifflenoo Called Nevermind
92
No Fighting, No Biting, No Screaming
78
Non-verbal
9
Nouns
5, 48
Now That’s What I Call Music
155
Number Stones (Feels Write)
58
Nursery Rhymes
11, 14, 35, 54
O
Object & Vocabulary
41-50
Ocean Recognition Game
45
®
Odd One Out ColorCards
47
Opposites
41, 43, 47
Oral & Nasal Professional Listener
35
Oral Facial Exercises, The (Source® Series) 121
Oral Motor Activities, Vibration & Exercises
18-23, 121
Outdoor Sounds ColorCards®
44
P
Pain Management
122
Paint a Dot Scenes
131
Party Pups™ Game
51
Pea Called Mildred, A
92
PECS & Other Visual Communication Strategies
in Autism, A Pictures Worth:
70

P140
Peg Boards
124
Pencil Grips/Toppers
76, 82
Penguin Ice Breaker Game
Online!
PEP Talks Resources
101, 107
Pets
126, 130, 131
Phonological Activities
13, 19-22, 32-34, 36
Phonology Assessments
6-7
Photocards: Emotions/Feelings
24-26, 128
Photocards: Fine Motor
58-59
Photocards: Language & Conversation
29-30, 47-57
Photocards: Objects 40-45, 114, 126, 128, 130
Photocards: Reminiscence 144, 149, 151-152
Photocards: Sequencing
53, 114
Photocards: Social Skills/Reasoning
28, 29, 65, 108
Picture Recognition Bingo Games
45
Pirates
14, 17, 30, 51, 84
Pirate Talk Communication Board Game
30
Plan for People Play
63
Planning Activities for Adults
67-68, 136
Planning Language Activities & Interventions
4-13, 68
Plates and Cutlery
83-86
Play
4, 11, 14-16, 58, 59, 62-64
Play Mats
42, 59
Playing Cards
144
Pool Activity Level (PAL) Assessment Tool 132
Pop and Music Trivia
155-157
Positioning for Play
11
Positive Behaviour Communication Fans
75
Positive Focus: A Groupwork Approach to Self
Harm
107
Positive Praise Communication Fan
71
Positive Social Rules Communication Fan 71
Positive Thinking Games & Activities
98, 89
Practical Ideas That Really Work for Students
with ADHD (PITRW-ADHD)
77
Practical Ideas That Really Work for Students
with Disruptive, Defiant or Difficult Behaviours
(PITRW-DDDB)
77
Pragmatic Language Skills Inventory (PLSI) 10
Pragmatics
11, 28, 29
Precious Pets
130
Pre-Handwriting Fun Deck®
58
Prepositions
41, 51
Pre-school
4, 11-12
Preschool Social Language Therapy Book 11
Pre-writing Activities
58, 59
Problem Solving Activities
8, 13, 28-29, 93, 97, 117, 127
Processing Auditory information
35-39
Processing Disorders, The Source®
8
Pronouns
48
Pub Quiz
155-157
Public or Private
73
Puppets & Accessories
14
Put Pretending into Your Child’s Play
63
Put Yourself in My Shoes Activity Flip Set 27
Puzzles
126, 140-141
Q
Question Conversation Starter Cards, The 30
Quiz & Trivia
155-157
R
Radio Theme Tunes From the 40s & 50s 145
Railways
94, 130, 149
Reading Assessments
6
Ready to Play Games Set
12
Reasoning & Problem Solving
15, 28-29, 93, 117, 127
Receptive & Expressive Language Skills in
Young Learners, Developing
12
Recognising & Comparing Games
127
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P155

Record Player, Portable Briefcase
145, 147
Recordable Resources
18
Recovery Through Activity
97
ReFraze™ 50s/60s/70s/80s Games
155
Regular/Irregular Verbs Fun Decks®
49
Rehabilitation
110-131
Relationships
27, 88-95, 97, 102, 108
Relationships : Special Needs
66-68, 73
Relaxation & Concentration Resources 99, 122
Reminiscence: Activity Planning
132, 136
Reminiscence: Books 128, 134, 136, 137, 154
Reminiscence: Cards
128, 130, 144, 149, 151, 152
Reminiscence: Colouring & Dot to Dot
131, 137, 139, 151
Reminiscence: DVDs
148-149
Reminiscence: Games & Discussion Packs
128, 130, 136, 139, 142, 144-153, 155-157
Reminiscence: Groups
133, 136, 139
Reminiscence: Life Reflection/Life Histories
128, 136, 137, 149, 151
Reminiscence: Magnet Collections
153
Reminiscence: Music and Sound
145-147, 154-157
Reminiscence: Replica Packs & Newspapers
148-150
Reminiscence: Tactile
130, 136
Reminiscence: Toys & Childhood
139, 148, 150, 153
Reminiscence: Trivia & Quiz
139, 142, 145-147, 155-157
Renfrew Language Scales Series
5
Resilience
89, 103-104
Restraint & Seclusion for Aggressive Kids,
Positive Alternatives
78
Rhodes to Language
55
Ring Bling™ Following Directions Game
39
River Therapy Guidebook & Cards
94
Road Therapy Cards Deck, The
94
Robot Rage Game
105
Rock & Roll Bingos
146
Roll a Ball Tools: Small & Large
79
Room on the Broom Memory Game
40
Routines & ADL Sequencing
53-54, 114
Roylan Assessment Tools
124
Rubber Foam Shape Sorting Activity
130
Ruby and the Rubbish Bin
92
S
Safety
28, 73, 97, 116
Sand Timers
52
Sand Trays
76
Say and Do Sound Production
34
Say it With Music
155
Scooter Board Activities Fun Deck®
81
Seasons & Time
52
Seat Exercises
123
SEDAL (Social, Emotional Developmental Age)
10, 77, 88
Seeing Through the Eyes of Another
27
Selective Mutism
9
Self-Awareness
66, 88, 90
Self-Care
53, 73
Self-Confidence
103, 90
Self-Esteem
90, 97, 103-104
Self-Harm
107
Semantic Resources
6, 55-57, 120
SEN in the Classroom
61-71, 75-76, 79, 82
Sensory Activity Set
133
Sensory Books & Resources
68, 73, 76, 78-81, 133, 142
Sentence Resources
39, 60
Sequencing Resources 4, 13, 15, 43, 53, 54, 114
Sex and Relationships
90-95, 102, 108
Sharpen Your Senses Cards
142
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Short Parallel Assessments of Neuropsychological
Status (SPANS)
110
Shrinking the Smirch
97
Shyness - Talking, Feeling & Doing Game 104
Silly Socks Matching Game
40
Sing Along Resources
147
Sip-Tip® Tumbler Combo Set
115
Size Sort & Vocabulary Activity Set
46
Skills for Daily Living: Personal Safety/Social
®
Behaviour ColorCards
28
Sleep
72, 99
SLT Activities (Children)
4-60, 82-86
SLT Activities (Adults)
110-121
Social & Emotional Development
87-108
Social Behaviour & Self-Management: 5 Point
Scales (Adolescents/Adults)
67, 79
Social, Communication & Skills Package Talkabout Series
66-67
Social Emotional Developmental Age Level
(SEDAL)
10, 77, 88
Social, Emotional Wellbeing (Adults & Young
People) 10, 88-91, 93-4, 97, 99-103, 105-108
Social, Emotional Wellbeing (Children)
24-29, 88-113
Social Inferences Fun Deck®
56
Social Situations: Professional Toolkit
65
Social Skills
10-13, 28-29, 62-68, 71, 73, 77, 88-97, 108
Social Skills Assessments
6, 9,10
Social Stories
65, 72
Song Books
147
Sorting & Categorising 45-46, 55, 59, 125-129
Sound Play, Early
32
Sounds Nostalgic
145
®
Source Series, The
8, 9, 69, 85, 116, 121
South Tyneside Assessment of Phonology
(STAP 2)
7
South Tyneside Assessment of Syntactic
Structures (STASS 2)
7
Special Needs (Adults & Young People)
8-9, 66-73, 76-77, 80
Special Needs (Children)
9, 62, 83-86
Speech & Eating Resources
83-86
Speech & Language Assessments
4-10
Speech & Language Activities
11-60, 66, 83-86, 136
Speech & Language Development Wall Chart 17
Speech Therapy Mirrors
18-20, 25
Sport
144, 151, 153
Stacking
127, 129-130
STAP & STASS
7
Stickers (SLT)
17
Stiivii Massage Tools
22, 122
Stop Relax & Think Board Game
79
Stories for Troubled Children Collection
92
Story Cubes, Retell a
15
Story Therapy Cards: Trains
94
Story-telling Assessments
5
Story-telling & Creative Therapy 5, 14-16, 93-95
Straight Talk Manual
97
Straws (including valves and clips)
86, 115
Stress Management
90, 99-100
Stuttering
8
Successful Social Stories™ for Young Children
65
Sunderland, Margot
92, 93
Supporting Quiet Children
9
Symbolic Play Test
4
T
Tactile Resources
58, 59, 76, 79, 130, 133, 139, 143
Take Out The Toys
63
Talkability™
62
Talkabout Assessment Tool
10, 66, 89
Talkabout for Adults, Teenagers & Children
66-67
Talking & Recordable Resources
18
Taming a Tempersaurus/Your Temper
106
Tangle Therapy
79, 125
Teach Me to Play
11
Teacher Talk™ Series, The
64
Teaching Reading & Phonics to Children with
Language and Communication Delay
6
Teaching Resources
4-108
Teaching Talking
6

For sales and enquiries contact us today
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Teaching Time Management to Learners With
Autism Spectrum Disorder
69
Teen Issues ColorCards®
108
Teenage Life Blob Cards
91
Teenie Weenie in a Too Big World
92
Tell Me About It!
53
Tellimero
18
Test of Silent Word Reading Fluency (TOSWRF2)
6
Textured Threading Beads
130
That’s Silly!
57
The Ungame
136
Themed Books for Memory Impaired Adults
128
Thera-band™ Resources
124
TheraJigsaw™ & TheraJigstick™ Puzzles
126
Therapeutic Parenting Series
95
Therapeutic Storybooks for Children
16, 92, 95, 102, 105
Therapy Ball Activities Fun Deck®
81
Things Tom Likes/Things Ellie Likes
73
Think it, Say it
8
This Sceptered Isle 1940-1970’s DVD
148
Thought Changing Cards: Anxiety
100
Threading & Linking
59-60, 125, 130
Time; Timers, Orientation & the Seasons
52
Tin-tastic - Never Say…/Starts With…
156
Tips & Techniques for The Z Vibe
23
Tongue Depressors and Accessories
22
Top Trivia Quiz Cards (Music, TV & Film, Collection)
156, 158
Topic Talk Game (Conversation Cards)
30
Totika Game
97
Traffic Light Communication Fan
71
Tran-Quill™ Vibrating Pencil
76
Transport & Vehicles
44, 130, 131, 141, 149
Trauma
101-102
Travelling (Autism)
72
Triple Talk Vocabulary Cards
55
Trivia Games
139, 155-157
Tune into Initial Sounds
35
Turbino Blowing Game
21
Turns & Topics: Magnetic Board Games Set 66
TV and Film
144, 146, 153, 155-156
U
U-Play Mat, The
42
UK Trivia Board Game
155
Understanding Faces Board Game. The
26
Understanding Inferences Fun Deck®
56
Understanding others
24-31, 88-89
Upper and Lower Case Stones Set (Feels Write)
58
Upper Body & Core Strength Fun Deck®
81
Upside Down Divorce Game
108
Using Storytelling as a Therapeutic Tool
93
V
Vehicles & Transport
44, 130, 131, 140-141, 149
Verbal & Visual Reasoning (WALC™)
117
Verbal Reasoning Activities
13, 28
Verbs and Pronouns
5, 48-50, 56
Very Hungry Caterpillar Memory Game
40
Vibration: Oral Motor
22
Virtues and Values Thumball
27
Visual & Spacial Exercises
127
Visual Impairment
133, 138-139
Visual Perception Games
127
Visual Schedules and Communication
70-71,75, 79, 112-115
Vocabular: Vocabulary Cards
45
Vocabulary Assessments
4-5
Vocabulary & Object Cards
14-15, 41-57
Voice Disorders Adolescent & Adult, The Source®
121
Voices From the 40s & 50s
145
W

We’re Going on a Sound Walk CD
35
WH Inference Question Cards, Ring Talkers®
56
“Wh” Question Blast Off!™ Board Game
30
What Are They Thinking?
25, 26
What Can You see?
47
What Colour Today? Communication Fan 114
What Comes Before Phonics
32
What Did You Say? Board Game
26
What do You Really Know/Think About Sex/
Relationships?
108
What do You Say, What do You Do at School?
Game
29
What’s Different Activities
47
What Doesn’t Belong? Fun Deck®
47
What Shall I Do Today? Communication Fan
112
What Shall I Drink/Wear Today?
Communication Fans
114
What Would You Do at Home/School If… Fun
Decks®
29
What’s Happening to Ellie/Tom?
73
What’s Missing?
47
What’s Wacky Language Cards
57
When Down Syndrome & Autism Intersect 69
When My Worries Get Too Big
78
When Someone Has a Very Serious Illness/Very
Special Dies
102
When the World Falls Apart: Working With the
Effects of Trauma
101
White Reusable Write on/Wipe Off Educational/
Therapy Cards
17
Who is Coming in Today? Communication Fan
112
Who, What, Where, When
30-31
Who’s in the Bag? - Game
142
Whole Brain Game, The
55
Wibble Called Bipley, A
92
Willy And The Wobbly House
92
Winchester Nostalgic Radio
145
Word Construction Nuts & Bolts Set
60
Word Finding
117-118
Word Finding Vocabulary Test (Renfrew
Language Scales)
5
Word Jogger Pack
57
Word Recall, facilitating
37
Word Relationships (Just for Adults)
119
WORD Test 3-Elementary
6
Wordless Activities
14, 16
Worries
100
Writing Aids
76
Writing Life Histories
137
X
X Trainer

124

Y
YARC (York Assessment & Reading for
Comprehension)
6
Year to Remember DVDs, A (1940s, 1950s, 1960s)
149
Yes/No Questions (Just for Adults)
119
Yesterday’s Verbs
50
York Assessment & Reading for Comprehension
(YARC)
6
You Make The Difference® Series
64
Your Choice Programme Set
90
Yum Bots™ Cutlery
86
Z
Z Vibes, Z Grabber & Interchangeable Tips 23
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WALC™ Series
117
Walking in the Shoes of Another
27
Wartime
148, 154
Washing & Dressing
41, 42, 45, 53-54, 114
Weighted Blanket Guide, The
72
Weighted Pencil Set
76
Wellbeing & Happiness Cards
108
Wellcomm: The Complete Speech & Language
Toolkit
4
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ORDER FORM
PLEASE USE BLOCK LETTERS WHEN ORDERING

DELIVERY INFORMATION:

WAYS TO ORDER:
Website:

www.winslowresources.com

Telephone:

01246 210416

Cheque/PO:

Made payable to Winslow® and post to:
Winslow Resources, Goyt Side Road, Chesterfield, S40 2PH.

(Credit, Debit Cards only, except American Express)

Purchase Order: If you have a credit account, please send a Purchase
Order via email or post. An invoice will be generated
and forwarded to the invoice address on the dispatch
of goods. Payment is required within 30 days of the
invoice date.

INVOICING DETAILS:

We despatch most orders within 48 hours of receipt of order. Manufactured items take
around 28 days, special orders can take 6-8 weeks if coming from abroad, but we will keep
you informed. Terms and conditions for sale are available on our website.
Winslow Standard Delivery Charges
For all orders to mainland UK destination charges are as follows:Orders up to the value (excluding VAT) of:Up to £50 £3.95 + VAT
Up to £100 £7.95 + VAT
Over £100 £8.95 + VAT
Orders containing large and or bulky items marked in the catalogue and on the website with
a
will incur an ADDITIONAL charge of £30 + VAT per item

PRICES
Prices exclude VAT and are valid until 31 December 2019 unless otherwise indicated and
supercede all previously published. However, prices are subject to change without prior notice.
Zero-Rated or VAT-relief products are labelled near the price. Prices are in £GBP, exclusive of
VAT and delivery costs.

WHERE DO YOU WANT YOUR GOODS DELIVERED ?

Contact Name:

Contact Name:

Establishment:

Establishment:

Address:

Address:

(Inc postcode)

(Inc postcode)

Tel No.:

Tel No.:

Email:

Email:

Code

Product name

Colour

Fabric

Thanks for your order!

Price (each)

Qty

Total

Delivery Cost (see above):

+ VAT (added to all invoices unless an eligibility declaration is received with the order)
Total Cost:

ELIGIBILITY DECLARATION
: are penalties for making false declarations. If you are unsure if you are eligible to receive goods/services zero-rated for VAT, visit www.hmrc.gov.uk.
There
Please tick one:
Declaration by a person with a disability
Declaration by a Charity (please provide the Charity number)
I (name)
Of (charity name if applicable)
Of (address)
Declare that: Goods and/or Services are being received from Winslow®, GOYT SIDE ROAD, CHESTERFIELD S40 2PH because: (please tick one)
I am chronically sick or have a disabling condition: (provide full, specific description and description of goods)

the charity named above is receiving goods for a disabled individual or making these available to a disabled person/s for domestic or personal use.
(description of goods)

I require goods adapted to suit my condition (disabled person) or the condition of a disabled person to whom the goods are to be made available
(charities). OR
I/we require installation, repair or maintenance of goods provided for or used by a disabled person/s.
(Description of services/goods supplied by Winslow®)
And I claim relief from value added tax:

Signature

Date:

NOTE: Although many of our products are helpful for people who have a range of additional/special needs/symptoms, not all qualify for VAT relief. To qualify,
designer of a product must have specifically designed it for disabled people. If, however it was designed for everyone, despite its benefits, it will still attract VAT.
We are bound by the laws of HM Customs and Excise.
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ORDER DIFFICULTIES
We hope that you happy with your order. If you find missing,
incorrect, faulty or damaged items, let us know immediately
and we will do our best to resolve any difficulties as speedily as
possible.
• Damaged goods must be reported within 48 hours of
receipt so we can take this up with the courier.
• Please let us know of any missing items within 7 days from the
date of your invoice so we can rectify this for you.
• If you wish to return items, please contact us to obtain a Returns
Authorisation Reference so we know to expect your package.
Returned items must be in pristine condition, unused and in their
original undamaged packaging. If they are not, an amount may
be deducted from the refund to reflect the value of the product
has been reduced. If you are not an individual, Winslow reserve
the right to charge a 15% re-stocking fee. We regret that we do
not offer a pre-paid returns service and recommend you choose
a signed-for option – we are not responsible for missing parcels.
Costs are non-refundable unless the item is faulty. You have the
right to cancel and return items within 30 days of receiving your
order. Some items, however, are non-returnable, for example if
they are made especially for you, these are marked clearly in the
catalogue.
Our products are not classified as medical equipment. We cannot,
therefore accept declarations requesting exemption in this
category.
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